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Abstract— Compound semantic analysis is the task of finding 

the correct internal relation between the constituents of a 

compound [3, 10]. In this paper we use a measure of semantic 

similarity [14] based on the relations in the Afrikaans WordNet 

[2] to determine the similarity between two Afrikaans 

compounds. We infer that if the different constituents of two 

compounds are semantically similar, the compounds will have the 

same internal semantic relation between the constituents. This 

wordnet-based approach is compared to existing approaches and 

we show that the approach attains similar precision, but lower 

recall. To improve recall, we investigate a method for 

automatically extending the Afrikaans WordNet based on freely 

available wiki-resources.

Keywords—compound semantic analysis; semantic relations; 

Afrikaans WordNet; wordnet extension; Wiki-resources

I. INTRODUCTION

The automatic analysis of a compound is an important 
technology that is used in various fields of natural language 
processing, such as machine translation, information 
extraction, information retrieval, spelling checkers, and 
question answering systems [8, 15, 16]. Automatic compound 
analysis is usually concerned with two problems, namely 
finding compound boundaries and determining the semantic 
relations between the different constituents of a compound.
This paper focuses on compound semantic analysis (CSA) of 
Afrikaans noun-noun (NN) compounds as part of the 
Automatic Compound Processing

1
 (AuCoPro) project. CSA is 

the task of finding the semantic relation between the head noun 
in the compound and its modifier [3, 10]. This paper 
investigates a method for classifying the internal semantic 
relation of a NN compound in Afrikaans automatically by 
using the Afrikaans WordNet (AWN) [2] as knowledge base.
Wordnets are useful for CSA because of the semantic relations 
(such as hyponymical and meronymical relations) a wordnet 
structure provides, which can be used to determine the internal 
semantic relation of a NN compound.  

The result of using a wordnet for automatic CSA in 
Afrikaans is compared with existing research on two levels. 
Firstly, the wordnet-based approach is compared to a bag of 

                                                          
1
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words approach to CSA proposed by [17] to determine if the 
wordnet-based approach can improve on their reported results. 
Secondly, the results are compared with English CSA using a 
wordnet to determine what impact wordnet size has on 
automatic CSA. When compared to other wordnets previously 
used for automatic CSA, such as the Princeton WordNet 
(PWN) [4] used by [10], the AWN is relatively small (10,045 
synsets). Since the wordnet is an integral part of finding 
relational information, the size of the wordnet could have a 
significant impact on the CSA results.  

As part of this investigation, we apply an approach to 
automatically extend the AWN to determine if results for 
automatic CSA in Afrikaans will improve with a larger 
wordnet. The extension of the AWN is done automatically by 
using existing, freely available lexical data [1] such as 
Wiktionary

2
 and the Unicode Common Locale Data 

Repository
3
 (UCLDR) data. 

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. 
Section 2 gives a detailed description of how the AWN is used 
to automatically determine the internal semantic relations of 
unseen NN compounds in Afrikaans, and also includes an 
explanation of the evaluation procedure used to determine the 
success of this approach. Section 3 details the approach we 
followed for the automatic extension of the AWN, together 
with results of the extension procedure and results for CSA on 
an extended AWN. Section 4 provides a conclusion and 
outlines future work. 

II. AUTOMATIC COMPOUND SEMANTIC

ANALYSIS

A. Previous Work

A noun compound is a word that consists of two or more 
nouns [10]. As an example, the Afrikaans compound koperpan
(“copper pan”) can be split into the two nouns koper and pan,
and semantic analysis describes the relation between the two 
nouns as “a pan made out of copper”. The scheme for 
annotating these semantic relations, summarised in Table I, is 
described in [13] and was adopted by [17] and the AuCoPro 
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project. In order to build a compound semantic analyser, an 
automatic method of finding the internal relation between two 
constituents of a compound needs to be developed.  

This paper applies an approach similar to the one proposed 
by [10] of measuring the semantic similarity of an unseen NN 
compound to annotated NN compounds (i.e. compounds where 
the internal semantic relation between constituents has been 
assigned by a human) to determine the most likely internal 
semantic relation between the constituents of the unseen 
compound. This method is applied in order to determine how 
well it performs for automatic CSA in Afrikaans and is 
described in detail later in this section. 

Most research concerning automatic CSA has been done 
for English [3, 10], although there has been research in other 
languages, such as Dutch [16, 17], German [8], and Afrikaans 
[16, 17] as well. A method where the top levels of a 
hierarchical knowledge base (such as a wordnet) are used to 
make distinctions between axioms (the starting point of the 
specific word in the wordnet hierarchy) and ontologies (sub-
category of the wordnet) was applied in [3]. Using the relations 
within the PWN, [10] used a measure of semantic similarity to 
determine the semantic relatedness between two noun 
compounds. This method is described in greater detail later in 
this section. A deduction based approach was explored in [8] to 
infer the internal semantic relations of German compounds 
based on the meronymical hierarchy in GermaNet (the German 
WordNet).  

Previous work related to automatic CSA for Afrikaans and 
Dutch was done by using a bag of words (BOW) approach 
[17]. For training data, each instance vector contained a 
category (the semantic specific category of the compound) and 
features such as the co-occurrence of each word. Using 
WEKA’s sequential minimal optimisation (SMO) 
implementation of a support vector machine learning 
algorithm, [17] used 1,439 Afrikaans NN compounds and 
1,447 Dutch NN compounds as the vectors for each language 
respectively. We use the results of [17] as a baseline for 
comparison with the results from our approach.  

TABLE I. SEMANTIC RELATION ANNOTATION SCHEMA FOR ANNOTATED 

COMPOUNDS (N1 AND N2 ARE THE TWO CONSTITUENTS OF THE COMPOUND IN

THAT ORDER) 

Relation Description Example

BE N2 which is (like) (a) N1. gidshond (‘guide dog’)

HAVE
All compounds denoting some sort of 
possession.

studieprobleme (‘study 
problems’)

IN
Any compound denoting a location in 

place or time.
varkhok (‘pigsty’)

ACTOR
When there is an event denoted in the 
compound and one of the constituents is 

a salient entity.

mielieboer (‘corn farmer’)

INST
When there is an event and there is no 
salient entity present.

voetspoor (‘foot imprint’)

ABOUT
Describes 'an item is ABOUT 

something'

geskiedenisboek ('history 

book')

REL Other Non-Lexicalised Relation.
modenaam (‘fashion 
name’)

LEX Lexicalised Compound.
lewensverserkering (‘life 
assurance’)

UNKN The meaning is unclear. naelhand (‘nail hand’)

MISTAG Incorrectly tagged as NN compound.
snoeikunstenaara

(‘pruning artist’)

NONC Not a NN compound. walvisb (‘whale’)

a.
The compound snoeikunstenaar is classified as MISTAG because snoei is not a noun.

b.
The word walvis (‘whale’) is not a compound, although it may be incorrectly classified as a compound 

because it can be split into two valid constituents, wal (‘embankment’ or ‘mound’) and vis

(‘fish’).

B. Methodology 

In this paper we follow a method similar to that of [10] for 
assigning internal semantic relations to previously unseen NN 
compounds in Afrikaans. As in [10], we focus exclusively on 
NN compounds consisting of two constituents, the head noun 
and the modifier. This is a pragmatic decision, as 78.3% of 
Afrikaans compounds consist of only two constituents [15]. 

In order to determine the internal semantic relation of a NN 
compound, we use a measure to calculate the semantic 
similarity between each of the constituents of an unseen 
compound and compounds annotated with the internal 
semantic relations. The annotated NN compound with the 
highest similarity score is identified and its semantic relation is 
assigned to the unseen NN compound.  

For this paper we use the same annotated data as [17]. This 
data consists of 1,499 Afrikaans compounds, each of which has 
its internal semantic relation annotated. A compound can be 
classified as having one of eleven types of internal relations. 
Table I presents each relation, together with an example and a 
description. Table II gives the class distribution of each relation 
in the annotated data. 

The first step of the automatic CSA process is to calculate 
the similarity score between annotated NN compounds and 
previously unseen compounds, based on the semantic relations 
in the AWN using the WordNet::Similarity module [14]. 
WordNet:: Similarity is an open source Perl module that allows 
a user to calculate the semantic similarity between a pair of 
words based on the PWN. WordNet::Similarity provides six 
different measures of similarity, divided into path-based 
measures and information content based measures. We take a 
similar approach to [10], by combining four similarity 
measures: two path-based measures, LCH [11] and WUP [19], 
and two information content-based measures, JCN [9] and LIN  

TABLE II. DISTRIBUTION OF SEMANTIC RELATION CLASSES IN THE 

ANNOTATED DATA

Relation Number of instances

BE 365

HAVE 144

IN 302

ACTOR 130

INST 110

ABOUT 413

REL 25

LEX 0

UNKN 2

MISTAG 7

NONC 1



Fig. 1. Illustration of similarity between koperpan and annotated NN 

compounds studieprobleme and koperring (adapted from [10]) 

[12]. Each score is normalized and summed to get a 
combined similarity score. The four measures are described as 
follows in [14]: 

· LCH: Finds the shortest path between two concepts, and 

scales that value by the maximum path length found in the 

“is-a” hierarchy in which they occur. 

· WUP: Finds the depth (distance to the root node) of the 

least common subsumer (LCS) of the concepts, and then 

scales that by the sum of the depths of the individual 

concepts. 

· JCN and LIN:  Augment the information content 

of the LCS with the sum of the information content of 

concepts A and B themselves. The LIN measure scales the 

information content of the LCS by this sum, while JCN 

takes the difference of this sum and the information content 

of the LCS. 

We start by calculating the word similarity between the N1 
constituents of the unseen and annotated compounds, followed 
by the word similarity between the N2 constituents of the 
unseen and annotated compounds. A simple example (see 
Figure 1) illustrates how the similarity between an unseen 
compound (koperpan) and two annotated compounds, 
studieprobleme (study problems) and koperring (copper ring), 
is calculated The word similarity score (see Table III) between 
N1 of the unseen compound and N1 of the annotated 
compound (studieprobleme) is 0.06, while the similarity score 
between N2 of the unseen and annotated compound is 0.24. 
The process of comparing annotated compounds with the 
unseen compound is repeated for every compound in the 
annotated data. Subsequently, there is a similarity score 
between N1 of the unseen compound and N1 of every 
compound in the annotated data, and a similarly score between 
N2 of the unseen compound and N2 of every compound in the 
annotated data. 

TABLE III. WORD SIMILARITY SCORES OF CONSTITUENTS BETWEEN

KOPERPAN, STUDIEPROBLEME AND KOPERRING

Annotated NN 

compound

Unseen NN 

compound

Word similarity 

score

Compound 

similarity

N1 studie koper 0.06
0.014

N2 probleme pan 0.24

N1 koper koper 1
0.53

N2 ring pan 0.53

The second step in determining the internal relation of an 
unseen compound is to calculate the similarity of the annotated 
compounds to the unseen compound. This is done by 
multiplying the similarity scores of N1 and N2 of the annotated 
compound for every compound in the annotated data. The 
results in Table III show that the similarity score between 
studieprobleme and the unseen compound is lower than the 
similarity score between koperring and the unseen compound. 

The compound with the highest similarity score in the 
annotated data is identified and its internal semantic relation is 
assigned to the unseen compound. The example results in 
Table III show that koperpan is the most similar to koperring
and we can infer that the internal semantic relation for 
koperpan therefore is BE. 

One of the shortcomings of using the AWN is that it does 
not necessarily contain inflections of the words that occur in 
compounds, such as the plural form probleme (“problems”) in 
studieprobleme. Of the 2,998 constituents in the data, only 
1,875 are lemmas that are included in the AWN. To mitigate 
this problem, we used the Lemma-Identifier for Afrikaans 
(LIA) [6; 7] to lemmatise constituents not found in the AWN.
LIA takes any Afrikaans word as input and gives the linguistic 
correct lemma as output. For example, LIA will lemmatise the 
inflected word probleme (“problems”) as probleem
(“problem”). Of the remaining 1,123 constituents, an additional 
410 were found in the AWN after lemmatisation. The impact 
on overall results of using LIA as part of the automatic CSA is 
discussed in the evaluation section. 

C. Evaluation 

The success of the wordnet-based approach to automatic 
CSA for Afrikaans is determined by measuring the precision, 
recall and F-score using 10-fold cross validation on the 1,499 
annotated compounds. The previously described similarity 
method for automatic CSA is used to classify 10 randomly 
selected sets of 145 NN compounds from the annotated data, 
and calculating the similarity to the remaining 1,354 annotated 
compounds in each of the sets. The average precision, recall 
and F-score are then calculated as the 10-fold cross validation 
result. This process is also repeated for the same data set using 
LIA as an additional resource for identifying inflected 
constituents of which only the lemma is included in the AWN. 

 

tuents o whic only he em s cluded e AW

 (1) 

  (2) 

  (3) 



TABLE IV. EVALUATION METRICS FOR AUTOMATIC CSA ON AFRIKAANS 

COMPOUNDS

Precision Recall F-score

Baseline BOW 50.80% 51.60% 51.10%

AWN without 

LIA
48.02% 18.10% 26.22%

AWN with LIA 50.49% 29.27% 37.05%

The evaluation results in Table IV provide a comparison of 
the baseline CSA system developed by [17] to the wordnet-
based approach explored in this paper and the approach 
including LIA as an additional resource. The results show that 
although the precision of the wordnet-based approach is 
comparable to the BOW approach, the recall is significantly 
lower for the wordnet-based approach. The inclusion of LIA in 
the process improves recall and the F-score by more than 10%, 
while also slightly improving the precision, but this still does 
not compare favourably with the baseline results.  

The poor recall of the wordnet-based approach can largely 
be attributed to the small size of the AWN (10,045 synsets), 
since many of the constituents in the data do not have entries in 
the AWN. If one of the constituents of the unseen compound 
does not exist in the AWN, a similarity score for the unseen 
compound cannot be calculated. If a similarity score for an 
unseen compound cannot be calculated, the recall score, and 
subsequently the F-score, for this approach to automatic CSA 
drops. This problem can be mitigated by extending the AWN 
so that it has broader coverage. The following discussion 
details an automatic extension procedure of the AWN. 

III. AUTOMATIC EXTENSION OF THE AFRIKAANS

WORDNET

A. Previous Work 

The advantage of using a wordnet as knowledge base for 
CSA is that the similarity measure compares the semantic 
similarity of two words, based on the different semantic 
relations of the wordnet. As explained in the previous section, 
the AWN (10,045 synsets) may be too small or incomplete in 
comparison to the PWN used in [10] (see Table IV) to achieve 
comparable results for automatic CSA. One way to mitigate 
this problem is to extend the AWN so that it has broader 
coverage. 

Previous approaches to automatically extending a wordnet 
with freely available lexical data includes a method of looking 
at back-translations found in wiki resources [7], and a method 
of using data gathered from Wiktionary and the UCLDR to 
extend wordnets of various languages [1]. The method used by 
[7] is more applicable to languages with medium to large 
coverage wiki resources because it is dependent on synset-
aligned wordnets and a large multilingual translation graph in 
as many languages as possible - none of which is currently 
available in Afrikaans. In this paper we apply a method similar 
to the one described in [1] to extend the AWN.

TABLE V. SIZE COMPARISON BETWEEN PWN, AWN AND AWN-E 

PWN AWN AWN-E

Nouns 79,689 6,673 7,657

Verbs 13,508 2,966 2,981

Adjectives 18,563 406 480

Adverbs 3,664 0 0

Total number of synsets 115,424 10,045 11,118

Wiktionary is an online dictionary that was designed as a 
lexical companion to Wikipedia and consists of lexical data, 
such as words, parts of speech, definitions, translations, 
synonyms and antonyms. Wiktionary data is useful for wordnet 
extension because it contains translations to the same 
Wiktionary entries in other language as well as different 
lexicographic information that can be integrated into a wordnet, 
and it is freely available. 

The first step in the extension process [1] is to build a 
custom parser to extract words, parts of speech, definitions, 
synonyms and translations from the English Wiktionary pages. 

By using multiple text similarity scores to compare a BOW 
for the gloss, set of lemmas, and possible example sentences 
for entries in Wiktionary and synsets in WordNet, the 
Wiktionary senses are linked to WordNet synsets. Once a 
Wiktionary sense is linked to a WordNet synset, the 
information from the Wiktionary entry is used to add or extend 
parts of the WordNet synset that may be incomplete or missing 
from the WordNet. In addition to the Wiktionary data, [1] also 
uses UCLDR data. UCLDR is a source of freely available 
lexical data that consist of information on date formats, 
numbers, currencies, times, and time zones, as well as help for 
choosing languages and countries by name. 

B. Methodology 

To extend the AWN, we first look at the data gathered from 
the Afrikaans Wiktionary. When compared to the Wiktionary 
of either English (36,650,000 entries) or Dutch (303,485 
entries), the current Afrikaans Wiktionary (20,765 entries) is 
small and incomplete. Subsequently, the data from the 
Afrikaans Wiktionary that can be used to add new entries in the 
current AWN is relatively small. Even so, as the Afrikaans 
Wiktionary continues growing it can be used to further extend 
the AWN in the future.  

To start the extension of the AWN with data from 
Wiktionary, we parse Afrikaans, English, and Dutch 
Wiktionaries for words, parts of speech, a short gloss, and 
translations (between English and Afrikaans, and Dutch and 
Afrikaans). We then create a list of entries in the Afrikaans 
Wiktionary with translations to the English Wiktionary.  

Since each synset in the AWN has the same synset id as its 
counterpart in the PWN, the list of English translations is then 
aligned to the WordNet. Through a simple lookup we can 
determine which synset ids are not present in the AWN. New 
synsets are added to the AWN if they have a translation to an 
English Wiktionary entry. These Wiktionary entries are linked 
to their WordNet senses.  



Afrikaans 

Wiktionary
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Fig. 2. Graphic illustration of the Afrikaans WordNet extension procedure

A Wiktionary entry that does not have the same part of 
speech as the translation in the Afrikaans Wiktionary, or that 
already exists in the AWN, is filtered out. New synsets are 
added to the AWN with the word, part of speech, and gloss 
from the Afrikaans Wiktionary entry, and the synset id from 
the WordNet. We follow the same procedure as described 
above to extend the AWN with data from the Dutch WordNet 
(Cornetto) and Dutch Wiktionary, because Cornetto also has a 
PWN synset id for each corresponding synset. Results of the 
extension are presented in Table VI, showing a total of 1,073
new synsets added to the AWN in this way. 

The small number of synsets that were added to the original 
AWN is largely due to the small size of the Afrikaans 
Wiktionary. Many of the entries in the Afrikaans Wiktionary 
do not have translations to corresponding entries in the English 
or Dutch Wiktionary, or they already exist in the AWN, so that 
they cannot be added to the Afrikaans WordNet as a new 
synset. Also, because the Afrikaans WordNet has the same 
synset ids as the PWN only synsets that already exist in the 
PWN can be added as synsets to the Afrikaans WordNet. 

TABLE VI. RESULTS OF THE AWN EXTENSION

Wiktionary UCLDR

Nouns 526 458

Verbs 15 0

Adjectives 74 0

Total 615 458

C. Evaluation 

After the completion of the AWN extension, the same 
procedure for calculating metrics with 10-fold cross validation 
was run using the extended version of the Afrikaans WordNet 
(AWN-E) as knowledge base. Surprisingly this method 
achieved an F-score of 35.71% (with 47.96% precision and 
28.46% recall), slightly worse than results from the results 
using the original AWN. The main reason for this drop in 
precision and recall is the fact that some synsets added to 
AWN-E are placed incorrectly in the wordnet hierarchy. The 
synsets are added incorrectly because we cannot link senses 
between the Afrikaans Wiktionary and PWN/Cornetto by using 
multiple text similarity scores as in [1]. Instead we use the 
translations found in the Afrikaans Wiktionary, and ambiguous 
entries were added to incorrect locations in the WordNet. 

IV. CONCLUSION

This paper used a measure of word similarity based on the 
semantic relations in the Afrikaans WordNet to determine the 
semantic relations between compound constituents. We infer 
that if one compound is semantically very similar to another, 
then it will also have the same internal semantic relation. 

The results of this approach to automatic CSA for 
Afrikaans (F-score of 37.05%) does not compare well to the 
BOW approach used by [17], which achieved an F-score of 
51.1%. Although the precision of our approach is almost on par 
with [17] (50.8%), our recall score is much lower because it is 
dependent on a limited knowledge-base, which consequently 
has a negative impact on the overall F-score.  

Our results compare more favourably to that of [10], which 
achieved an accuracy of 53% (calculated in the same way as 
our precision score), although our precision score is slightly 
lower at 50.49%. This is most likely due to the fact that the 
Afrikaans WordNet is still much smaller than the PWN used by 
[10], even after the automatic extension. As an attempt to 
validate this assumption, we applied an approach to 
automatically extending the AWN through openly available 
resources, adding 1,073 new synsets. 

These initial results indicate that using a small wordnet 
limits the possible quality that can be attained for automatic 
CSA, but that the precision of the class assignment is similar to 
that of other approaches. Until larger wordnets or ontologies 
are available, it will be more successful to use machine 
learning techniques to learn these types of semantic relations. 
Further work on improving the automatic extension techniques 
may also be a beneficial resource development strategy, but 
requires larger and more comprehensive data for the strategy to 
be really beneficial. 
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Abstract—This paper presents a comparison of methods to
fuse pre-registered colour visual and long wave infra-red images
to create a new image containing both visual and thermal cues.
Three methods of creating the artificially coloured fused images
are presented. These three methods along with the raw visual and
LWIR imagery are then evaluated using the Analytical Hierarchy
Process for three different scenarios using a set of 32 observers.
The scenarios entail bright, dim and dark conditions which
directly affect the amount of visual information available. Both
the standard method and a novel voting methodology are used
to evaluate the results, the latter providing similar ranking but
better discrimination between the voter’s preferences. The results
show that fused images are preferred for non-dark conditions
with the thermal based hue offset algorithm being preferred.

I. INTRODUCTION

This paper creates and evaluates multi-spectral fused im-

ages. Specifically visual and Long Wave Infrared (LWIR)

imagery are used. The fusion of data is a two-step process con-

sisting of registering the images and then using the registered

images to create a false-colour image for display purposes.

This paper focusses on the false-colour image creation and

the evaluation of such images for the purpose of object of

interest detection and subsequent identification.

A. Cross spectral registration

Registration is the first step in multi-spectral fusion, it

entails the warping of the two images such that corresponding

features in the images coincide. The authors have previously

shown [1] that standard feature descriptors yielded poor results

when used to generate homographies to register cameras of

spectral bands as different as the visual spectrum (0.3µm to

0.7µm) and LWIR (8µm to 14µm). Ergo this work used

the authors’ patented robot arm calibration technique [2]

to determine each camera’s forward and reverse distortion

parameters (required to correct the barrel effects), focal length,

pixel size, principal point and relative six degree of freedom

(DOF) positions. These parameters were then used to project

the cameras onto one or more virtual projection geometries [3]

to photogrammetrically stitch them in real time.

B. Creating meaningful false coloured fused images

Once the images can be correctly overlaid, the question

arises as to how to display this data. A standard computer

screen has only 24 bits resolution per pixel, 8 bits for each of

red, green and blue channels. This exactly coincides with the

data received from the visual camera, however one wants to

simultaneously display the thermal data (which is typically of

at least 10 bit resolution) together with the visual information.

Intuitively one may associate hot items with red and cold items

with blue, however these colours may already be present in

the visual image. For instance a blue vehicle with its engine

running will also be hot, and so must simultaneously be

rendered both blue and red.

For this work it is assumed that not only is the detection of

objects of interest important but so too is their identification.

LWIR imagery could be able to detect a person or vehicle in a

restricted area but normally not be able to provide information

to apprehend the person (e.g. ”Stop the guy wearing the

awesome Metallica T-shirt!”). For this reason there is no

clear best algorithm or heuristic to judge algorithms. Ergo

this work presents a suite of methods to create false colour

images as well as an assessment by a panel of evaluators as

to which algorithm performs the best in three different lighting

situations.

C. Related Work

In their paper Hama et. al [4] make use of three lay-

ers of image fusion to create meaningful images. The first

layer was pixel-level fusion, where the values of pixels are

merged. The second layer was feature-level fusion, where

salient features are detected in each image and are highlighted

in the fused image. Finally they use decision-level fusion

which enhances features in the fused image, while suppressing

conflicts. Zheng [5] make use of channel-based colour fusion,

he modified the red channel of the input image with the corre-

sponding pixel value from the LWIR image. Li et. al. [6] used

a similar channel-based fusion method to Zheng, however they

also changed the colour space of the image to Y CBCR and

weighted those values using the LWIR value and then modified

the fused image to look similar to a separate sample image.

This work uses pixel-level fusion, since the fastest possible

fusion method was required. Since the input visual images are

colour each colour channel is modified in some way during the

fusion process. Image colour space transformations were used

specifically transformation from Red-Green-Blue (RGB) to

Hue-Saturation-Value (HSV) and the reverse transform. These

methods allowed hot and cold pixels to be highlighted with

modifications to the red, green, and blue channels and then

made more visible with a modification to the value channel in



the (HSV) colour space.

The Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) [7] is a widely

accepted decision making method which not only determines

each evaluator’s preference but also provides a measure of

their consistency. An overview of AHP is presented in §III.

There is a precedent for using AHP in selection of security-

related technologies: Baumbach [8] used a similar process to

select optimal camouflage patterns for uniforms.

D. Paper organisation

The rest of this paper is organised as follows: Section II de-

scribes the real time fusion algorithms. Section III explains the

process used to evaluate the algorithms. Section IV describes

the three scenarios used for the evaluation. Section V provides

the results of the evaluation and the fusion algorithms. Section

VI summarises the results and places them in context.

II. FUSION ALGORITHMS

This section describes the three fusion algorithms that were

evaluated. The algorithms make use of both the RGB and HSV

colour spaces. The definition and conversion between these

colour spaces is widely standardised and can be found in any

text book on image processing (e.g. [9]).

Some of the algorithms require a definition of to what extent

the item is considered hot or cold. For this the simple clamped

linear fuzzy membership functions given in Eq. 1 and Eq. 2

were used.

fH =







0 if T ∈ [0, αH1]
T−αH1

αH2−αH1

if T ∈ (αH1, αH2]

1 if T ∈ (αH2, 1]

(1)

fC =







1 if T ∈ [0, αC1]
αH2−T

αH2−αH1

if T ∈ (αC1, αC2]

0 if T ∈ (αC2, 1]

(2)

where:

fH = the membership function for hot elements,

fC = the membership function for cold elements,

αH1 = the lower threshold for the hot element,

αH2 = the upper threshold for the hot element,

αC1 = the lower threshold for the cold element,

αC2 = the upper threshold for the cold element, and

T = the normalised intensity value of the LWIR pixel.

A. Thermal Tinged Gray Scale

The thermal tinged gray scale (TTGS) algorithm creates

a false coloured image based on a grayscale version of the

visual pixel. The visual pixel is converted to grayscale using

the formula in Eq. 3. The RGB output pixel is created by

amplifying the red and blue channels by fH and fC as

determined by Eq. 1 and 2 respectively. The green channel

is set such that the geometric mean of the three channels is

the same as the grayscale value.

P ′RGB =







G (1 + fH)
G

(1+fH)(1+fC)

G (1 + fC)






(3)

where:

P ′RGB = the output RGB pixel,

PRGB = the input RGB pixel, and

G =





0.2126
0.7152
0.0722





T

· PRGB .

B. Fuzzy

The fuzzy algorithm creates a colour output pixel where hot

areas are highlighted red and cold areas are highlighted blue.

The input RGB pixel has its channels weighted as shown in

Eq. 4 below, this step makes hot pixels more red, and cold

pixels more blue. This modified pixel is then converted to the

HSV colour space where the hue value is shifted towards red

by the hot LWIR weighting value, and towards blue by the

cold LWIR weighting value, the value channel is increased

slightly to make the colours brighter. This HSV pixel is then

converted back to RGB and used as the final output pixel.

P ′RGB = fHtoR





TPHSV +





fC · 5
◦ − fH · 8

◦

0
0.02







 (4)

where:

TPHSV = an intermediate pixel value in HSV space,

= fRtoH





(1− κ1fH)PRGB .R+ κ1fHT

(1− κ2fHfC)PRGB .G+ κ2fHfCT

(1− κ3fC)PRGB .B + κ3fCT



 ,

P ′RGB = the output RGB pixel,

fHtoR = the function to transform HSV to RGB,

fRtoH = the function to transform RGB to HSV, and

κn = the nth interpolation factor.

C. Thermal Based Hue Offset

The thermal based hue offset (TBHO) algorithm fuses each

channel of the input RGB pixel with the LWIR pixel using Eq.

5 and the weights in Table V, this pixel is then converted to

the HSV colour space and one of two modifications is made:

if the LWIR pixel is hot then the hue channel of the HSV

pixel is shifted towards red, conversely if the LWIR pixel is

cold then the hue channel of the HSV pixel is shifted towards

blue. The output RGB pixel is then calculated from the redder

or bluer HSV values if either of these changes were made; or

remains the modified RGB pixel value if neither change was

made.



(a) LWIR image (b) Visual image

(c) TTGS fused image (d) Fuzzy fused image

(e) TBHO fused image

Fig. 1. Bright Scenario

TABLE I
BRIGHT SCENARIO ALGORITHM RANKINGS

Consistency Eigenvector
Metric Ratio (%) IR Vis TTGS Fuzzy TBHO

Mean 1.73 0.10 0.20 0.21 0.25 0.23

Mean (CR < 20) 1.41 0.14 0.16 0.28 0.21 0.21

Votes -214.7 53.7 104.6 58.8 -2.4



(a) LWIR image (b) Visual image

(c) TTGS fused image (d) Fuzzy fused image

(e) TBHO fused image

Fig. 2. Dim Scenario

TABLE II
DIM SCENARIO ALGORITHM RANKINGS

Consistency Eigenvector
Metric Ratio (%) IR Vis TTGS Fuzzy TBHO

Mean 2.58 0.29 0.05 0.06 0.25 0.36

Mean (CR < 20) 2.02 0.27 0.04 0.06 0.24 0.39

Votes 274.1 -378.2 -361.0 82.4 382.6



(a) LWIR image (b) Visual image

(c) TTGS fused image (d) Fuzzy fused image

(e) RWHS fused image

Fig. 3. Dark Scenario

TABLE III
DARK SCENARIO ALGORITHM RANKINGS

Consistency Eigenvector
Metric Ratio (%) IR Vis TTGS Fuzzy TBHO

Mean 6.13 0.44 0.04 0.04 0.17 0.30

Mean (CR < 20) 5.14 0.42 0.04 0.04 0.18 0.31

Votes 701.7 -418.5 -421.7 -102.0 240.5



P ′RGB =







fHtoR

(

TPHSVC

)

if T ∈ [αC1, αC2)
fHtoR

(

TPHSVH

)

if T ∈ (αH1, αH2]
PRGB otherwise

(5)

where:

TPHSVH
= fRtoH

(

TPRGB

)

−





10◦

0
0



 , and

TPHSVC
= fRtoH

(

TPRGB

)

+





8◦

0
0





P ′RGB = the output RGB pixel,

fHtoR = the function to transform HSV to RGB,

fRtoH = the function to transform RGB to HSV, and

TPRGB =





κ1PRGB .R+ (1− κ1)T
κ2PRGB .G+ (1− κ2)T
κ3PRGB .B + (1− κ3)T



 .

III. ANALYTICAL HIERARCHY PROCESS

The AHP [7], developed by Saaty in the 1970s, is a struc-

tured method to perform complex decision analysis. It breaks

down a complicated problem into simpler sub-problems, which

are then assessed by a panel. In this work the decision is which

of the fusion methods, or raw video inputs provides the best

situational awareness for three given scenarios.

All possible pair-wise comparisons of the five fusion al-

gorithms (three fusions techniques presented in §II plus the

raw LWIR and raw visual images) were presented in a

randomised order. For each pairing each evaluator selected

which algorithm was better and indicated how much better that

algorithm performed using a scale from one (the algorithms

perform equally well) through nine (the chosen algorithm

is extremely superior). Where more than one evaluator was

present no discussion was allowed.

This information was used to generate an N×N matrix for

each evaluator with elements as described by Eq. 6.

ai,j =







1 if i = j

R if Alg i chosen over Alg j

R−1 if Alg j chosen over Alg i

(6)

where:

N = the number of options being compared,

i, j ∈ [1, 2, . . . N ], and

R = the evaluator’s rating from 1 to 9.

The dominant eigenpair of this matrix is then sought and

the eigenvector normalised such that its sum of elements is

unity. According to Saaty [7] a Consistency Ratio (CR) from

the eigenvalue (λ) and the Random Consistency Index (RCI)

can be calculated as per Eq. 7.

TABLE IV
RANDOM CONSISTENCY INDEX

N 1 2 3 4 5

RCI 0.0 0.0 0.58 0.9 1.12

N 6 7 8 9 10

RCI 1.24 1.32 1.41 1.45 1.49

CR =
100.0× (λ−N)

RCI(N)× (N − 1)
(7)

where:

CR = the consistency ratio,

λ = the dominant eigenvalue,

N = the number of items being compared, and

RCI(N) = is as per Table IV.

The ideal CR is 0%, indicating that the panel member had

no contradictory selections and rankings, Saaty further states

that a CR of 20% or higher may result in anomalous findings

if used. The eigenvector meanwhile provides the percentage

preference of the panel member for each of the items being

considered. AHP thus provides both the preferences of an

evaluator as well as the credibility of the assessment.

A. New Voting Methodology

Once the evaluation of each panel member’s individual

algorithm preferences has been determined as described in

§III, the question arises as to how all of these assessments

should be combined to yield the panel’s verdict. The standard

method of doing this is to create the geometric mean decision

matrix, and obtain the dominant eigenpair of this matrix to

use as the aggregate. In this work the global geometric mean

eigenpair, the geometric mean eigenpair of evaluators with a

CR less than 20% and a new vote casting method was used.

The vote casting method was created to remedy a flaw in

the AHP process which causes people who rate algorithms

as being of similar performance (i.e. ratings of 1 through 4)

to have higher consistency. Whereby those expressing strong

opinions between the presented algorithms tend to have a

higher CR and thus may get excluded from the decision

making process. This skews the algorithm in favour of the

choices of people who do not really have a strong preference

for any of the algorithms. So the following vote casting

strategy was determined:

V
j
i =

{

0 if CR > 100.0

(100.0− CR)× (~vji −
1
N
) if CR 6 100.0

(8)

where:

V
j
i = the evaluator j’s vote for algorithm i,

~v
j
i = the ith element of the evaluator j’s eigenvector,

N = the number of algorithms, and

CR = the evaluator j’s consistency ratio as per Eq. 7.



TABLE V
VALUES OF FACTORS USED IN ALGORITHMS

Scene Algorithm αH1 αH2 αC1 αC2 κ1 κ2 κ3

Dark TTGS 0.55 1.0 0.0 0.45
and Fuzzy 0.4 1.0 0.0 0.35 0.7 0.1 0.5
Dim TBHO 0.55 1.0 0.0 0.45 0.3 0.9 0.5

TTGS 0.65 1.0 0.0 0.1
Outside Fuzzy 0.6 1.0 0.0 0.075 0.7 0.1 0.5

TBHO 0.65 1.0 0.0 0.1 0.3 0.9 0.5

Eq. 8 causes each person to vote for the algorithms that

they prefer and negatively vote for algorithms they dislike.

The strength of a vote is proportional to both the evaluator’s

consistency and the strength of their preference for the algo-

rithm. The total of each person’s votes is always zero. The total

vote for each algorithm is merely the sum of each evaluator’s

vote for that algorithm.

IV. SCENARIOS

This section describes the three scenarios presented to a

total of 32 evaluators. For each scenario all possible pairs

were presented in a random order and with random left/right

assignments to help prevent evaluator’s consciously preferring

a specific algorithm. The same question was asked of the

evaluators when considering each scenario: Which of the two

current algorithms provides the best combination of potential

threat detection and then identification of that threat?

In all the images a small Pleora Software Development Kit

(SDK) [10] watermark is evident in the top left corner of the

visual images and a larger watermark in the LWIR images.

This was due to the laptop used to capture the images only

having the free non-licensed version of the SDK.

The visual camera used was a Sony FCB-SE600 Colour

Block Camera with a 1920 × 1080 resolution and maximum

horizontal field of view (FOV) of 78.5◦. The SE600 was fitted

with a Stemmer GigE Vision backpack. The LWIR camera

used was a Xenics Gobi 640 GigE microbolometer with an

approximate horizontal FOV of 60◦ and a resolution of 640×
480.

A. Bright

The first scenario is a bright, well illuminated outdoor scene.

There is a large amount of colour detail in the visual images

including both red and blue vehicles. Much of the scene was

already hot due to solar heating effects. Figure 1 shows the

five images presented.

B. Dim

The second scene was an indoor scene, this was so the

lighting could be controlled to ensure it was dim. The amount

of colour information throughout the scene varied depending

on proximity to the open door. Both hot and cold items were

placed in the scene along with two people, one wielding a

weapon. Figure 2 provides the 5 images shown pairwise to

the evaluators.

TABLE VI
CONSISTENCY RATIO STATISTICS

Scenario Consistency Ratio

Name Min Mean Max St Dev.

Bright 3.71 21.10 84.78 18.74

Dim 3.09 22.20 143.51 27.94

Dark 3.49 15.89 128.71 21.60

C. Dark

The final scenario presented to the evaluator’s was a dark

scene. Negligible visual/colour information is evident (see

Figure 3(b)) due to the lighting conditions. Structurally, the

scene is almost identical to that described in Section IV-B.

Figure 3 shows the images for the dark scenario.

V. RESULTS

The results of the aggregation of the individual evaluator’s

votes are given in Tables I, II and III for the bright, dim and

dark scenes respectively. In these tables the highest scoring

algorithm for each scene and aggregation method is indicated.

Table VI provides the evaluator’s consistency ratio statics for

each scenario. Note that the CR of the geometric means for

both the bright and dim datasets is lower than the minimum

individual CR for those datasets and the dark dataset’s CR

is only marginally worse than the minimum. This was why

the voting aggregation method was developed. The ranking of

algorithms provided by the voting method is almost identical

to that of the geometric mean based ranking, only the third

and fourth ranked positions are swapped around for the bright

dataset. The voting method seems to provide a better indication

of the relative preferences of the algorithms. The voting

method also indicates whether the algorithm was beneficial

(i.e. had a positive total of votes) or detrimental (negative vote

tally) for each scenario.

It can be seen that where usable information is provided by

the both cameras then a fused false-colour image is preferred.

In the dark scenario there was no visual information and

evaluators strongly preferred the raw LWIR image, the second

most favoured algorithm was TBHO algorithm.

For the bright data there was a strong preference (excluding

the global geometric mean) for TTGS, which discards the

visual colour information and uses red or blue tinting based

on the thermal information. Close second choices were the

‘Fuzzy’ and TBHO algorithms.



VI. CONCLUSIONS

This paper developed three fusion algorithms and evalu-

ated them and the raw imagery in three different scenarios

using a panel of evaluators. AHP was used to perform the

evaluation and a new method of aggregating the AHP results

was suggested which provides an improved discrimination of

preferences between algorithms.

The TBHO algorithm is the overall highest ranked fusion

algorithm across the thee scenarios and is recommended for

situations where only one fusion algorithm may be imple-

mented. Implementations capable of allowing several algo-

rithms should provide the raw LWIR, TBHO and TTGS

algorithms.
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Abstract—Various factors influence the accuracy with which
the language of individual words can be classified using n-grams.
We consider a South African text-based language identification
(LID) task and experiment with two different types of n-
gram classifiers: a Naı̈ve Bayes classifier and a Support Vector
Machine. Specifically, we investigate various factors that influence
LID accuracy when identifying generic words (as opposed to
running text) in four languages. These include: the importance
of n-gram smoothing (Katz smoothing, absolute discounting and
Witten-Bell smoothing) when training Naı̈ve Bayes classifiers;
the effect of training corpus size on classification accuracy;
and the relationship between word length, n-gram length and
classification accuracy. For the best variant of each of the two sets
of algorithms, we achieve relatively comparable classification ac-
curacies. The accuracy of the Support Vector Machine (88.16%,
obtained with a Radial Basis function) is higher than that of
the Naı̈ve Bayes classifier (87.62%, obtained using Witten-Bell
smoothing), but the latter result is associated with a significantly
lower computational cost.

Index Terms: text-based language identification, smoothing,

character n-grams, Naı̈ve Bayes classifier, support vector ma-

chine.

I. INTRODUCTION

Code switching is the act of mixing words from different

languages within a single sentence. In running text, words

occurring side-by-side originally may have come from differ-

ent languages; that is, in a code-switched sentence or phrase,

it is typical to find individual words from one language

(referred to as the embedded language) embedded within a

larger sentence of a different language (referred to as the

matrix language) [1]. In regions with multiple languages, it

is a common act amongst younger generations to use mixed

language within text conversations [2]. A specific scenario is

the use of numerical digits, where people often prefer using

numbers from a different language to the matrix language.

In speech and text processing systems, identifying code-

switched words is important for applications such as machine

translation, speech synthesis, information extraction and pro-

nunciation prediction. For example, Bhargava and Kondrak [3]

showed that text-based language identification (LID) can be

used to improve the accuracy of grapheme-to-phoneme con-

version, and both Font Llitjos and Black [4] and Church [5]

demonstrated that being able to identify the language of origin

of a name (from its orthography) is important in being able

to predict the possible pronunciations of that name. In related

work, Basson and Davel [6] showed that the ability to identify

code-switched words from orthography alone can be a useful

step in building optimised grapheme-based automatic speech

recognition (ASR) systems.

We approach the LID task using n-grams. N-gram based

methods are widely used ( [7], [8], [9]), and highly suitable for

LID with small training sets and short test samples [9]. Botha

and Barnard [10] applied Naı̈ve Bayes (NB) classification and

Support Vector Machines (SVMs) using n-grams to 11 South

African languages, using segments of 15 to 300 characters

each. While smoothing was not investigated in [10], Vatanen

et al. [9] demonstrated the importance of smoothing when

using n-gram models to classify short text segments. The

current study extends previous contributions by comparing the

two classification techniques mentioned above (SVMs and NB

classifiers) for the classification of individual words rather

than general text segments; and by analysing the effect of

smoothing, specifically. In this context, the relationship be-

tween word length, n-gram length and classification accuracy

is also investigated.

The paper is structured as follows: Section II provides an

overview of different LID techniques. Section III describes

the methods used during experimentation in more detail.

Section IV provides an overview of the experimental approach

followed and describes the data set used. Section V presents

the various experiments and results. A summary of main

findings concludes the paper in Section VI.

II. BACKGROUND

In principle, the language origin of an input text string

can be estimated by creating a model per language (from

training data) and selecting the best-fitting model to predict

the language source of the input string. Statistical text-based

LID techniques include: Naı̈ve Bayes classification [10], rank-

ing methods [7], Markov models [8], [11], support vector

machines [12], decision trees [13] and k-nearest neighbour

classification [14]. Many LID experiments have adopted char-

acter n-gram models; such techniques have demonstrated good

performances over a variety of applications.

To the best of our knowledge, limited previous work has

focused on identifying the language of generic words in

isolation, with more results available with regard to LID

of running text. (Exceptions being [15], [13], [3], discussed

below.).



When classifying longer text segments, accuracy quickly

approaches 100% given enough text; for example, Cavnar

etal. [7] used rank difference to predict the distance between

the most frequent n-gram in the language model and the test

document. They extracted their evaluation set from Usenet

newsgroup articles written in 14 different languages. They

achieved an accuracy of 99.8% on text of 300 characters or

more, while retaining the first 400 most common n-grams up

to length 5. In related work, Kruengkrai etal. [12] showed

a similar result when classifying 17 languages with average

length of 50 bytes, while ignoring character-encoding system

during processing (that is, irrespective of the number of

characters, 50 bytes of data were used). They achieved an

accuracy of 99.7% with an SVM classifier.

Classification of a short textual fragment is more complex

due to the lack of contextual information. Short text seg-

ments include proper names, generic words in isolation and

very short sentences (less than approximately 15 characters).

Vatanen etal. [9] used the Cavnar ranking method and SVMs

to identify short text segments. They experimented with 281

languages using a fairly small training set, and for test samples

within the range of 5-21 characters, they obtained an accuracy

of less than 90%. Similarly, Bhargava and Kondrak [3] used

SVMs to classify proper names while training on a small data

set of 900 names and testing on 100 names. They obtained

their best identification rate of 84% using a support vector

machine with a radial basis function (RBF).

Not all methods can be applied to words in isolation,

with linguistic models (such as the stop words used by

Johnson [16] or the closed grammatical classes used by Lins

and Gonçalves [17]) not applicable to this task. One technique

that is not n-gram based that is worth mentioning, is the use of

a data compression model for LID, as introduced by Hategan

etal. [15]. They evaluated the performance of the algorithm

on individual names and isolated words from 6 European

languages, and reported an accuracy of above 80% on two-

best results.

N-gram based method has been compared directly to other

LID approaches in a number of studies. Hakkinen and Tien

[13] compared a decision tree and n-gram methods. They

concluded that the n-gram based method perform better on

longer text samples while decision trees do better on short

words like proper names. They also emphasised that the

decision tree method does well with learning lexical structure

information. In recent work, Baldwin and Lui [18] used SVMs

and the Naı̈ve Bayes algorithm for LID. Their experiment was

carried out on 17 European languages from Wikipedia. They

observed that SVMs performed better on short text segment

and concluded that the shorter the text the more difficult it is

to classify. Similarly, Vatanen et al. [9] experimented with two

classifiers and smoothing techniques in identifying short text

segments. Their reports show that Naı̈ve Bayes classification

outperformed a ranking method on sample text length in

the range of 5 to 21 characters. To increase identification

accuracy they test different smoothing techniques such as

Katz smoothing, absolute discounting, and modified Kneser-
Ney discounting. They observed the best result with absolute

discounting.

Apart from the sample text length, the accuracies of

these approaches depend on various other factors. Botha and

Barnard [10] discussed different factors that could influence

text-based LID accuracy. These factors included: size of the

training data, input text size, n-gram size, LID techniques

employed and language similarities.

III. METHODS

In this section, we describe the n-gram based classifiers and

smoothing techniques employed in further experiments.

A. LID using a Naı̈ve Bayes classifier

A Naı̈ve Bayes classifier uses the concept of Bayes’ the-

orem [19]. This classifier assigns the most likely class to

an input string, based on the highest a posteriori probability,

given the input string. For T-LID, a Naı̈ve Bayes classifier

can be constructed using n-grams as features. Let T be a set

of training samples and let each sample be represented by n

feature vectors, X = x1, x2, ..., xn, with their class labels. Let

there be m classes: K1,K2, .....,Km. To predict, a sample X

is selected to belong to class Ki, if and only if:

P (Ki | X) > P (Kj | X); for 1 ≤ j ≤ m; j 6= i (1)

where P (Ki | X) is the probability of a class Ki given a

sample. Bayes’ theorem states that:

P (Ki | X) =
P (X | Ki)P (Ki)

P (X)
(2)

where P (X | Ki) represents the likelihood of a sample X

belonging to class Ki, and P (X) does not influence model

comparison. The class a priori probability, P (Ki), represents

the count relative frequency in the sample set. According

to the Naı̈ve Bayes assumption, statistical independence of

features is assumed, and the class Ki is selected such that
∏

j P (xj | Ki)P (Ki) is optimised, where P (xj |Ki) is then

the likelihood of a specific n-gram being observed in a given

language, and the word being classified consists of j n-grams.

B. Support Vector Machines

Support vector machines estimate a linear hyper-plane,

which separates two binary classifiers while maximising the

distance from the hyper-plane to the class samples. It was first

introduced by Vapnik [20].

Data normalisation or scaling is a sensitive part of SVM

training and testing. Normalisation is a way of reducing the

weight of frequent n-gram counts by preventing larger n-

gram counts from dominating smaller n-gram counts. Various

benefits are associated to normalising data, which include

speeding up training and avoiding computational complexity

with numerical values. For further details on which SVM

libraries were used, the size of n-gram models and how we

normalised our data, see Section V-D.



C. Smoothing in the context of LID

Rare or unseen n-grams can result in poor probability

estimates. ‘Smoothing’ refers to a range of techniques that

re-distribute probability density among rare or unseen to-

kens [21]. As maximum likelihood estimates (MLE) are

used by Naı̈ve Bayes classifiers to estimate class probability,

smoothing can help to address poor probability estimates,

which result in zero probability of missing n-gram sequence

models.

Different smoothing techniques have been proposed and

applied to the T-LID task [21], such as: Laplace smoothing

(simply adding one count across a data set), Katz smooth-

ing [22], Witten-Bell smoothing [23], absolute discount-

ing [24], Kneser-Ney discounting [24] and Jelinek-Mercer [25]

methods. We exclude Modified Kneser-Ney (regarded as a

state-of-the-art smoothing technique) from further experiments

due to the small vocabulary size of this task, since Modified

Kneser-Ney assumes a larger vocabulary size [21]. Rather,

this work focuses on three of the above-mentioned smoothing

techniques, as discussed below:

1) Katz backoff with Good-Turing discounting: In the

speech recognition domain, Katz smoothing is a widely used

smoothing technique [21]. It uses Good-Turing discounting

to calculate adjusted counts, C∗, which determine how much

probability density goes to unseen n-grams. Katz smoothing

can be represented as:

P ∗(xi | x
i−1
i−N+1) =

C∗(xi
i−N+1)

∑

xi
C∗(xi

i−N+1)
(3)

where C(x) counts how many times x appears in the training

set, xi represents the position of the ith character in the given

context, N is the n-gram parameter, and C∗ is an adjusted

count, with:

C∗(xi
i−N+1) = diC(xi

i−N+1) if C(xi
i−N+1) > 0

= α(xi−N+1)P (xi) otherwise
(4)

where α represents a back-off weight and di a discount

ratio according to the Good Turing estimate. This distributes

leftover probability density to lower-order n-grams.

2) Witten-Bell discounting + interpolation : Witten-Bell

discounting defines models recursively in terms of linear

interpolation between the nth and (n − 1)th order maxi-

mum likelihood models. The discounted probability density is

evenly distributed in the training set among previously unseen

words with the same history. This can be represented as:

PWB(xi|x
i−1
i−N+1) =

λx
i−1

i−N+1

PMLE(xi | x
i−1
i−N+1)

+ 1− λx
i−1

i−N+1

PWB(xi | x
i−1
i−N+2)

(5)

where xi represents position of the ith character in the

given context, λx
i−1

i−N+1

is the discounted probability density,

and 1− λx
i−1

i−N+1

is the probability mass that needs to be

distributed evenly to previously unseen types.

3) Absolute discounting + interpolation: Absolute dis-

counting uses a fixed discounting parameter, D, to reduce

probability mass of seen types by subtracting a fixed value.

Absolute discounting interpolates higher and lower-order n-

grams by using information from lower-order n-gram models.

For each seen type we subtract any fixed value between 0

and 1 from the higher-order n-gram. The estimated leftover

probability mass is assigned to lower-order n-grams.

Pabs(xi | x
i−1
i−N+1) =

max(C(xi
i−N+1) − D, 0)

∑

xi
C(xi

i−N+1)

+(1− λx
i−1

i−N+1

)Pabs(xi | x
i−1
i−N+2)

(6)

where xi represents position of the ith character in the given

context, D is the discount weight, and λ is a normalising

constant (that is, probability mass we have discounted).

IV. APPROACH

In our experiments, we aim to identify the language origin of

a single word at a time. Experiments are carried out on generic

text corpora from four South African languages, and results are

presented in terms of LID accuracy across all languages. Using

empirical measurements, we analyse the following aspects:

• For NB classifiers: the difference in classification ac-

curacy when using word types or tokens at different

training corpus sizes; and the implications of different

smoothing techniques for different n-grams at different

training corpus sizes.

• For SVMs: the effect of kernel choice.

• For both classifiers: the interplay between n-gram length,

word length and classification accuracy.

A. Experimental Data

Generic text in three South African languages (Afrikaans,

Sesotho, and isiZulu) were obtained from a pre-release of the

NCHLT text corpora [26]. These corpora were collected from

“gov.za” which is a South African government domain. This

domain is devoted to topics relevant to South Africa, which

include: news events across South Africa or beyond, speeches,

and statements from various cabinet meetings in the Republic

of South Africa. All text are encoded in UTF-8 format

to accommodate special characters found in Afrikaans and

Sesotho. Our South African English data was obtained from a

broadcast news corpus [27]. We performed text normalisation

to remove punctuation marks, numbers, formulae, dashes and

brackets.

The data is randomly partitioned into a training set (80%),

development set (10%) and test set (10%) based on the number

of characters in running text. Table I contains the original data

set, while Table II contains the newly partitioned set after

removing overlapping words from the test and development

set: that is, only unique words are retained. For the purpose

of this experiment, we will refer to Tables I and II as the

“all” and “unique” data sets, respectively. In Tables I and

II, “A” represents Afrikaans, “E” English, “S” Sesotho, and

“Z” isiZulu. The rationale behind the experiment is that the

text-based LID (on running text) results are typically obtained

by retaining multiple copies of the same token; word-based



TABLE I
Original data that contain all words. The number of unique words, total

number of characters and average word length per language are shown.

Total characters Unique Average word
words length

Training Set A - 1 840 494 A - 15 727 A - 13.64
E - 1 840 547 E - 15 765 E - 13.21
S - 1 840 697 S - 15 680 S - 13.80
Z - 1 840 570 Z - 15 799 Z - 13.38

Total 7 362 308 62 971

Development A - 221 040 A - 2 101 A - 13.28
Set E - 221 023 E - 2 060 E - 13.86

S - 221 087 S - 2 073 S - 12.78
Z - 220 933 Z - 2 114 Z - 12.87

Total 884 083 8 348

Test Set A - 221 140 A - 2 110 A - 13.28
E - 221 125 E - 2 080 E - 13.86
S - 221 007 S - 2 120 S - 13.18
Z - 221 041 Z - 2 111 Z - 13.80

Total 884 313 8 421

TABLE II
Repartitioned data set after removing repeated words. The number of unique

words, total number of characters and average word length per language

are shown.

Total characters Unique Average word
words length

Training Set A - 204 456 A - 15 727 A - 13.00
E - 204 751 E - 15 765 E - 12.99
S - 204 764 S - 15 680 S - 13.06
Z - 204 925 Z - 15 799 Z - 12.97

Total 818 896 62 971

Development A - 9 911 A - 740 A - 13.39
E - 9 931 E - 717 E - 13.85
S - 9 940 S - 738 S - 13.49
Z - 9 933 Z - 710 Z - 13.99

Total 39 715 2 905

Test Set A - 9 901 A - 744 A - 13.30
E - 9 961 E - 723 E - 13.78
S - 9 910 S - 745 S - 13.30
Z - 9 935 Z - 707 Z - 14.05

Total 39 707 2 919

LID results are typically obtained on dictionaries, where only

unique tokens are retained automatically.

In order to investigate the relationship between identification

accuracy and training-set sizes; we conduct a series of exper-

iments, which involves creating different training subsets of

different sizes from the “all” data set, namely: 250KB, 500KB,

1M, and 1.8M. To avoid bias of having the same words

that run across both the test set and train set; we construct

different data subsets by removing the identical words from

our data sets. Finally, our respective unique words extracted

for training are 75KB, 113KB, 162KB, and 204KB in size,

which are equivalent to our respective subset sizes; that is,

250KB, 500KB, 1M, and 1.8M. Table II shows our largest

unique data set (240KB) together with development and test

data set. We use the test and development set from Table II

across all experiments.

B. General discussion of our setup

In order to identify the language origin of individual words,

we generate text of different n-gram character lengths from

our corpus. All generic words include word boundary markers

(indicated by #); while we do not show the results here,

we observed that using word boundary markers improve

classification accuracy in all experiments. For each word all n-

grams are extracted, for example, the word #BREAD# would

be represented by the tri-grams #BR, BRE, REA, EAD, AD#.

During NB training, an n-gram model is trained, estimating

the probabilities of the individual n-grams based on their

counts in the training corpus. For example, when training

a tri-gram model, a vector of tri-gram values is created in

a T-dimensional space, where T is the number of possible

tri-grams, and each tri-gram in the vector is associated with

a specific likelihood estimate. For SVM training, a similar

T-dimensional vector is constructed, but now each training

sample is represented by the number of times a specific n-gram

occurs in that training sample. These T-dimensional training

samples are then used to train an SVM.

C. Evaluation

To evaluate the performance of the models, we evaluate their

accuracies based on certain criteria. We measure LID accuracy

as the proportion of correctly identified tokens in the test set,

compared to the total number of tokens in the test set. Each

test is characterised by the following parameters: language,

training data used (size, unique/all), adopted n-gram model

and technique employed.

V. EXPERIMENTS

This section focuses on evaluating the accuracy achieved by

the different n-gram models on the test set. We examine how

each n-gram model performs with different word lengths and

LID classifiers. We also investigate the influence of different

training data set sizes on accuracy. Our n-gram models range

from 1 to 7.

A. Naı̈ve Bayes Baseline Back-off

Our baseline model is based on a back-off technique that

estimates word probability for tokens with n-gram length

greater than or equal to the word length. Using standard Naı̈ve

Bayes, the probability of an n-gram with length greater than

or equal to the word length becomes zero. We need some

form of back-off to be able to produce results over all test

types regardless of word length or n-gram parameter (prior to

investigating more sophisticated smoothing techniques).

Our baseline strategy adopts a technique that backs off to

an n-gram size of the word length (W ), minus a fixed value

(x), where x is a small value. To obtain a suitable estimate

for our fixed value, x, we performed 5-fold cross validation

on our training data. We evaluate the effect of subtracting a

fixed value, x, by setting x in the range of W/2 to W , where

W represents total character counts per word without word

boundaries.

For our baseline model, we find W/2 as the most suitable

parameter for x . This back-off technique is used in our

baseline model in order for us to be able to compare with

more advanced techniques in later experiments.



TABLE III
Classification accuracy of baseline Naı̈ve Bayes systems trained on unique

types at different training sizes and evaluated on test set

1-gram 2-gram 3-gram 4-gram 5-gram 6-gram 7-gram

250K 58.715 75.176 78.488 78.488 77.384 76.614 75.878

500K 58.884 73.771 78.555 78.554 77.852 77.016 76.447

1M 58.983 75.845 79.793 80.462 79.893 79.258 79.090

1.8M 58.983 76.179 80.261 80.763 80.027 79.425 79.190

B. Unique words vs. All words

In our first experiment, we examine the influence of using

unique words (types) against all words (tokens). A reduction

in computational complexity and training time are some of

the benefits of using types over tokens. We therefore examine

the influence of using only types against tokens in training,

using the data set from Table I, partitioned into different sized

subsets. For proper comparison, we use only one test data set

across all different subsets.

Figure 1 shows the classification accuracies obtained be-

tween “unique” and “all”, as defined above. It also shows the

relative difference in identification accuracy using different n-

gram models across various training data sizes. This baseline

result is based on the Naı̈ve Bayes baseline back-off described

in Section V-A. Most notable, smaller n-gram models benefit

most from the use of types while higher-order models perform

better under all tokens, with less than 1% percentage gain over

its lower-order models. These accuracies can be considered to

be corpus-dependent. For further experiments, we use types

over tokens (Table II), as this results in reduced training time

and computational complexity.

Fig. 1. Difference in LID accuracy when comparing the baseline n-gram
models trained using only unique tokens with one trained on all tokens. Results
are provided at different training set sizes.

Table III shows the overall identification accuracy of the

Naı̈ve Bayes Baseline back-off method across various data

sizes. With smaller data sets, higher-order n-gram models

show poor performance, with 7-gram model producing the

worst performance. With more training data we observe an

improvement in accuracy across all models; however, we

notice larger improvement on lower-order n-gram models with

4-gram model benefiting most.

Note that classification accuracy increased for all models

with more training data. This means that we were unable

to achieve asymptotic performance with the data sets avail-

able, which implies that higher accuracies are possible with

increased training data.

C. Smoothing Analysis

Tables IV, V, and VI show classification accuracies of

three smoothing techniques using different n-gram models and

training data sets. The question is how we handle unseen

features in our test data. Smoothing methods help to better

deal with data sparseness by borrowing probability mass from

higher-order n-grams and redistributing it among lower-order

n-grams.

We estimate the discount parameter value (D) for absolute

discounting by applying 5-fold cross-validation on the training

set. To avoid overfitting and reduction in likelihood of the held-

out data, we opt for a discount value that keeps the likelihood

of the held-out data stable across the validation set.

As expected, with more training data, performance increases

with n-gram length. Also, we observe a reduction in clas-

sification accuracy from the 6-gram model upwards. This is

probably due to both the average word length of our data set,

and increased data sparsity of higher order models.

In conclusion, for the current data set, the 4-gram model

seems to be the preferred model across all three modelling

techniques employed. The best accuracy (of 87.72%) was

obtained using Witten-Bell discounting. This outperformed

both absolute discounting and Katz smoothing, even though

the difference in accuracies are relatively small. In general

(for higher-order models) we see an 8% accuracy increase,

when comparing Witten-Bell discounting to the same n-gram

model without smoothing.

TABLE IV
Classification accuracy using Witten-Bell smoothing at different n-gram

lengths, evaluated on test set.

1-gram 2-gram 3-gram 4-gram 5-gram 6-gram 7-gram

250K 72.767 83.239 85.212 85.781 85.279 84.811 84.778

500K 72.968 82.971 84.978 85.781 85.480 84.978 84.711

1M 72.700 83.673 86.417 86.250 86.785 86.283 86.183

1.8M 73.202 84.008 86.584 87.722 87.387 87.554 87.287

TABLE V
Classification accuracy using Katz smoothing at different n-gram lengths,

evaluated on test set.

1-gram 2-gram 3-gram 4-gram 5-gram 6-gram 7-gram

250K 72.533 82.937 84.343 85.212 84.778 84.744 84.744

500K 72.968 83.272 85.012 85.614 85.882 85.547 85.547

1M 64.604 82.168 85.079 84.778 84.911 85.212 85.212

1.8M 73.202 84.108 86.751 87.487 86.986 86.818 86.818



TABLE VII
LID accuracy using a Linear Kernel at different n-gram lengths, evaluated

on the test set.

2-gram 3-gram 4-gram 5-gram

250K 83.506 85.012 84.744 77.651

500K 83.473 85.547 84.778 83.473

1M 84.610 86.718 86.317 84.778

1.8M 84.744 87.454 86.986 83.674

TABLE VIII
LID accuracy using an RBF kernel at different n-gram lengths, evaluated on

the test set.

2-gram 3-gram 4-gram 5-gram

250K 85.012 86.685 85.012 81.632

500K 85.982 86.283 85.881 82.335

1M 86.952 87.086 87.621 84.744

1.8M 87.789 88.123 88.157 84.376

Fig. 2. LID accuracy of words of different lengths, when training with 1.8M
data set, evaluated on test set.

Fig. 3. LID accuracy of words of different lengths, when training with
250KB dat set, evaluated on test set.

TABLE VI
Classification accuracy using Absolute Discounting (d = 0.24) at different

n-gram lengths. Accuracy evaluated on test set while d calculated by

applying 5-fold cross-validation on training set.

1-gram 2-gram 3-gram 4-gram 5-gram 6-gram 7-gram

250K 72.800 83.406 85.112 85.815 84.844 84.410 84.041

500K 72.633 83.205 84.978 85.313 85.346 84.543 84.343

1M 72.432 83.607 86.517 86.183 86.417 85.982 85.647

1.8M 72.968 84.008 86.484 87.354 86.685 86.618 85.714

D. Support Vector Machines

Using SVMs for classification involves four decisions vital

to proper classification: (1) data preparation, which concerns

selection of the training data and deciding how many classes

should be included; (2) converting samples to feature vectors,

where each sample in a training set should contain a class

label, feature index and feature value; (3) data normalisation

or scaling, in order to prevent over-fitting (which results in

a zero mean and unit variance); and (4) proper choice of

SVM kernels for good classification accuracy. Determining

the kernel of choice also involves setting various hyper-

parameters associated with a specific kernel. Predicting ideal

hyper-parameter values can be achieved using a grid search

on the development set.

This experiment employed two SVM libraries namely:

LibSVM [28] and LIBLINEAR [29] for classification. These

two libraries use different methods for multi-class classifica-

tion. LIBSVM uses one-against-one method for classification,

where one SVM is constructed for each pair of classes, clas-

sification is performed using a voting strategy. LIBLINEAR

uses one-against-rest, where a classifier is trained for each

class, prior to voting.

We carried out our experiment with two widely used kernels

namely: a Radial Basis Function (RBF) and a linear kernel.

The SVM training set was generated by combining n-grams

across languages to create the SVM training set. Each selected

model has a feature dimension equal to the number of n-

gram combinations. After creating our feature vectors, we

scaled each attribute in the range of [0, 1] in our training

set. The same scaled value used in building our model was

used to scale the test and development set. We performed

5-fold cross validation on our training set to obtain optimal

kernel parameters. We limit our n-gram model length to 5-

gram due to the longer training time and extensive resource

usage associated with higher-order n-gram models.

Tables VII and VIII show classification accuracies obtained

using the RBF kernel and linear kernel (respectively) and

different n-gram models across various training data sets. All

models improved with more training data, and the RBF kernel

produced higher accuracies than the linear kernel.

E. Effect of various corpus sizes on LID accuracies

The size of the training data set is one of the factors that

influences LID accuracy of running text. For the task at hand,

what effect does different training data sizes have on accuracy,



TABLE IX
A comparison of LID accuracy for different classifiers investigated.

NB (n=4) WB (n=4) Katz (n=4) ABS (n=4) Linear (n=3) RBF (n=3)

250K 78.488 85.781 85.212 85.815 85.012 86.685

500K 78.555 85.781 85.614 85.313 85.547 86.283

1M 80.462 86.250 84.778 86.183 86.718 87.086

1.8M 80.763 87.722 87.488 87.354 87.454 88.123

and how do different classifiers and smoothing techniques

perform as training data sizes increase?
In Table IX, results are shown for different LID techniques

and training set sizes. On the smallest data set, NB with

smoothing techniques outperformed the SVM with a linear

kernel. For all training set sizes investigated, an SVM with an

RBF kernal performed best. NB classification with absolute

discounting and Witten-Bell smoothing, as well as SVM

classification with a linear kernel, shared similar performance

across a range of training data sizes.

F. Effect of word length on classification accuracy

In this section, we want to analyse another factor that

influences classification accuracy. We are interested to see

how classifiers and smoothing techniques perform at different

word lengths. Using our largest and smallest training data sets,

figures 2 and 3 show the classification accuracy achieved when

evaluating words with different character lengths.

The fluctuation in classification accuracy for words shorter

than 5 characters could be due to the fact that these words

occur fairly infrequently in the test data set. The SVM RBF

classifier obtained the highest performance for short character

lengths (5 characters or less), while Naı̈ve Bayes classifica-

tion achieved the worst performance for the same scenario.

With longer words (20 characters or more), the Naı̈ve Bayes

classifier achieves a classification accuracy of 100%. This

result confirms previous results on using Naı̈ve Bayes for long

sentences. Also, with 12 or more characters, the difference in

classification using Naı̈ve Bayes with and without smoothing

becomes insignificant.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper examined two different classification methods

which can be applied to LID of generic words in isolation.

The analysis showed that high LID accuracy can be achieved

on words in isolation using both methods.

We investigated the difference between using unique types

and all tokens when training a Naı̈ve Bayes classifier, and

found a computational win when using unique types (that

was not offset by any loss in LID accuracy). As our baseline

classifier, we used a Naı̈ve Bayes back-off method for words

with character length greater than or equal to the n-gram model

parameter. This method produced good results across all n-

gram lengths.

The Naı̈ve Bayes classifier achieved an identification ac-

curacy of 80.76% using a 4-gram model when tested on

unique types. To reduce the total number of unseen tokens

as the n-gram model increases, we experimented with Katz

smoothing, Absolute Discounting and Witten-Bell smoothing.
Amongst the three smoothing techniques, Witten-Bell smooth-

ing achieved the best performance, but only with a small

margin (less than 1%). Smoothing improved average classi-

fication accuracy for higher order n-grams by a percentage of

approximately 8% (from 79.89% to 87.55%).

The highest classification accuracy of 88.12% was obtained

using an SVM with an RBF kernel and an n-gram length of

n = 3. This classifier clearly outperformed the Naı̈ve Bayes

classifier without smoothing, with NB classification accuracy

improving considerably when smoothing is used.

To conclude, our experiments show that better identification

can still be achieved with more training data. Achieving an

asymptotic performance depends not only on the available data

set; it also depends on the word length, with longer words

achieving very high accuracies on the 1.8M data set. For the

four language task studied, the accuracy of the Support Vector

Machine (88.16%, obtained with a Radial Basis function)

was higher than that of the Naı̈ve Bayes classifier (87.62%,

obtained using Witten-Bell smoothing), but the latter result

was associated with a significantly lower computational cost.

As the computational cost increases as the training set size

increases, both techniques will be usable in future work, based

on the trade-off between accuracy and computational cost

required for a specific application.
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Abstract—We present baseline language identification results
for South African languages using the Lwazi corpus. Four
different strategies to perform 11-way classification are imple-
mented: phoneme recognition followed by language modelling
(PRLM), parallel PRLM, and two analogous approaches based
on word-level recognition. The optimal system uses a parallel
word recognition followed by language modelling approach with
trigram language models, and obtained an ID error rate of 0.418,
a decision cost of 0.182, and a confusion of 2.92. West Germanic
languages were easiest to identify.

I. INTRODUCTION

Automatic language identification (LID) is a growing appli-

cation of speech processing technology. LID has many practi-

cal uses, which range from pre-selecting a speech recognition

system for a certain language to routing phone calls to human

emergency line operators depending on the language of the

speaker. In South Africa, this is especially relevant, since it

is common for different languages to be spoken in the same

settings and locations. Accurate language identification would

therefore be particularly helpful in making many resources and

services more easily and publically available.

Until recently, almost no South African data was freely

available for the development of speech technology. The Lwazi

corpus provides new opportunities in this respect. This paper

presents the results of a baseline language identification system

developed using the Lwazi corpus.

Two standard strategies to perform LID are investigated:

phoneme recognition followed by language modelling (PRLM)

and parallel PRLM (PPRLM) [1], [2]. In addition, we use

two similar strategies based on word rather than phoneme

recognition: word recognition followed by language modelling

(WRLM) and parallel WRLM [3].

II. THE LWAZI ASR CORPUS

The Lwazi speech corpus provides orthographically anno-

tated speech data for all eleven South African languages. It

was originally developed with the goal of speaker-independent

speech recognition in mind. It consists of telephone recordings

of approximately 200 speakers per language. Each speaker

provides approximately 30 utterances, consisting of phrases

from phonetically balanced corpora and answers to open and

yes/no questions [4]. The utterances contain no code-switching

or non-language words. From a LID perspective, the corpus is

relatively small, consisting of between 3 and 8 hours of speech

per language. It is freely available under an open content

license [5].

The different languages in the Lwazi corpus, their language

families, and the size of their vocabularies and phone sets are

shown in Table I. The speech data is annotated orthographi-

cally, and accompanied by baseline pronunciation dictionaries

which are an expansion of the original Lwazi dictionaries [6]

created using grapheme-to-phoneme prediction strategies [7].

Aside from the phone types in Table I, the corpus includes

phone markers for silence and speaker noise.

A. Data Sets

The corpus was split into training, development and evalu-

ation sets. The evaluation sets used for this research coincide

with the fixed Lwazi evaluation sets of [7], and consist of

a total of approximately 1,200 utterances from 40 randomly

selected speakers per language. The development sets consist

of approximately 600 utterances from a further 20 speakers per

language, also randomly chosen. The training sets contain the

TABLE I
PHONE SETS AND VOCABULARY SIZES FOR THE ELEVEN LWAZI DATASETS

(EXCLUDING SILENCE AND NOISE MARKERS).

Code Language
Language

Family
Phone
types

Word
types

afr Afrikaans
West

Germanic
37 1,585

eng
SA

English
West

Germanic
44 2,112

nbl isiNdebele Nguni 47 4,751

ssw siSwati Nguni 41 5,092

xho isiXhosa Nguni 50 4,727

zul isiZulu Nguni 45 5,376

nso Sepedi
Sotho-
Tswana

30 3,276

sot Sesotho
Sotho-
Tswana

29 2,568

tsn Setswana
Sotho-
Tswana

34 2,980

tso Xitsonga
Tswa-
Ronga

52 2,747

ven Tshivenda Venda 40 2,441

Overall 110 31,757



TABLE II
DESCRIPTION OF THE LWAZI TEST SETS.

Development Evaluation

Lang.
Phone
tokens

Word
tokens

Dur.
(mins)

Phone
tokens

Word
tokens

Dur.
(mins)

afr 14,080 3,574 26 28,724 7,165 51

eng 16,757 4,224 31 33,061 8,373 63

nbl 27,327 4,097 62 54,428 8,185 121

ssw 26,477 4,035 64 53,154 8,010 128

xho 21,162 3,521 51 45,275 7,408 105

zul 22,603 3,597 53 46,682 7,568 115

nso 23,379 5,948 58 47,657 1,1893 127

sot 20,082 5,003 44 38,280 9,628 85

tsn 17,739 4,799 43 38,280 9,891 85

tso 19,032 4,607 51 37,560 9,067 92

ven 17,383 4,143 42 34,140 8,143 87

Total 226,021 47,548 525 455,954 95,331 1,068

TABLE III
DESCRIPTION OF THE LWAZI TRAINING SET.

Lang. Phone tokens Word tokens Dur. (mins)

afr 98,427 24,754 179

eng 112,388 28,302 207

nbl 193,987 29,229 432

ssw 180,143 27,456 442

xho 166,502 27,711 406

zul 151,270 24,363 360

nso 151,680 38,682 385

sot 136,536 34,007 300

tsn 131,737 35,694 339

tso 146,736 35,615 378

ven 119,140 28,817 305

Total 1,588,546 334,630 3,733

TABLE IV
SIZES OF THE LANGUAGE MODEL TRAINING SETS, AFTER REMOVAL OF

UTERRANCES OVERLAPPING WITH THE DEVELOPMENT OR EVALUATION

SETS.

Phonemes Words Utts

Lang. tokens
% re-

maining
tokens

% re-
maining

% re-
maining

afr 16,575 16.8% 4,735 19.1% 22.4%

eng 17,989 16.0% 5,279 18.7% 22.9%

nbl 59,118 30.5% 9,882 33.8% 34.8%

ssw 52,572 29.2% 8,921 32.5% 36.0%

xho 69,063 41.5% 12,136 43.8% 43.7%

zul 67,166 44.4% 11,399 46.8% 48.1%

nso 39,039 25.7% 9,808 25.4% 33.8%

sot 39,788 29.1% 10,224 30.1% 32.1%

tsn 44,769 34.0% 12,229 34.3% 37.6%

tso 40,693 27.7% 10,110 28.4% 30.5%

ven 33,551 28.2% 8,046 27.9% 30.4%

Total 480,323 30.2% 102,769 30.7% 33.9%

remaining data, consisting of roughly 4,000 utterances from

approximately 140 speakers per language. The utterances are

fairly short, with an average length of 5 seconds each. The

total duration and number of phonemes in each of the test

sets is shown in Table II, and those in the training set are

shown in Table III.

The Lwazi corpus contains many phonetically rich utter-

ances. Answers to questions are generally short and formulaic,

and the phonetically balanced sentences which speakers were

asked to read are often repeated up to 15 times throughout the

corpus. As a result, many of the utterances in the test sets also

occur verbatim in the training set. To avoid positive bias in

language identification, these utterances were removed from

the training set prior to language model training.

The prompts used to obtain phonetically balanced utterances

are not publically available, so recurring sentences were de-

tected using exhaustive pairwise string alignment between the

training and test set word transcriptions. Training utterances

longer than five words were removed if they resulted in a

match accuracy of at least 60% with any of the test sentences.

Training utterances consisting of five or fewer words were

removed if a perfect match (disregarding silence and noise

markers) occurred in one of the test sets.

The amount of training data available for language mod-

elling was significantly reduced by this process, as shown in

Table IV. Not every language is affected equally: Afrikaans

and English suffer the greatest reductions, whereas isiXhosa

and isiZulu are affected the least. This results in language

model training sets of disparate sizes.

III. BASELINE SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

In the first two experiments, LID is performed through

PRLM and PPRLM, two standard approaches to language

identification [1], [2]. PRLM uses a single-language phoneme

speech recognition system to tokenise the training and test data

for each language. One n-gram language model is then trained

on the resulting training set phoneme sequences for each

language. Identification is performed by using these language

models to score the phoneme sequence of a test utterance.

The language model which produces the highest log likelihood

score is selected as the most likely candidate for identification.

It is not necessary for the front end phone recognisers

to be trained on speech in the languages to be identified

for LID to be feasible. For this reason, speech recognition

is usually carried out using acoustic models trained on the

CALLFRIEND corpus [8]. However, since telephone speech

data are available for each of the 11 South African languages

in the Lwazi corpus, our experiments will use acoustic models

trained on these data.

PPRLM functions similarly to PRLM, but includes a set of

single-language phoneme recognisers that tokenise the input

utterance in parallel. Language models are obtained for the

tokenised training sets of each language, using each available

tokeniser. Hence, this strategy employs NL × NT language

models, where NL = 11 is the number of languages, and NT



is the number of tokenisers, in our case also 11. For each
language, the log likelihoods of language models resulting

from all acoustic models are considered, and the global

optimum identified. This has the added benefit of incorporating

language-specific phonotactic constraints during recognition,

so that acoustic as well as phonotactic likelihood plays a role

in identification. PPRLM has been shown to be an accurate

and reliable method of LID as compared to other methods [1].

The methods used for word-based language identification

are analogous with the PRLM and PPRLM methods, with the

exception that single-language word recognisers are used in

place of phoneme recognisers. WRLM uses a single-language

word recogniser on the training and test sets of each language,

and trains n-gram word language models on the word se-

quences obtained from the training sets. Identification of an

utterance is then performed by scoring its word transcription

using each language model, and selecting the language with

the highest log likelihood, as in PRLM.

PWRLM functions the same as PPRLM, but obtains a

global optimum from the log likelihoods of the WRLM word

language models using the acoustic models, instead of the

PRLM language models. Although WRLM and PWRLM are

not standard approaches, word-based identification methods

have proven successful in prior studies [3].

A. Acoustic models

A set of HMM acoustic monophone models was trained us-

ing the full training set for all languages. Speaker-independent

diagonal covariance monophone models with three states per

model and one Gaussian mixture per state were obtained

through embedded Baum-Welsh re-estimation, and normalised

using cepstral mean normalization. Each speech frame was pa-

rameterised as a 39-dimensional feature vector which consisted

of 13 Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs) and their

first and second differentials.

Once a first set of acoustic models had been obtained from

a flat start using the first pronunciation of each training word

in the dictionaries, a Viterbi word recogniser was used to re-

align the training set to account for pronunciation variants.

The models were re-aligned and re-trained a maximum of 8

times, after which the transcriptions were seen to stabilise.

The monophone models were expanded to crossword tri-

phone models through decision tree state clustering [9]. Noise

and silence models were used as context phonemes but not ex-

panded to triphones. The triphone models were then improved

by gradually increasing the number of Gaussian mixtures,

and performing four iterations of embedded re-estimation after

each increase. This procedure was continued until the models

had 8 mixtures per state, after which phoneme and word

recognition results on the development set no longer improved

significantly.

Using the full training set in acoustic modelling should

not result in a positive bias in identification results, since the

recognisers are only used to obtain transcriptions of the same

training sets for language model training. The acoustic models

are trained on the training set, and the phonotactic and word
sequence language models used for LID are trained on the

strings recognised in that same set, so the error rate on the

training data is expected to be lower than that on the test data.

Any resulting bias in LID scores would thus be negative.

B. Phoneme and word recognition

For phoneme recognition, we trained backoff bigram models

on the reduced training sets described in Table IV. These are

not the same language models used for subsequent language

identification. Language model probabilities were calculated

with an absolute discount ratio of 1.0. Phoneme recognition

for PRLM purposes is commonly performed using flat lan-

guage models, but we found that using bigram models led to

improved identification results. Word recognition was similarly

performed using backoff bigram language models, trained on

the word transcriptions of the same reduced training set, with

an absolute discount ratio of 1.0.

Both phoneme and word recognition was performed us-

ing the HTK hidden Markov model (HMM) based speech

recogniser, which performs a time-synchronous beam search

using the Token-Passing procedure [10]. The same recognition

parameters were used for all languages. For both phoneme and

word recognition, a word insertion penalty of −10 was used.

A language model scaling factor of 6 was used for phoneme

recognition, and a factor of 10 for word recognition. These

values were found to produce optimal overall recognition error

rates on the development set.

Eleven single-language phoneme and word recognisers were

obtained in this way, one of each for each language in the

Lwazi corpus. Recognition was performed on the training and

test sets of all languages using each recogniser. This resulted in

121 sets of phone transcriptions and an equal number of word

transcriptions, each split up into a training, development, and

evaluation set.

C. Phonotactic and word sequence language models

For each of the eleven languages, eleven phoneme and word

language models were trained on the transcriptions of the

reduced training set obtained using the corresponding set of

acoustic models. Both phoneme and word language models

were optimised on the development sets obtained using the

same acoustic models. Optimisation led to a constant discount

value of 0.7 for all four systems.

The language model order was gradually increased until

identification results no longer improved on the development

set. For PRLM and WRLM, each individual recogniser was

optimised in this way. For PPRLM and PWRLM, all language

models were trained with the same order, and an optimum was

determined for the overall system.

D. Gaussian Back-end

Using multiple acoustic phoneme or word recognition sys-

tems in parallel, the information of these needs to be fused.

This is accomplished by combining all scores for a particular

test segment (in our case 121, from NPR = 11 acoustic PR

outputs each modeled with NL = 11 phone sequence LMs)

in a Gaussian back-end model [2], e.g., Linear Discriminant



Analysis. The parameters of this model (one mean vector

per language and a shared covariance matrix) need to be

trained; we use the development test segments for that. The

Gaussian back-end produces for each test segment x one

log-likelihood li per hypothesis language i. Together with a

prior over languages πi these likelihoods can be converted to

posterior probabilities P (i | x) using

P (i | x) =
πi exp li

∑

j πj exp lj
. (1)

E. Evaluation metrics

We evaluate our language identification systems using the

independent evaluation set of segments, using several different

evaluation metrics. The first simply is the language identifica-

tion error rate. The language ID error rate can be computed

using

ELID =
1

NL

NL
∑

i=1

1

||Ti||

∑

j∈Ti

1− δ(i, argmax
k

P (k | xj)), (2)

where δ(i, j) is the Kronecker delta function counting equal

language indices, j indexes the trials in set Ti of language i,

and || · || is the cardinality operator counting trials. Effectively,

ELID is the average language identification error rate com-

pensated for evaluation priors. Note that when assuming flat

priors πi = 1/NL the maximum posterior language probability

is equal to the maximum language likelihood, and (1) is not

needed. The language identification error rate is sensitive to

a per language log-likelihood bias. If the recogniser gives

relatively higher log likelihoods to one language than another,

the confusion matrix will become asymmetric which typically

leads to more errors. Although ID error rate is not a standard

measure in LID, it is a meaningful evaluation metric when

classification is performed by maximum likelihood and eval-

uation is performed with equal priors, as is the case in our

research.

One may argue that the assumption of equal priors is not

very realistic, so we would also like to probe the prior distri-

bution space at several other points. The way this happened in

NIST Language Recognition Evaluations [8] from 2005–2009

was by using a varying prior distribution, and evaluating using

a decision-cost function paradigm, by computing the “average

cost” Cavg over these distributions. In our terminology, for

every test segment, the prior is probed at NL points, with k

running over the target languages 1, . . . , NL

πi =

{

Ptar for i = k

(1− Ptar)/(NL − 1) for i 6= k,
(3)

where Ptar = 1
2

represents the prior of the target language.

For a given test segment j, a posterior distribution is com-

puted for every prior distribution, and decisions are made by

thresholding the posterior P (k | xj) at 1
2
. These decisions can

lead to ‘false alarms’ if j 6= k ∧ P (k | xj) > 1
2

or ‘misses’

if j = k ∧ P (k | xj) <
1
2
. The false alarm proportions P

jk
FA

are computed for every target language k and test language j,

and averaged over j and k,

PFA =
1

NL(NL − 1)

∑

jk

P
jk
FA. (4)

Similarly, the miss proportions P k
miss are computed for each

target language k, and averaged

Pmiss =
1

NL

∑

k

P k
miss. (5)

The final NIST evaluation metric is the cost function

Cavg = (1− Ptar)CFAPFA + PtarCmissPmiss, (6)

where the cost parameters CFA = Cmiss = 1.

The way we computed Cavg from the language posteriors

and the true language labels already makes this metric cali-

bration sensitive. Another measure that is calibration sensitive

is the multiclass cross entropy,

Hmc =

NL
∑

i=1

πi

||Ti||

∑

k ∈ Tk − logP (i | xk) (7)

which measures the uncertainty in the posterior of the true

language. This metric can be translated into a perplexity

Perplexity = expHmc (8)

which is the average number of languages you would still

have to choose from after consulting the language recogniser.

We use a slightly different version of this metric, which was

first used in language recognition in the Albayzin language

recognition evaluation in 2012 [11], the confusion

C = Perplexity − 1 (9)

All three evaluation measures described above are calibration

sensitive, although no calibration was performed for this

particular research. Performances are not reported in equal-

error-rate (EER) because it is an ill-defined metric for language

recognition purposes [12].

IV. RESULTS

A. PRLM

PRLM results were obtained using the language models

trained on the transcriptions of one speech recogniser at a time.

The optimal n-gram order for the obtained language models

and the identification results we obtained using this method

are reported in Table V.

There is a clear distinction between the systems trained on

West Germanic and Southern Bantu acoustic data. LID using

the transcriptions of Afrikaans and English recognisers per-

forms worst overall, and increasing the order of the language

model does not have a beneficial effect on the error rates and

detection costs. This most likely has to do with the small

sizes of the training sets used to generate the phonotactic

language models for these languages, although the different

phone sets could also be a part of the cause. The results of

every individual Southern Bantu recogniser, as well as their

optimal n-gram orders, are very similar to each other.



TABLE V
LANGUAGE IDENTIFICATION RESULTS USING DIFFERENT PHONEME

RECOGNISERS FOR PRLM

Recognition
Language

Optimal
n-gram
order

ELID Cavg Confusion

afr 3 0.719 0.329 6.72

eng 3 0.716 0.329 6.75

nbl 5 0.645 0.290 5.61

ssw 4 0.648 0.292 5.63

xho 5 0.643 0.294 6.68

zul 5 0.634 0.286 5.46

nso 5 0.667 0.304 6.05

sot 4 0.668 0.300 6.03

tsn 5 0.670 0.307 6.17

tso 4 0.664 0.294 5.83

ven 5 0.671 0.303 6.08

Average 0.610 0.303 6.09

TABLE VI
LANGUAGE IDENTIFICATION RESULTS USING DIFFERENT WORD

RECOGNISERS FOR WRLM

Recognition
Language

Optimal
n-gram
order

ELID Cavg Confusion

afr 2 0.808 0.403 8.62

eng 4 0.798 0.397 8.54

nbl 2 0.739 0.350 7.51

ssw 2 0.744 0.353 7.60

xho 3 0.718 0.338 7.10

zul 2 0.711 0.334 7.11

nso 2 0.741 0.346 7.51

sot 3 0.742 0.349 7.53

tsn 3 0.735 0.348 7.50

tso 2 0.738 0.347 7.36

ven 3 0.743 0.355 7.59

Average 0.747 0.356 7.63

B. WRLM

WRLM results were obtained by using word recognisers

trained on one language at a time. The optimal n-gram order

and the identification results for each language model using

this method are shown in Table VI.

WRLM performs worse than PRLM in all instances. The

effect of the language model on the results is very similar

to that observed in the PRLM results. The language models

trained on the data in Western Germanic languages produce

worse results than those trained on the Southern Bantu lan-

guages, whereas the scores for the Bantu recognisers are very

similar to each other.

Unlike in PRLM, there is no clear relation between optimal

n-gram order and language family. The optimal n-gram order

is mostly lower than in PRLM, as would be expected, since

there are much fewer word tokens. English is an exception to
this, with optimal performance using an n-gram order of 4.

It should be noted, however, that increasing the n-gram order

generally had very little effect on the WRLM identification

scores. Overall, none of the WRLM results are very good.

C. Parallel PRLM

PPRLM results were obtained using the same language

models used for PRLM, but this time optimising over a com-

bination of all the log likelihoods. The LID results of language

model n-gram order optimisation are shown in Table VII.

Optimal results were obtained when all language models used

were the same order. The results do not substantially improve

after n-gram order 5.

The effects of combining the language models is made

clearer by the progression shown in Table VIII. The phoneme

transcriptions of different recognisers are gradually included

(in random order). As the number of languages increases,

the results gradually improve for all evaluation metrics. Any

individual addition is beneficial to the overall result.

A confusion matrix for the 5-gram PPRLM language iden-

tification system is shown in Table IX. A clear trend across

language families is visible, with confusion mostly occur-

ring within the same language families. The West Germanic

languages are in general correctly identified more frequently

than the Southern Bantu languages. Because the Southern

TABLE VII
LANGUAGE IDENTIFICATION RESULTS WITH DIFFERENT ORDER n-GRAMS

USING PPRLM AND PWRLM.

PPRLM PWRLM

Order ELID Cavg Conf. ELID Cavg Conf.

1 0.620 0.275 5.33 0.557 0.252 4.61

2 0.571 0.247 4.46 0.420 0.186 2.95

3 0.503 0.215 3.55 0.417 0.184 2.92

4 0.459 0.195 3.09 0.416 0.184 2.92

5 0.446 0.190 2.96 —

6 0.445 0.190 2.95 —

TABLE VIII
A COMPARISON OF THE RESULTS OF 5-GRAM PPRLM AND 3-GRAM

PWRLM USING AN INCREASING NUMBER OF PARALLEL

TRANSCRIPTIONS.

PPRLM PWRLM

No. of
langs

ELID Cavg Conf. ELID Cavg Conf.

1 0.728 0.340 6.96 0.805 0.402 8.64

2 0.674 0.307 5.99 0.757 0.366 7.79

3 0.581 0.252 4.52 0.683 0.319 6.51

4 0.540 0.233 4.02 0.619 0.285 5.44

5 0.522 0.224 3.76 0.577 0.254 4.93

6 0.497 0.212 3.47 0.541 0.243 4.42

7 0.486 0.208 3.40 0.541 0.243 4.42

8 0.476 0.200 3.25 0.492 0.217 3.81

9 0.464 0.197 3.15 0.471 0.207 3.56

10 0.452 0.193 3.05 0.444 0.196 3.24

11 0.446 0.190 2.96 0.417 0.184 2.92



TABLE IX
A CONFUSION MATRIX OF THE OPTIMAL 5-GRAM PPRLM LID SYSTEM.

THE PERCENTAGE OF THE EVALUATION SET CLASSIFIED AS EACH

LANGUAGE IS SHOWN. THE COLUMNS DENOTE THE TEST LANGUAGES

AND THE ROWS THE HYPOTHETICAL LANGUAGES.

afr eng nbl ssw xho zul nso sot tsn tso ven Overall

afr 71.1 18.3 5.4 5.4 4.7 5.7 4.0 5.3 6.9 6.5 4.8 12.6

eng 17.3 66.2 4.9 5.5 6.3 9.3 4.5 7.2 7.4 7.7 5.7 12.9

nbl 0.0 0.2 52.6 4.2 4.5 5.4 1.0 1.5 0.7 2.8 2.7 6.9

ssw 0.3 0.4 5.6 54.3 2.6 3.5 1.2 2.9 1.2 2.5 1.6 6.9

xho 0.3 0.4 3.9 2.5 55.5 5.7 0.7 0.8 0.4 1.3 1.1 6.5

zul 0.9 1.7 7.0 9.0 10.5 52.1 2.4 2.7 3.1 3.8 3.5 8.7

nso 0.8 0.6 3.6 3.1 1.4 1.9 49.8 6.0 11.4 4.4 5.3 8.0

sot 3.8 4.6 4.3 6.9 4.7 6.7 15.0 54.2 16.0 8.3 8.0 12.0

tsn 1.8 1.6 2.2 1.9 3.7 2.7 13.2 10.8 45.9 3.0 4.2 8.3

tso 0.9 1.3 3.3 3.0 2.3 2.4 2.6 3.6 2.6 50.5 5.5 7.1

ven 2.8 4.8 7.5 4.3 3.9 4.6 5.5 5.1 4.5 9.1 57.5 10.0

TABLE X
A CONFUSION MATRIX OF THE OPTIMAL 3-GRAM PWRLM LID SYSTEM.

THE PERCENTAGE OF THE EVALUATION SET CLASSIFIED AS EACH

LANGUAGE IS SHOWN. THE COLUMNS DENOTE THE TEST LANGUAGES

AND THE ROWS THE HYPOTHETICAL LANGUAGES.

afr eng nbl ssw xho zul nso sot tsn tso ven Overall

afr 69.3 22.6 12.1 10.2 11.5 15.0 10.0 11.4 14.0 12.1 9.7 18.0

eng 13.8 63.1 5.6 6.8 8.9 9.1 5.7 8.5 9.9 8.4 5.3 13.2

nbl 0.2 0.2 60.8 2.2 1.0 1.7 1.6 1.3 1.5 1.6 0.8 6.6

ssw 0.6 0.4 2.0 59.2 1.3 3.7 1.8 1.0 0.8 0.9 0.7 6.6

xho 0.7 0.3 1.3 1.6 62.3 2.2 1.3 1.3 0.8 0.7 0.7 6.6

zul 1.7 0.8 1.6 3.4 2.3 51.0 1.3 2.6 1.7 2.8 1.3 6.4

nso 1.3 1.8 1.9 2.3 1.4 2.7 52.4 3.9 5.3 2.5 3.7 7.2

sot 5.8 3.8 3.2 4.4 4.7 4.0 8.9 54.6 9.8 4.4 4.9 9.9

tsn 1.9 2.4 2.1 2.8 1.3 2.3 7.6 5.6 47.9 2.9 4.4 7.4

tso 0.9 1.1 3.0 3.5 2.6 3.6 3.2 2.8 2.0 56.5 4.2 7.6

ven 3.8 3.5 6.4 3.7 2.8 4.7 6.1 7.0 6.4 7.2 64.4 10.6

TABLE XI
THE RESULTS OF 5-GRAM PPRLM AND 3-GRAM PWRLM AS A

FUNCTION OF THE DURATION OF THE TEST UTTERANCE.

Strategy Duration ELID Cavg Confusion

0s-2.5s 0.454 0.204 3.22

PPRLM 2.5s-5.5s 0.423 0.176 2.68

5.5s+ 0.462 0.194 3.86

0s-2.5s 0.440 0.207 2.92

PWRLM 2.5s-5.5s 0.391 0.180 2.76

5.5s+ 0.421 0.181 2.92

Bantu languages are phonetically close to one another, but

distinct from the West Germanic languages, identification of

these is easier. Compared to the West Germanic and the

Nguni language families, the Sotho-Tswana languages exhibit

increased confusion among themselves. Not every language

is selected as often by the identification system, as it has a

moderate bias toward Afrikaans, English and Sesotho.

D. Parallel WRLM

PWRLM results were obtained by combining the log like-

lihoods of all language models used in WRLM, analogous to

the method used in PPRLM. The LID results using PWRLM

with different n-gram order word language models are shown

in Table VII. PWRLM results do not substantially improve

after n-gram order 3.

Although none of the individual WRLM systems perform

better than their PRLM counterparts, the optimal PWRLM

results are better than the optimal PPRLM results. Optimal

PWRLM results are obtained by using 3-grams, but these are

only marginally better than those obtained using 2-grams, with

which the optimal PPRLM system is also outperformed.

The effect of a gradual increase in language models is

shown in Table VIII. Like in PPRLM, each additional language

model improves the overall performance of the system. As the

number of used language models increases, the gap between

the PPRLM and PWRLM results narrows, but the latter does

not start producing better results (in terms of average cost and

confusion) until all language models are considered.

A confusion matrix for the 3-gram PWRLM LID system

is shown in Table X. Compared to the optimal PPRLM

system shown in Table IX, Afrikaans and English are correctly

identified slightly less often, but the system performs better for

all Southern Bantu languages, with the exception of isiZulu.

The amount of confusion within the Sotho-Tswana and Nguni

language families is substantially reduced. However, despite

not performing as well for Afrikaans and English as the opti-

mal PPRLM system, PWRLM results in a much stronger bias

toward these languages. Utterances are classified as Afrikaans

much more often than any of the other individual languages.

E. Utterance duration

The results reported thus far are an average over all utter-

ances in the Lwazi evaluation set. Table XI shows the results

for test utterances depending on the length of the utterances,

for test utterances shorter than 2.5s, between 2.5s and 5.5s,

and longer than 5.5s.

Contrary to our expectations, performance does not improve

with the length of the utterance. The best results are obtained

from the utterances between 2.5s and 5.5s, regardless of the

strategy used. This is likely a result of the structure of the

Lwazi corpus: shorter utterances are likely to be answers to

specific questions, and therefore more formulaic.

V. DISCUSSION

This paper presents a set of baseline language identification

results using the Lwazi data. We used twenty-two single-

language automatic speech recognisers trained on the different
languages in the Lwazi corpus to obtain sets of phoneme and

word transcriptions for each of the languages. To obtain LID

results, we trained phoneme and word language models on

these transcriptions using various orders of n-gram.

We show results for four different LID strategies. PRLM

uses language models trained on the phoneme transcriptions

of each of the Lwazi languages, and selects the most likely

language by comparing the language model log likelihood.



WRLM uses word transcriptions for the same task. PPRLM

runs eleven phoneme recognisers in parallel, and determines

a global optimum based on a combination of the phoneme

language models trained on their results. PWRLM does the

same, but uses word language models trained on the word

transcriptions.

Although PRLM obtained better results for identification

than WRLM, the optimal PWRLM outperformed the optimal

PPRLM system. The best results were obtained using PWRLM

with 3-gram language models, resulting in a language iden-

tification error rate of 0.418, a decision cost of 0.184, and

a confusion of 2.92. This is not exceptionally good, but it

should be borne in mind that the Lwazi corpus is small in

size, and that the utterances were just 5 seconds long on

average. To improve future results using the Lwazi corpus,

GMM-based LID could be considered as an alternative, since

this strategy has been shown to perform better than PPRLM

on short utterances [2]. However, since no prior results for

South African language identification have been reported,

these results can be considered a new benchmark.
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Abstract—This paper presents baseline speech recognition
results using the Lwazi and AST corpora. Phoneme and word
recognition are performed in all eleven South African languages.
For four languages, the AST and Lwazi data were merged
together to create more elaborate acoustic models. Phoneme
recognition results were found to be similar to previously
published figures. Word recognition results were similar across
all languages, and relatively poor due to small language model
training set sizes. The addition of AST data was shown to lead
to limited improvements in both phoneme and word error rates.

I. INTRODUCTION

Telephone-based language technology can be used as an

aid in building up a technological infrastructure in developing

countries, where other information sources are often scarce.

Until very recently, almost no South African data was available

for the development of automatic speech recognition (ASR)

and associated systems. The Lwazi corpus was developed

to change this [1], [2]. Prior to the Lwazi corpus, the AST

corpora were developed for the same goal, although they are

comprised of just five South African languages [3], [4].

This paper aims to further explore the possibilities of

both phoneme and word recognition for all South African

languages. The Lwazi corpus has been used for phoneme

recognition before, but its potential for word recognition

has only been investigated in a small-vocabulary task [2].

Although Lwazi and AST are similar in goal and scope, the

possibility of combining the two corpora to achieve better ASR

results has not been investigated for all languages. We present

a set of baseline speech recognition experiments based on the

Lwazi corpus, and similar experiments based on a merged

corpus composed of both Lwazi and AST data.

II. THE LWAZI CORPUS

The Lwazi ASR corpus was developed between 2006 and

2009, as part of a government project which aimed to demon-

strate the benefits of speech technology in South Africa. The

corpus was compiled to investigate the feasibility of speaker-

independent speech recognition using limited resources, and

was shown to achieve adequate performance in phoneme

recognition and small vocabulary word-recognition tasks [2].

The corpus consists of speech data for each of the 11 official

South African languages, annotated orthographically. It is ac-

companied by baseline dictionaries obtained by expanding the

TABLE I
PHONE SETS AND VOCABULARY SIZES FOR THE ELEVEN LWAZI DATASETS

(EXCLUDING SILENCE AND NOISE MARKERS).

Code Language
Language

Family
Phone
types

Word
types

afr Afrikaans
West

Germanic
37 1,585

eng
SA

English
West

Germanic
44 2,112

nbl isiNdebele Nguni 47 4,751

ssw siSwati Nguni 41 5,092

xho isiXhosa Nguni 50 4,727

zul isiZulu Nguni 45 5,376

nso Sepedi
Sotho-
Tswana

30 3,276

sot Sesotho
Sotho-
Tswana

29 2,568

tsn Setswana
Sotho-
Tswana

34 2,980

tso Xitsonga
Tswa-
Ronga

52 2,747

ven Tshivenda Venda 40 2,441

Overall 110 31,757

original Lwazi dictionaries [5] using grapheme-to-phoneme

prediction [6]. The Lwazi corpus is freely available under an

open content license [7].

For each language, 200 first language speakers were

recorded over a telephone channel, each providing approxi-

mately 30 utterances. The utterances include phrases randomly

selected from phonetically balanced corpora developed specif-

ically for this task, as well as short words and phrases, such

as the answers to open and yes/no questions, spelt words,

dates, and numbers [2]. The orthographic annotations include

markers for speaker and background noise, as well as for

partial words. The number of words and phones in the various

data sets are shown in Table I. Aside from the types in this

table, each of the languages included one phone and one word

marker to denote silence, one phone and one word marker to

denote speaker noise, and one word marker to denote fillers.



TABLE II
DESCRIPTION OF THE LWAZI TRAINING SETS.

Lang.
No. of
phone
tokens

No. of
word

tokens

No. of
speakers

No. of
utts

Dur.
(mins)

afr 98,427 24,754 140 4,186 179

eng 112,388 28,302 136 4,048 207

nbl 193,987 29,229 140 4,216 432

ssw 180,143 27,456 136 4,050 442

xho 166,502 27,711 150 4,474 406

zul 151,270 24,363 139 4,018 360

nso 151,680 38,682 130 3,854 385

sot 136,536 34,007 142 4,223 300

tsn 131,737 35,694 143 4,199 339

tso 146,736 35,615 154 4,624 378

ven 119,140 28,817 138 4,142 305

Total 1,588,546 334,630 1,548 46,034 3,733

TABLE III
DESCRIPTION OF THE LWAZI DEVELOPMENT SETS.

Lang.
No. of
phone
tokens

No. of
word

tokens

No. of
speakers

No. of
utts

Dur.
(mins)

afr 14,080 3,574 20 598 26

eng 16,757 4,224 20 598 31

nbl 27,327 4,097 20 603 62

ssw 26,477 4,035 20 593 64

xho 21,162 3,521 20 586 51

zul 22,603 3,597 20 582 53

nso 23,379 5,948 20 596 58

sot 20,082 5,003 20 605 44

tsn 17,739 4,799 20 574 43

tso 19,032 4,607 20 601 51

ven 17,383 4,143 20 596 42

Total 226,021 47,548 220 6,532 525

A. Training and test sets

In order to develop speech recognition systems, the data

for each language was split into training, development and

evaluation sets. The evaluation sets employed in this work co-

incide with the fixed evaluation subsets for the Lwazi corpus,

which were obtained by the random selection of 20 male and

20 female speakers per language [6]. The development sets

consist of a further 20 randomly chosen speakers. The number

of phone and word types and tokens in each of these sets is

shown in Tables II, III, and IV.

B. Removing phonetically rich utterances

The Lwazi corpus includes a large number of phonetically

rich utterances. Many of those are repeated up to 15 times

throughout the training and test sets. To avoid positive bias in

our recognition results, all utterances which occurred in both

the training and test sets were removed from the training set

for language modelling purposes. Since the prompts for the

TABLE IV
DESCRIPTION OF THE LWAZI EVALUATION SETS.

Lang.
No. of
phone
tokens

No. of
word

tokens

No. of
speakers

No. of
utts

Dur.
(mins)

afr 28,724 7,165 40 1,199 51

eng 33,061 8,373 40 1,197 63

nbl 54,428 8,185 40 1,194 121

ssw 53,154 8,010 40 1,195 128

xho 45,275 7,408 40 1,182 105

zul 46,682 7,568 40 1,185 115

nso 47,657 1,1893 40 1,190 127

sot 38,280 9,628 40 1,199 85

tsn 36,993 9,891 40 1,197 94

tso 37,560 9,067 40 1,201 92

ven 34,140 8,143 40 1,201 87

Total 455,954 95,331 440 13,140 1,068

TABLE V
WORDS AND PHONES IN THE LANGUAGE MODEL TRAINING SETS, AFTER

REMOVAL OF UTERRANCES OVERLAPPING WITH THE DEVELOPMENT OR

EVALUATION SETS.

Lang.
No. of
phone
tokens

No. of
word

tokens

% word
tokens

remain-
ing

No of
word
types

% eval
words
not in

reduced
train set

afr 16,575 4,735 19.1% 486 76.6%

eng 17,989 5,279 18.7% 604 74.2%

nbl 59,118 9,882 33.8% 2,124 61.4%

ssw 52,572 8,921 32.5% 2,324 60.8%

xho 69,063 12,136 43.8% 3,097 42.6%

zul 67,166 11,399 46.8% 3,050 51.6%

nso 39,039 9,808 25.4% 1,483 57.2%

sot 39,788 10,224 30.1% 1,309 52.8%

tsn 44,769 12,229 34.3% 1,629 48.8%

tso 40,693 10,110 28.4% 1,292 56.9%

ven 33,551 8,046 27.9% 1,193 56.5%

Total 480,323 102,769 30.7% 26,221

Lwazi utterances are not publically available, such recurrences

were detected by exhaustive pairwise string alignment between

the training and test set transcriptions. All training utterances

which were at least six words long and resulted in a match

accuracy of at least 60% with any of the test sentences were

removed. Training utterances which were less than six words

long were removed only when they were identical to test

utterances, since a match of three words did not necessarily

imply a phonetically rich utterance in these cases.

This procedure significantly reduced the size of the training

set available for language modelling, as shown in Table V. The

extent of its impact varies between the languages. The largest

overlap between test and training utterances was detected for

Afrikaans and English. Since these languages already had the

smallest training sets in terms of phone tokens, the resulting



differences in the language model training sets are large. The

contrast is stark in comparison with the Nguni languages,

which had the largest training sets, but suffered the smallest

reductions after removal of overlapping utterances. These

smaller training sets were used only to train language models;

acoustic model training continued to use the full training set.

There is a possibility that this will have an effect on the

reported error rates, but the degree of overlap is too large for

acoustic modelling to be viable on the reduced training set.

Aside from simply reducing the amount of data available to

train the language models, many words which occurred in the

full training set are no longer present in the reduced set at all.

The scale at which the vocabulary is reduced ranges between

55 and 80% depending on the language, as shown in Table V.

In the cases where many words are removed, this would lead

to many out-of-vocabulary words during recognition. To avoid

word recognition results being dominated by OOV errors,

the language models used closed vocabularies based on the

dictionaries.

III. ACOUSTIC MODELS

A set of HMM acoustic monophone models was trained

for each of the 11 languages using the full training sets.

Embedded Baum-Welsh re-estimation was used to obtain

speaker-independent diagonal-covariance monophone models

with three states per model and one Gaussian mixture per state.

Each speech frame was parameterised as a 39-dimensional fea-

ture vector consisting of 12 Mel-frequency ceptral coefficients

(MFCCs) and their first and second differentials. The models

were normalised using cepstral mean normalization.

Model development proceeded from a flat start using the

first pronunciation of each training word found in the dictio-

nary. Once a first set of acoustic models had been obtained,

the training set was re-aligned using a Viterbi word recogniser

to allow pronunciation variants to be accounted for. Such re-

alignment followed by re-training was performed 8 times, after

which the phone-level training transcriptions and monophone

recognition results on the development set were seen to

stabilise.

Cross-word triphone models were obtained by decision tree

state clustering [8]. The AST decision tree questions were

used for this purpose [3]. The noise and silence models were

used as context phonemes, but were not expanded to triphones

themselves. The results of state clustering on the acoustic

models is summarised in Table VI, which shows the number of

possible triphones in each language, the number of observed

triphones in the training set, and the number of distinct states

remaining after clustering.

The triphone models were then improved by gradually in-

creasing the number of Gaussian mixtures. After each increase,

four iterations of embedded re-estimation were performed. The

reported results are for models with 8 mixtures per state, which

were found to be optimal on the development set.

For speech recognition, the HTK hidden Markov model

(HMM) based speech recogniser was used to perform a time-

synchronous beam search using the Token-Passing proce-

TABLE VI
DESCRIPTION OF TRIPHONE ACOUSTIC MODELS AFTER DECISION-TREE

STATE-CLUSTERING

Language
No. possible

triphones
No. distinct

triphones
No. clustered

states

afr 56,279 5,276 908

eng 93,106 7,447 1,013

nbl 12,849 5,371 1,419

ssw 75,811 5,597 1,090

xho 135,202 5,830 979

zul 99,407 5,980 1,397

nso 30,722 4,395 1,049

sot 27,871 3,812 1,285

tsn 44,066 4,827 1,117

tso 151,634 5,583 1,376

ven 70,562 4,669 1,190

dure [9]. Optimal values for the word insertion penalty and

language model scaling factor were determined by optimising

the results for Afrikaans, Sesotho and isiZulu on the develop-

ment sets, as representatives of the major language families.

Each of these languages was shown to have the same optimal

parameters. This optimization was performed for phoneme

and word recognition independently. For the word insertion

penalty, the optimum was −10. For the language model scaling

factor, the optimal values were 6 and 10 for phoneme and word

recognition respectively.

IV. LANGUAGE MODELS

Unigram language models were obtained using phone and

word transcriptions of the reduced training set for each

language (see Section II-B). Backoff bigram language mod-

els [10] were obtained using the same training sets, with the

language model probabilities calculated using an absolute dis-

count of 1.0 [11]. Language model perplexities were calculated

on the evaluation sets for both unigram and bigram models.

Perplexity can be considered an indication of the difficulty of

predicting the next phoneme or word in a sequence.

A. Phoneme language models

The unigram phoneme language models give an indication

of the diversity of the phone sets of the different languages.

Evaluation set perplexities for phoneme unigram and bigram

models are shown in Table VII. There are consistently 4

more unigrams than there are phonemes in the lexicon, since

sentence boundary markers, noise, and silence are included.

The West Germanic languages, Afrikaans and English,

show a higher bigram perplexity than the Southern Bantu

languages. This implies that phoneme sequences in Southern

Bantu languages are more predictable. A likely explanation for

this is that Bantu languages conventionally use open syllables,

making their phoneme sequences more predictable than those

in Afrikaans and English. The bigram phoneme perplexities

are somewhat higher than those observed in earlier analysis

of the Lwazi corpus [2], which is likely due to the different

language model training sets used.



TABLE VII
PHONEME UNIGRAM AND BIGRAM LANGUAGE MODELS AND THEIR

EVALUATION SET PERPLEXITIES.

Language
No. of

unigrams

Unigram
perplexity

(eval)

No. of
bigrams

Bigram
perplexity

(eval)

afr 41 28.67 654 21.55

eng 48 34.92 961 24.15

nbl 51 22.99 698 12.29

ssw 45 22.66 733 12.20

xho 54 24.08 846 12.00

zul 49 24.27 772 12.42

nso 34 20.42 544 10.92

sot 33 20.62 519 10.69

tsn 38 21.48 645 11.95

tso 56 25.35 772 12.33

ven 44 23.36 609 12.30

TABLE VIII
WORD UNIGRAM AND BIGRAM LANGUAGE MODELS AND THEIR

EVALUATION SET PERPLEXITIES.

Language
No. of

unigrams

Unigram
perplexity

(eval)

No. of
bigrams

Bigram
perplexity

(eval)

afr 1,589 509.31 1,086 491.11

eng 2,116 590.34 1,311 525.96

nbl 4,755 1,234.27 2,515 791.14

ssw 5,096 1,005.18 2,403 689.44

xho 4,731 1,067.72 3,493 499.85

zul 5,380 1,058.82 3,258 634.02

nso 3,280 366.96 2,915 256.31

sot 2,572 304.83 2,688 177.16

tsn 2,984 347.36 3,543 211.74

tso 2,751 386.50 2,677 238.18

ven 2,445 451.46 2,422 327.46

B. Word language models

The perplexities of the word unigram and bigram models

are shown in Table VIII. The unigram perplexities are highest

for the closely related Nguni languages (isiZulu, isiXhosa,

isiNdebele and Siswati), despite the large size of their language

model training sets. The larger vocabulary size is very likely

the reason for these higher perplexities. Afrikaans and English

also show high unigram perplexities, but this is most likely due

to the smaller size of their training sets.

These trends continue in the bigram perplexities, but not as

strongly. The perplexities of the Afrikaans and English word

language models do not decrease much, which would support

the notion that the high perplexities are due to their small

training set. The Nguni language perplexities decrease much

more, especially isiXhosa, which is now average compared to

the other languages. The other languages have their language

model perplexities reduced by varying degrees.

TABLE IX
PHONEME RECOGNITION ERROR RATES FOR EACH LANGUAGE. THE

CURRENT RECOGNITION RESULTS ARE COMPARED TO THE PRIOR LWAZI

RESULTS IN [2]

Language Unigram PER Bigram PER 2009 PER

afr 45.06 43.29 36.86

eng 52.66 50.54 45.74

nbl 38.17 35.04 34.59

ssw 36.92 34.06 35.54

xho 38.75 34.70 42.76

zul 44.38 41.47 39.05

nso 36.33 33.47 44.81

sot 38.54 34.86 45.21

tsn 39.70 36.88 43.81

tso 39.06 34.64 40.59

ven 37.10 34.00 33.22

Average 40.61 37.54 40.20

V. RESULTS USING LWAZI

Since the Lwazi corpus includes only orthographic tran-

scriptions, phonetic transcriptions were generated using it-

erative re-alignment with the dictionary. Hence, the most

appropriate measure of performance for the acoustic models

is the error rate of a word-based speech recognition system.

However, in the context of low-resource languages, word

recognition has limited diagnostic value, due to the small and

constrained nature of the acoustic and language model training

corpora. Hence, the results for both phoneme recognition and

word recognition are reported. It should be borne in mind,

however, that the former are not based on manual phonetic

transcripts.

A. Phoneme recognition

Phoneme recognition error rates are shown in Table IX. In

all cases, bigram language models give better results than uni-

gram models, as would be expected. However, the difference is

not particularly large for the West Germanic languages, which

had phoneme language models with higher bigram perplexities

and smaller language model training sets.

The Germanic phoneme recognisers exhibit higher error

rates, corresponding to the higher perplexities of their lan-

guage models. The remaining languages show similar per-

formance, although isiZulu fares noticably worse than other

South African languages, despite its relatively low perplexity

and comparatively large training set. This is unexpected,

considering the close similarity of isiZulu and isiXhosa, which

would lead one to expect comparable results.

Prior research on phoneme recognition using the Lwazi

corpus is available [2]. Compared to our current results,

this 2009 system performs notably better on Afrikaans and

English. This may be due to differences in the language

model training sets (see Section II-A). The current Southern

Bantu recognisers generally have similar or better results than

their 2009 counterparts, with the exception of isiZulu, which



TABLE X
WORD RECOGNITION ERROR RATES FOR EACH LANGUAGE.

Language Unigram WER Bigram WER

afr 53.52 52.52

eng 60.85 58.88

nbl 48.48 48.15

ssw 53.72 53.60

xho 58.77 55.02

zul 65.25 62.99

nso 61.09 57.47

sot 59.47 52.71

tsn 60.42 55.32

tso 56.24 50.74

ven 58.81 56.70

Average 57.87 54.92

performs slightly worse. On average, the phoneme recognition

error rates reported here are comparable to those in [2].

A comparison with the phoneme error rates obtained for the

similar AST corpora [3] is difficult due to the different phone

sets employed. Section VI will consider this further.

B. Word recognition

Word recognition error rates are shown in Table X. Since

removing repeated phrases from the training sets greatly

reduced their sizes, word recognition error rates are high,

as would be expected due to their high perplexities. Using

bigram language models is better in all languages, although

the improvements over unigram results are inconsistent.

IsiZulu, which has the highest word language model per-

plexity, has the highest error rates. Curiously, its close sister

isiXhosa fares noticeably better. Afrikaans performs better

than average, despite its larger perplexity and the smaller size

of its training set. We note that there are no clear trends based

on language family, as were observed in phoneme recognition.

On average, however, the error rates are similar across all

languages.

Recognition performance may improve if a cross-validation

framework was employed to preserve language model training

data while also avoiding the test/train overlap. There are no

prior benchmarks available on word recognition using the

Lwazi or AST corpora.

VI. MERGING LWAZI AND AST

For five South African languages, namely isiZulu, isiXhosa,

Afrikaans, English, and Sesotho, corpora are also available in

the previously developed AST databases [4]. These corpora

contain more data for these languages than their respective

counterparts in the Lwazi corpus. Considering the minimal

size of the Lwazi corpus, this additional data should provide a

means to improve results. English Lwazi and AST data have

previously been successfully combined to improve acoustic

models for a call routing system [12]. Merging AST training

data with that of their Lwazi counterpart could therefore be

beneficial to recognition results.

TABLE XI
DESCRIPTION OF THE TRAINING SET OBTAINED BY MERGING THE AST

AND LWAZI TRAINING SETS.

Language

No. of
AST

phone
types

No. of
merged
phone
types

No. of
merged
word

tokens

No. of
merged
phone
tokens

Merged
dur.

(mins)

afr 81 37 72,137 268,872 550

eng 50 44 76,240 280,619 566

xho 101 50 64,381 343,851 825

zul 94 45 72,894 433,847 1,012

Overall 125 82 285,652 1,327,189 2,955

TABLE XII
PHONEME AND WORD RECOGNITION ERROR RATES FOR SYSTEMS WITH

MERGED AST AND LWAZI DATA.

Language
Unigram

PER
Bigram

PER
Unigram

WER
Bigram

PER

afr 43.30 41.80 52.25 51.40

eng 52.12 49.67 59.32 57.98

xho 37.94 33.48 54.39 50.23

zul 44.48 41.37 67.93 65.70

Average 16.17 15.12 21.26 20.48

Table XI describes the effects of merging the Lwazi and

AST corpora for four different AST languages. The two

corpora have different annotation styles, and different phone

sets are used for the same language. In order to merge training

data, the AST phonemes were mapped to their closest Lwazi

counterparts, which significantly reduced the size of the phone

set for Afrikaans, isiXhosa and isiZulu. The Lwazi dictionaries

were extended with entries from the AST dictionaries for

words which did not occur in the Lwazi corpus. The resulting

training sets are two to three times larger than the Lwazi

training sets in terms of phone and word tokens and duration.

A. Results using Lwazi and AST

A new set of acoustic models was trained on the resulting

extended training sets and dictionaries, using the methods

described in Section III. Phoneme and word recognition were

performed using the same language models and parameters

used in Section V. The results for these experiments are shown

in Table XII.

Adding the AST data proved to be slightly beneficial for

phoneme recognition, with improvements for all four lan-

guages regardless of the type of language model. However, the

improvements were small despite the large increase in training

set size. This could be ascribed to either differences in acoustic

conditions, to the difference in annotation style between the

two corpora, or to a combination of both. Furthermore, the

language models are still trained on very small amounts of

Lwazi data.

For word recognition, the results are mixed. While perfor-

mance is slightly better for Afrikaans, English, and isiXhosa,

the results are worse for isiZulu. Again, we ascribe this to the



differing transcription styles of the corpora.

We did attempt to supplement the Lwazi language model

training data with AST data. This did not lead to improved

results, however.

VII. CONCLUSION

We have presented a set of baseline phoneme and word

speech recognition results for the Lwazi corpus. We have also

presented results for a system combining Lwazi with AST

data. The results for phoneme recognition obtained using only

the Lwazi data are similar to those reported earlier by other

researchers, although our language model training sets were

much smaller. The word recognition results are poor, although

it should be borne in mind that in this case, the language model

training sets were especially limited and that there is no prior

benchmark using Lwazi data to perform this task. To improve

results in the future, more language model training data would

be beneficial.

Merging the AST and Lwazi data proved beneficial for

phoneme recognition, but less so for word recognition. Differ-

ences in annotation style between AST and Lwazi necessitated

the mapping of the larger AST onto the smaller Lwazi phone

set for acoustic model training. To better merge the two

corpora it would be advantageous to obtain a pronunciation

dictionary using a single uniform style for all languages.
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Abstract—Mismatches between application and training data
greatly reduce the performance of automatic speech recognition
(ASR) systems. However, collecting suitable amounts of in-domain
and application-specific data for training is resource intensive and
may not be feasible for resource-scarce environments. Utilising
limited amounts of in-domain data and a combination of feature
normalisation and acoustic model adaptation techniques has
therefore found wide use in ASR systems. Various approaches
have been proposed, and it is not clear when to make use of
a particular approach given a specific amount of adaptation
data. In this work we investigate the use of standard feature
normalisation and model adaptation techniques, for the scenario
where adaptation between narrow- and wide-band environments
must be performed. Our investigation focuses on the dependence
of the adaptation data amount and various adaptation techniques
by systematically varying the adaptation data amount and com-
paring the performance of various adaptation techniques. From
this we establish a guideline which can be used by an ASR
developer to choose the best adaptation technique given a size
constraint on the adaptation data. In addition, we investigate
the effectiveness of a novel channel normalisation technique
and compare the performance with standard normalisation and
adaptation techniques.

I. INTRODUCTION

It is well known that speech recognition systems perform
poorly when there is a mismatch between the acoustic models
and testing audio data. The mismatch can manifest itself in
several ways; the leading causes are environmental noise,
channel differences, various speaking styles and different di-
alects. A system’s performance can be greatly increased if the
mismatch is sufficiently reduced. Using task-specific corpora
could negate the acoustic mismatch, but these corpora are
often difficult to come by and for resource-scarce languages
the choices are severely limited. Alternatively, acoustic model
adaptation and feature normalisation techniques provide a
means to reduce the mismatch and play a crucial role in
speech recognition system deployment. Feature normalisation
improves the feature robustness by trying to remove channel
or environmental distortions while acoustic model adaptation
shifts the model’s means and scales the variances to accom-
modate for the change in data statistics. In general, model-
based adaptations perform better than feature normalisation
approaches but require transcriptions to estimate the class-
specific mismatches and apply the appropriate transforms.

In a resource-scarce environment, adaptation techniques are
particularly important as one often has to develop ASR systems
using available data which is not matched to the applica-
tion: for instance, using high-bandwidth data to train acoustic
models for an application that operates on telephone quality

audio data – over the course of using the system, application-
specific data can be collected and used to adapt or create
new acoustic models and thereby improve the performance.
Generally, given access to a language-specific corpus, it would
be highly efficient to train acoustic models with the available
data and then apply task-specific optimisations. When moving
between different operating environments, the optimisations
would have to take into consideration the data mismatch which
leads to performance degradations.

Thus, we will investigate unsupervised techniques for
channel normalisation, which can be applied to mismatched
data applications. In addition, current ASR model adaptation
techniques learn a set of transformations or update acoustic
model parameters from provided adaptation data. The per-
formance gains which are attained by the various techniques
are dependent on the amount of adaptation data from which
the statistics are estimated. Therefore, a comparative inves-
tigation will be performed to determine the effectiveness of
current model adaptation techniques based on the amount of
available adaptation data. The specific scenario that will be
investigated is one in which plentiful speech data resources
of either telephone (narrow) bandwidth or high bandwidth
are available. We will investigate how feature normalisation
and model adaptation techniques can increase the ASR system
performance gains given increasing amounts of adaptation data
from the less-resourced bandwidth.

II. BACKGROUND

Leggetter and Woodland [1] showed in their speaker-
adaptation experiments that mean-only Maximum Likelihood
Linear Regression (MLLR) adaptation, using a full global
regression matrix, yielded improvements after three adaptation
utterances (roughly 11 seconds of speech). The performance
gain saturates at about 15 utterances. To make better use of the
additional adaptation data, additional regression classes were
suggested.

Gauvain and Lee [2] managed to achieve significant im-
provements in word-error-rates (WER) using Maximum a-
Posteriori (MAP) adapted models compared to Maximum
Likelihood Estimation (MLE) trained models. In their exper-
iments they used three model types: (1) speaker-dependent
(SD) models trained on a specific speaker’s data only, using
MLE training, (2) speaker-adapted models (SA-1) which were
created by MAP adapting a speaker-independent model – a
model trained on data sourced from many speakers –, and,
(3) a second set of speaker-adapted models (SA-2), created
by MAP adapting gender-dependent models – models trained
on female or male data only. Table I shows a summary of



the results using the various acoustic models MAP adapted or
MLE trained at different data amounts (adapted from Gauvain
and Lee [2]).

TABLE I. WERS FOR MAP-ADAPTED AND MLE-TRAINED ACOUSTIC

MODELS AT DIFFERENT DATA AMOUNTS. ADAPTED FROM GAUVAIN AND

LEE [2].

Model Type 0 Min 2 Min 5 Min 30 Min

SA-1 13.5 % 8.7 % 6.9% 3.4 %

SA-2 11.9 % 7.5% 6.0 % 3.5 %

SD - 31.5 12.1% 3.5 %

Wallace et. al. [3] investigated various supervised and unsu-
pervised adaptation techniques to improve automatic transcrip-
tion generation using speech recognition to extract transcrip-
tions from telephony-quality audio data. Their experiments
focused on speaker-dependent adaptation. The supervised
adaptation experiments used hand normalised transcriptions
while the unsupervised adaptation approach used transcriptions
generated by the baseline non-adapted acoustic models. The
supervised techniques showed continued WER reductions for
the following order of adaptation techniques: global MLLR,
regression tree MLLR, MAP, cascaded global plus regression
tree MLLR, and, cascaded global plus regression tree MLLR
plus MAP. For the unsupervised adaptation experiments the
order is somewhat different: global MLLR, MAP, regression
tree MLLR, cascaded global plus regression tree MLLR, and,
cascaded global plus regression tree MLLR plus MAP. The
unsupervised experiments highlight the sensitivity of MAP
to inaccurate transcriptions and robustness of the MLLR ap-
proach. The adaptation amount experiments, which used 10, 30
and 60 minutes of adaptation data, showed for both supervised
and unsupervised adaptation, the global MLLR approach could
not provide further performance gains after 30 minutes of data.
The cascaded global plus regression tree MLLR and cascaded
global plus regression tree MLLR plus MAP showed continued
improvements as more adaptation was data added.

Wang et. al. [4] showed that for non-native speaker adap-
tation and for a fixed number of speakers, MAP adaptation
consistently performed better than MLLR, independent of
adaptation data amount. The only scenario where MLLR
provided a performance gain over MAP was when the number
of speakers found in the adaptation data were varied; however,
even in that case MAP proved a better choice once the
adaptation data amount exceeded 20 minutes.

For the specific ASR scenario describe by Bocchieri et.
al. [5], MAP adaptation provided the best results for fewer
than 1500 sentences, which equated to 3.5 hours of audio
data and roughly 2 hours of speech data. Between 1500 and
6000 sentences, training the context-trees on in-domain data
and estimating the state distributions on both in- and out-
domain data resulted in the best performance – 6000 sentences
corresponded to 14.4 hours of audio data and approximately 9
hours of speech data. For 6000 sentences and above, retraining
the Hidden Markov Model (HMM) acoustic models on the in-
domain data provided the best results. However, no data thresh-
old was provided for the use of MLLR. In summary, Bocchieri
et al. [5] described a strategy to port existing acoustic models
to new applications. Their approach for increasing amounts of
in-domain data t is (adapted from [5]):

• If 0 < t < tmllr use out-of-domain acoustic models,

• If tmllr < t < tmap use MLLR adapted out-of-domain acoustic
models.

• If tmap < t < tcntx use MAP adapted out-of-domain acoustic
models.

• If tcntx < t < tnew retrain acoustic models on in-domain and
out-of-domain data (building context-trees on in-domain data).

• If tnew < t retrain acoustic models on in-domain data.

We can, in summary, state that the expected order of
increasing performance gains provided by the use of various
adaptation techniques is: feature normalisation, adaptation by
MLLR transformation, MAP adaptation and retraining the
models. We can see, however, that the boundaries where one
would chose a specific adaptation technique over another are
quite varied. The transition boundaries are dependent on the
ASR task where parameters such as speaker number and
adaptation type (environment, dialect or speaker) have an
influence over the transitions. The boundary measure is usually
specified by duration, generally measured in minutes or hours.
This can be misleading, as adaptation performance is likely
to depend on how much speech data is actually available
within the audio data. For instance read, conversational or
distressed speech would all have different ratios of speech to
non-speech. In terms of current HMM-based ASR systems a
more informative unit would be the total number of words,
phones or triphones found in the adaptation data. Table II
shows the duration (in seconds) of audio per 1000 phones
for various corpora – as can be seen the numbers vary, thus
specifying adaptation data amount in time units will result in
differing training unit amounts across the corpora.

TABLE II. DURATION, IN SECONDS, OF AUDIO PER 1000 PHONES FOR

VARIOUS CORPORA.

Corpus Type Duration per 1000 phones (seconds)

TIMIT (train) Read 78.92

WSJ0 (train) Read 91.82

MoneyWeb (train) Conversational 98.21

Lwazi English Read 90.94

NCHLT English (RAW) Read 129.77

BN (high-fidelity speech) Read 78.44

For the course of our experiments we make use of standard
normalisation (investigating an unsupervised transfer-function
filtering approach in addition) and adaptation techniques and
report on additional evidence regarding the relative contribu-
tions of different adaptation methods. Some of these findings
confirm facts that are already known in the literature. The
amount of adaptation data will be specified by the number
of triphones which provides a standard calibration unit for
ASR systems. As stated, our experiments will focus on mixed
narrow-bandwidth telephone-quality and high-bandwidth high-
quality audio data applications and investigate how to port
acoustic models starting from a narrow-bandwidth scenario
and progress towards a high-bandwidth one and vice versa
– a scenario of great relevance in developing-world contexts.

Lastly, from the literature survey, the cited work made
use of standard acoustic model adaptation techniques to ei-
ther adapted speaker-independent models to speaker-dependent
models or adapted out-of-domain models using in-domain data.
In all cases, however, the in- and out-domain data had similar
channel and environmental characteristics and the purpose
of their research was to reduce the mismatch caused by



speaker characteristics and differing triphonic content. Since
our work focuses on model adaptation and data normalisation
between mixed-bandwidth and differing quality audio data,
we are provided with an opportunity to investigate whether
the established data-related performance gains of the various
adaptation techniques hold for bandwidth adaptation as well.

The format of the work is structured in the following
manner: a description of the various feature normalisation and
adaptation techniques used in our experiments can be found
in Section (III), the corpora used, the data selection strategy,
ASR system and performance gain curves are described in Sec-
tion (IV), results are presented in Section (V) and concluding
remarks can be found in Section (VI).

III. METHOD

A. Feature Normalisation

Feature normalisation techniques strive to remove biases
in data statistics introduced by environmental or channel
variations. This is achieved by applying a set of transforms to
the feature vectors which either normalise the feature vectors
to a standard set of values or transform them to the training
set values.

A simple feature normalisation strategy is to band-limit
the spectral content of the audio signals. Moreno and Stern
[6] demonstrated the importance of matching the portion of
speech bandwidth which is used to extract speech features on
the Timit and NTimit corpora.

In the cepstral domain, cepstral mean normalisation (CMN)
is widely used. This method estimates an average cepstral
vector over a set of cepstral observations and removes the bias
from each vector – the technique performs well in removing
convolutional noise and constant channel distortions.

Chen and Bilmes [7] showed through their in-depth analy-
sis that CMN worked well at removing convolution noise but
performed poorly in removing additive noise. It was further
shown that the effects of additive noise, depending on the
noise level, can be reduced if variance normalisation was
applied to the cepstral coefficients. Lastly, Chen and Bilmes
re-introduced filtering of the cepstral coefficients which limits
the modulation frequencies and improves the dynamic range
of the cepstral trajectories by suppressing noise effects. The
cepstral trajectories were filtered using a finite length auto-
regression moving average (ARMA) filter. Based on the gains
reported by Chen and Bilmes [7], all extracted feature vectors
are normalised using their approach (referred to as MVA).

1) Transfer-Function Filtering: Gelbart and Morgan [8]
showed that feature normalisation can be achieved by remov-
ing a long-term average log spectral estimate from spectral
analysis frames. Their technique, however, required lengthy
speech segments to estimate the average log spectrum and
relatively longer analysis windows. Such delays would be im-
practical for real-time ASR systems. It was shown previously
[9] that channel normalisation can be performed by inverse
filtering the short-term spectra.

Starting with the basic idea we formulated a slightly differ-
ent approach. If it is assumed that the discrete cosine transform
(DCT) of the logarithmic short-term spectra are drawn from a

multivariate Gaussian distribution, then channel normalisation
can be realised by the mapping of normal distributions. The
first step is to estimate the mean (µ) and covariance (Σ)
statistical moments, which, using the MLE, are given by

E[X] =
1

N

N
∑

i=1

Xi (1)

µ = E[X] (2)

Σ = E[X2]− E[X]2, (3)

where µ is the mean value, Σ is the covariance and E[] is
the expected value operator. The measures are extracted from
channel-specific data and require no transcriptions. The manner
in which the estimates are obtained are as follows;

• Block the audio in 25 ms frames and overlap consecutive frames
by 10 ms (standard values used in current ASR feature extraction).

• Firstly apply the logarithmic transform to short-term frame spectra
then apply the discrete cosine transform.

• Update the mean and covariance accumulators.

• Once all frames have been processed, calculate the final mean and
covariance values.

Given various mean and covariance statistics estimated
from different channels, one set of feature vectors (in our case
the DCT of the logarithmically mapped short-term spectra) can
be normalised to another distribution by firstly normalising the
feature vectors to zero mean and unit covariance distribution
N (0, I), then applying an affine transform to the feature
vectors to shift their statistics such that they will produce
the target mean and covariance measures. This is achieved by
applying the following steps to each feature vector:

• Zzero = A
−1
src(Zsrc − µsrc), where Asrc is given by the

Cholesky decomposition of Σsrc, AsrcA
T
src = Σsrc.

• Ztgt = AtgtZzero +µtgt, where Atgt is given by the Cholesky

decomposition of Σtgt, AtgtA
T
tgt = Σtgt.

After transforming a feature vector to the most likely target
vector, the inverse discrete transform is applied and the values
mapped by the exponential function. This channel normalised
linear spectrum is sent through to the feature extraction unit for
final processing. This technique is similar to the one proposed
by Gelbart and Morgan [8] but differs in the following ways:
(1) applied to short-term spectrum 25 ms, and, (2) extends log
spectral subtraction by assuming the analysis frames are drawn
from a Gaussian distribution and applies mean and variance
normalisation.

B. Model Adaptation

1) Maximum Likelihood Linear Regression: The MLLR
technique estimates a set of linear transforms from adaptation
data, then updates the model parameters by applying the
transforms to the mean and variance parameters. The technique
also requires relatively small amounts of adaptation data since
it uses binary regression class trees to group similar models
together and thus create larger class-specific pools of adapta-
tion data. The MLLR implementation is elegant since multiple
transforms can be applied to model parameters. For instance a
typical transform estimation process would initially estimate a
set of mean transforms, then apply these mean transforms to



the models, estimate a set of variance transforms – forming a
cascade of transforms.

For our MLLR experiments we used the following ap-
proach;

1) Estimate a 40-class regression tree.
2) Estimate 40-class-specific semi-tied transforms[10].
3) Using the semi-tied transforms as parent transforms, estimate 40-

class-specific mean transforms.
4) Using the mean transforms as parent transforms, estimate 40-class-

specific variance transforms.

The number of regression classes was set to 40 which
correlates well to the average number of sound classes in a
language. These mean and variance transforms are stored in
separate files and are loaded and applied to the models during
recognition.

2) Maximum A-Posteriori adaptation: MAP adaptation
provides a means to adapt the model parameters without
having to retrain the models from scratch. The MAP training
procedure incorporates prior information which provides a
parameter estimation benefit compared to standard MLE pa-
rameter estimates [2]. The effectiveness of MAP adaptation is
only fully realised at relatively large data amounts as the tech-
nique updates different model components separately. Thus,
the adaptation data must cover quite a large set of different
training examples and each example a sufficient number of
times. Gauvain and Lee [2] showed, however, that using MAP
adaptation to speaker adapt existing speaker-independent mod-
els requires much less data to gain substantial improvements
in the WERs (compared to retraining the models). Therefore,
it does seem that MAP possesses a lower critical data limit
than the limit needed to train robust acoustic models.

HTK [11] provides a mechanism to update the weights,
means, variances and various combinations of the these. The
MAP adaptation experiments that we performed either adapted
the weights-means combination or weights-means-variances
combination and used 10 adaptation iterations.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

A. Corpora

The various feature normalisation and model adaptation
experiments were performed on pairs of American English
and IsiNdebele read-speech corpora. To ensure a mismatch
between corpora a narrow- and high-bandwidth version of each
language were chosen, and to simulate the typical environment
for low-resource languages, we experimented using within-
language cross-channel adaptation.

1) Wall Street Journal: The Wall Street Journal (WSJ)
Continuous Speech Recognition (CSR) corpus contains high-
bandwidth American English read-speech utterances and or-
thographic transcriptions [12]. For our purposes we sourced
the speaker-independent sub-corpus which contains a separate
training and testing set with no speaker overlap. The audio
was recorded with a Sennheiser microphone at a sample rate
of 16 kHz and contains financially oriented content. The
transcriptions contain three text subsets: a small set spoken by
all the speakers, a few sentences which have limited speaker
overlap and a unique sentence set. There are an equal number
of male and female speakers. Table III shows the make-up of
the WSJ corpus.

TABLE III. THE WSJ CORPUS STATISTICS FOR THE TRAINING AND

TESTING SETS.

Set Type # utterances # hours # speakers

Train 12776 24.9 101

Test 1142 2.2 10

2) NTimit: NTimit (Network Timit) is a narrow-bandwidth
telephone-quality read-speech corpus [13]. NTimit was created
by transmitting the Timit corpus data through “local” and
“long-distance” telephone networks in the United States. The
purpose of the NTimit corpus was to aid in the investigation of
telephone network distortions on speech. The Timit corpus is
an high-bandwidth American English read-speech corpus [14].
The main corpus design criteria ensured phonetic diversity
which enables the study of general speech characteristics. The
data was collected across the United States and encompassed
the eight main dialect regions of the country. Each speaker
contributed ten sentences; two were common to all speakers
and were used to investigate dialect variations, five were
selected to provide phonetic diversity and the last three were
sourced from the Brown corpus. Table IV shows the NTimit
corpus statistics.

TABLE IV. THE NTIMIT CORPUS STATISTICS FOR THE TRAINING AND

TESTING SETS.

Set Type # utterances # hours # speakers

Train 4617 3.9 462

Test 1675 1.4 168

3) NCHLT: The NCHLT corpus is high-bandwidth read-
speech corpus containing audio data and transcriptions col-
lected from eleven South African languages [15]. The audio
data was recorded using mobile devices. The transcriptions
contain short sentences and were derived from large text
corpora in order to attain coverage of the most common
triphones of the target language. For our cross-channel ex-
periments we limited ourselves to using the IsiNdebele sub-
corpus (which was the only completed sub-corpus at the
initiation of our experiments). The initial corpus contained
90297 utterances collected from 209 speakers. After running
pre-processing, which removed utterances that contained En-
glish words, clipped audio data and audio files containing
incorrect header information, the corpus was reduced to 60687
utterances and 169 speakers. For English word detection we
employed an in-house English pronunciation dictionary and
created a lookup table containing a list of all the words found
in the dictionary. The NCHLT corpus does not have a dedicated
training and testing set; hence, five-fold cross validation was
used to partition the corpus and create the desired sets. Table
V shows the five-fold training/adaptation and testing corpus
statistics.

4) Lwazi: The Lwazi corpus contains read and elicited
speech recordings collected from eleven South African lan-
guages [16]. There are approximately 200 speakers per lan-
guage and the audio data was recorded over the telephone
network. Each speaker contributed thirty utterances; sixteen
sentences were sourced from phonetically rich text while
the remaining 14 sentences were elicited by questions that
produced either short phrases or single words (e.g. yes/no
answers, digits, etc...). To create a counterpart for the NCHLT
corpus we chose the IsiNdebele sentences. As with the NCHLT



TABLE V. THE NCHLT-ISINDEBELE TRAINING / ADAPTATION AND

TESTING CORPORA. THE CORPORA STATISTICS ARE REPORTED BY

CROSS-VALIDATION FOLDS.

Training / Adaptation

Fold # utterances # hours # speakers

1 47348 61.78 136

2 49206 63.31 136

3 49710 63.28 136

4 49128 64.36 136

5 48847 63.05 136

Testing

Fold # utterances # hours # speakers

1 13339 16.61 33

2 11481 15.08 33

3 10977 15.11 33

4 11559 14.03 33

5 11840 15.34 33

corpus, we had to create a speaker-independent training and
testing sets - we did this by partitioning the corpus into five
sub-corpora. Table VI shows the sub-corpus statistics for the
training/adaptation and testing sets respectively.

TABLE VI. The Lwazi-IsiNdebele training/adaptation and testing

cross-validation corpora.

Training / Adaptation

Fold # utterances # hours # speakers

1 4817 4.09 160

2 4804 4.11 160

3 4813 4.08 160

4 4807 4.11 160

5 4811 4.11 160

Testing

1 1196 1.03 40

2 1209 1.01 40

3 1200 1.05 40

4 1206 1.02 40

5 1202 1.02 40

B. Data Selection

To investigate the relationship between the amount of adap-
tation data and the performance of each adaptation method,
we needed to devise an algorithm that would grow adaptation
data pools from a given data set. Additionally, we needed
to obtain an average accuracy value so we decided to repeat
each experiment five times, which meant five adaptation data
pools had to be created. Our simple data growing algorithm
performed the following steps:

• Randomly partition the data into five sub-corpora and
ensure each pool has unique speakers.

• For each sub-corpus (sub-corpora are processed inde-
pendently), start at the first file and sum up the number
of triphones contained in each subsequent file added
to the data pool. At specified triphone counts, save the
file list up to that point.

• If the desired triphone counts cannot be achieved,
within a given data pool, randomly select data from
the other sub-corpora until the count is reached.

It must be noted that the algorithm “grows” the adaptation
pool. For example, if we would like to create two lists which
contain files contributing 100 and 250 randomly selected
triphone counts, then the 250 triphone count file list will
contain all the files present in the 100 triphone counts file
list as well as additional files which make up the difference.

C. Baseline ASR systems

The speech recognition system, was based on a standard
HMM-based system [17]. Firstly, the audio data was converted
to a set of standard Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients
(MFCC) vectors. The vectors were estimated from a 25 ms
audio window and a 100 vectors per second of speech were
calculated. Each vector was constructed by concatenating 13
static, 13 first derivative and 13 second derivative coefficients.
Band-limiting was implemented by limiting MFCC extraction
to a frequency range of 250 to 3400 Hz. MVA was applied
on a per utterance basis and all coefficients were normalised.
The HMMs, used to model the cross-word context-dependent
triphones, were of a three state left-to-right structure and
each state contained 8 mixture diagonal covariance Gaussian
models. A question-based tying scheme was followed to create
a tied-state data sharing system [18] - where any context-
dependent triphone having the same central context could be
tied together. As a last step a 40-class binary regression tree
was estimated and a semi-tied transform was estimated for
each class.

The pronunciation dictionaries for the NCHLT and Lwazi
corpora were source from previous work as outlined in Davel
and Martirosian [19]. The American English systems made use
of the CMUDict pronunciation dictionary [20].

The performance of the various ASR systems will be
measured using phone-level accuracies. Flat-phone language
models were used during the decoding phase.

D. Performance Gain Curves

To create performance gain curves for the various adapta-
tion techniques a set of cross-channel adaptation experiments
were performed on both the WSJ-NTimit and the NCHLT-
Lwazi corpus pairs. To generate the performance gain curves,
the following procedure was used:

• An ASR system was trained on band-limited audio
data sourced from one of aforementioned corpora’s
training set.

• A portion of adaptation data was selected from the
corresponding cross-channel training corpus set. The
data selection approach is outlined in Section (IV-B).

• The ASR system was adapted using the adaptation
techniques and the selected adaptation data. The
adaptation techniques under investigation are transfer-
function filtering, MLLR and MAP. In addition, an
ASR system was trained on the adaptation data with-
out the use any adaptation techniques.

• The adapted and retrained ASR systems were used
to recognise the corresponding cross-channel testing
dataset.

• The process was repeated on increasing amounts of
adaptation data.

The adapted and retrained ASR system performances were
measured using phone-level accuracies. For a specific adap-
tation technique, the WSJ and NTimit experiment results
were averaged over the five adapted ASR systems created
at each triphone count interval. For the NCHLT and Lwazi



experiments, the results were averaged over the five folds
and five adapted ASR systems created at each triphone count
interval for a chosen adaptation approach.

V. RESULTS

A. Performance Gain: WSJ - NTimit

Figure 1 shows the accuracies obtained from NTimit acous-
tic models trained on band-limited (250 to 3400 Hz) audio
data and adapted using different adaptation techniques and
various amounts of adaptation data sourced from the WSJ
training data. The experiments represent a scenario where
an ASR system initially uses acoustic models trained on
narrow-bandwidth telephone-quality data and the application
has to recognize high-bandwidth high-quality data. For all
experiments MVA feature normalisation and band-limiting was
utilized unless otherwise stated. In the figure the following tags
appear in the legend:

• NTIMIT WSJ BP - Acoustic models trained on all the band-
limited NTimit training data and recognised band-limited WSJ test
data.

• WSJ BP - Acoustic models trained on all the band-limited WSJ
training data and recognised band-limited WSJ test data.

• WSJ 16k - Acoustic models trained on all the 16 kHz WSJ training
data and recognised 16 kHz WSJ test data.

• NTIMIT WSJ TFF - Acoustic models trained on band-limited
NTimit data which was normalised using transfer-function filtering
(TFF) which uses increasing amounts of WSJ to estimate the
filtering function. The test data was band-limited WSJ data.

• NTIMIT WSJ MLLR BP - Acoustic models trained on band-
limited NTimit data and then adapted using MLLR which is
estimated on increasing amounts of band-limited WSJ data. The
test data was band-limited WSJ data.

• NTIMIT WSJ MLLR 16k - Acoustic models trained on band-
limited NTimit data and then adapted using MLLR which is
estimated on increasing amounts of 16 kHz WSJ data. The test
data was 16kHz WSJ data.

• NTIMIT WSJ MAP BP - Acoustic models trained on band-
limited NTimit data and then adapted using MAP for increasing
amounts of band-limited WSJ data. The test data was band-limited
WSJ data.

• NTIMIT WSJ MAP 16k - Acoustic models trained on band-
limited NTimit data and then adapted using MAP for increasing
amounts of 16 kHz WSJ data. The test data was 16kHz WSJ data.

• WSJ RETRAIN 16k - Acoustic models trained on increasing
amounts of 16 kHz WSJ training data and recognised 16kHz WSJ
test data.

Interpreting the plots we can see at really low adaptation
data levels (fewer than 400 triphone examples) the transfer-
function feature normalisation gives the best performance gain.
Around 400 triphone examples MLLR starts to give better
performance gains as the transfer-function feature normalisa-
tion gain has saturated. MLLR continues to give the best gain
until 7000 triphone examples where retraining the acoustic
models with the 16 kHz WSJ data starts to deliver the best
performance. The 16 kHz WSJ acoustic models performance
improves considerably between 7000 and 200000 triphone
training examples. Surprisingly the MAP adaptation method
did not out-perform the retrained models at any stage. Even
though the MAP adapted models did not give the desired per-
formance (the expected TFF → MLLR → MAP → RETRAIN
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Fig. 1. A narrow-bandwidth to high-bandwidth scenario and accuracies
obtained using various acoustic models and adaptation techniques.

transition), the MAP adapted band-limited acoustic models
initially performed better (from about 2000 – 10000 triphone
examples) compared to the MAP adapted 16k models. It is
also interesting to see how quickly the MAP adaptation per-
formance gain plateaus: the phase of linear accuracy improve-
ments as data increases starts to end around 80000 triphones.
Lastly, the MLLR adaptation using the 16 kHz WSJ data did
not perform well at all – producing accuracies well below
the non-adapted ASR setup NTIMIT WSJ BP. This shows
that MLLR performs better when there is a smaller mismatch
between acoustic models and adaptation data whereas MAP
has a better ability to deal with large data mismatches.

Figure 2 shows accuracies obtained using WSJ acoustic
models trained on band-limited data and adapted using increas-
ing amounts of NTimit training data and various adaptation
techniques. The scenario is now an ASR system initially using
acoustic models trained on band-limited high-quality audio
data and the application has to recognise narrow-bandwidth
telephone-quality data. For these experiments, all audio was
band-limited and MVA feature processing was applied. Each
experiment was repeated five times to obtain average accuracy
values.

As with the narrow- to high-bandwidth scenario we see
regular trends. The transfer-function feature normalisation per-
forms the best at low triphone counts. Around 100 triphone
examples MLLR starts producing better gains and continues
as the best option to around 35000 training examples. At this
point the retrained models start delivering the best gains.

B. Performance Gain NCHLT - Lwazi

To corroborate the data dependence trends obtained with
the WSJ-NTimit corpora, we repeated the cross-channel ex-
periments on the NCHLT-Lwazi corpora. The only difference
is that the transfer-function normalisation was dropped as the
MLLR appears to give approximately the same performance
gains at really low data amounts. As with the WSJ-NTimit
experiments, each experiment was repeated five times and
in addition, the experiments were run independently on each
cross-validation fold. Figure 3 shows the average improvement
in accuracies (across folds) as more adaptation data is used
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to adapt the high-bandwidth acoustic models to the narrow-
bandwidth environment using various techniques.

As can be seen in figure 3, unexpectedly, the MLLR (mean
and variance) initial performance is worse than applying no
model adaptation, which implies that the limited adaptation
data does not generalize well. For a triphone count between
6000 to 9000 the MLLR starts producing a performance gain
but saturates relatively quickly around 12000 triphones. As
with the WSJ-NTimit results the retrained acoustic models
out-perform the MAP adapted models. The retrained acoustic
models start to produce better results around 70000 – 80000
triphones.

Figure 4 shows the average performance gains, as the
adaptation data amount is systematically increased and used
to adapt the narrow-bandwidth acoustic models to high-
bandwidth environment.

Figure 4 is quite similar to the NTimit to WSJ transition
experiments. At 100 triphone counts, MLLR provides a gain
in performance and continues to produce the best gain in
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performance until a triphone count of around 18000, where
the retrained models start providing the best accuracy. Again,
the 16k MAP performs better than its band-limited counterpart
but does not improve on the retrained models.

VI. CONCLUSION

We have analysed the performance gains afforded by the
use of several standard feature normalisation and model adap-
tation techniques for adapting between narrow-band and wide-
band speech corpora. The feature normalisation approaches
investigated were bandwidth limiting, cepstral mean and vari-
ance normalisation with arma filtering (MVA) and a novel
transfer-function filtering normalisation. Amongst the model
adaptation techniques, we evaluated MLLR for mean and
variance adaptation and MAP adaptation of the weights, means
and variances. The main conclusions that may be drawn from
the work are:

• The novel transfer-function filtering feature normali-
sation approach performed comparably to MLLR for
low adaptation counts but the observed gains plateau
quickly as more data was added. Other benefits of
the transfer-function normalisation method are that it
does not require transcriptions to perform the normali-
sation and can be applied independently of the various
model-based adaptations.

• For low adaptation data amounts MLLR provides the
best accuracy gain.

• MLLR works well in reducing the mismatch for
bandwidth matched adaptations but failed to achieve
improved ASR system accuracies when transforming
band limited acoustic models to full bandwidth models
(16kHz).

• As the adaptation data count approaches 10000 to
100000 triphone examples, retraining the acoustic
models becomes a viable option – out-performing
MLLR and MAP.



• Around the 10000 to 100000 adaptation triphone count
MAP starts to perform better than MLLR but never
beats the retraining the acoustic models.

• Our findings are in agreement with many results in
the literature (e.g. MLLR performs better at low data
amounts compared to MAP), but also in conflict with
some other findings (retraining models out-performs
MAP adaptation); this emphasises the fact that some
of the strengths and weaknesses of the various adapta-
tion techniques depend on the particular use case (e.g.
speaker adaptation vs. dialect adaptation vs. channel
adaptation). The main contribution of the this work is
to arrive at a consistent picture of the behaviour that
can be expected for the specific case of adaptation
between narrow- and high-bandwidth applications.

We have demonstrated the efficiency of feature normalisa-
tion and model adaptation techniques to reduce the mismatch
between telephone-quality and high-bandwidth speech audio.
To obtain the best results for channel mismatched scenarios
one should employ bandwidth matching, MVA feature nor-
malisation, apply MLLR mean and variance transformation
at relatively low adaptation data amounts and after 10000
triphone training examples, retrain the acoustic models on data
sourced from the operating environment.

Similar to previously published work we have seen MLLR
provide the best adaptation for low data amounts but the
observed gains become saturated relatively quickly as more
data is added. At this saturation point MAP adapting and
retraining the acoustic models become better adaptation op-
tions. For channel and environmental adaptation, retraining
the acoustic models provides better results compared to MAP
adaptation. This is contrary to the speaker-adaptation task
where the channel and environment characteristics are similar
and the only substantial difference is the triphonic content and
speaker characteristics. In this case MAP has a much greater
window of data amounts where it is the best adaptation option.
We believe that this picture will be particularly useful for
system developers in the developing world, who are likely to
be confronted with this scenario in practice.
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Abstract—Speech technologies have matured over the past few
decades and have made significant impacts in a variety of fields,
from assistive technologies to personal assistants. However, speech
system development is a resource intensive activity and requires
language resources such as text annotated audio recordings and
pronunciation dictionaries. Unfortunately, many languages found
in the developing world fall into the resource-scarce category and
due to this resource scarcity the deployment of Automatic Speech
Recognition (ASR) systems in the developing world is severely
inhibited. Given that few task-specific corpora exist and speech
technology systems perform poorly when deployed in a new
environment, we investigate the use of acoustic model adaptation.
We propose a new blind deconvolution technique which rapidly
adapts acoustic models to a new environment and increases their
overall robustness. This new technique is utilized in a Spoken
Language Identification (SLID) system and significantly improves
the system’s accuracy by 6% relative to the baseline system and
achieves comparable performances when compared to relatively
more computationally intensive standard adaptation techniques.

I. INTRODUCTION

Spoken Language Identification (SLID) technology has a
variety of uses [1], [2], [3] and will most probably play an
increasing role in global services. The basic goal of SLID is
to determine the language being spoken in an utterance. It
is possible to discriminate between languages because there
are differences in the phonology, morphology, syntax and
prosody[2]. A good SLID system will extract these salient
traits and base its decision on the best match.

The system is typically deployed in a multilingual environ-
ment where audio data obtained from a variety of languages
can be classified and grouped together for some follow-up task
to process – for example, for manual processing by human
listeners, or to instruct a multilingual speech recognition sys-
tem to load the appropriate acoustic models. Currently popular
SLID systems use a combination of acoustic level and phono-
tactic information to classify an audio segment and by fusing
these information sources achieve high performance rates when
trained on large corpora, operated in clean environments and
on high-bandwidth audio. It is well known, however, that the
performance of speech-based systems degrade considerably
when deployed in noisy environments and when tasked to
process audio data that is mismatched compared with the
training data. Another challenge is to develop and deploy SLID
in resource-scarce environments where access to training or
adaptation audio data is severely limited.

Thus, the main aim of our research is to investigate
adaptation techniques to improve the robustness of a SLID

system designed to operate in a resource-scarce real-world
environment.

II. BACKGROUND

Zissman [2] analysed four approaches to the SLID task
which were:

• Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) classification,

• single-language phone-recognition followed by language-
dependent interpolated n-gram language modelling (PRLM),

• parallel PRLM, which uses multi-language recognisers, and,

• language-dependent parallel phone recognition (PPR).

The GMM approach trains a language-specific GMM and
classifies an utterance based on the model which gives the
best log-likelihood score. The PRLM system uses a single-
language phone recogniser to tokenise an utterance. In a
training phase, data from a new language is tokenised and a n-
gram language model is trained on the token sequence. During
testing, an utterance is tokenised and the n-gram language
model which will best generate the observed sequence is
chosen as the spoken language. For parallel PRLM, additional
phone recognisers are introduced to add more independent
token streams, which allows the training of more n-gram
language models. For example, if there were three phone
recognisers, each language would have three n-gram language
models with which to make a decision. The scores generated
by the separate language-specific n-gram language models are
averaged to obtain a single language score. Lastly, the PPR
approach utilises a bank of language-specific acoustic models
to perform language identification. During the decoding of
an utterance, a language-specific n-gram language model is
used in conjunction with the language-specific acoustic models
to generate the phone tokens. The acoustic scores associated
with the selected tokens are summed and language and length
normalised. The best language log-likelihood value is chosen.
Out of the four candidates analysed the PPR system performed
the best, but required the most extensive development effort.

Li et. al. [3] proposed a SLID approach which built
upon the PPR system. Their method utilised the PPR system
as a front-end, to produce phone sequences, and added a
Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier to build a model
from the phone sequences. The SVM builds a set of language
classifiers based on the biphone frequencies produced by the
bank of phone recognisers. The system was evaluated against



the language model back-end and provided superior results
independent of the test performed.

An alternative approach which has recently gained pop-
ularity employs Total Variability Factor Analysis on a linear
model representation, called the iVector representation [4].

Although the iVector approach has been greatly beneficial
for speaker-verification tasks, it is not clearly advantageous
for spoken language identification: evaluations such as the
recent Albayzin 2012 Language Recognition Evaluation [5]
have found similar performance for PPR-SVM and iVector-
based systems.

Peche et. al. showed the versatility of PPR-SVM SLID ar-
chitecture by utilizing the system in a limited data environment
[6], porting the system to operate it in a new low-bandwidth
environment [7] and successfully applying the system in real-
world resource-scarce environment, to identify South African
languages [8]. The SLID task was more challenging since the
in-domain audio had no transcriptions which added further
complications.

The starting point of our investigation was to choose a
SLID system which has been shown to operate effectively in
a resource-scarce environment and reliably process audio data
sourced from the real-world. From the various SLID systems
surveyed, the SLID system presented by Peche et. al. [6],
[7], [8] was the best candidate and served as our baseline
SLID system. Briefly, the entire SLID framework consists of
data filtering, phone recogniser training, classifier training and
evaluation. Of these four levels our work complemented the
phone recogniser training phase and focused on improving the
acoustic modelling. Logically, better acoustic models would
produce phone strings which were more accurate and thus
would enable the classifier to be trained on more robust data
and hopefully produce an improved overall system perfor-
mance. In addition, to implementing standard acoustic model
adaptation techniques we investigated an unsupervised channel
adaptation approach and compared its effectiveness to the
standard approaches used.

In Section III we present the data filtering approach, de-
scribe the SLID system, provide detail into the acoustic model
adaptation and describe the performance measures. Results are
presented in Section IV and concluding remarks are captured
in Section V.

III. METHOD

A. Data Filtering

The original audio data (collected from the operating
environment of a commercial client of the Meraka Institute)
resembles that of low-bandwidth telephony recordings. The
exact recording methodology is unknown. The received audio
was packaged in the Microsoft WAVE format using a sample
rate of 8 kHz, two signed bytes to represent a sample and two
channels per recording. A visual inspection of the data reveals
that the audio does pass through a band limiting filter with a
lower cut off frequency around 250 Hz and an upper cut off
frequency around 3400 Hz. The languages present in the audio
recordings are English, French and Portuguese. The quality of
the audio data is variable and ranges from clean to very noisy
recording channels. Modem tones, DTMF tones, clicks and

facsimile sounds can be found in the audio. The content of the
audio is typical of conversational speech and is quite varied;
it fluctuates between speakers with accents, well articulated
speech, incoherent speech and speech filled with disfluencies.
Only speaker and language labels are identified in the metadata
provided with the audio data and no transcriptions are present.
Table I shows the amount of raw audio data per language for
this corpus. For convenience, we will refer to this real-world
corpus as the EFP-LID corpus.

TABLE I. THE AMOUNT OF RAW AUDIO DATA IN HOURS PER

LANGUAGE FOR THE EFP-LID CORPUS.

Language Duration (Hours:Minutes)

English 40:22

French 11:21

Portuguese 21:45

The raw audio data is innately heterogenous and required
a data-filtering process to transform the data into a familiar
ASR-style corpus. Our data-filtering approach can be defined
as the automatic processing of real-world audio data by which
the actions transform the raw data into a set of homogeneous
parts and provides a normalisation barrier between the raw
audio and the SLID system. This type of data filtering is known
as diarization. Broadly, the diarization process followed (for
our data context) was (adapted from [9])

• Silence detection - silence audio portions are identified and
removed.

• Audio Segmentation - the silence free audio is segmented
into chunks. The segment boundaries are calculated using
the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) [10] which deter-
mines a boundary by comparing the statistics of adjacent
audio portions and setting a boundary if the statistical
difference is greater than a user-defined threshold.

• Speech / Non-Speech classification - audio segments are
classified and assigned a class label. Typically speech, mu-
sic, and non-speech events can be found in audio recordings
and need to be identified to create homogeneous audio
groups. Audio segments generated from the previous audio
segmentation step are classified and assigned either with a
Speech or Non-speech label.

• Audio Concatenation - audio segments which are assigned
the same class labels are concatenated. The segments from
a specific utterance, given the same class label, are concate-
nated and form the new cleaned audio utterance.

A final EFP-LID corpus was created by processing the
original audio data using our data-filtering approach. Table II
shows the language-specific audio data amounts, in hours, for
the training and testing subsets of the final EFP-LID corpus.
The training and testing datasets were selected at random. Our
channel adaptation work was based on this final version of the
EFP-LID corpus which contained low-bandwidth telephone-
quality audio data for the English, French and Portuguese
languages.

TABLE II. THE AUDIO AMOUNTS, IN HOURS, FOR THE TRAINING AND

TESTING DATA SETS FOR THE EFP-LID CORPUS. THESE VALUES WERE

OBTAINED AFTER PROCESSING THE DATA WITH THE DIARIZER.

Language Training Testing

English 15.13 3.71

French 11.01 2.78

Portuguese 10.71 2.93



Fig. 1. The PPR-SVM system architecture.

B. Spoken Language Identification System

One of the most widely used SLID architectures is the
Parallel Phone Recogniser front-end [2] and classifier back-end
scheme [3], [8]. In this set-up, a bank of phone recognisers are
used to generate phonetic information streams from the audio
which are then fused together to form an input to a classifier
which makes a final decision about the spoken language. The
phonetic data streams generally exhibit a high dimensionality
and large sparseness, because accurate classification requires
that sequences of several phones be treated as single units
[3]. This makes it difficult to choose a standard distribution
form with which to model the distribution of the data. How-
ever, given the nature of the phonetic information streams,
SVMs[11] are a logical choice since SVMs achieve good
performance levels on sparse high-dimension datasets [3], [12].
This type of SLID system is referred to as a PPR-SVM set-
up and has been shown to provide the best result compared to
other PPR set-ups in a detailed comparison[3]. The basic PPR-
SVM architecture used for our purposes is shown in Figure 1.

The advantage of this type of SLID system is that adding
new languages to the system does not require adding language-
specific phone recognisers [6]. Only the SVM parameters have
to be trained on the new and existing phonetic streams to
incorporate the new language.

1) Phone recognisers: Once the audio data has been pro-
cessed, the speech-only audio is sent through a bank of phone
recognisers. The phone recognisers generate phone strings
which represent the most likely text to have been spoken in the
utterance. Since English, French and Portuguese are present in
the EFP-LID corpus and we had access to language-specific
high-bandwidth corpora, a bank of phone recognisers were
built using these three languages. The high-bandwidth French
and Portuguese corpora form part of the GlobalPhone corpus
[13], while the high-bandwidth English data was sourced
from a portion the Wall Street Journal (WSJ) corpus [14]
( “The Continuous Speech Recognition Wall Street Journal
Phase I (CSR-WSJ0) Corpus”). These corpora are clean ASR
corpora, with a read speech style and the audio data recorded
at a sampling rate of 16 kHz. Table III shows the data
amount in hours and speaker numbers for the training and
testing sets for the GlobalPhone and WSJ corpora. The phone

TABLE III. GLOBALPHONE CORPUS STATISTICS FOR ENGLISH,
FRENCH AND PORTUGUESE LANGUAGES

Training Testing

Language # Hours # Speakers # Hours # Speakers

English 20 83 4.85 19

French 21.6 80 5.3 21

Portuguese 14.4 77 3.5 25

recognition systems employ standard Hidden Markov Models
(HMM) as used in ASR. A typical phone model consists of
a three state (entry and exit states not counted) left-to-right
HMM which is used to model triphone contexts (including
cross-word contexts). Each state was modelled using GMMs
with seven components and for improved robustness state-
tying was employed. A 39 dimensional Mel-frequency cepstral
coefficient (MFCC) feature vector was used to encode the
audio data frames. Each MFCC feature vector was constructed
by appending 13 static, 13 first derivative and 13 second
derivative coefficients. The audio data frames were extracted
by applying a blocking process which used a 25 ms frame
width and advanced the frame by 10 ms to create an overlap
between adjacent frames. To reduce the mismatch between
the high-bandwidth data and EFP-LID corpus data we band-
limited the frequency range to 250 – 3400 Hz. Bandwidth
matching has been shown previously by Moreno and Stern [15]
to improve ASR performance. The frequency band range were
chosen after manual verifying the average frequency cutoffs.

2) SVM training: SVM classifiers [11] are highly adept
at learning near-optimal separating boundaries from high-
dimensional sparse datasets. Because of this trait these classi-
fiers can be used successfully to classify languages given the
phone strings produced by the phone recognisers. As shown
in [3] calculating frequency counts from the phone strings
provides a salient data feature which can be used to correctly
classify languages. Improved results can be achieved if bigram
or trigram phone frequencies are calculated but a trade off must
be struck between computational time and time for a detection.
For the purposes of our SLID system, bigram frequency counts
were used. The SVM was based on the C-support type and
used Radial Basis Function (RBF) kernels.

To train the SVM model the following training steps were
performed:

• For each language, the training audio was decoded using the
English, French and Portuguese phone recognisers and the
phone strings collated.

• The bigram phone frequency counts for each language were
calculated.

• The SVM model was trained on the normalised language-
specific biphone frequency counts. A grid search optimiza-
tion process was followed to find the optimal penalty and
kernel width values.

During the testing phase the first two training steps were
followed and then for the last step the SVM model was used
to classify bigram phone frequency counts.

C. Acoustic Model Adaptation

As the SLID system had to process low-bandwidth tele-
phony data, the phone recognisers had to be updated accord-
ingly. The initial acoustic models trained on GlobalPhone WSJ



high-bandwidth data would perform poorly as there is a large
mismatch between the acoustic models and the audio data
found in the EFP-LID corpus. The amount of training data in
the EFP-LID corpus is sufficient to support retraining or adap-
tating the acoustic models for the various languages. The audio
data, however, had no accompanying transcriptions which
are needed for the retrain or adaptation process. A simple
solution is, for each language, to use the high-bandwidth phone
recogniser to decode the audio data and create the necessary
transcriptions. Without adaptation these transcriptions would
not be useful but by utilizing various adaptation techniques the
acoustic model’s environmental robustness can be improved
and more reliable transcriptions can be generated.

To produce accurate transcriptions the mismatch between
the EFP-LID audio data and the acoustic models must be
reduced. A reduction can be achieved by using ASR adaptation
techniques to update the acoustic models’ parameters to better
fit the low-bandwidth audio data. Our first step in improving
the match was to reduce the bandwidth of the high-bandwidth
audio data by limiting the frequency content to between 250
Hz and 3.4 kHz. These limits match well with telephone
channel bandpass cut offs. Instead of filtering the audio data,
which unnecessarily creates more audio data, we set the
MFCC extraction process to extract features from the newly
set bandwidth limits.

1) Transfer-Function Filtering: Standard ASR adaptation
techniques require transcriptions for the adaptation audio in
order to estimate the transforms which reduce the data-model
mismatch. As the EFP-LID corpus contains no transcriptions,
some transcription generation process must be run to create
this missing resource. A channel adaptation technique which
does not require any knowledge about the content of the audio
would be invaluable in this scenario.

As shown in [16] it is possible to perform blind channel
estimation and then estimate an inverse filter to remove the
channel distortions. The process proposed in [16] is rather
elaborate and requires the separate estimation of the long-term
clean and distorted speech statistics using their custom signal
decomposition methods known as the “adjustable bandwidth
concept”. We employ a simpler approach, estimating the long-
term average of the short-term speech spectral information,
of the source and target audio data, to calculate the inverse
filter which can be used to transform one audio dataset to
another. This is possible if we assume that the channel response
remains constant (linear and time-invariant) and that the speech
statistics for the data sets are similar. We have previously
shown in [17] that this is indeed possible to transform two
high-bandwidth corpora such that on average the short-term
frequency response are similar. The EFP-LID system gives us
a further opportunity to test our hypothesis on a mixed low-
and high-bandwidth scenario. As the high- and low-bandwidth
signals have different frequency ranges, the high-bandwidth
signal was band-limited to match the low-bandwidth signal.
This was achieved by applying a band-pass filter which had a
frequency range of 250 – 3400 Hz. A mathematical derivation
on how to estimate the inverse filter follows.

First off, we can estimate the average short-term spectral
statistics by summing over all the short-term spectral data
frames extracted in the feature extraction process. The average
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Fig. 2. Inverse filter response for English, French and Portuguese. These
responses transform GlobalPhone data to the EFP-LID data.

short-term spectral estimate is given by equation(1),

Y
Channel
avg (f) =

H(f)

M

M
∑

n=1

Xn(f) (1)

where Yavg(f) is the average short-term spectral estimate for
a specific channel, H(f) is the constant channel response and
Xn(f) is the speech spectral estimate for the frame n. Given
two of these estimates and using the linear filtering assumption,
we can estimate the inverse transforming filter by dividing the
estimates. Thus, the inverse filter is calculated by equation (2),

Hinv(f) =
Y Channel1
avg (f)

Y
Channel2
avg (f)

(2)

Hinv(f) =

H1(f)

M1

∑M1

n=1
Xn(f)

H2(f)

M2

∑M2

n=1
Xn(f)

(3)

where Hinv(f) is the inverse filter response, Y Channel1
avg (f)

is the average short-term spectral estimate for Channel1,
Y Channel2
avg (f) is the average short-term spectral estimate for

Channel2, Xn(f) is the short-term speech spectral estimate,
and, H1(f) and H2(f) are the channel responses of the
differing channels. If we assume that the speech statistics are
similar we may disregard them and the inverse filter is given
by equation (4),

Hinv(f) =
H1(f)

H2(f)
(4)

which shows that the inverse filter is only determined by the
ratio of the channel responses. The assumption that the speech
statistics are similar will not be valid for small amounts of data,
but will hopefully not be far off as both corpus sizes increase.
Figure 2 shows the inverse filter response which transforms
the GlobalPhone data to match the EFP-LID data. As the
high-bandwidth signal was band-pass filtered (range 250–3400
Hz), the inverse filter response outside the frequency range are
signal estimation and normalisation artefacts.

To apply the inverse filter, we move to the log-domain and
update each frame as follows,

log(Xnew) = log(Xold) + log(Hinv(f)) (5)
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Fig. 3. The average spectrum of the GlobalPhone languages in (A) and the
average spectrum of the EFP-LID languages in (B).

where Xnew is the transformed short-term spectrum, Xold is
the unmodified short-term spectrum and Hinv(f) is the inverse
channel response.

As part of the optimization phase of the channel adap-
tation task, we assumed that the log-domain representation
of the spectral components were best described by a normal
distribution. Following from this, we assumed that any changes
observed in the means and variances, of two spectral estimates,
were induced by channel effects. Therefore, to remove the
channel effects we have to modify the spectral components
such that the means and variances would match a target
distribution. Using the maximum likelihood approach we can
estimate the mean and variance for each frequency component
by,

µi =
1

N

N
∑

n=1

Xn(f) (6)

σ
2

i =
1

N − 1

N
∑

n=1

(Xn
i (f)− µi)

2
(7)

where µi is the mean estimate for frequency component i, σ2
i

is the variance estimate for frequency component i and Xn
i (f)

is a spectral estimate for frequency component i at frame n.
Diagonal covariance matrices are used throughout. To correct
for the channel distortion, all we need to do is apply this simple
update formula,

Xnew(f) =
σt(Xold(f)− µs)

σs

+ µt (8)

where Xnew(f) is the transformed spectrum, Xold(f) is
the original spectrum, µs and µt are the source and target
means, and, σs and σt are the source and target standard
deviations. Figure 3 shows the average spectrum estimates for
the GlobalPhone and EFP-LID languages and Figure 4 shows
the spectrum variance estimates for the GlobalPhone and EFP-
LID languages.

Our strategy to improve the EFP-LID transcription gen-
eration process by using the transfer-function adaptation pro-
ceeded as follows:

1) estimate the average short-term spectrum across the corpora
and for all languages,

2) estimate the short-term spectrum standard deviation across
the corpora and for all languages,
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Fig. 4. The spectrum variance of the GlobalPhone languages in (A) and the
spectrum variance of the EFP-LID languages in (B).

3) create channel adapted GlobalPhone and WSJ corpora by
modifying the short-term spectrum through inverse filtering
and transforming the data characteristics so that the average
spectrum approximates that of the EFP-LID corpus, and,

4) create another channel adapted version of the GlobalPhone
and WSJ corpora by modifying the mean and standard
deviation of the short-term spectra so that they match the
EFP-LID corpus statistics.

2) Broad Class Adaptation: The standard ASR adaptation
techniques rely on transcriptions to estimate adapted param-
eters. The transcriptions are used to estimate class-specific
transforms (with phone, biphone or triphone classes typically
being employed) and thus improve the adaptation performance.
The transfer-function method makes the assumption that the
channel response is linear time-invariant; in light of the results
of Reynolds et. al. [18] we know that this is a very rough ap-
proximation. The channel response does change depending on
the input energy and the energy input has a strong correlation
to the sound class (i.e. the phonetic identity of the sound).

To incorporate this knowledge into the adaptation approach
we needed a classifier that could reliably identify different
sounds within an audio file. Running cross-corpus tests using
the Timit [19] and NTimit [20] corpora, it was found that a
Timit trained classifier, using seven broad classes achieve an
accuracy of 60% while using the normal 39 English phoneme
set only achieved an accuracy of 33 %. The seven broad classes
were chosen based on linguistic knowledge and were defined to
be vowels, fricatives, affricates, glides, nasals, plosives and si-
lence. The broad class classification results were encouraging,
but for adaptation to new languages it is not always realistic to
expect that knowledge of the most appropriate broad classes
will be available.

Therefore, another means was needed to generate the broad
classes. For some HTK-based adaptation tasks a regression
class tree has to be built, so that data can be grouped together
in order to estimate more robust transformation parameters
[21]. This provided us with an alternative way to create the
broad classes for the English, French and Portuguese data.
The binary regression class trees are built by using a centroid-
splitting algorithm which initially groups all the data, and
then iteratively splits the nodes until the desired number of
classes are reached. Each node contains data samples which
are considered in an Euclidean sense to be similar. After some



experimentation it was decided to use six broad classes, as it
was felt that this number of classes gave a good data split.

3) Maximum Likelihood Linear Regression: The Maximum
Likelihood Linear Regression (MLLR) technique has become
a standard approach to speaker and environment adaptation for
ASR systems. Initially introduced to aid in speaker adaptation,
the technique can easily be extended to cater for channel and
environment normalisation [22]. The adaptation technique uses
a maximum likelihood approach to estimate a set of linear
transformation matrices which modify the mean vectors of
the acoustic models. Gales and Woodland later modified the
MLLR framework to introduce variance transformations [23].
The advantage of this technique is that is uses regression
class trees to pool similar HMM mixture components together
and thus form larger data groups. Using more data in this
way enables better transformation matrix parameter estimates
[22]. To transform GlobalPhone and WSJ acoustic models to
represent the EFP-LID data space better we experimented with
two MLLR adaptation types.

The first MLLR form estimates transforms involving means
and variances in two steps. In the first step, mean transforms
are estimated, whereas the variance transforms are estimated
in the second step using the mean transforms as a parent trans-
form. For the MLLR transform we used a two-class regression
class tree: class one includes all the silence mixtures while
class 2 includes all the speech mixtures. The MLLR adaptation
technique requires transcriptions to perform the estimation
and since the EFP-LID system contained no transcriptions
we used the broad class decodes as reference transcriptions.
We estimated three separate mean-variance transforms: one for
each language.

A second form of the MLLR transformation is the con-
strained MLLR transformation (CMLLR). In this approach, a
joint transform is estimated which tries to transform the mean
and variance in one step. To achieve this, the transform is
applied to the data vector and not the mean and variance as
is the case in the first MLLR transformation form. Again, we
only used two class regression class tree, estimated separate
language transforms and used the broad class decodes as
reference transcriptions. For lack of EFP-LID transcriptions,
we could not complete the entire constrained MLLR transform
estimation process which requires the acoustic models to be
retrained after applying the transform to the data.

D. Performance Measures

For each adaptation technique we show two system per-
formance measures. The first measure is the overall system
accuracy percentage which was calculated by dividing the
number of correct identifications for all three languages by
the total number of possible correct identifications. The second
measure is a table of the confusion matrix which shows the
accuracy of identifying a specific language and what errors
were made in trying to identify that language.

To test the results significance we employed the Pearson’s
chi-squared statistic with Yates’s correction for continuity [24].
The chi-squared statistic is generally used to test for goodness-
of-fit which for our purposes will tell us whether or not the
obtained correct and erroneous classifications, produced by the
alternative adaptation system, are likely to be drawn from the

baseline system distribution. Leading from this we propose
a null hypothesis; H0: the expected and observed values are
drawn from the SAME distribution, while the alternative hy-
potheses states; H1: the expected and observed values are NOT
drawn from the same distribution. For our experimentation we
set the significance level at 0.01 or 1 % - the null hypothesis
will not be rejected for any P-value above 0.01.

IV. RESULTS

In this section we present results for the SLID system
which was trained and tested on EFP-LID corpus data. The
systems’ results give us an indirect indication on how well
the various adaptation techniques worked in adapting the
GlobalPhone and WSJ acoustic models which were used to
generate transcriptions for the EFP-LID corpus.

A. Adaptation Results

Our first set of results show the baseline system perfor-
mance which is captured in Table IV. The overall system
accuracy was 73.57 %. The only channel adaptation that was
applied was Cepstral Mean normalisation (CMN). English
classification out-performs both French and Portuguese, with
Portuguese classification performing the worst around 50 %.
Preliminary investigations showed the SLID system achieved
an overall language classification rate greater than 99 % for
high-bandwidth clean data (full frequency bandwidths used i.e.
0 – 8 kHz). The most likely explanation for the observed
performance loss are the low-bandwidth recordings, lack of
reliable transcriptions and variable quality of the training and
testing recordings.

TABLE IV. A CONFUSION MATRIX PRODUCED BY THE SLID SYSTEM

USING THE EFP-LID CORPUS AND HAVING APPLIED CMN CHANNEL

ADAPTATION.

Language English French Portuguese

English 84.17 09.35 06.47

French 14.72 76.14 09.13

Portuguese 29.41 16.04 54.54

The next set of results show the SLID performance when
applying per-utterance Cepstral Mean Variance normalisation
(CMVN) – the mean is normalised to zero and the variance
scaled to one. The overall system accuracy was 75.15 % and
confusion matrix is shown in Table V. Compared to the base-
line performance, that of CMN, there was an approximately
1.6 % absolute increase in overall accuracy. The percentages in
the confusion matrix show that Portuguese accuracy increased
while the other languages’ values remained almost constant.
It was decided for further experiments CMVN would serve
as the baseline feature normalisation and the other feature
normalisation and model adaptations techniques would be
applied in conjunction.

TABLE V. A CONFUSION MATRIX PRODUCED BY THE SLID SYSTEM

USING THE EFP-LID CORPUS AND APPLYING CMVN CHANNEL

ADAPTATION.

Language English French Portuguese

English 84.53 06.47 08.99

French 12.69 76.65 10.66

Portuguese 29.10 11.11 59.79



The overall accuracy of the SLID system which used
inverse filtering (IF) was 77.41 % – the initial transfer-
function filtering approach. This translates to an 3.5 % absolute
improvement in accuracy compared to the baseline system.
For this experiment, all the language training data was pooled
for the different corpora and the inverse filter was calculated
independently of language. Table VI contains the confusion
matrix results which show a substantial increase in accuracy
for Portuguese and a general decrease in the error amount.

TABLE VI. A CONFUSION MATRIX PRODUCED BY THE SLID SYSTEM

USING THE EFP-LID CORPUS AND APPLYING THE INVERSE FILTERING

CHANNEL ADAPTATION.

Language English French Portuguese

English 84.89 07.55 07.55

French 12.18 77.16 10.66

Portuguese 24.34 08.99 66.67

The next channel adaptation technique used to improve the
SLID system performance was the spectral mean and variance
normalisation (SMVN) method – transfer-function filtering
optimisation. As with the previous inverse filtering experi-
ment, the corpus-specific means and variances were calculated
independently of language. The overall system accuracy was
78.46 % which is 4.9 % absolute improvement compared to
the baseline system. The language accuracies for French and
Portuguese, as seen in Table VII, have all improved except for
English which has an increased number of misclassifications.

TABLE VII. A CONFUSION MATRIX PRODUCED BY THE SLID SYSTEM

USING THE EFP-LID CORPUS AND APPLYING SPECTRAL MEAN AND

VARIANCE NORMALISATION CHANNEL ADAPTATION.

Language English French Portuguese

English 81.65 11.15 07.19

French 10.15 83.77 06.09

Portuguese 21.16 10.58 68.25

The last spectral mean and variance normalisation exper-
iment estimated language-specific means and variances (LS-
SMVN) and updated the languages accordingly. For this adap-
tation approach the overall system accuracy jumped to 79.82 %
compared to the baseline result – 6 % absolute improvement.
This overall increase in performance can be seen in the better
confusion matrix values shown in Table VIII.

TABLE VIII. A CONFUSION MATRIX PRODUCED BY THE SLID
SYSTEM USING THE EFP-LID CORPUS AND APPLYING

LANGUAGE-SPECIFIC SPECTRAL MEAN AND VARIANCE NORMALISATION

CHANNEL ADAPTATION.

Language English French Portuguese

English 86.33 07.19 06.45

French 07.61 83.25 09.14

Portuguese 24.87 08.47 66.67

The overall system accuracy for the constrained MLLR
(CMLLR) adaptation approach was 76.05 % which translates
to 2.5 % relative increase in performance as compared with
the baseline accuracy. In Table IX we see that for French and
Portuguese an accuracy increase but this is accompanied by
a decrease in the English accuracy. It would be interesting to
establish how much better the constrained MLLR adaptation
method would have performed if the acoustic models could
have been retrained while applying the transform (which is
the standard approach).

TABLE IX. A CONFUSION MATRIX PRODUCED BY THE SLID SYSTEM

USING THE EFP-LID CORPUS AND APPLYING CONSTRAINED MLLR
CHANNEL ADAPTATION.

Language English French Portuguese

English 81.65 09.35 08.99

French 06.60 82.74 10.66

Portuguese 30.69 08.47 60.85

Lastly, the results for the mean and variance MLLR (MV-
MLLR) adaptation method. This approach produced an overall
system accuracy of 79.64 %; 6 % absolute improvement com-
pared with the baseline accuracy. This result is similar to the
language-specific spectral mean and variance normalisation.
Table X shows the language specific accuracies. Interestingly
for Portuguese, the number of misclassification between En-
glish increases substantially and the French error decreases
accordingly.

TABLE X. A CONFUSION MATRIX PRODUCED BY THE SLID SYSTEM

USING THE EFP-LID CORPUS AND APPLYING MEAN AND VARIANCE

MLLR CHANNEL ADAPTATION.

Language English French Portuguese

English 85.61 04.68 09.71

French 05.58 86.29 08.12

Portuguese 30.85 04.79 64.36

B. Adaptation Results Significance

Table XI shows a summary of the overall system accuracies
for different adaptation methods as well as the Pearson signifi-
cance tests where CMN results are used as reference. Although
the CMVN, IF and CMLLR approaches produce an increase
in system performance the increases are not significant. The
SMVN, LS-SMVN and MV-MLLR produce significant system
accuracy increases with LS-SMVN providing the best result.

TABLE XI. SUMMARY OF OVERALL SYSTEM ACCURACIES FOR

VARIOUS ADAPTATION APPROACHES AND PEARSON SIGNIFICANCE TESTS.

Reference - CMN
Adaptation

Technique

System

Accuracy (%)
χ2 P-Value Significant?

CMN 73.57 - - -

CMVN 75.15 1.99 0.85 No

IF 77.41 10.97 0.052 No

SMVN 78.46 19.85 0.00134 Yes

LS-SMVN 79.82 16.353 0.0059 Yes

CMLLR 76.05 7.375 0.1942 No

MV-MLLR 79.64 15.544 0.0083 Yes

V. CONCLUSION

In this work, we presented an SLID system which uses
an PPR-SVM architecture to process low-bandwidth telephony
quality recordings and determine if the language spoken in
the recording was either English, French or Portuguese. The
system’s acoustic models were trained on in-domain audio
data (EFP-LID corpus) which contained no transcriptions.
We successfully generated the missing transcriptions by using
high-bandwidth acoustic models and applying novel and stan-
dard adaptation techniques. The best overall system accuracy
that we obtained was 79.82 %, utilising the language-specific
spectral mean and variance normalisation adaptation technique.
To summarize our main contributions;

• We showed that it is indeed possible to apply a new
unsupervised channel normalisation technique to aid in the



bootstrapping of a spoken language identification (SLID)
system to a low-bandwidth environment.

• The comparative SLID results (Section IV) show that the
proposed log-domain spectral mean and variance normal-
isation produced a significant improvement in accuracy
compared to the baseline system accuracy and performed
comparably with the MLLR model adaptation technique.

• We have developed blind deconvolution techniques which
do not require transcriptions for their proper implementation
and have shown them to perform comparably with standard
adaptation techniques.

• Inverse filtering can be successfully applied to reduce the
mismatch caused by channel distortions and change in
bandwidth.

• Log-domain spectral mean and variance normalisation,
working under the assumption of normally distributed spec-
tral components, can be used to reduce the channel distortion
effect and improve acoustic model robustness, producing the
best results (along with mean and variance MLLR) in our
comparisons.

It would be interesting to investigate whether it is possible
to further improve the accuracy of the SLID system by com-
bining several of proposed channel normalisation techniques.
The most likely candidates are CMVN feature normalisa-
tion coupled with the language-specific mean and variance
spectral normalisation and MLLR mean and variance model
adaptations. However, there is no guarantee that the com-
bination would achieve the desired gain as shown in [17]
where channel normalisation combinations, in some cases,
reduced the system’s performance. This work does suggest
that some trial-and-error experimentation would have to take
place to determine which combinations would prove to be most
beneficial and to gain some insight on how to approach the
channel normalisation technique combination process.

It is noteworthy that the simple unsupervised channel
normalisation technique performed well on the SLID task.
It would be worthwhile to see if the gains can be translated
to ASR applications. In addition, we know that model-based
adaptations try to estimate class-based transforms or model
updates, thus it would be interesting to see if it could be
possible to extend the unsupervised channel normalisation to
include class information and to establish if significant gains
in performance can be achieved.
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Abstract—Over the past decade, the problem of hyperspectral
data clustering has generated a growing interest from various
fields including the machine learning community. This paper
presents an analysis of the traditional spectral clustering ap-
proach and points to new directions that boost unsupervised
pattern classification. In particular, the paper offers design
insights on the generation of a well structured graph Laplacian
based on an affinity function that induces context-dependence to
create compact neighborhoods. A novel bilateral-kernel (affinity)
function exploits the spatial information to generate a diagonal-
block structured Laplacian. Experimental validations through the
analysis of eigenvalues and eigenvectors demonstrate the benefits
of seeking block structured affinities in hyperspectral image
clustering and visualization.

I. INTRODUCTION

Hyperspectral image data clustering has received an in-

creased attention from the statistical and machine learning

communities with many applications basing their solutions

on manifold learning algorithms. Such algorithms rely on

the notion of nonlinear dimensionality reduction via a graph

embedding framework [1]. This includes various spectral

based embedding [2]–[4] and iterative gradient updates tech-

niques [5]. In addition to clustering [6], many other benefits

ranging from feature extraction [7], image segmentation [8],

improved classification accuracy [1], [5], anomaly detection

[9], and image visualization [10], have been proposed through

graph embedding frameworks. Clustering based on a graph

embedding framework hinges on the manner in which local

neighborhoods are computed in the high dimensional space.

A very common approach is to make use of the heat-kernel

or Gaussian function to compute the affinity matrix that char-

acterizes hyperspectral neighborhood graphs. The heat-kernel

is known to be efficient. However, the function tends to have

problems, e.g. on data with non-compact clusters and on data

with disjoint classes as is often in many hyperspectral images.

The function requires a yet to be solved problem of tuning the

neighborhood width parameter in order to obtain a selection

that dynamically adapts to the correlation structure of the data.

Such parameters are known to be sensitive to the density of

points in high dimensional space - a severe challenge that

affects the stability of graph embedding algorithms. Even with

a careful choice of the parameters, the computed graphs turn

to have dense edge connections and do not exhibit properties

for enabling non-overlapping clusters. These challenges have

a negative bearing on further analysis that maybe required

on the data, i.e. classification, segmentation etc. This paper

presents a computationally efficient bilateral kernel function

whose properties addresses these challenges. The presentation

extracts insights and further intuition by studying the impact

of a spatially driven graph Laplacian. Further contributions

of the study can be appreciated through its leveraging on the

efficiency offered by spectral embedding and the new direc-

tions pointing towards graphical structures that boosts spectral

clustering. In its assessment, the study reveals that a proper

and high quality spectral decomposition of hyperspectral data

begins with the induction of a block structure affinity matrix.

Block structure matrices have been studied in the context of

block matrices by conductivity methods [11], where instead

of considering two points as similar if they are connected

by a high-weight edge in the graph, an assignment of a high

affinity between them is made if the overall graph conductivity

between the points is high. There, graph conductivity is de-

fined following conductivity as for electrical networks, i.e. the

conductivity of two points depends on all paths between them.

Moreover, this study reveals that for hyperspectral image data,

a clear block-diagonal structure matrix can be achieved via a

bilateral kernel function. A bilateral kernel function simply

computes the similarity between spectral signature instances

by weighting their spectral ”distance” using a spatial detailed

term.

Under the notion of a block-diagonal matrix, the problem

of hyperspectral image clustering can now be reformulated

using the similarity graph: that is, we would like to find a

partition of the graph such that the edges between different

groups of spectral signatures have very low weights, i.e.

points in different clusters are dissimilar from each other,

and edge connections within each spectral signature group

have high weights, i.e. points within the same cluster are

similar to each other. While a robust theoretical approach to

motivate the choice of an affinity function is of relevance and

great interest to this work, it is not the main focus of this

presentation. However, an attempt is made to present strong

insights and motivation through an empirical guide that ana-

lyzes and compares properties of three affinity functions that

represents local spectral signature neighborhoods. Even though



our mention of clustering based on various dimensionality

reduction techniques remains relevant, care is taken not to

deluge the presentation with details of such methods but rather

analyze the computed graph Laplacians through a spectral

clustering approach which was chosen solely for its efficiency.

The paper is structured as follows. A description of hy-

perspectral neighborhood graphs based on the heat-kernel, the

normalized heat-kernel and the bilateral kernel functions is

introduced in Section II. Two general approaches on the for-

mulation of graph Laplacians and their properties are presented

in Section III. In Section IV, a description of the data and

experimental analysis on the eigenvalues, eigenvectors, block-

diagonal structures and hyperspectral clusters is presented.

Finally, Section V concludes with a summary and future work

ideas.

II. HYPERSPECTRAL NEIGHBORHOOD GRAPHS

Given an image dataset with training samples X = {xi}
n

i=1

in R
m (m-dimensional spectral feature space) and n is the total

number of training samples, data clustering via dimensionality

reduction algorithms adapts a graph embedding framework

in which G = {X,W} is the undirected weighted graph

and W is the n × n data dependent similarity or affinity

matrix. The algorithms utilize the notion of affinity weights

Wij ∈ [0, 1] to measure the ”distance” between two sam-

ple observations. The affinity functions do not utilize class

label information, but rather characterizes the neighborhood

relationships between all pairs of points based on feature

differences. The characterization of relations in a given data-

set can be pursued in various forms. Determining a suitable

affinity function and eventually the neighborhood graph often

involves complex strategies for tuning parameters that include

for example - setting the width of the neighborhood regions.

As to be illustrated in this paper, neighborhood graphs that

benefits from spectral clustering algorithms tend to conform

to a particular structure, i.e. the block-diagonal structure. This

is a very important insight not only in remote sensing data

but also in other related fields where research efforts in graph

embedding methods continue to emphasize the fine tuning

of various parameters and proposal of nonlinear objective

functions that require complex optimization strategies.

Neighborhood construction for graph embedding starts with

the choice of the affinity function Wij . The commonly

adapted frameworks try to ensure that the local neighborhoods

induced by the affinity function extract coherent and ”mean-

ingful” structures. In general, there is no consensus to the

definition of ”meaningful” structures. This study adapts on its

reference to groupings of similar observed spectral signatures

as measured by the reflectance values of each image pixel.

A. Heat-Kernel Based Graph

A very popular approach to measure the affinity between

hyperspectral data samples xi and xj is the heat-kernel

function,

Wij = exp

(

−
‖xi − xj‖

2

τiτj

)

, (1)

where τi = ‖xi − x
(knn)
i ‖ denotes the local scaling of data

samples in the neighborhood of xi, and x
(knn)
i is the knn-nearest

neighbor of xi. Without a threshold set on the affinity values,

construction of graph based on this function results in dense

and in most cases yields a single completely connected graph

component. Although it has been shown to result in effective

locality preserving properties for graph embedding of various

datasets, further improvements towards sparse affinity neigh-

borhoods can be achieved by adapting the scaling parameter

τi to the local data statistics which often provide a stronger

adaptivity to the underlying structure of the embedded image

manifolds.

B. Normalized Heat-Kernel Based Graph

In a stochastic neighbor embedding [12] framework or

technique for preserving probabilities on lower dimensional

coordinate systems that are nonlinear, a normalized variant of

the heat-kernel was proposed. There, the notion of affinities or

similarities was interpreted as the probability of neighboring

instances choosing one another as neighbors. Such proba-

bilities are computed from the normalized Gaussian(or heat-

kernel) functions

Wij =
exp{−

‖xi−xj‖
2

2σi
}

∑

r 6=i exp{−
‖xr−xi‖

2

2σi
}

(2)

The significance of a normalized affinity value is simply due

to the strategy used to choose the parameter σi. It is computed

using a binary search method ensuring that the entropy of the

distribution Wi is approximately log(k), with k being the

effective number of neighbors. As such, the density of the

data samples is adapted to inform the nature of neighborhood

regions - a very crucial element in determining how far a

neighborhood should stretch in a high dimensional space.

C. Bilateral Kernel Based Graph

Furthermore, it is well known that spatial preprocessing

methods are often applied to remove noise and smooth images.

In other applications they can also enhance spatial texture

information resulting in features that improve the performance

of classification techniques. For example in [13], nonlinear

diffusion partial differential equations (PDEs) and wavelet

shrinkage were used for spatial preprocessing of hyperspectral

images, and the results obtained demonstrated a significant

improvement on classification performance. Similarly, neigh-

borhood affinities can also be defined by introducing context

in the form of spatial weighting of spectral values. This

can be accomplished by computing the ”distance” between

two hyperspectral pixels in a separable approach to introduce

spatially sensitive affinities through a bilateral kernel function

Wij = W (si, sj ,xi,xj) as

W (si, sj ,xi,xj) = exp

{

−‖si − sj‖
2

σ2
s

}

· W̃p(xi,xj) (3)

where si denotes the spatial coordinates of pixel i, xi denotes

the photometric m-dimensional spectral vector. The expression



‖si − sj‖
2 weights image pixel values as a function of the

spatial distance from the center pixel and σs is the variance

parameter. The kernel also employs a nonlinear term:

W̃p(xi,xj) = exp

{

−
1

2
(xi − xj)

T
Σ
−1(xi − xj)

}

(4)

which simply weights relations as a function of spectral

differences between the center pixel and its neighbor pixel.

With additional manipulations as shown in [10], W̃p(xi,xj)
can be rewritten as

W̃p(xi,xj) = exp

{

−N

2
tr(Σ−1

S)

}

(5)

where S is the sample covariance, S = 1
N
XX

T . To compute

W̃p(xi,xj), decompose the true covariance matrix into a prod-

uct Σ = EΛET , where E is the orthogonal eigenvector matrix

and Λ is the corresponding diagonal matrix of eigenvalues.

Adapting the efficient sparse matrix transform (SMT) approach

in estimating the covariance matrix Σ [14], the optimization

problem can be solved as Ê = argmin
E∈Ω

{

|diag(ET
SE)|

}

,

and the optimal eigenvalue matrix is obtained from Λ̂ =
diag(ÊT

SÊ), where Ω is the set of allowed orthogonal trans-

forms that can be computed using a series of Givens rotations

[14]. A simple manipulation can show that Σ−1 = ÊΛ̂
−1

Ê
T .

This approach to computing the covariance matrix Σ is

efficient and robust in handling the singularities of Σ in the

high dimensional space of hyperspectral image bands.

III. GRAPH LAPLACIANS

In general, given neighborhood graph G, the most chal-

lenging issue is the unsupervised classification of measured

patterns into groups according to their similarity. To this

note the graph Laplacian L plays an important role in such

problems as it provides a link for projection of data onto

new coordinate system via graph embedding algorithms. Its

properties, through eigenvalues and eigenvectors information,

can be used to find the number of spanning trees as well

as approximating sparse graph cuts that lead to meaningful

clusters. Two approaches for computing the graph Laplacian

are discussed next.

A. Unnormalized Graph Laplacian

The unnormalized Laplacian matrix is simply computed

from a difference between the degree matrix D, with Dii =
∑

j Wij , ∀i and the affinity matrix W. That is L = D−W.

The few properties that are of interest for unsupervised pattern

classification are summarized as follows.

Proposition 1. (Laplacian Properties). The matrix L satisfies

the following properties:

• For every vector h ∈ R
p we have

h
t
Lh =

1

2

p
∑

i,j=1

Wij(hi − hj)
2

• L is symmetric and positive semi-definite.

• The smallest eigenvalue of L is 0, whose corresponding

eigenvector is a constant vector 1.

• L has p non-negative, real-valued eigenvalues 0 = λ1 ≤

λ2 ≤ · · · ≤ λp.

Additional properties of unnormalized and normalized

Laplacian matrices including proofs for the above proposition

can be found in [6], [15]–[17]. Of more importance for data

clustering applications is the following:

Proposition 2. (The number of connected components and

spectrum of L). Let G be an undirected graph with non-

negative weights. Then the multiplicity k of the eigenvalue 0 of

L equals the number of connected components C1, C2, · · · , Ck

in the graph. The eigenspace of the eigenvalue 0 is spanned

by the indicator vectors 1C1
, · · · ,1Ck

of those components.

Proof. Case I k = 1. That is consider a graph that is

completely connected. Assume that h is an eigenvector with

eigenvalue 0. Then we know that

0 = h
t
Lh =

p
∑

i,j=1

Wij(hi − hj)
2 (6)

Since each Wij ≥ 0, ht
Lh can only equal zero if all the terms

Wij(hi−hj)
2 in the summation are equal to zero. This means

that for two hyperspectral pixels with vertices denoted by xi

and xj that are connected, i.e. Wij > 0, their corresponding

functions hi and hj have to be equal for (6) to vanish. With

this intuition, it is simple to deduce that h has to be more or

less constant for all vertices that can be connected by a path

in the graph. For a graph with one giant connected component

we thus only have the constant vector 1 with corresponding

eigenvalue 0.

Case II consider a case of k > 1 connected components.

Without loss of generality assume that the vertices are ordered

according to the connected components they belong to. In this

case, the affinity matrix W has a block diagonal form, and

the same is true for the Laplacian matrix L:

L = L1 ⊕ L2 ⊕ . . . ⊕ Lk =











L1

L2

. . .

Lk











where ⊕ denotes a direct sum of matrices. Each of the blocks

Li is a well defined graph Laplacian matrix corresponding

to the subgraph of the ith connected component. The full

spectrum of L is obtained from the spectra union of all Li

block matrices. The eigenvectors of L are the eigenvectors of

all Li blocks combined. Furthermore, since each Li relates

to a connected component, from Proposition 1, we know

that every Li has eigenvalue 0 with multiplicity 1, and its

corresponding eigenvector is the constant 1 vector on the ith

connected component. In theory, the matrix L has as many

zero eigenvalues as there are connected components, and the

corresponding eigenvectors are the indicator vectors of the

connected components.
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Fig. 3. Botswana data Laplacian matrices. Pure blue color indicates small affinity values while red-yellow colors indicates neighborhoods with high weights
in the graph.

Fig. 1. Colored ground reference of AVIRIS hyperspectral image over
Kennedy Space Center (KSC), Florida.
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Fig. 2. A spatially weighted Laplacian matrix for KSC data. Pure blue color
indicates small affinity values while red-yellow colors indicates neighborhoods
with high edge weights.

B. Normalized Graph Laplacian

A normalized graph Laplacian is commonly studied under

the following two forms:

Ln = D
−1/2

LD
−1/2 = I−D

−1/2
WD

−1/2

Lrw = I−D
−1

W

where Ln denotes the symmetric matrix and Lrw relates to

the notion of random walks.

Proposition 3. (Normalized Laplacian properties) Both ver-

sions of the normalized graph Laplacian matrices satisfy the

following,

• For every h ∈ R
p, we have

h
t
Lnh =

1

2

p
∑

i,j=1

Wij(
hi
√
di
−

hj
√

dj
)2

• λ is an eigenvalue of Lrw with eigenvector u iff λ is an

eigenvalue of Ln with eigenvector w = D
1/2u.

• λ is an eigenvalue of Lrw with eigenvector u iff λ and

u solve the generalized eigen-problem Lu = λDu.

• 0 is an eigenvalue of Lrw with the constant 1 vector. 0

is an eigenvalue of L with eigenvector D
1/2

1.

• Ln and Lrw are positive semi-definite and have p non-

negative real-valued eigenvalues 0 = λ1 ≤ · · · ≤ λp

Similarly as in the case of unnormalized Laplacian, the

multiplicity of the eigenvalue 0 is related to the number of

connected components. This can be proved in a similar fashion

to Proposition 2.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

To illustrate the effect of seeking a block diagonal graph

Laplacian for hyperspectral neighborhood graphs, we consider

two separate data sets. First a hyperion data with nine iden-

tified classes of complex natural vegetation acquired over the

Okavango Delta, Botswana, in May 2001, [18]. The general

class groupings include seasonal swamps, occasional swamps,

and woodlands. Signatures of several classes are spectrally

overlapped, typically resulting in poor classification accura-

cies. After removing water absorption, noisy, and overlapping

spectral bands, 145 bands were used for spectral embedding.

A second dataset, shown in Figure 1, consist of a hyper-

spectral data that was acquired by the National Aeronautics

and Space Administration (NASA) Airborne Visible/Infrared

Imaging Spectrometer (AVIRIS) sensor at 18-m spatial res-

olution over Kennedy Space Center during March 1996.

Noisy and water absorption bands were removed, leaving 176

features for thirteen wetland and upland classes of interest.

Cabbage Palm Hammock and Broad Leaf/Oak Hammock are

upland trees; Willow Swamp, Hardwood Swamp, Graminoid

Marsh and Spartina Marsh are trees and grasses in wetlands.



Their spectral signatures are mixed and often exhibit only

subtle differences posing some challenges for clustering al-

gorithms.

A. Hyperspectral Laplacian Eigenspectrum Analysis

Figure 3 shows a result from incorporating spatially weight-

ing. The plot demonstrates that a bilateral kernel function

infuses local adaptivity and spatial sensitivity in affinity

computations. Such an adaptation leads to a block-diagonal

structure graph Laplacian and ultimately enables preservation

of local disjoint neighborhoods that are compact and similar.

Further analysis of the Laplacian matrices, following Proposi-

tion 2, shows that its resulting eigenspectra and corresponding

eigenvectors do contain useful details that can be used in

unsupervised pattern classification.

1) Eigenvalues: The eigenvalues of the graph Laplacian

can be used to identify the number of cluster components.

A widely used eigengap heuristic [6], [17] can be adapted.

The goal is to choose the number k such that all eigenvalues

λ1, · · · , λk are very small, but λk+1 is relatively large. The

motivation bears on intuition from the perturbation theory,

where an observation can be made in the ideal case of k

completely disconnected clusters, the eigenvalue 0 has mul-

tiplicity k, and then there is a gap to the (k+1)th eigenvalue,

where λk+1 ≥ 0. For data with well pronounced clusters the

heuristic is very effective. For example, by zooming-in on the

plots in Figure 4, there are twenty identifiable eigengaps (or

graph cuts/clusters) on the eigenvalues plot obtained with the

bilateral kernel based Laplacian. Only two graph cuts could

be identified from the unnormalized heat-kernel based graph

Laplacian and no cuts where observed on the heat-kernel

based Laplacian. This result demonstrate the superiority of

the proposed bilateral kernel function in capturing distinct

separations for different spectral signatures.

2) Eigenvectors: Given a block structure Laplacian, as

computed by the bilateral kernel, data clustering can be

performed by observing that entry values within selected

eigenvectors corresponding to small valued eigenvalues tend

to have a disjoint density of points that groups similar

spectral signature patterns. This is shown in Figure 5(a) for

the Botswana data set. A similar result, even though with

diminished quality, can be observed from the eigenvectors

computed by the normalized heat kernel. Following the result

in Figure 5 and the analysis of eigenvectors in general, we

can deduce a very simple and important insight, i.e. a block-

diagonal structure Laplacian matrix generates corresponding

eigenvectors that splits the data into a hierarchy of subclusters

corresponding to varying densities in the observation samples.

Such a characteristic could further be exploited for further

studies in data segmentation as well as object classification

applications. Figure 6 illustrates on this further by showing

a 2-dimensional principal component analysis projection of

the Botswana image data that is color-coded by the entry

values of the 3rd and 4th eigenvectors presented in Figure 5. A

similar result that corresponds to computed KSC eigenvectors

is presented in Figure 7. From both figures, it is clear that even

without the ground truth labels, one can simply make use of

the eigenvector values computed from the spatially sensitive

Laplacian, to obtain the graph cuts that correspond to different

spectral signature classes.

B. Hyperspectral Image Data Clustering

Most image data clustering applications seek to project data

onto a coordinate system spanned by smallest eigenvectors of

the graph Laplacian. In this section, we illustrate empirically

that obtaining a block structure Laplacian ultimately enables

preserving local disjoint neighborhoods that are compact and

as such may benefit most clustering algorithms that are based

on the graph embedding framework. Spectral clustering is one

such algorithm that is widely applied. The method has a strong

bearing on the structure of the graph Laplacian. In Figure 4,

the first few eigenvalues of both the spatially weighted and the

normalized kernel based Laplacians are zero, and they have a

corresponding number of cluster indicator eigenvectors that

are constant. The reason for this is simple, i.e. due to the

diagonal-block structure data gets clustered in correspondence

with disconnected neighborhood subgraphs that are associated

with the indicator eigenvectors. Contrary to the widely applied

notion that the first k eigenvectors from a spectral embedding

approach often provide the best clustering of data, Figure 8

shows a result that omits the 1st eigenvector (which is obvi-

ously constant from Proposition 1), 2nd and 3rd eigenvectors

(neglected for lack of detail to establish different clusters)

and a projection of data onto pairwise dimensions spanned

by combinations of 4th, 5th, 6th and 7th eigenvectors. The

coordinates based on these eigenvectors reveal a visualization

that identifies meaningful spectral signature separations. As

in most post dimensionality reduction processing, a K-means

algorithm can be applied on the projected coordinates to

further determine cluster means that may be useful in other

applications.

Due to the difficult in providing quantitative analysis for

clustering algorithms, progress in fully appreciating spectral

based algorithms lags as the task of clustering in general

terms is yet to be completely defined. However as shown in

various studies [3], [5], [19]–[21], where ground truth exists,

classification algorithms can be designed to take advantage of

the embedding obtained with a bilateral kernel function.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Clustering details for hyperspectral image data often lie

on sparse, nonlinear coordinate system whose geometric and

topological structures can be exploited with graph embedding

framework. This study concentrated on demonstrating new

insights and a methodology for achieving high quality clus-

tering results with hyperspectral data. Through experimental

demonstrations, the paper suggests a particular construction

of affinity matrices that achieve a block structure diagonal

Laplacian. A diagonal block affinity matrix is shown to boost

spectral embedding with benefits for unsupervised pattern

classification applications. With the introduction of spatial

details, an automatic induction of sparsity neighborhoods
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Fig. 4. Laplacian eigenvalues for the KSC data set.
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Fig. 5. Botswana data Laplacian eigenvectors.
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Fig. 6. 2 dimensional PCA projected Botswana data color-coded by the 3rd and 4th eigenvector values of different Laplacian matrices.

with a natural ordering on the rows of the Laplacian matrix

is achieved. Spectral data clustering is pursued through an

analysis of the Laplacian eigenspectrum and its corresponding

eigenvectors, with various levels of class separation displayed

for different paired eigenvectors.
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Abstract—Gesture recognition has become a popular area of
research with applications in medical systems, assistive tech-
nologies, entertainment, crisis management, disaster relief and
human-machine interaction. This paper presents a static gesture
recognition system which uses an Asus Xtion Pro Live sensor
to obtain the skeletal model of the user. Typically, joint angles
and joint positions have been used as features. However these
features do not adequately divide the gesture space, resulting
in non-optimal classification accuracy. Therefore to improve the
classification accuracy, a new feature vector, combining joint
angles and the relative position of the arm joints with respect to
the head, is proposed. A k-means classifier is used to cluster each
gesture. New gestures are classified using a Euclidean distance
metric. The new feature vector is evaluated on a 10 static gesture
dataset, consisting of 7 participants. The vector containing only
joint angles achieves a classification accuracy of 91.98%. In
contrast, the new feature vector containing both joint angles and
the relative positions of the arm joint with respect to the head
achieves a classification accuracy of over 99%.

Keywords—Gesture recognition, depth sensor, Asus Xtion Pro,
skeleton model

I. INTRODUCTION

The study of gestures has been of great interest to re-
searchers since the 18th century as they are thought to be a
natural way in which human beings communicate expression
and intent. More recently, much work has been focused on
imbuing computers and robots with the ability to recognize
and interpret gestures to enable more natural Human Computer
Interaction (HCI). Typically, this would involve analysing
captured images of a person performing a gesture using their
bare hands. In static gesture recognition, each image represents
a single gesture.

Each image is analysed and features such as skin colour,
joint position, orientation and joint angles are extracted from
the image using image processing. These are then used as an
input to a classifier. In this paper features are extracted from
the NiTE skeleton model obtained using depth data from an
Asus Xtion Pro Live. Two feature vectors are extracted: one
containing the angles of the arm joint and another containing
both the joint angles and position of the arm joints relative
to the head. A k-means classifier is used to cluster the data
and the performance of the feature vectors is evaluated on a
collected static dataset.

The rest of this paper is ordered as follows: Section II de-
scribes current gesture recognition systems. Section III details

the calculations used to extract the joint angle features and rel-
ative position features from the skeletal data and describes the
algorithms, training and test procedure used in classification of
the samples. Section IV provides details on the static dataset
collection used for testing. Section V presents the experimental
results obtained on both the recorded dataset and a publically
available dataset and Section VI concludes.

II. RELATED WORK

Much research been done in the field of gesture recogni-
tion, with two main approaches being employed – vision-based
systems and glove-based systems. The glove-based system
captures the motion of the joints using sensors worn by the
user which may hamper natural movements. On the other
hand, vision-based systems do not require the user to wear
any additional equipment as they use cameras and other types
of vision sensors to capture the gesture.

More recently depth sensors, such as the Kinect, have
been used for the purposes of gesture recognition. Suarez and
Murphy [1] present an in-depth review of gesture recognition
using depth images.

Examples of gesture recognition systems which use depth
sensors are those developed by Lai et al. [2], Jaemin [3] and
Zafrulla et al. [4].

Lai et al. [2] use a Kinect camera in order to control a
computer interface. Similarly to the approach presented in
this paper, features are extracted from the skeleton model.
However, the Kinect SDK skeleton model is used rather than
the NiTE skeleton. Additionally, two types of feature vectors
are used and compared - joint positions and a covariance
matrix of the joint positions. The gestures are temporal rather
than static. Both of the approaches presented in [2] achieve a
classification accuracy of 97.25%. Jaemin [3] also uses depth
data for the purposes of gesture recognition. Joint angles are
extracted from the Kinect skeleton model and these are fed
as inputs to a HMM (Hidden Markov Model) classifier. As
in [2], the gestures are temporal rather than static and an
accuracy of 81.8% is achieved. Zafrulla et al. [4] achieve a
classification accuracy of 73.62% using Kinect data and an
HMM classifier. They define a gesture set consisting of 19
gestures for the purposes of sign language recognition. The
features extracted from the skeleton are the vectors between
joints, joint angle and the distance between the hands resulting
in a 20-dimensional feature vector.



Fig. 1. NiTE Skeleton Model

This paper proposes the use of a new feature – the relative
position of the arm joints with respect to the head.

III. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

A. Feature Extraction

The Asus Xtion Pro Live depth sensor generates depth
maps, RGB images and audio streams without requiring a user
to wear any additional aids [5]. To interface with the device,
the OpenNI [6] and NiTE SDKs [7] are used. These SDKs
provide a user control API to the end user by utilising the
depth, RGB and audio information received from the depth
sensor. In particular, the NiTE library includes a skeleton
tracker [7]. The skeleton model generated by NiTE is a tree
graph whose nodes correspond to certain joints in the human
body as seen in Figure 1. The skeleton tracker tracks the
3-D (x, y, z) coordinates of these 15 joints in real-time, at
30 frames per second (fps). The skeleton model is robust to
differences in user size and shape, clothing colour and texture
and background clutter making it ideal for feature generation.

As this work considers hand gestures, only the joints in the
upper body are of interest. Specifically, the joints of interest
are the: left shoulder (ls), right shoulder (rs), left elbow (le),
right elbow (re), left hand (lh), right hand (rh) and head (he)
joints.

1) Relative Joint Distances: For each pose, the 3-D dis-
tance between each of the 6 arm joints and the head joint was
calculated forming an 18-dimensional feature vector based on

Fig. 2. Joint angles calculated from the skeleton tracker data

Fig. 3. Calculation of elbow angle

joint distances:

FJD = [xls − xhe, yls − yhe, zls − zhe, ..., zrh − zhe]. (1)

In order to compensate for the variation in user height, each
distance was divided by the vertical distance between the neck
and torso joint as in [2].

2) Joint Angles: As discussed, the distance between joints
is affected by the height of the user. Therefore, relative distance
is not a scale invariant feature. Joint angles on the other hand,
are both scale and rotation invariant, as they are not dependent
on the height of the subject, or the distance from the camera,
or the orientation of the user relative to the camera plane. Six
joint angles were calculated for each pose. These are shown
in Figure 2. Figure 3 illustrates the elbow angle. To calculate
the joint angle, the vector between joints must be computed.
The shoulder-elbow vector (s− e) and elbow-hand vector is
given by Equations 2 and 3 respectively.

s− e = (x2 − x1)̂i+ (y2 − y1)ĵ + (z2 − z1)k̂ (2)

e− h = (x2 − x3)̂i+ (y2 − y3)ĵ + (z2 − z3)k̂ (3)



Fig. 4. Depiction of the relative position of the right and left hands with
respect to the head.

The elbow angle is then given by Equation 4.

θ = arccos

(

s− e · e− h

|s− e||e− h|

)

(4)

where the numerator, s− e · e− h is the scalar product of the
vectors s− e and e− h. The denominator is the product of
the magnitudes of the vectors s− e and e− h.

The joint angle feature vector is a six-dimensional feature
vector defined as follows:

FJA = [γL, γR, βL, βR, αL, αR]. (5)

where the symbols are as defined in Figure 2.

3) Relative Joint Positions: As joint angles are rotation
invariant, a pose with the arms stretched on either side of the
torso and arms stretched in front of the torso will have similar
feature vectors. Therefore, the relative joint position between
the elbow and hand joints and the head joint is calculated for
each pose. Figure 4 shows the position of the hand relative to
the x-component of the head joint. Similarly to Equation 2,
the head-hand vector is given by:

he− h = (x2 − x1)̂i+ (y2 − y1)ĵ + (z2 − z1)k̂. (6)

The x-component of the head joint is:

hex = x1î+ 0ĵ + 0k̂. (7)

Thus the position of the hand relative to the head is:

ϕ = arccos

(

he− h · hex

|he− h||hex|

)

. (8)

If the joint is below the head, the angle is subtracted from
360◦ to ensure that relative joint positions have unique angular
representations.

TABLE I. DESCRIPTION OF FEATURE VECTOR ELEMENTS

γ Elbow-Shoulder-Neck

Angle

ϕ Relative position of the el-

bow relative to the head

β Torso-Shoulder-Neck An-

gle

σ Relative position of the

hand relative to the head

α Hand-Elbow-Shoulder

Angle

lh− rh Distance between the left

and right hands

4) Combined Feature Vector: The joint angles, relative
joint positions and the distance between the left and right hands
are combined to form an eleven-dimensional feature vector:

FC = [γL, γR, βL, βR, αL, αR, ϕL, ϕR, σL, σR, lh− rh] (9)

Table I provides a brief description of each element in the
feature vector.

B. Training and Testing

After the features have been collected, a k-means
classifier is trained for each of the ten poses (shown
in Figure 5) to obtain cluster centres in the form
{C1

1 ...C
K
1 , C1

2 ...C
K
2 , ..., C1

10...C
K
10} where K is the number of

clusters per gesture. The k-means classifier clusters the data
into distinct region such that the distance between points within
a cluster is small compared to the distances between points in
different regions [8]. The value of K used for these experiments
is 14. This value was determined as empirically yielding the
best inter-class divion.

For each new query, FQ, the Euclidean distance to each
cluster centre is computed by Equation 10.

ε(FQ, Ck
gn) :=

√

√

√

√

N
∑

n=1

(fQ
n − Ck

gn)
2 (10)

where N is the number of features. Then, the classification of
a new query is given by Equation 11.

label(FQ) = label(Fm),

m = argmin
k=1..K,g=1..10

ε(FQ, Ck
gn)

(11)

The performance of the feature vectors is compared. To
evaluate the performance of the system, leave-one-out cross
validation (LOOCV) is performed. In LOOCV, the data is
partitioned into a n subsets of equal size. The classifier is
then trained n times using each of the n subsets in turn as
the test set and the remaining data as the training set [9]. In
this case, all instances of a particular individual performing
all gestures was set aside for testing. The remaining data was
used to train the k-means classifier. Then, the gesture label for
each gesture in the test set was determined individually. This
was repeated for each user. To find the percentage of correctly
classified gestures or the classification accuracy rate, the total
number of correct classifications is divided by the total number
of tests.

IV. STATIC DATASET COLLECTION

A. Gesture Set

In order to validate and compare the performance of the
proposed feature vectors, a gesture set consisting of 10 dif-
ferent static gesture classes was created. Figure 5 shows the



Fig. 5. Sample frames from the static gesture set

Fig. 6. The depth image in the left depicts the actual pose of the user ”Sleep”
whilst the skeleton model being tracked is shown on the right. It is evident
that the skeleton tracking for the pose is inaccurate.

sample frames of a single person performing the 10 gestures.
The gesture classes were given the following labels: ”star”,
”cross”, ”flow”, ”my”, ”sleep”, ”victory”, ”hands-up”, ”left
arm extended”, ”right arm extended”, and ”both arms ex-
tended”.

B. Data Collection

The dataset was collected using an Asus Xtion Pro Live and
the NiTE skeleton tracking SDK. In each frame, the skeleton
joint positions of the tracked user are received from NiTE.
These are used to calculate the joint angles. The joint positions
and joint angles are stored in a text file.

The dataset was collected in a laboratory environment.
As discussed, the skeleton model is robust to variations in
lighting and background therefore these conditions were not
controlled. Seven participants performed each of the ten ges-
tures three times, holding the pose for five seconds. Hence
there are 7 participants×10 gestures×3 repetitions×5 seconds
×30 frames per second = 31 500 samples.

1) Data Pruning: It was observed that the skeleton tracker
did not always accurately track the users pose. This was noted
particularly for gestures which crossed the chest such as the
sleep, cross and my gestures. Examples of the ’lost’ tracking
can be seen in Figure 6. Therefore, samples with tracking
errors were removed from the dataset. The content of the
resulting dataset is shown in Table II.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Tables III and IV show the confusion matrices for the joint
angle and combination feature vector methods. A confusion

TABLE II. DATASET CONTENTS AFTER SAMPLES WITH TRACKING

ERRORS WERE REMOVED

Gesture Number of Samples Gesture Number of Samples

Bextend 3150 Rextend 3150

Cross 2979 Sleep 2602

Hands Up 3150 Star 3000

Lextend 3150 Flow 2150

My 3081 Victory 3150

Total 29 562

TABLE III. CONFUSION MATRIX WHEN THE JOINT ANGLE FEATURE

VECTOR IS USED (AVERAGE ACCURACY = 91.98%).
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Bextend 1.00

Cross 0.77 0.252 0.01

Hands Up 0.96 0.04

Lextend 0.98 0.02

My 1.00

Rextend 1.00

Sleep 0.18 0.75 0.07

Star 0.87 0.13

Flow 0.02 0.98

Victory 0.06 0.08 0.85

TABLE IV. CONFUSION MATRIX WHEN THE JOINT ANGLE AND

RELATIVE JOINT POSITION FEATURE VECTOR IS USED (AVERAGE

ACCURACY = 99.35%).
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Bextend 1.00

Cross 0.98 0.02

Hands Up 1.00

Lextend 1.00

My 1.00

Rextend 1.00

Sleep 0.01 0.01 0.98

Star 0.99 0.01

Flow 0.02 0.98

Victory 1.00

matrix details the actual and predicted classifications per-
formed by a classification sytems. The rows of the confusion
matrices indicate the true class label for each gesture and
the columns indicate the predicted class label [10]. Cells
highlighted in green indicate the percentage of the gesture
which are correctly classified or the true positive rate. The
cells highlighted in orange depict the proportion of gesture
samples which are misclassified. Rows highlighted in red
indicate gestures where the correct classsification rate is less
than 80%. The joint angle method achieves a classification
accuracy of 91.98% and the combined feature vector method
a classification accuracy of 99.35%. It is evident that the
feature vector which includes the relative position of the joints
achieves much higher classification accuracy.

Increasing the number of features often introduces issues
related to computational complexity and the amount of training
data required[11]. This is illustrated in Table V which shows
the training and classification time for the two methods. It can



TABLE V. COMPARISON OF THE TRAINING AND CLASSIFICATION

TIME FOR THE JOINT ANGLE FEATURE VECTOR AND THE COMBINATION

FEATURE VECTOR

Joint Angle Feature Vec-

tor

Joint Angle and Relative

Position Feature Vector

Training Time 2.496 s 4.256 s

Classification Time 74 µs 29 µs

TABLE VI. CONFUSION MATRIX FOR THE CORNELL MILITARY

GESTURE DATASET (AVERAGE ACCURACY = 99.24%).
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Abreast 1.00

Antigesture 1.00

Backup 0.99 0.01

Enemy 1.00

Freeze 1.00

Gas 0.92 0.04 0.04

Hide 1.00

Injury 1.00

Land 0.01 0.99

Listen 1.00

Pistol 1.00

Rifle 1.00

Stop 1.00

Unknown 1.00

Watch 1.00

be seen that the joint angle feature vector is almost two times
faster to train than the combination feature vector with both
tests been performed on an Intel Core i7 CPU @ 3.20 GHz
using software developed in C++. However, the classification
time for both methods is significantly less than 45 ms. Thus,
the response time would be perceived as instantaneous by
humans according to a study done by Sheriden and Ferrell
[12].

In order to test the robustness of the proposed feature
vector, the performance of the feature vector was also evaluated
on a publically available dataset.

The Cornell Military Gesture Dataset [13], consists of 15
static gestures of 3 people performing each gesture ten times.
Each recording is taken at 50 fps and lasts five seconds, hence
there are 112 500 samples. LOOCV was used. The confusion
matrix is shown in Table VI. A classification accuracy of
99.24% is achieved. This is a 0.1% drop in accuracy compared
to the accuracy achieved using the collected dataset and may
be attributed to the fact that the Cornell dataset contains
more gestures. In addition, the proposed feature vector attains
a better classification accuracy than that reported in [13].
A comparison of the classification accuracies is shown in
Table VII.

VI. CONCLUSION

A real-time static gesture recognition system using an
Asus depth sensor has been developed. Using a feature vector
consisting of both joint angles and relative joint positions
achieves a much higher classification rate compared to using
a feature vector consisting of just joint angles. In addition
the robustness of the feature vector has been proven using
a publically available dataset.
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Abstract—Code switching (the process of switching from
one language to another during a conversation) is a common
phenomenon in multilingual environments. Where a minority and
dominant language coincide, code switching from the minority
language to the dominant language can become particularly
frequent. We analyse one such scenario: Sepedi spoken in South
Africa, where English is the dominant language; and determine
the frequency and mechanisms of code switching through the
analysis of radio broadcasts. We also perform an initial acoustic
analysis to determine the impact of such code switching on
speech recognition performance. We find that the frequency of
code switching is unexpectedly high, and that the continuum
of code switching (from unmodified embedded words to loan
words absorbed in the matrix language) makes this a particularly
challenging task for speech recognition systems.

Index Terms: code switching, speech recognition, multilingual
speech recognition

I. INTRODUCTION

Code switching is a phenomenon observed around the
world where speakers are exposed to more than one language.
These, often multilingual, speakers spontaneously use words,
phrases or sentences from one language (the embedded lan-
guage) interspersed among words or sentences in the primary
language (the matrix language) [1]. Code switching has sig-
nificant implications for Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR)
systems, since the acoustic models, pronunciation models and
language models all need to be designed to accommodate
words from different languages. Many ASR systems actually
do not model code switching explicitly. Rather, general tech-
niques used to deal with out of vocabulary (OOV) words are
also applied to code-switched words [2]. This can result in
information-rich words being ignored during speech process-
ing, as code-switched words often do not have alternatives in
the matrix language and can be key terms in an utterance [2],
[3].

While code switching is a well-studied phenomenon for
various language pairs (see, for example [4], [5]), much less
work has been done analysing the implications of code switch-
ing for minority languages, and much fewer resources – such as
large code-switched corpora – are available in these languages.
The aim of this paper is to use corpus analysis to obtain an
understanding of the prevalence of code switching in Sepedi,
and to analyse the factors to consider when developing ASR
systems capable of dealing with Sepedi/English code-switched
speech. The paper is structured as follows: Section II provides

background relevant to the modelling and analysis of code
switching for ASR and introduces the Sepedi-English language
task. Section III describes the approach we followed to design,
develop and analyse the code-switched corpus. Analysis results
are presented in Section IV, with the most pertinent findings
summarised in Section V.

II. BACKGROUND

Code switching is regarded as the process of switching
from one language to the other during conversations [6].
These language alternations/switching can take place from
one sentence to the other (inter-sentential code switching),
or can occur within sentences where the secondary language
is embedded within the primary language (intra-sentential
code switching). In our work, the matrix language is Sepedi:
this is the speaker’s native language, and is dominant in the
utterances. The embedded language is the speaker‘s non-native
language, in this case mostly English. Both inter- and intra-
sentential code switching are considered.

Since most languages also contain loan words – words from
a different language incorporated into a recipient language as
part of its accepted vocabulary – the distinction between loan
words and code-switched words is not always easy to make.
In addition, during code switching, speakers tend to either
insert or delete vowels or consonants in order to reproduce a
phonotactic structure comparable to their native language [7].
This process affects the pronunciation of the embedded words,
and blurs the distinction between code-switched words, and
words of foreign origin that have been incorporated into the
matrix language.

ASR systems deal with code-switched speech in three
main ways: (1) ignoring foreign words completely and dealing
with them as out-of-vocabulary words, (2) switching amongst
monolingual recognisers when encountering out-of-language
words, and (3) modelling foreign words explicitly within a
multilingual system; the latter being the most typical approach,
and the one considered in this paper. The explicit modelling of
code-switched speech can be performed at the pronunciation
dictionary, acoustic and/or language model level.

The pronunciation dictionary provides a convenient level at
which to add pronunciations for out-of-language words. These
pronunciations can be generated manually or automatically,
using the letter-to-sound rules of either the matrix and/or em-
bedded language [8]. In addition, native speech can be used to



generate non-native variants automatically by using a phoneme
recogniser to derive variants from a training corpus [7]; or a
direct mapping can be performed from the embedded language
to the matrix language [5].

While monolingual recognisers are affected by the perfor-
mance of language identification systems, multilingual systems
try to solve this problem through techniques such as retaining
the pronunciation of the secondary language and using multi-
lingual acoustic models [2], or mapping, adaptation or merging
at the phone, state or model level [5], [9], [10].

In this work, we are focusing specifically on Sepedi/English
code switching. Sepedi is one of the official South African
languages and is spoken by approximately 4.2 million people.
It is mostly spoken in the Limpopo province [11]. In South
Africa, English is spoken as a first language by only about
3.6 million people [11], but it is widely spoken as an addi-
tional language. Code switching is an everyday phenomenon
observed among bilingual Sepedi speakers [12], but limited
results are available with regard to the analysis of such code-
switched speech. (Specific studies to mention include [8], [13]
and [14].)

III. APPROACH

Since no corpora of naturally-occurring Sepedi speech
were available prior to this analysis, we first develop such a
corpus. There are many factors that influence the frequency,
mechanisms and reasons why code switching occurs. One of
these is the setting in which the language is used, such as
formal, informal, academic or social. Code switching is also
highly speaker-dependent. It would therefore be impossible
to compile a corpus of code-switched speech that represents
all possible uses of code switching for all the speakers of
a language. For the purposes of the current study, it was
decided to focus on radio broadcasts because many different
communication scenarios and styles are used on the radio.

We use a two-step process: We first record and review a
set of radio broadcasts, counting the number of code switching
events that occur, and transcribing examples of code-switched
speech. We then use the specific examples of code switching
observed as prompts for recording additional samples from
multiple speakers in order to study speaker-specific pronun-
ciation differences. As the quality of the recorded prompts
is influenced by speaker error, we validate the quality of the
recordings through a combination of automated and manual
means.

We use the first of these corpora, referred to as the Sepedi
Radio (SR) corpus, to analyse the frequency of code switching,
mechanisms of code switching and the reasons why code
switching occurs in these broadcasts. We use the second of
the corpora, the Sepedi Prompted Code Switching (SPCS)
corpus to perform a first acoustic analysis of the effect of
Sepedi/English code switching on ASR performance.

A. Data collection - radio broadcasts

We first compiled the SR corpus containing examples
of code-switched Sepedi by recording and transcribing radio
broadcasts. A number of programmes that are broadcast be-
tween 7 am and 4 pm were selected to be recorded. These
included a general breakfast show, youth and current affairs

programmes as well as an afternoon show. The level of literacy
of the radio broadcast speakers was not determined.

The recorded audio files were reviewed and orthographic
transcriptions created manually. The corpus was divided into
three portions, namely, code-switched, Sepedi, and ‘other’
data. For the code-switched portion, the starting and end
times of the utterances or phrases that contained code-switched
words were captured. In many instances it was not easy to
determine sentence boundaries (as is typical in conversational
speech). In such cases sentence boundaries were estimated
based on naturally occurring phrases within the range of
sentence lengths as observed in the set of more clearly
delineated sentences. The starting and end times of Sepedi
portions that did not contain code-switched words were also
marked, but the corresponding transcriptions were not created.
Music and advertisements were marked as ‘other’ and were not
considered for analysis in this experiment. The transcriptions
corresponding to the code-switched speech sections were used
to compile a list of phrases. These phrases were subsequently
used as prompts to collect an acoustic database of code-
switched speech (see Section III-C).

B. Transcription analysis

First language speakers of Sepedi validated the transcrip-
tions as well as the word lists that were extracted from the
transcriptions. The word lists were classified as English and
‘semi-transformed’. This term is defined to refer to words
that are clearly of English origin, not part of existing Sepedi
vocabulary and transformed from the original English so that
they are no longer the exact English word, for example,
‘diwheelchair’. The duration of the sections of speech that
are tagged as instances of code switching were calculated to
quantify the frequency of code switching.

The first step in analysing the mechanisms of code switch-
ing was to create a word list from the transcriptions of the
code-switched data. A number of labels were assigned to each
word in the word list: (1) English words with and without
a Sepedi alternative; (2) words that are semi-transformed (as
defined above); (3) part of speech per code-switched word; and
(4) whether the word forms part of a phrase that is a multi-
word example of code switching, or whether it is a single word
example. The frequency of occurrence of each category was
subsequently derived from these labelled transcriptions.

To determine some of the reasons why code switching
occurs, events were identified where English words were used
in conjunction with Sepedi words. Frequency counts were then
compiled for events where English was used for emphasis
(where speakers use the matrix language for a word or phrase
and then repeat the concept using the embedded language) and
events where English was used because a Sepedi alternative
does not exist.

C. Data collection - prompted code-switched speech

The prompts that were derived from the transcribed code-
switched radio data were used to compile the SPCS cor-
pus. Broadband speech data was collected using Woefzela,
a locally-developed, smartphone-based speech data collection
tool [15]. Twenty speakers (12 males, 8 females) each read ap-
proximately 450 utterances, resulting in 10 hours of prompted



speech. The ages of the participants ranged between 17 and
27 years old.

D. SPCS corpus evaluation

The quality of the SPCS corpus was verified using Phone-
based Dynamic Programming (PDP) scores, as described
in [16]. The technique consists of developing a phone-based
ASR system, and then comparing the phone labels obtained
when (a) decoding an utterance using a phone-loop grammar
and (b) aligning the same utterance at phone-level using the
intended prompt. The two phone strings are aligned using
dynamic programming and either a flat or a variable scoring
matrix (obtained from the data being scored, as described in
more detail in [16]). The alignment score is then used as a
direct indication of both audio and transcription quality.

Once alignment scores were obtained, all utterances were
ordered according to these scores, and the quality of the corpus
at specific points (according to this ordering) was verified
manually.

1) Data: We used the data described in Section III-C to
perform four-fold cross-validation. (75% of the data was used
for training and the remaining 25% for testing; this is repeated
four times.)

2) Dictionary development: For verification, we use a
straightforward approach to develop the pronunciation dictio-
nary. We develop two versions: one in which all the words in
the SPCS corpus were predicted using Sepedi grapheme-to-
phoneme (g2p) rules (the sep g2p 1 dictionary) and another
where the pronunciations of English words were manually cor-
rected where gross errors occurred (the sep g2p 2 dictionary).
In both dictionaries, the affricates were split, as described in
[17], thereby resulting in a reduced Sepedi phone set.

3) ASR system development: A baseline ASR system was
implemented using the HTK toolkit [18]. A standard 3-state
left to right Hidden Markov Model architecture was used to
develop context-dependent, tied-state, triphone models. A 39-
dimensional feature vector was used (13 static Mel-Frequency
Cepstral Coefficients, with delta and delta-delta coefficients
appended). Speaker-specific cepstral mean and variance nor-
malisation, as well as semi-tied transforms were applied.

These systems were only used to perform corpus evaluation;
custom-designed systems are built for acoustic analysis.

E. Acoustic analysis of code-switched speech

In order to obtain a first indication of the acoustic impact of
code switching on speech recognition performance, we develop
a basic ASR system using a prior corpus of Sepedi data, and
evaluate the difference in accuracy when recognising different
test sets: (1) Sepedi-only data, (2) code-switched data and (3)
a combination of the two data sets.

1) Data: For training, we use the NCHLT corpus [15]
which consists of prompted speech in Sepedi, but which also
includes some English speech. (The latter was generated from
general English text and are not examples of actual code
switching.) The corpus consists of 113 speakers and 12,560
unique word tokens. We train our system on both English and
Sepedi speech, and model code switching at the pronunciation
dictionary level. We use the sep g2p 1 dictionary described

above as a benchmark, but obtain additional results using a
more sophisticated dictionary (as described below).

Both the SPCS corpus and the Sepedi portion of the
NCHLT test set are used during evaluation, and three sepa-
rate results are produced: for only the code-switched (SPCS)
corpus, for the Sepedi portion of the NCHLT test set, and for
the former and the latter data combined.

2) Dictionary development: In order to obtain a credible
result, we develop a more sophisticated dictionary for the
acoustic analysis, following the process described in [8]. In
order to map the English phonemes to Sepedi phonemes, we
first train an ASR system containing Sepedi-only phonemes
and then decode the code-switched speech using a phone-loop
grammar. The resulting phone strings are then aligned against
the language-specific pronunciations of all words – English
pronunciations of embedded words and Sepedi pronunciations
of matrix words – and the phoneme substitutions counted. The
resulting matrix of alignment counts clearly shows which sub-
stitutions occur most frequently, and each English phoneme is
then remapped to its closest Sepedi counterpart. The resulting
mapping is used to generate additional Sepedi variants for all
English words found in the data; these variants are added to
a standard Sepedi version of all words, generated using g2p,
as described in [8]. (In the final dictionary, each English word
would therefore include at least 2 variants.)

3) ASR system development: The new ASR system is also
implemented as described in Section III-D3.

IV. RESULTS

In this section, we first present the results from the analysis
of the initial SR corpus. The verification and acoustic analysis
of the SPCS corpus follow in Sections IV-D and IV-E.

A. SR corpus code switching frequency

The transcriptions were generated from about 10 hours of
audio, 3.6 of which contain speech content. The remainder is
non-speech content such as music, silence and advertisements.
From the content portion, the code-switched portion was al-
most 31%. The remaining part constituted Sepedi-only speech.
The speakers used, on average, 3.4 embedded words per ut-
terance (with the average length of the utterances being 15.8).
Most of the observed code-switched words were numbers. Of
those code-switched words, about 91% were pure English and
the remaining 9% were semi-transformed words. In Figure 1,
we show the number of English words per utterance, which
ranged between 1 and 22. There were 245 utterances which
contained a single English word. The utterances with close to
20 English words where actually telephone numbers (different
telephone numbers mentioned in one utterance).

B. The mechanisms of code switching

In most instances (922 of 1 018 code-switched words
observed), speakers used English words without any
modification. There were also instances where English words
were modified to conform to the Sepedi consonant-vowel
(CV) syllable structure, mostly by adding vowels at the end
of the words. Quite frequently, English words were appended
with suffixes such as -e, -a, -ing and the prefix di- as shown in



Fig. 1. The frequency of English words per sentence in the code-switched
portion of the SR corpus.

Table I. The prefix di- had a dominant percentage distribution
of 66.67%.

TABLE I. PREFIX/SUFFIX APPENDED TO MODIFIED ENGLISH WORDS

AND THEIR PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION.

Prefix/suffix % distribution

di- 66.67

-a 12.50

-e 9.38

-ing 2.08

other 9.38

The suffixes were observed when English verbs were
embedded in Sepedi, for example enjoy became enjoya. The
prefix di- was used for nouns in order to create a plural,
for example: ‘Ba bangwe ba bona ba feleletsa ba dula mo
diwheelchair (Some sit on wheelchairs)’. Table II shows the
occurrence of the different parts of speech of English words
observed. It is evident that the most code-switched words are
nouns.

TABLE II. PART OF SPEECH OF EMBEDDED ENGLISH WORDS.

Total Noun Adjective Verb Adverb Other

1 018 789 89 72 33 35

C. The reasons for code switching

There are a number of reasons why multilingual speakers
code switch in their conversations. We observed that code
switching often occurs where the concept being discussed does
not exist in the vocabulary of the matrix language. In Table III
we show the number of English word tokens that do not have
a Sepedi alternative. It must be noted that speakers still use
code switching even for words that have Sepedi alternatives.
Reference to time and age can be uttered in English by
speakers for clarity or emphasis. There were 18 instances
where speakers used both English and Sepedi for time and age
(uttered first the Sepedi phrase, then repeating it in English).

TABLE III. NUMBER OF ENGLISH WORD TOKENS WITH AND WITHOUT

SEPEDI ALTERNATIVES.

# words # words

(with numbers) (without numbers)

Has Sepedi alternative 444 412

No Sepedi alternative 478 478

D. SPCS corpus evaluation

The ASR systems used to evaluate the SPCS corpus were
implemented as described in Section III-D3. These systems
were used to decode and align utterances in order to compare
the phone strings of the utterances. For the two systems
developed using the two different dictionaries, four-fold cross-
validated phone accuracies obtained were 59.30% and 65.11%,
using the sep g2p 1 and the improved sep g2p 2 dictionaries,
respectively. (See the ‘all utterances’ row in Table IV.)

TABLE IV. PHONE ACCURACIES OBTAINED WHEN CROSS-VALIDATING

DIFFERENT SUBSETS OF THE SPCS CORPUS. HERE ‘10K’ INDICATES THAT

ONLY THE BEST 10K UTTERANCES WERE RETAINED.

Corpus Accuracy Accuracy

(sep g2p 1) (sep g2p 2)

10K 56.77 63.40

11K 57.29 64.27

12K 58.07 64.86

all utterances 59.30 65.11

The evaluation of the corpus was performed with the two
systems described above, and the PDP scores obtained are
shown in Figure 2. Positive PDP scores show that the audio
can be decoded and is closely matched in content to the given
transcriptions. There were two scoring matrices used, a flat
matrix, and a trained matrix. In Figure 2, ‘flat’ and ‘trained’
refer to the scoring matrices used, while ‘sep g2p 1’ and
‘sep g2p 2’ refer to the dictionaries used. For the evaluation of
the corpus we only used scores obtained using the flat matrix
and the sep g2p 2 dictionary (Sepedi g2p rules with manual
verification of English words).

Fig. 2. PDP scores using using the sep g2p 1 and sep g2p 2 dictionaries
with either a flat or trained scoring matrix.

While the graphs in Figure 2 provide an indication of the
distribution of good utterances (to the left of the graph) as well
as poor utterances (to the right of the graph), the threshold at
which data becomes unusable for a specific application can
only be determined through a systematic analysis of data at
different scoring levels. Therefore, selected utterances were
manually reviewed at different scoring levels: the utterance list
was sorted according to the PDP scores, and at specific data
points, 20 utterances were selected and listened to in order
to rate the audio and transcription quality. Only one person
listened to the selected utterances.



In Table V, we provide a summary of categories of prob-
lems observed at different data points. The first 20 utterances
were listened to at the 0, 2K, 4K, 6K, 8K, 10K, 11K, 12K,
and end-of-corpus data points. The first errors were only
encountered at the 8K data point. Most of the utterances were
good, with clipping and low volume affecting the PDP scoring.
All the categories listed in Table V were considered as errors
when evaluating the corpus, with the exception of the low
volume category, which was regarded as acceptable audio.

TABLE V. THE PERCENTAGE OF GOOD UTTERANCES AT DIFFERENT

DATA POINTS

Data points No. of good

utterances (%)

0 - 20 100

2,000 - 2,020 100

4,000 - 4,020 100

6,000 - 6,020 100

8,000 - 8,020 90

10,000 - 10,020 95

11,000 - 11,020 55

12,000 - 12,020 35

12,364 - 12,384 10

The quality of the utterances seems to deteriorate below
the PDP score of 0.120. Even though there are good utterances
below this score, many of these utterances have a sound artifact
at the end, where the sound of a button being pressed is
clearly audible. This effect would have affected the rating of
the PDP scores (due to poorer alignment). Other utterances
indeed contain errors.

The clean corpus size obtained from this evaluation process
consists of utterances with PDP scores above the threshold of
0.120, thereby resulting in the corpus size of 11K utterances.

The following categories of errors were identified when
manually listening to each utterance at different data points.
Most of the low volume errors encountered came from one
speaker:

• Correct but low volume

• Correct but clipping at the end

• Blank utterance

• Cut audio

• Background noise

• Speech repetitions

• Mispronunciations

• Hissing sound (channel effects)

The counts per each error category are shown in Table VI.

After the evaluation of the corpus was completed, a second
sanity check was performed by evaluating phone recognition
accuracies on different subsets of the corpus, as shown in
Table IV. The same test set (from ‘all utterances’) were
retained but the training sets used were reduced by removing
all utterances that fell below a given threshold. In Table IV
we show the phone recognition accuracies of ASR systems
developed using data with 10K, 11K, and 12K utterances
after the removal of flagged problematic utterances using the
sep g2p 1 and sep g2p 2 dictionaries. Accuracies deteriorate
slightly, as the data set used for training becomes smaller

and smaller. This indicates that the lower scored utterances
(even though they contain some form of error) still contribute
meaningful portions of audio, and are useful to retain for ASR
purposes, even though they may not be ideal for detailed
acoustic analysis of individual words. The full corpus is
therefore used to obtain the results presented in Section IV-E.

E. Acoustic analysis

The effect of the addition of the code-switched speech
on the ASR system is analysed by measuring the phone
recognition accuracies when the test set contains (1) only the
matrix language, (2) only the code-switched corpus, and (3) a
combination of the two data sets (matrix language speech and
code-switched corpus).

We perform a basic acoustic analysis of the new (SPCS)
corpus using a flat phone-loop grammar. (While recognition
accuracy is relatively low, this helps to show a better compar-
ison of acoustic difficulty, without results being influenced by
the choice of a language model, a topic that requires further
study.) Table VII shows the results obtained for three different
pronunciation modelling approaches: when matrix language
g2p rules are used for all words including embedded words
(as used in Section IV-D), when embedded words are mapped
to the matrix language, and when two variants are added per
embedded word: one using the matrix language g2p rules,
another the (mapped) embedded language g2p rules.

Table VII shows the effect of code-switched speech: as
expected, overall phone recognition accuracy decreases when
code-switched speech is added. Adding more variants improves
the recognition accuracy on the combined data from 59.26% to
65.52%, but even when adding variants, the large gap between
matrix language results (68.47%) and embedded language
results (64.07%) remains. Note that better modelling of the
code-switched portion also improves the recognition results of
the matrix language initially (the ‘Sepedi g2p’ experiment), but
that the additional variants (the ‘Variants added’ experiment)
introduce some additional confusability seen in the final result,
thereby resulting in a recognition accuracy decrease for matrix
language words.

TABLE VII. PHONE RECOGNITION ACCURACY FOR CODE-SWITCHED

(SPCS), NON-CODE-SWITCHED (NCHLT SEPEDI) AND COMBINED DATA.

SPCS NCHLT Sepedi combination

Mapping only 55.84 66.35 59.26

Sepedi g2p 60.37 69.28 63.27

Variants added 64.07 68.47 65.52

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented a new corpus that was devel-
oped to better understand the implications of English/Sepedi
code switching for ASR systems. The corpus development
process consisted of first recording and transcribing radio
broadcasts. This data was then used to analyse the frequency,
mechanisms, and reasons for code switching.

In addition, samples of the transcriptions (containing true
code-switched events) were then re-recorded by multiple
speakers, in order to obtain data that is useful for studying
pronunciation variation in code-switched speech. In order to
verify the quality of the recorded corpus, PDP scoring was



TABLE VI. THE COUNTS PER EACH ERROR CATEGORY AT DIFFERENT DATA POINTS

Data points Low Clipping Blank Cut Background Speech Mispron Hissing

Volume Audio Noise Repetitions

0 - 20 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

2,000 - 2,020 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

4,000 - 4,020 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

6,000 - 6,020 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

8,000 - 8,020 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0

10,000 - 10,020 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

11,000 - 11,020 0 5 0 2 1 1 0 0

12,000 - 12,020 4 2 0 3 0 2 1 1

12,364 - 12,384 12 1 4 0 0 0 0 0

used. While a cleaner corpus is not required for ASR purposes,
such a corpus can be useful for detailed phonetic analysis of
code-switched events – an area of ongoing interest [13].

As could be expected, it was found that nouns, numbers
and dates were the most important categories of words where
code switching occurred. More surprisingly, we found that
there were no Sepedi alternatives for over 50% of the English
words observed, which predicts that many of these words will
be incorporated into Sepedi over time. In addition, about 10%
of English words observed were still recognisable as English,
but ‘semi-transformed’ into Sepedi words through the addition
or transformation of syllables.

The most unexpected result from this work was the high
frequency of code switching that was observed. (See Figure 1.)
Most of the embedded words were single English words, and
mostly these were not transformed from standard English:
while this makes them fairly easy to model, these words still
had a significant influence on ASR performance.

An initial acoustic analysis of the effect of code-switched
data on ASR performance was conducted. As expected, the
addition of the code-switched corpus decreases the recognition
accuracy of the ASR system. However, better lexical modelling
of the code-switched portion of the corpus can (to an extent)
compensate for the decrease in performance, as shown in Table
VII.

In future work, we would like to use the newly created
reference corpus to investigate more sophisticated approaches
to the acoustic modelling of Sepedi code-switched speech. We
are particularly interested in the various categories of code-
switched speech (standard English, semi-transformed English,
Sepedi loan words) and ways in which these can be modelled
separately. In this work, we had complete control over the
transcription process, but in a general text the transformation
in spelling of code-switched words also becomes an issue, for
example ‘block’ transforming to ‘blocka’ and then to ‘bloka’,
a process we would like to model more precisely.
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Abstract—We describe the integration of several tools to enable

the end-to-end development of an Automatic Speech Recognition
system in a typical under-resourced language. Google App Engine
is employed as the core environment for data verification, storage
and distribution, and used in conjunction with existing tools for
gathering text and for speech data recording. We analyse the
data acquired by each of the tools and develop an ASR system
in Shona, an important under-resourced language of Southern
Africa. Although unexpected logistical problems complicated the
process, we were able to collect a usable Shona speech corpus
for the development of the first Automatic Speech Recognition
system in that language.

I. INTRODUCTION

The range of applications for high-quality automatic speech
recognition (ASR) systems has grown dramatically with the
advent of smart phones, in which speech recognition can
greatly enhance the user experience. Currently, the languages
with extensive ASR support on these devices are languages that
have thousands of hours of transcribed speech data already
collected. Developing a speech system for such a language
is made simpler because extensive resources already exist.
However for languages that are not as prominent, the process
is more difficult. Many obstacles such as reliability and cost
have hampered progress in this regard, and various separate
tools for every stage of the development process have been
introduced to overcome these difficulties.

The approach we explore in this paper is to combine these
partial solutions. This process includes creating new tools and
incorporating existing ones to develop an end-to-end ASR
system in typical under-resourced conditions. The first stage
of our solution uses an on-line tool called Rapid Language
Adaptation Toolkit (RLAT) [1]. RLAT permits speech system
developers to rapidly collect text data from the internet using
web crawlers and web robots. We also incorporated an open-
source software tool called Woefzela [2], that can collect
speech data in resource-constrained environments at low costs.
Google App Engine (GAE) [3] is the platform that houses the
collected corpus in a reliable and secure location; tools were
written to combine the outputs of RLAT and Woefzela for
management, storage and distribtion via GAE. The end-to-end
process uses a web interface to perform most of the tasks.

The aim was to make the process as simple as possible, and
facilitate ease of use.

II. BACKGROUND

The foundation of most ASR and text-to-speech (TTS) systems
is the availability of sufficient clean text and speech corpora.
Most languages in developing and underdeveloped countries
do not have the luxury of having such resources. Sixty percent
of the world’s population speak only about thirty of the
6900 living spoken languages, as native or second language
speakers. The vast majority of the remaining languages are
plagued by limited speech resources. Reasons for the lack
of resources can range from native speakers being illiterate
to accessibility because they live in remote areas. Languages
that have little or no speech corpora are therefore classified as
under resourced and those with sufficient speech corpora are
said to be well resourced. The majority of African languages
fall in the under resourced category, even though many of
these languages have millions of speakers. For the current
work, we focus our attention on the Shona language, which
is a typical widely-spoken but poorly-resourced language in
Southern Africa.

Fortunately, a substantial number of the under-resourced lan-
guages do have a significant presence on the World Wide Web.
These internet sites can be crawled to retrieve the contents
of the web pages, and the data can then be cleaned through
suitable preprocessing stages to serve as general text corpora.
The preprocessing steps include the removal of HTML tags,
foreign-language content and various forms of punctuation.

For the specific purpose of ASR corpus development, suitable
prompting material can be extracted from such general corpora.
Woefzela employs short n-grams of frequently co-occurring
words as prompts, in order to simplify the prompt-reading task.
Thus, such segments need to be extracted from the text corpus.
To avoid inappropriate or confusing prompts, it is useful to
have the automatically-extracted segments verified by a native
speaker before they are recorded. We have therefore developed
a tool for on-line prompt verification, which integrates with
Woefzela to download the selected prompts to Woefzela-
enabled smart phones in preparation for speech recording.



The remainder of this paper is arranged as follows. Section
III gives a brief background of the language/dialect Shona,
chosen for baseline system evaluation. Section IV introduces
the text data collection process and how the data were cleaned
to generate prompts. Section V introduces the method we used
to acquire speech data. Subsequently, Section VI reports on
the experiments and results of each part of of the end-to-
end system, and we conclude with some retrospective remarks
on the strengths and weaknesses of the system that we have
developed.

III. THE SHONA LANGUAGE

The Shona language is a Bantu language native to the Shona
people of Zimbabwe, southern Zambia, Botswana and parts
of Mozambique. Shona is also used as an umbrella term to
identify people who speak one of the Shona language di-
alects, namely Zezuru, Karanga, Manyika, Ndau and Korekore.
Zezuru, mainly spoken in Mashonaland, is regarded as standard
Shona dialect [4]. Shona is also spoken unofficially in South
African and it is closely related to the Venda language (one
of the official languages of South Africa). The language has
more than 10.8 million first-language speakers across Southern
Africa. Shona is a tonal language with two tones, high and
low; the tones are not indicated in the script form of the
language, which uses the Roman alphabet with a fairly regular
relationship between orthography and pronunciation.

IV. TEXT DATA COLLECTION

There are various methods that can be utilized when collecting
text data - see [5] for an overview. The method explored
here was the use of RLAT, which is a tool developed at the
Karlsruhe Institute of Technology to quickly collect data for a
particular language without being a speech expert. RLAT can
also be used for speech data collection, for the development of
automatic speech recognition (ASR) and text-to-speech (TTS)
systems. However, that functionality requires that audio data
be recorded over the internet, which is often not feasible in
developing countries, because internet connectivity is usually
an non-existent. We therefore only utilize the text-collection
capabilities of RLAT in our development.

A. Text Data Crawling

A list of one hundred frequently used Shona words, which
was created by extracting text from a few Shona websites
and performing a word frequency count, served as starting
point for our development. The process flow of the remainder
of the text data collection process is depicted in Figure 1.
To collect text data, this list of one hundred frequently used
Shona words was submitted to the RLAT team and used to
search for web sites which may contain Shona content (based
on the presence of those words). The Shona language option
was added by the RLAT team to support our effort, and can
be found on the drop-down menu on the RLAT website. For
direct and robust web crawling, a text file with a list of eight
URL’s, shown in Table I, was also uploaded to the RLAT
site. A total of 19 Megabytes of data was collected. The
data contained approximately 267 thousand sentences, which
include over 2.6 million word tokens. RLAT provides data
clean-up mechanisms that remove HTML tags, punctuation
marks and convert the text to lower case. This process is termed

Fig. 1. A schematic diagram of the RLAT interaction process.

language independent text normalization [6]. After the cleaning
process, the data was found to have a large portion of English
content: for both word types (i.e each unique words counted
separately) and word tokens (i.e each word counted regardless
of repetition) the ratio of English to Shona was approximately
1:1. Although some English data would be acceptable for our
Shona development process, this ratio is too high - we therefore
needed to perform additional processing, as described below.

TABLE I. Shona URLs used to initiate crawling.

Order URL

1 http://mudararatinashemuchuri.blogspot.com

2 http://vashona.com/shona-news

3 http://www.watchtower.org/ca/jt/

4 http://www.kwayedza.co.zw/

5 http://www.voanews.com/shona

6 http://www.viva.org/downloads/pdf/wwp2012/

7 http://faraitose.wordpress.com

8 http://16dayscwgl.rutgers.edu

B. Prompt Design and Generation

There are several important factors that need to be kept in mind
when designing prompts. These include the domain in which
the prompts will be used, likely user populations and phonetic
coverage of the prompts. The prompts were designed for open-
domain purposes, which means a complete coverage is unlikely
to be achieved (especially within the restricted scope of a
corpus for an under-resourced language).

Since our prompts are intended for usage with Woefzela, we
required short phrases that could easily be displayed on the
screen of a smart phone. The developers of Woefzela found
that prompts of three to five words work well for that purpose.
Since Shona is a morphologically complex (agglutanitive)
language with a conjunctive writing style, its words tend to



Fig. 2. A screen shot of the on-line prompt verifier.

be long. Thus, the prompts were limited to 3-grams. This
made the prompts not too long to read but still semantically
meaningful. A prompt list of five thousand sentence fragments
was generated. The digits in the text were not normalized to
see how the native speakers would call out the numbers. The
greedy algorithm used to generate prompts does not perform
any spell checking. This can be overcome by providing a
verification process - which is required in any case to remove
inappropriate content, as we discuss next,

C. Prompt Verification

At this stage a text file containing five thousand sentences
is generated for prompt verification. The UTF-8 encoded
sentences have three words each for recording. Some of the
sentences have mixed English and Shona words. Before the
recording process could take place, the prompts had to be
verified. This is to ensure that they do not contain spelling
errors or inappropriate content (such as abusive or obscene
phrases). The verification process was established through
a web interface. The site was developed on Google App
Engine in the django environment. The prompt text file can
be uploaded by users to the site.

During the verification process, a text file is retrieved from
the database and displayed in a table format. Each prompt has
a corresponding check box which is checked if the verifier
is satisfied with the correctness of the prompt. The interface
provides a field that allows the user to give the file to be
generated a unique name. The text file with verified prompts
is saved to the database and is ready for download for use by
the Woefzela application. Figure 2 shows a snapshot of the
verification page.

Fig. 3. A schematic diagram of the data collection and training processes.

V. SPEECH DATA COLLECTION

The simplicity of the end-to-end process of ASR development
lies in its process flow and automated nature. Figure 3 il-
lustrates the interaction between different tools to accomplish
end-to-end ASR system development. For the verified prompts
to be recorded, they need to be downloaded from the Google
App Engine server. This prompted the development of an
application that facilitates the interconnection between the
server and the recording tool. For this purpose, we developed
an application called WDownload which retrieves the recently
verified text file of prompts to the local mobile smart phone.
It is open-source based and runs on the Android operating
system.

A. Respondent Canvassing and Screening

For the recording process to start, native speakers of the
language have to be recruited to perform verification and to
do the recordings. A Shona native speaker was hired to be
in every recording session to screen the respondents. The
screening process was done by assessing the ability and fluency
of how respondents could read fifteen Shona sentences that
were randomly selected from the prompt text file.

The respondents included students and domestic workers,
and were rewarded with token awards for their participation.
However, this turned out to be surprisingly controversial –
many potential respondents wished for substantial payments
in order to participate, which was not compatible with the
limited budget and open-source approach of the current project.
Amongst the students, there was a greater receptivity for the
open-source style; we were able to collect with greater success
in that population, but only a limited number of students
were available in Pretoria, where our collection was being
performed.

Another challenge faced by field workers during the collection
process was getting many respondents in a single location
to record. This was the unexpected result of political events
that had occurred previously. The recordings therefore had to
be done with one or two respondents at a time in different



locations, and again limited our ability to collect a substantial
number of speakers.

B. Respondent Registering

Respondents were required to sign a consent form to allow
their voices to be used for our project; afterwards they received
their tokens of appreciation. They were also required to fill
in a profile field which included their age, phone numbers,
identity numbers and their gender. The recording process using
Woefzela (see below) was very intuitive for students: very little
training was required to operate the application. The older
generation needed more assistance on how the application
should be operated.

C. Prompt Recording

Six inexpensive mobile telephones running the Android op-
erating system were used to perform recordings. The phones
had to be fully charged and running all the software required.
Woefzela was used for audio and meta-data collection. Woe-
fzela [2] is an open-source tool that runs on the Android
operating system. It provides a practical and cost effective
manner to collect speech data, especially in under-resourced
environments.

Each respondent was required to record about 500 prompts
initially; this was later reduced to 300 when frequent respon-
dent fatigue and loss of concentration was noticed. Depending
on how fast the respondent could read prompts, the recording
session could take between 45 minutes to an hour. The record-
ings with the associated meta data were then saved onto the SD
card. The data collection effort initially aimed at recording 20
Shona speakers, based on performance against speaker-number
results previously obtained [7].

Collected data may be copied directly from the SD cards to
limit reliance on the internet (a significant concern in the
developing world). However, phones can be moved to an
area with internet and directly upload all the files on the SD
card to the server. WUpload is an Android application that
is responsible for data upload to the Google App Engine. To
ensure that the files are not duplicated, a checksum is returned
from the server and if it matches that on the phone, the file in
the SD card is deleted. The data is stored in a blob-oriented
database for easy retrieval.

VI. ANALYSIS, EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

In order to evaluate the partial solutions that make up the
end-to-end system, we have conducted various experiments as
described in this section. We present the quality of the text data
collected. We also analyse the recorded transcribed corpora,
and finally report on the results obtained with an acoustic
model that was trained to perform ASR.

A. Text Data Analysis

To control the amount of English text in our corpus, a list
of English words was acquired by combining the CMU [8],
Lwazi [9] and NCHLT English [2] pronunciation dictionaries.
This list was used as a lookup table to remove sentences
that contained English words only. The list consisted of 65
thousand words, mostly in the South African dialect of English.

Sentences that had a mix of English and Shona were included
in the corpus, since such code-switched speech is commonly
found in ASR applications in under-resourced languages. Fig-
ure 4 shows pie charts that indicate the English-to-Shona ratio
of the remaining sentences. Numerics were left as they are to
hear how native speakers call them out (previously, we have
found that numeric quantities are often pronounced in English
[10]).

Fig. 4. A schematic diagram of Shona to English text ratio.
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B. Speech Data Quality Control and Analysis

The speech data and associated eXtensible Mark-up Language
(XML) files can be downloaded directly from the Google
App Engine using a Python script. In order to complete the
evaluation of our system, we have downloaded the data and
developed a grapheme-based Shona ASR system.

Because of the complications described in Section V-A above,
the collected corpus was smaller than we had initially intended:
we had recordings from five female voices and six male voices,
and a total of three and a half hours of speech. This data had
to go through quality control measures both on the phone [11]
and during off-line post processing [12]. The post processing
scripts use the meta data from the mobile phone to tag the
audio files. The process extracts the text prompts from XML
files and creates associated transcriptions.

The off-line quality control examines the volume levels and
the stop/start errors of the recording. Table II shows the
results of the quality control process before any training is
performed. From a total of 4018 recorded utterances, only 1855
were usable to train acoustic models. The recorded prompts
had 7296 word tokens, containing 3619 unique types. The
recording process managed to acquire 3.28 hours of speech
data.

TABLE II. Quality control data results.

Respondent Total Recordings Usable Recordings

000 395 59

001 377 205

002 679 259

003 6 1

004 520 276

005 375 223

006 424 331

007 377 257

008 393 119

009 334 83

010 138 42

TOTAL 4018 1855



C. Recognition Results

The quality-control process verifies that prompts have appro-
priate durations and energy levels, but does not contain any
mechanism to verify that the recorded audio files correspond to
the prompted transcriptions. For a better understanding of the
collected corpus, we randomly split the data into 80% and 20%
training and test data respectively. For eleven speakers, we used
five-fold cross validation. The speaker tags were generated so
that no speaker would appear in both the test and training sets.

The recogniser employed standard Hidden Markov Model
(HMM) based systems. For feature extraction, 39 dimensional
Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficient (MFCC) features were
generated using HTK [13]. The MFCCs were extracted from a
25 milliseconds frame every 10 milliseconds. A flat grapheme-
based language model was used for grapheme recognition.
The dictionary used in the experiment was compiled from
the crawled text data. It comprises a word list with the
corresponding space separated grapheme representation. Table
III shows the overall amount of data used and the accuracy
of the grapheme-based system with both English + Shona
and Shona-only data. The experiments were conducted using
independent test sets and 5-fold cross validation. Table IV
shows the results of the ASR system with both English + Shona
and Shona-only data per speaker.

The training and test data contained English, which is a highly
irregular language. The grapheme-based recognition results
for such languages are invariably poor [14] – especially for
the case where the majority of the speech data are written
in the orthography of another language. To investigate this
further, the English content from the training and test data were
removed and the system was retrained. The last two columns of
Table IV show the results for Shona-only training and test sets.
It is observed that all the speaker results improved, showing
that even the small amount of English data present in our
corpus hurts grapheme-based performance substantially.

TABLE III. Overall English + Shona and Shona-only results.

Language % Correct % Accuracy Amount of Data

English + Shona 66.29 55.34 3.28 hours

Shona-only 73.95 64.68 2.74 hours

TABLE IV. English + Shona and Shona-only ASR results per speaker.

English + Shona Shona Only

Respondent % Correct % Accuracy % Correct % Accuracy

Speaker 000 60.08 48.34 61.64 52.05

Speaker 001 55.86 45.02 60.32 48.51

Speaker 002 64.84 53.48 69.03 58.07

Speaker 003 62.59 51.02 67.35 63.27

Speaker 004 70.39 60.44 73.28 64.83

Speaker 005 69.55 58.46 74.0 64.44

Speaker 006 67.73 55.64 69.40 58.58

Speaker 007 60.01 45.10 63.15 50.1

Speaker 008 71.72 61.83 75.89 66.71

Speaker 009 62.32 48.58 64.81 52.3

Speaker 010 65.11 48.19 67.19 55.96

Although our corpus was very limited in size and speaker
variability, the grapheme accuracy achieved is acceptable. It

is, for example, in the same range as the accuracies achieved
for phoneme recognition on the 11 official South African
languages during the Lwazi project [9]. Of course, this is only
a starting point for Shona ASR development, and a number of
measures that are likely to improve recognition accuracy are
discussed below.

VII. CONCLUSION

We have explored the development of a set of tools that can
be used for rapid end-to-end ASR system development. The
process was tested and validated using the Shona language
native to Zimbabwe. The system uses the web-based RLAT to
acquire text data. The text data were cleaned to contain words
in a 86% to 14% Shona-to-English ratio. Text data were seg-
mented into prompts and uploaded to GAE. The prompts were
verified on-line through a web-based system. To automate the
end-to-end process, we also developed an Android application,
WDownload, to download verified prompts to a mobile phone.
Woefzela was used for recording and meta data collection. The
recorded speech data was uploaded to the GAE through an
Android application called WUpload. The data can be fetched
at any time to develop an ASR system. With the combination of
all these partial solutions, the end-to-end system development
is made faster, easier, more intuitive and cost effective.

The accuracy of the ASR system can be improved in a number
of ways. For example, a manually verified pronunciation
dictionary - especially of the English words - would be useful.
Also, during the recording process it was found that there
were several inconsistencies in the pronunciation of certain
numerals: the reading of years and large numbers, particularly,
varied from respondent to respondent. This led to a degradation
in word accuracy. Most importantly, more speech from a larger
number of respondents will greatly enhance the accuracy of our
recognizer. The logistical challenges that limited the size of
our corpus were both unexpected and highly dependent on the
local context. We hope that others will use our tools to perform
ASR system development in under-resourced languages ... and
that they will not be plagued by similar logistical issues!
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Abstract—Mobile robots have been increasingly used in 

industrial applications over the last two decades. Since the mobile 

robots carry their own energy sources, it is important to try and 

conserve energy while in operation. The aim of this paper is to 

see the effect on the total energy consumption of a mobile robot 

after implementing an energy efficient version of a path planning 

algorithm. Our method involves modifying a Q-learning path 

planning algorithm with weights, thus directly controlling 

navigation in a path planning problem. We conduct simulations 

for random environments, and compare our method with a 

normal Q-learning path planner to see if any considerable energy 

savings are achieved. Results show that our method can reduce 

energy consumption by 4.91% but also increases traveling 

distance by 4.04%.

Index Terms—Path planning, Q-Learning, Energy consumption, 

Mobile Robots.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

In the past, robots used in industrial setups have been bulky 

and fixed which was fine as they were used in factory 

operations that did not require much mobility and rather 

focused on mass production or assembly operations such as 

processing and dispensing of parts. These robots were relied 

upon for the precision they offered as well as operation times 

which outlasted any human [1, 2]. However most of these 

industrial type robots had limited application flexibility due to 

lack of mobility. The mobility of robots provides additional 

flexibility making new applications possible. These 

applications include; dangerous situation navigation, ocean 

exploration, medical, surgical applications as well as space 

exploration [1, 3]. Contemporary mobile robot units generally 

seem to have limited use unless they possess some form of 

autonomy [2]. The area of artificial intelligence differentiates 

the levels of autonomy from manual to fully automatic 

depending on the capability of the mobile robot agent. A 

mobile robot must be able to carry out particular tasks with 

limited supervision. A very popular problem in modern 

robotics literature is that of path planning. Learning algorithms 

have been developed to enable the computational brain of the 

robot also known as the agent to facilitate path planning and 

other tasks. There a several ways by which energy can be saved 

in a mobile robot, not the least being using energy efficient 

motors [10].Y. Mei et al [9] modelled a mobile robot’s dc 

motor to find the relationship between the motors and the 

robot’s own velocity. The robot used was run on different paths 

to calculate the energy consumption along those paths. M. 

Shahab [10] discussed energy efficiency in terms of mobile 

robots and endeavoured to classify the different ways energy is 

consumed in a mobile robot. A power model was derived for 

use in managing the energy losses expended by each individual 

motor as well as a discussion of motion planning of the

conflicting objectives of optimising for time and energy. Barili

et al. [17] introduced the concept of manipulating velocities to 

save energy for a mobile robot. In their work there was no 

mention of the relationship between path planning and velocity 

control. This paper is different in that it focuses on a learning 

algorithm as a solution in the attempt to obtain energy efficient 

path planning.The Q-learning algorithm is used in this research 

is to find the shortest paths in unknown environments, of 

different sizes and obstacle densities using Q-learning. The Q-

learning algorithm is then modified with weights in an attempt

to enable a mobile robot to plan paths which are less energy 

intensive. In this study, the framework to be used is that of a 

small point robot on a discrete grid map. The behaviour to 

learn is energy efficient path planning.

I. PATH PLANNING

Researchers have long been interested in path planning. The 

interest rose due to the development of path planning for

industrial manipulator robots. Manipulator robots have many 

degrees of freedom and the path planning problem was to 

move arms or limbs with accuracy, which was quite complex 

in relation to operating differential drive robots on flat 

surfaces. However the techniques developed for manipulator 

robots have been the basis of many path planning techniques 

currently used on mobile robots. This movement resulted in 

simpler path planning algorithms, as the degrees of freedom 

were greatly reduced. Most mobile robots operate at speeds 

which are low enough to almost completely ignore the 

dynamics and kinematics used by the industrial robots

manipulator, for which the algorithms were originally 

developed [4].



A. Configuration Space 

The representation within which path planning is done for both 

manipulator and mobile robots is called the configuration space 

or C-space. It is defined as a set of parameters that completely 

specify the position of an object, for e.g. the positions of a 

robot arm [5].This can be represented as a set of coordinates or 

points of k real values , in a k-dimensional space of 

k degree of freedom object. This means a complex 3D robot 

structure could be represented by a single k-dimensional point

[4]. Figure 1 below shows the physical environment containing 

a two-link planar robot’s start and end positions as well as 

obstacles in the environment represented by the dark blocks 

numbered 1, 2, 3 and 4.

Figure 2 below shows the corresponding configuration space 

representation which shows a single point representing the 

planar robot in free space in terms of joint coordinates 

(  and the path the joints (point) would have to take to 

reach the end position. 

B. Graph Construction Methods 

There are three main types of environment representations 

with which path planning algorithms can be used, namely 

continuous geometric maps, decomposition based geometric 

map and topological maps. The actual continuous environment 

model must be converted into a precise discrete map suitable 

for a certain path planning algorithm. There are methods 

which have been identified to transform/construct the 

environmental map into a connectivity graph, which can be 

searched using path planning algorithms [5]. The graph 

construction method used in this paper is the fixed cell 

decomposition method. An example is shown by Figures 3 

and 4 below.

Figure1: Two-link planar robot [3]

Figure 2: Configuration space [4]

Figure 3: C-space of equally divided cells [5]

Figure 4: C-space after fixed cell 

decomposition [5]



C. Graph Search Methods

The goal of path planning is to find the best path i.e. the 

shortest path, from the start location to the goal location 

regardless what map representation is chosen to generate the 

connectivity graph. There are several graph search algorithms 

which have been used for path planning including the breadth 

first search method, depth first method, A* method and 

Dijkstra’s method[4,17,18]. However the method used in this 

research endeavour is the Q-learning method and will be 

discussed in the next section.  

II. Q-LEARNING

Q-learning is an off policy model free algorithm in the family 

of reinforcement learning algorithms introduced by P.Watkins 

in 1989[7, 8, 12]. Off-policy in this context means that the 

learning is done before the robot is in operation. The robot’s 

agent learns an action selection policy from feedback from the 

environment during what is called the Training stage. This 

feedback is in terms of a numerical reward value which is used 

to update what is called a Value function. Each value in the 

Value function represents the numerical significance of every 

single action available in the environment’s C- space, towards 

completing a pre-determined task, for example navigating 

along a shortest path to a target state. These values are called 

Q-Value. The initial training can be done by trial and error i.e. 

simulating episodes of random mobile robot action selections 

in a discrete version of the environment until every possible 

action in each state is executed, a reward is feedback to the 

agent and a corresponding Q-value is given for every available 

action. The optimal solution can then be found by executing 

only the maximum Q-Values in consecutive states until task is 

completed. This stage is called the execution stage or 

navigation stage for path planning problems. Figure 5 below 

displays the general model of the Reinforcement learning 

model. To formalise Q-learning consider a finite Markov 

Decision Process (MDP) model < S, A, f, R >. In this model S

is a finite discrete set of states, A is a finite discrete set of 

actions, f: S × R→ П(S) is the state transition probability 

function and R: S × R→ R is a reward function. It is helpful to 

remember at this point that although f and R exist, they are not 

necessarily known by the agent. The objective of a Q-learning 

agent in this MDP is to learn a policy π by sensing the current 

state at each discrete time-step t and selecting an appropriate 

action .The environment then changes from its current state

to the next state according to the state transition 

probabilities function given by f. Then a scalar reward of is 

given right after the transition [6, 7, 8]. The corresponding 

value function can be obtained by following a policy 

π chosen arbitrarily from any initial state .The value function 

is shown below in Equation 1, is the reward at 

current time-step t and is the discounting factor.

In this MDP an optimal policy π* is necessary to obtain 

maximum cumulative rewards. Equation 2 below shows the 

policy π*, where the maximum cumulative reward is denoted 

as .

π

The corresponding value function Q(s, a) is presented in 

Equation 3 below is updated by adding the reward at current 

time-step t to the discounted cumulative reward, obtained from 

the optimal policy from time-step t+1 onwards.  is the 

learning rate, which is between 0 and 1,  is the next state after 

performing the action  while in the current state . 

′

At this point it is important to take note that maximum 

cumulative reward for the next state is the same as the 

maximum possible value of value function in the same next 

state .This is shown in equation 4. Equation 5 below shows 

 as a function of its next state and the chosen optimal 

action , after a simple substitution of Equation 4 into 

Equation 3. The value obtained from the value function can 

then be stored in a table (Q-table) at each state during a 

learning episode. It is important to note that the Q-learning 

algorithm converges with probability one to the optimal Q-

values as long as each state-action pair is visited infinitely 

often and the learning rate decreases over time. However Q-

learning algorithms have been found to converge very slowly.  

The algorithm has been documented to give decent results 

when iterated 5 million times in a grid map size of 5, 10 or 

20[20].

Figure 5: Basic model of a Reinforcement learning

system [6]



This paper however details the use of iteration numbers in the 

thousands. 
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Below is the pseudo code for the q-learning algorithm. 

1. Initialize arbitrarily  

2. Repeat for each episode 

2.1  Initialize s arbitrarily 

2.2 Repeat for each step of the episode 

2.2.1 Choose ������from s using policy derived from ��

2.2.2 Take action �� and observe �� and ����

2.2.3 ���:���Æ���; L�����:���Æ���; E�=� >� � E� @H������H�����:���æ�Æ���æ�; F���:���Æ���;�?����

2.2.4 �� L���æ until s reaches goal state

End 

III. ENERGY CONSUMPTION 

With mobile robots having to carry their batteries in order to 

be fully autonomous, it is of benefit to consider energy 

consumption during the robots motion. This concept can be 

described as the effect of motion planning on energy 

consumption. Energy consumption can be minimized by 

utilizing energy efficient motors, locating better routes or 

avoiding unnecessary accelerations resulting from too many 

sharp turns [9, 10]. Since the focus of this paper is on path 

planning we will only consider the latter. For example, if a 

shorter path contains numerous sharp turns, the robot might 

consume more energy due to frequent decelerations, changes 

of directions, and accelerations. A longer path may require 

less energy if the robot does not make many sharp turns. To

minimize energy consumption; the robot’s agent should be 

able to plan “optimal  paths for the robot using a previously 

mentioned path planning method. The energy consumed by a 

mobile robot with motion in two dimensions can be calculated 

as shown below. An example of this is shown in Figure 6 

below where there is a shortest path route and an energy 

efficient route represented by the dashed line and solid line 

respectively. The shaded area represents obstacles. The dashed 

path is shorter than the solid line path but however contains 

more stops and turns which results in a lot of accelerations and 

deceleration, hence consuming more energy the energy 

efficient path despite being shorter. 

IV. MOTION PLANNING

The setup for the motion of the robot is as shown in figure 

7(a) where from a particular robot location(cell), the robot can 

move into 8 neighboring cells in the cardinal and intermediate 

directions i.e. North, South, East, West, North- East, North-

West, South-East and South-West. When there are obstacles in 

the neighboring cells, these particular directions become 

unavailable for selection similar to what is indicated in figure 

7(b).When the robot is moving any action that is not directly 

in line with the immediately previous action is considered a 

stop and a turn. Turns are classified by the natural angles that 

the edge of the neighboring cells make with the center of the 

current cell the robot is situated. For example the block North-

East of the center block is seen as a 45 degree turn and the 

block to the east is seen as a 90 degree turn and so on, if the 

robot was heading in the north direction as it entered the 

center cell [10].  

To setup the energy efficient motion, the concept of weight is 

introduced. A weight is an arbitrary number, which in this 

context is used to outline the energy cost accompanying the 

robot’s agent executing particular degree of turn [11]. 

Figure 6: Shortest path and energy 

efficient path [11].

Figure 7(a) 

possible 

movements

Figure 7(b) available 

and unavailable 

movements [11]



Figure 9: Results of Q-learning Simulations
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 Any change in direction going into a new state is considered 

as combination of a stop and turn. For example if the robot is 

in a particular state and moves in the same direction it entered 

the state, it is assumed not to lose any additional energy except 

that of travelling forward. However when moving in any of 

the other seven directions other than the direction it entered 

the current state this is expected to result in additional energy 

usage, in that the robot has to stop and turn before carrying on 

in the new direction. These losses would not be incurred if the 

robot kept on going in the same direction. This is in addition 

to the energy consumed travelling from one cell to the next 

cell. The total cost of the path will then be the energy to travel 

in a straight line plus the sum of the costs of all the weights 

associated with chosen stops and turns and accelerations while 

navigating from the start state to the target state. 

The additional energy consumed is calculated by adding the 

amount of energy required to stop the robot as well as the 

amount of energy required for turning the robot depending on 

how far the turn is. Turns are specified in terms of 45 degree 

divisions from 0 to 180 degrees according to the angle that 

travelling in each of the 8 directions makes with the edges of 

the neighboring cells. Figure 8 above illustrates this well; 

where the robot is heading in the NE direction into the NE cell 

which has eight possible directions of its own to choose from. 

Each edge is represented by a circle which also represents 

each state. Each possible movement into a new cell has a 

weight associated with the amount of turn required to move 

into the new cell. A direction with more of a turn is weighted 

more than that with less of a turn in order to reinforce more 

energy efficient motions. Moving in directions with a greater 

weight value i.e. most energy loss, decrease the reward 

function value with a negative reward. The smaller the weight 

values the smaller the magnitude of the negative reward. The 

weight with no additional loss of zero energy i.e. continuing 

travelling straight is given a positive reward to encourage 

energy efficient at particular states. The Q-learning algorithm 

with the weighting system interacts with the environment the 

same way as the original Q-learning only choosing only 

movements which are possible i.e. where there are no 

obstacles regardless of the weight value of each movement. 

V. SIMULATIONS AND RESULTS

A. Simulation Setup

The setup is a grid map where each cell is a square with each 

side one unit in length. The robot used one unit of energy for 

moving one unit of distance. One stop costs 0.5 unit of 

additional energy. A turn of 45◦ takes 0.4 unit of energy. 

Turns of 90◦, 135◦, and 180◦ cost 0.6, 0.8 and 1 unit of 

energy, respectively. These numbers are derived Y. Mei ET 

al [11], who based their energy measurements on a Pioneer 

3-DX robot. The robot sensing range is 1 unit of distance in 

all 8 directions. The grid map uses obstacles and open spaces 

where the obstacles used are randomly generated obstacles. 

In these experiments a Q-learning path planning algorithm 

[11] is compared against an energy efficient version of the 

Q-learning algorithm. The weights influence the actions 

selected by the action selection policy, which in turn 

changes to the Q-values down the line, catering for energy 

efficiency. This algorithm has been abbreviated to (EEQ).  

B. Results

 The paths generated by our q-learning algorithm and our EEQ

method are compared in terms of path length, energy 

consumption and number of iterations. Random maps are used

for each of the following simulations. Figure 9 below shows 

the results of the Q-learner algorithm. Figure 10 shows the 

results of the EEQ method. The Q-learning algorithm in 

Figure 9 shows convergence towards 12 steps as the number 

of iterations increases. The ripples in the graph are believed to 

be caused by action noise due to the e-greedy action selection 

policy. An exploration factor of 0.2 in the policy chooses a 

random action with a probability of 0.2 out of 1. This affects 

the number of steps of the path that can be after the random 

action has occurred, hence affecting the optimality of the path.

It is important to note that unless the map is sufficiently 

explored the path will not be generated as there are no Q-

values in certain states in the map, hence starting the 

simulations at 1000 iterations guarantees the grid map being 

fully explored.

Figure 8: Graph for energy efficient motion 

planning [11].



Figure 11: Q-learning algorithm generated

path

Figure 12: Energy efficient Q-learning 

generated path

The EEQ method in Figure 10 shows convergence towards 15 

steps and 24 energy units as the number of iterations are 

decreased. This is restricted on the lower end by the number of 

iteration required to sufficiently explore the grid map 

environment, in order to form a path. The iterations are started 

at 500 iterations to ensure that the grid map being fully 

explored .Since this method is based on the Q-learning method 

the ripples are also believed to be caused by action noise due 

to the e-greedy action selection policy [12]. 

Figure 11 shows the path from the source cell to the target cell 

of the Q-learning algorithm and Figure 12 shows the path 

from the same source cell to the same target cell of the EEQ 

method. The Q-learning path in Figure 11 is the longer path 

with length of 34 steps and consumed energy to the amount of 

61.08 units. The EEQ path in Figure 12 is the shorter with the 

length of 26 steps and the more energy efficient path 

consuming 43.50 units of energy. The EEQ path is 8% shorter 

than Q-learning path .However; the EEQ path in Figure 12 

only consumes 43.50 energy units, which is 17.58% lower 

than the energy consumption of the Q-learning path. The EEQ 

path is deemed to be shorter than the Q-learning in this case as 

the action noise of the Q-learning path is more prominent in 

this single simulation. In a random map with 10% obstacle 

cells, we compare the distances and the energy consumption 

of the Q-learning and the corresponding EEQ. Over a 1000 

simulations were run and the results show that on average the 

energy efficient paths save 4.91% energy while they are 

4.04 % longer than the Q-learning paths. The robot’s agent

follows the maximum Q-values in each state to find the path 

from the start cell to the target cell. The q-learning algorithm 

chooses the actions based only on the e-greedy action 

selection policy but still experience actions noise due to the 

policy. The weights of the EEQ method at low iteration values 

affect the actions chosen by the action selection policy, 

favouring turns with less energy losses and invariable 

changing the Q-values down the line. This means the weight 

counteract the effect of the exploration factor to some extent 

resulting in less random actions. In Figures 11 and 12 the 

starting cell is cell with coordinates (20, 2) and the target cell 

is the one with coordinates (1, 19). Between the start and the 

target cell are cells in grey which indicate the path from the 

start cell to the target cell .The cells with white boundaries 

other than the path and the start and target cells are obstacles. 

The haphazard shapes in the path in Figure 11 are believed to 

be due to action noise. 

VI. CONCLUSION

In this study, we have applied a method developed for energy-

efficient path planning for robot navigation. This application of 

the weights in this way can reduce navigation time as the 

robot’s agent does not need to sense too far ahead to make 

energy saving decisions. The motion planning method 

considers change of direction during navigation from one cell 

to another and also energy expended during stops and turns 

associated with the changes in direction, in order to generate 

more energy efficient paths. Simulation results show that the 

Q-learner converges to number of steps near to an optimal path 

with a very large number iterations and the EEQ learner 

approaches an energy optimal path when the iterations  

Figure 10: Results of EEQ simulations



are decreased to a certain extent, limited by number of 

iterations to complete exploration of the environment. The 

convergence graphs of the Q-learning algorithm and the EEQ 

method point to a conflict in the number of steps and the 

energy consumption. Though the algorithms are not strictly 

inversely proportional a trade off can be pursued to obtain a 

shortest path or energy efficient path. The simulations also 

show that this modification to the Q-learning method can help 

reduce energy consumption and shorten exploration path. 

When compared with a simple e-greedy based Q-learning 

method, this weighting method can save up to 4.91% energy 

but increase traveling distance by 4.04%. 
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Abstract—This paper studies the use of tree edit distance for
pattern matching of abstract syntax trees of images generated
with tree picture grammars. This was done with a view to
measuring its effectiveness in determining image similarity, when
compared to current state of the art similarity measures used in
Content Based Image Retrieval (CBIR). Eight computer based
similarity measures were selected for their diverse methodology
and effectiveness. The eight visual descriptors and tree edit
distance were tested against some of the images from our corpus
of thousands of syntactically generated images. The first and
second sets of experiments showed that tree edit distance and
Spacial Colour Distribution (SpCD) are the most suited for
determining similarity of syntactically generated images. A third
set of experiments was performed with tree edit distance and
SpCD only. Results obtained showed that while both of them
performed well in determining similarity of the generated images,
the tree edit distance is better able to detect more subtle human
observable image differences than SpCD. Also, tree edit distance
more closely models the generative sequence of these tree picture
grammars.

I. INTRODUCTION

The explosion of images on The Internet has led to the de-
velopment of various similarity measures to help in the search
and retrieval of similar images from large image databases or
image repositories like flickr, WANG’s and facebook; collec-
tively referred to as Computer Based Image Retrieval (CBIR).
Not all computer based similarity measures are suitable for
all types of images, since images range from natural images
taken with digital cameras, through the gamut of computer
generated graphics, to hand drawn images. Image similarity
measures have been useful in other areas as well, such as
computer robotic vision [1] and similarity of video sequences
[2]. Determining similarity of images could be very useful
in certain application areas, like visual password schemes,
which are of special interest to the authors, where password
images and distractor images need to be very similar to defeat
shoulder surfing [3]. We have created a corpus of thousands
of syntactically generated images as an experimental test-
bed. Eight computer based similarity measures were selected
for their diverse methodology and effectiveness. The eight
methods are Colour Histogram, Auto-Correlograms, Tamura
Texture Features, Edge Histogram Descriptor, Colour Layout
Descriptor, Colour and Edge Directivity Descriptor, Fuzzy
Colour and Texture Histogram and Spacial Colour Distribution
Descriptor (SpCD).

The purpose of the first and second sets of experiments

was to determine the most suitable computer based similarity
measure for syntactically generated images. It also appeared
logical to test for similarity of our images using tree pattern
matching, since all of our images are tree based. Tree pattern
matching has been used on tree structured data, like computing
the difference between XML documents represented as ordered
labelled trees. The standard tree pattern matching method
for finding the difference between two trees is the tree edit
distance. The tree edit distance is the minimum-cost sequence
of node edit operations required to transform one tree into
another. The tree edit distance has been applied successfully
in different application areas, such as bio-informatics [4]–[6],
image analysis [7], pattern recognition [8], melody recognition
[9], natural language processing [10], or information extrac-
tion [11], [12], and databases [13]–[19]. In the third set of
experiments, the most successful computer based similarity
measure (SpCD) is compared with tree edit distance for ten
sets of syntactically generated images, representative of our
corpus of images, to determine the better method. In brief, the
contribution of this paper is as follows:

• The use of tree edit distance for pattern matching of
abstract syntax trees of syntactically generated images
with a view to determining their similarity;

• To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time
the effectiveness of a tree pattern matching method,
specifically tree edit distance, as an image similarity
measure is being compared to computer based image
similarity measures;

• This study has produced a corpus of thousands of
syntactically generated images, with the aim of de-
termining the most suitable similarity measures to use
for these kind of images.

This paper is structured as follows. Section II discuses picture
grammars, tree edit distance and the visual descriptors used in
this study. Section III covers both the experimental procedures
used in this research and the discussion of results, while
Section IV concludes the paper and highlights areas for further
research.

II. BACKGROUND TO THE STUDY

This section covers the three disciplines brought together
for this study.



Fig. 1. Tree edit operations

A. Picture grammars

The tree based approach to formal languages adopted for
this study [20], considers syntactic generation of pictures as a
domain consisting of some picture elements or symbols, and
the various operations on them. Thus tree based generators are
made up of two components: a tree generator that produces
the trees and a picture algebra that evaluates the trees and
turns them into pictures by interpreting the symbols in those
trees as picture operations. All the images in this study were
produced using this approach. What follows is a rather terse
set of definitions.

Definition 2.1 (Regular Tree Grammars): A regular tree
grammar is a system g = (N,Σ, R, S) consisting of

• a finite signature N of symbols of rank 0, called
nonterminals,

• a finite output signature Σ, disjoint with N , of termi-
nals,

• a finite set R of rules of the form A → t, where
A ∈ N and t ∈ TΣ(N) and

• an initial nonterminal S ∈ N .

Definition 2.2 (Grid Picture Grammars): A grid picture
grammar is a regular tree grammar of the form G =
(N,Σk, P, S) for some k ≥ 2. The gallery generated by G
is Γ(G) = {val(t)|T ∈ L(g)}.

Grid picture grammars [21], were used to produce the
images in Figures 4 and 5. The images were generated in the
tree based approach using a regular tree grammar, a top down
tree transducer and an algebra which was used to interpret the
symbols of the transducer output into pictures.

B. Tree edit distance

A directed, acyclic, connected graph can be referred to as a
tree T . T has nodes N(T ) and edges E(T ) ⊆ N(T )×N(T ),
where each node has at most one incoming edge. The trees
are ordered labelled trees. A graph in which each connected
component is a tree is called a forest F , which implies that a
tree is also a forest. The tree edit distance between two trees
F and G, δ(F,G), is defined as the minimum cost sequence of
node edit operations (node deletion, node insertion and node
renaming) needed to transform one tree into the other. We use
the standard edit operation costs: cd(v) for deleting node v
and connecting its children to its parents and maintaining the
order; ci(v) for inserting a new node, v, between an existing
node, say w, and the consecutive subsequence of w’s children;
cr(v, w) for renaming the label of node v to w (Figure 1)[22].

The recursive solution to the tree edit distance is shown in
Figure 2 [23]. The nodes v and w are either both the leftmost

Fig. 2. Recursive formula for Tree Edit Distance

or rightmost root nodes of the respective forests. Pawlik and
Augsten [22] discussed the various state of the art approaches
to providing a fast and efficient dynamic programming solution
to the recursive formula (Figure 2) about using LRH (Leftmost,
Rightmost and Heavy) paths tree decomposition algorithms.
This study uses Zhang and Shasha’s [23] leftmost tree path
decomposition algorithm as proposed in [22].

C. Visual descriptors

The following are the visual descriptors used in this study.

1) State of the art descriptors:

• Colour Histogram (CH) [24]
• Auto correlogram (AC) [25]
• Tamura Texture Features (TTF) [26]

2) Motion Photographers Expert Group 7 (MPEG-7)
standard descriptors:

• Edge Histogram Descriptor (EHD) [27]
• Colour Layout Descriptor (CLD) [28]

3) Compact composite descriptors:

• Colour and Edge Directivity Descriptor
(CEDD) [29]

• Fuzzy Colour and Texture Histogram (FCTH)
[30]

• Spacial Colour Distribution Descriptor
(SpCD) [31]

All of them are meant to work with all types of images
(coloured, black and white, hand drawn, etc), but some may
be more suited to certain types of images than others, which
is one of the reasons for this study.

In the category of state of the art descriptors, Colour
Histogram was selected as it is the colour feature that started
the field of CBIR [24] and is still the most widely used colour
descriptor [32]. Its major disadvantage is the lack of spatial
colour distribution information. Auto correlogram [25] was
selected to compensate for this lack of spatial colour distri-
bution information in Colour Histograms. Auto correlograms
is a popular and highly effective colour descriptor with spatial
colour distribution information. Tamura Texture Features [26],
which is a classical set of six different characteristic texture
features was selected for this study. MPEG-7 also recommends



Fig. 3. Production rules for letter I

a set of descriptors for determining similarity of images. One
of the MPEG-7 colour descriptors (Colour Layout Descriptor)
and one texture descriptor (Edge Histogram Descriptor) were
selected for this study.

A number of descriptors that combine two or more de-
scriptors into one composite descriptor are included in this
study. CEDD, FCTH and SpCD were selected because they
are currently being used in some CBIR systems [33], [34] and
have been shown to have both high precision and recall rates.

These eight image descriptors represent the broad spectrum
of recent and effective image similarity matching techniques
in current use. See the cited references for a more detailed
description of these descriptors.

III. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

The visual descriptors used in this study are as imple-
mented in [33] using C#, which is a re-implementation of [34]
in Java.

A. Experimental Studies

This section discusses the experimental procedures used
in this study. The first set of images (Figure 4) was generated
from the same grammar and they are all subpictures of the first
image, I1. The second set of images (Figure 5) was generated
from different grammars and they are all not subpictures of the
first image, E. This division of our data into two sets was to
allow us to determine how well the various similarity methods
handle both types of sets, i.e images, that are subpictures of
each other and those that are not.

1) Experiment on first set of data: The production rules for
the first set of images are shown in Figure 3. These production
rules were entered into TREEBAG [20] and the following
seven images were generated (Figure 4) at the same tree depth
level.

Fig. 4. Various versions of I used as set 1 in this study

Fig. 5. Various letters used as set 2 in this study

TABLE I. COMPARISON OF I1 TO OTHER I ’S

Image CH AC TTF EHD CLD CEDD FCTH SpCD T

I1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

I2 22.0227 0.3290 0.0033 0.4103 10.5357 4.2530 6.6490 7.8292 15

I3 45.0111 0.6840 0.0020 0.4011 14.2478 8.1301 7.8109 13.0435 18

I4 77.0325 1.1637 0.0119 0.7081 18.4932 14.7674 9.5310 22.9508 33

I5 22.0000 0.3346 0.0037 0.8063 11.9164 4.5127 5.0388 7.8292 15

I6 50.0200 0.7514 0.0123 0.6347 8.6603 10.5551 13.0372 14.7651 30

I7 78.0128 1.1751 0.0122 1.1457 19.3132 14.7674 14.8397 22.9508 33

TABLE II. COMPARISON OF I1 TO OTHER I ’S (NORMALISED)

Image CH AC TTF EHD CLD CEDD FCTH SpCD T

I1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

I1 0.282 0.280 0.268 ‘ 0.358 0.545 0.288 0.448 0.341 0.4545

I2 0.577 0.582 0.164 0.350 0.737 0.550 0.526 0.568 0.5455

I3 0.987 0.990 0.967 0.618 0.957 1.000 0.642 1.000 1.0000

I4 0.282 0.284 0.302 0.703 0.617 0.305 0.339 0.341 0.4545

I5 0.641 0.639 1.000 0.554 0.448 0.714 0.878 0.643 0.9091

I6 1.000 1.000 0.999 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.0000

2) Experiment on second set of data: A similar procedure
was followed for the letters E, F, L, I, H, T (Figure 5). The
following assumptions were made in the experiments for these
grammars.

• The non-terminals have the same meaning, i.e., refer
to the same section of the grid ((A1 . . . C3) in Figure
(3)).

• The images are all at the same tree depth level.

3) Experiment on third set of data: The ten sets of images
generated in Figures 6 to 15 were generated from nine itera-
tions of the respective grammar with different starting points.
Both SpCD and tree edit distance were used to compare all
nine images to the first image in each set. Nine images were
generated because nine images are usually displayed in a 3-
by-3 on-screen matrix for some image based visual password
schemes.

B. Results

These are the results of our study for the sets of images 1
(Figure 4) and 2 (Figure 5).



(a) I (b) II (c) III (d) IV (e) V (f) VI (g) VII (h) VIII (i) IX

Fig. 6. Series 1: Barnsley fern

(a) I (b) II (c) III (d) IV (e) V (f) VI (g) VII (h) VIII (i) IX

Fig. 7. Series 2: Spiral

(a) I (b) II (c) III (d) IV (e) V (f) VI (g) VII (h) VIII (i) IX

Fig. 8. Series 3: Rotating squares

(a) I (b) II (c) III (d) IV (e) V (f) VI (g) VII (h) VIII (i) IX

Fig. 9. Series 4: Colour operations

(a) I (b) II (c) III (d) IV (e) V (f) VI (g) VII (h) VIII (i) IX

Fig. 10. Series 5: Spirals2

(a) I (b) II (c) III (d) IV (e) V (f) VI (g) VII (h) VIII (i) IX

Fig. 11. Series 6: Circles



(a) I (b) II (c) III (d) IV (e) V (f) VI (g) VII (h) VIII (i) IX

Fig. 12. Series 7: Mosaic1

(a) I (b) II (c) III (d) IV (e) V (f) VI (g) VII (h) VIII (i) IX

Fig. 13. Series 8: Mosaic2

(a) I (b) II (c) III (d) IV (e) V (f) VI (g) VII (h) VIII (i) IX

Fig. 14. Series 9: Parametric Colour Operation

(a) I (b) II (c) III (d) IV (e) V (f) VI (g) VII (h) VIII (i) IX

Fig. 15. Series 10: Triangles

TABLE III. COMPARISON OF I1 TO OTHER I ’S (SIMILARITY

ORDERING)

Image CH AC TTF EHD CLD CEDD FCTH SpCD T

1 I1 I1 I1 I1 I1 I1 I1 I1 I1

2 I5 I2 I3 I3 I6 I2 I5 I2 I2

3 I2 I5 I2 I2 I2 I5 I2 I5 I5

4 I3 I3 I5 I6 I5 I3 I3 I3 I3

5 I6 I6 I4 I4 I3 I6 I4 I6 I6

6 I4 I4 I7 I6 I4 I4 I6 I4 I4

7 I7 I7 I6 I7 I7 I7 I7 I7 I7

TABLE IV. COMPARISON OF E TO OTHER LETTERS

Image CH AC TTF EHD CLD CEDD FCTH SpCD T

E 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

F 76.0000 1.1814 0.0004 0.2599 26.1725 1.5038 0.9375 11.7922 2.0000

L 118.1524 1.8526 0.0037 0.6966 34.9714 18.0541 5.7252 718.6700 4.0000

I 157.0127 2.4572 0.0119 0.9634 32.2800 68.7732 62.3656 41.4210 6.0000

H 55.0000 0.8655 0.0038 1.1382 27.4955 22.5806 7.9045 27.2450 2.0000

T 169.2720 2.6656 0.0035 0.9313 57.4804 16.3968 7.7061 59.6136 5.0000

1) Results for data set 1: The results for the first set of
experiments are presented in Table I and graphed in Figure 16.
The normalised values are given in Table II and the similarity
rankings appear in Table III. Four of the methods (TTF, EHD,
CLD and FCTH) give random rankings which may make them

TABLE V. COMPARISON OF E TO OTHER LETTERS (NORMALISED)

Image CH AC TTF EHD CLD CEDD FCTH SpCD T

E 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

F 0.4490 0.4432 0.0333 0.2284 0.4553 0.0219 0.0150 0.1978 0.33333

L 0.6980 0.6950 0.3151 0.6120 0.6084 0.2625 0.0918 0.3132 0.6667

I 0.9276 0.9218 1.0000 0.8465 0.5616 1.0000 1.0000 0.6948 1.0000

H 0.3249 0.3247 0.3214 1.0000 0.4783 0.3283 0.1267 0.4570 0.3333

T 1.0000 1.0000 0.2926 0.8183 1.0000 0.2384 0.1236 1.0000 0.8333

unsuitable for these kinds of images. The other four methods
(CH, AC, CEDD and SpCD) and tree edit distance (T) give
similar rankings.

SpCD and T correctly determine that image I2 and I5 are
equally similar to I1. CH, AC and CEDD come close (within
0.02 range) to agreeing with SpCD. The other methods give
varying results with the worst being CLD. This is understand-
able, since CLD is a colour layout or distribution descriptor,
while the images being considered are grayscale images with
similar colour distribution.

T, SpCD and CEDD were able to determine correctly that
I4 and I7 are rotated images of each other and can therefore
be considered as equally similar to I1. Three other similarity
methods (CH, AC and TTF) are also in agreement (within the
0.02 range). Although FCTH gives a similarity ordering close



TABLE VI. COMPARISON OF E TO OTHER LETTERS (SIMILARITY

ORDERING)

Image CH AC TTF EHD CLD CEDD FCTH SpCD T

1 E E E E E E E E E

2 H H F F F F F F F

3 F F T L H T L L H

4 L L L T I L T H L

5 I I H I L H H I T

6 T T I H T I I T I

Fig. 16. Graph for data set 1

Fig. 17. Graph for data set 2 (F,L, I)

to AC and CEDD, its normalised similarity values for (I2, I5)
and (I4, I7) do not reflect how closely matched these images
are.

A summary of the results of experiments on data set 1
in Table III, shows that four methods (CH, AC, CEDD and
SpCD) rank I2 and I5 to be equally similar to I1. This is
followed by I3 and I6. I4 and I7 are also ranked to be equal
and are judged to be the least similar to I1. This is consistent
with human observation, since these images are all subpictures
of the letter I1.

It is interesting to note that the four similarity measures
mentioned above and T in this study give exactly the same
rankings, even though they all have different normalised sim-

Fig. 18. Graph for data set 2 (T and H)

ilarity values due to the different methodologies employed in
computing similarity for these data set.

This shows that all four methods and T produce the same
results when the images are subpictures of the image that they
are being compared to.

2) Results for data set 2: The results of the experiment
that measures the similarity between the images F,L, I, T and
H and image E (Figure 5), are depicted in Table IV, while
the normalised values can be seen in Table V. The similarity
rankings for the various methods are shown in Table VI.

When comparing similarity across different grid pictures,
the images F,L, and I were ranked in the same order of
similarity to image E (see Figure 17) by all the methods
(except CLD). This is consistent with human observation, since
these images are all subpictures of the letter E.

The images T and H were ranked differently. Four of the
similarity methods (CH, AC, CLD and SpCD) rank H as being
more similar to E than T while the other four (TTF, EHD,
CEDD and FCTH) rank T as being more similar to E than H
(Figure 18).

Once again, CLD is the worst performer in determining
that I is more similar to E than L, which makes it the
worst similarity matching technique for these kinds of images,
because of the reason given earlier. FCTH also finds (E,F )
and (T,H) to be very close matches (< 0.2 range), which
may not be acceptable from a human point of view as these
letters are clearly distinguishable.

3) Results for data set 3: The results for data set 3 are
given in Table VII and the rankings can be seen in Table VIII.
The results show that for Figures 4, 5, 6, 8 and 9 in above
mentioned tables, there is apparently close agreement between
SpCD and T. However, on closer inspection of the results, it is
observed that SpCD incorrectly classifies some of the images
(bold and shaded regions of Table VII), as identical instead
of being very similar. This shows that T is actually better
at detecting minute changes in these generated images than
SpCD. This is because the fuzzy colour quantization scheme
used for SpCD is not large enough to accommodate enough
visual information to distinguish between these images. SpCD
is designed for speed of similarity retrieval, hence it is a very
compact composite visual descriptor, rather than for extracting



TABLE VII. COMPARISON OF TREEDIFF (T) AND SPCD (S)

No. SM I II III IV V Vi VII VIII IX

1
T 0 36 84 144 216 306 432 618 888

S 0 0.8922 1.4015 2.0679 2.7901 3.2441 3.5298 3.3547 3.7573

2
T 0 20 42 66 92 120 150 182 216

S 0 8.9554 6.5821 13.4284 9.5097 15.1449 16.2514 17.4556 19.7557

3
T 0 2 3 5 6 8 9 11 12

S 0 4.5108 1.3960 4.5108 1.3960 4.5108 1.3960 4.5108 2.7656

4
T 0 26 54 84 116 150 186 224 264

S 0 0.6443 1.0299 1.1707 1.3072 1.5223 1.7462 1.7462 1.7462

5
T 0 122 239 357 470 588 702 812 931

S 0 3.1573 6.0691 7.2281 7.2281 7.722 7.722 7.722 7.722

6
T 0 142 284 426 568 710 852 994 1136

S 0 5.131 8.9522 12.945 18.6039 18.6039 26.3577 26.3577 26.3577

7
T 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 64

S 0 10.5063 13.0676 12.4026 12.4026 12.4026 12.4026 12.4026 12.4026

8
T 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 64

S 0 6.2364 9.0634 9.8941 9.8941 9.8941 9.8941 9.8941 9.8941

9
T 0 720 1440 2160 2880 3600 4320 4866 5760

S 0 0.7192 0.9488 0.9488 0.9488 1.1996 1.1996 1.1996 1.1996

10
T 0 78 54 80 7 99 153 135 155

S 0 0.5382 0.5821 0.5821 0.0000 2.0432 2.0432 2.0432 2.0432

TABLE VIII. SIMILARITY ORDERING OF TREEDIFF (T) AND SPCD (S)

Fig. SM I II III IV V Vi VII VIII IX

1
T 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

S 1 2 3 4 5 6 8 7 9

2
T 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

S 1 3 2 5 4 6 7 8 9

3
T 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

S 1 6 2 6 2 6 2 6 5

4
T 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

S 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 7 7

5
T 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

S 1 2 3 4 4 6 6 6 6

6
T 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

S 1 2 3 4 5 5 7 7 7

7
T 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

S 1 2 9 3 3 3 3 3 3

8
T 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

S 1 2 3 4 4 4 4 4 4

9
T 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

S 1 2 3 3 3 6 6 6 6

10
T 1 4 3 5 2 6 8 7 9

S 1 3 4 4 1 6 6 6 6

detailed visual information from images. For all other figures
where there are differences in rankings of both methods, the
ranking of T reflects the ordering of iteration steps used to
derive the images by the various grammars. All of the time,
the orderings given by tree edit distance are consistent with
authors’ observations.

4) Correlation Studies: Correlation coefficient is a unitless
index of strength of association between two variables X and
Y (+ = positive association, - = negative, 0 = no association).
It measures the linear relationship between X and Y and has a
range of −1 ≤ r ≤ 1. Pearson (Equation 1) and Kendall tau B
(Equation 2) are two commonly used correlation coefficients,
which were computed using tables VII and VIII respectively.
The results can be seen in Table IX.

r =
Σn

x=1
(xi − x̄)(yi − ȳ)

√

Σn
x=1

(xi − x̄)2Σn
x=1

(yi − ȳ)2
(1)

τ =
nc − nd

√

(n0 − n1)(n0 − n2)
(2)

TABLE IX. CORRELATION STUDIES USING PEARSON AND KENDALL

TAU

Fig.Series CM 1 2 3 4 5 6i 7 8 9 10

Method
Pearson 0.83 0.97 0.34 0.91 0.82 0.98 0.33 0.76 0.87 0.82

Kendall 0.94 0.89 0.22 0.96 0.90 0.94 0.59 0.71 0.83 0.92

where

• n0 = n(n− 1)/2

• n1 =
∑

i ti(ti − 1)/2

• n2 =
∑

j uj(uj − 1)/2

• nc = Number of concordant pairs

• nd = Number of discordant pairs

• ti = Number of tied values in the ith group of ties
for the first quantity

• uj = Number of tied values in the jth group of ties
for the second quantity

The results show high significantly positive correlation (at
p=95%) between tree edit distance and SpCD figure values.
The non-significant correlations are shaded in Table IX (Fig-
ures 3 and 7 data).

IV. CONCLUSION

The results show that four methods (CH, AC, CEDD
and SpCD) produce ranking results that are consistent with
each other, when dealing with subpictures of images. The
normalised values of the similarity ratings are different, as is to
be expected. This is as a result of the different computational
procedures used in each method. The variations in similarity
ratings may actually coincide with human differences of judge-
ment when asked to rate these letters according to their degree
of similarity.

The results show that SpCD is the best choice for determin-
ing similarity of grayscale images, followed closely by CEDD.
CH and AC also give good or acceptable results with these
kinds of images.

Both tree edit distance and SpCD can be used to detect
similarity of syntactically generated images with a high degree
of success or accuracy. However, the tree edit distance more
accurately reflects the various iterations used for generating the
pictures by the grammars. The tree edit distance is therefore,
more accurate in detecting similarity of generated images
by tree grammars than SpCD or most other computer based
similarity measures. SpCD cannot detect subtle differences
between pictures that tree edit distance and the human eye
can detect, especially if those differences are around a small
area at the centre of the image. The reason for this may be
attributed to the fact that sampling of the colour distribution
in those areas by SpCD may not be sufficiently detailed to
distinguish between these images. Hence, SpCD consistently
rates these images as identical, instead of highly similar, but
different.

Suggested areas for further research could be to obtain sim-
ilarity ratings from human perceptual similarity experiments,
and then compare results of their normalised values with that
obtained here. This will allow us to determine conclusively



which of the methods considered here come closest to the
human idea of similarity.
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Abstract—This paper introduces a model of affect to improve
prosody in text-to-speech synthesis. It operates on the discourse
level of text to predict the underlying linguistic factors that con-
tribute towards emotional appraisal, rather than any particular
surface emotion itself. The architecture of the model is described
and its performance is evaluated on three levels—its predictive
accuracy on text, its effect on natural speech and its effect on
synthesised speech.

I. INTRODUCTION

From an engineering point of view, spoken language can be

divided primarily into a verbal component and a prosodic com-

ponent [1]. The verbal component comprises the actual words

that are used to communicate. Text-to-speech (TTS) systems

use the well-established linguistic methodologies of phonol-

ogy and phonetics to synthesise intelligible verbal speech.

The prosodic component, or prosody, is the rhythm, stress,

and intonation of speech, and contributes to its naturalness.

Prosody is much less understood in linguistics, with most

theories advocating a sentence-level prosodic hierarchy that

maps morpho-syntactic units to prosodic units of different

sizes [2], [3]. The work of [4], [5] and others show that some

aspects of prosody are governed by linguistic levels higher

than the sentence. In fact, [6] provides acoustic evidence from

read and spontaneous speech that confirms this theory, and

proposes an expanded prosodic hierarchy that includes higher

domains such as discourse.

Discourse is a coherent multi-utterance monologue or di-

alogue text [7], [8], [5]. It is more than a sequence of

utterances, just as an utterance is more than a sequence of

words. Explicit and implicit discourse devices signify links

among utterances, such as anaphoric relations on the one

hand, and discourse topic (or theme) and its progression

on the other. Information structure is the utterance-internal

devices that relate the utterance to its context in the discourse,

inter alia its contribution to the topic. More formally, the

definition theme/rheme distinguishes between the part of the

utterance that relates it to the discourse purpose, and the

part that advances the discourse. Background/kontrast (or

givenness/focus) distinguishes the parts, specifically words, of

the utterance that denote actual content from the alternatives

that the discourse context makes available.

Beyond discourse and information structure, another prag-

matic influence that regulates prosody is affect, or emotion.

Affect is probably the most intuitive contributing factor of

prosody, yet it is also the most difficult to model. Analysis of

positive and negative sentiments in text is an easier, yet useful

precursor to detecting affect. Research on sentiment analysis

and affect detection has explored data-driven and rule-based

avenues [9], though it is emphasised that research in affective

computing should not be disjunct from emotion theory.

The OCC model [10] is one such theory that takes a step

back from the surface level of emotional expressions and rather

identifies the underlying factors that contribute towards them.

It appraises human emotions from valenced reactions to three

aspects of the environment. Firstly, the consequence of an

event—whether it is desirable or undesirable with respect to

one’s goals. Secondly, the action of the agent responsible

for the event—whether it is praiseworthy or blameworthy

with respect to one’s standards. Thirdly, the aspect of an

object—whether it is appealing or unappealing with respect

to one’s attitudes.

The goals, standards and attitudes of a person are the

cognitive antecedents that determine whether his valenced

reaction to the environment is positive or negative. A particular

emotion is the consequent of the appraisal process, as the

person focuses on either the consequence, action or aspect,

respectively. For example, the event of “I shot the sheriff” may

elicit pride over the action if one is an outlaw (one’s standard

is lawlessness), but fear over the consequence of ending up in

jail (one’s goal is to remain uncaptured).

[11], [12] implement the OCC model in their TTS sys-

tem. The accuracy of the natural language processing (NLP)

component that predicts the OCC emotions is 80.5% on a

200 sentence test set when the 22 complex OCC emotions

are collapsed onto the 6 basic emotions of joy, sadness, fear,

anger, disgust and surprise (for comparison to related work).

For the speech synthesis component, improvement is shown in

the perception of dichotomous sentiment, but the perception

of discrete emotions in the synthesised speech still falls far

short of those in real speech. This leaves the question of

whether a theoretically-motivated approach to modelling affect

in synthesised speech is, after all, possible.

Section II will briefly introduce the audiobook as a use-

ful narrative domain for discourse-level analysis in text and

speech. In an attempt to improve on the work of [11], [12],

a new model of affect will be proposed in Section III that

addresses the shortcomings of the initial implementation by

operating on the audiobook level. Section IV will relate the

experiments on the model and Section V will draw some

conclusions about the results.



II. AUDIOBOOKS

The text and speech of the audiobook of a novel should be

a most suitable source of higher level linguistic and prosodic

phenomena. The unfolding plot is directly analogous to a

progressively growing discourse context. A knowledge base

of the fictional world and its characters is formed by the

narrator of the audiobook as he reads out loud. Information in

this knowledge base moves from new to given or comes into

focus on a continual basis, which should theoretically influence

the speech prosody. In the same way the narrator chooses to

express affect based on his understanding, or interpretation,

of the interaction between the characters and the world and

among the characters themselves.

The prototype narrative domain that can be best exploited

by a model of affect based on the OCC theory (and for

which audiobooks are available) are children’s stories. These

narratives typically have a simpler grammar of English—to

boost the accuracy of the NLP—as well as characters of

clear distinction between good and evil (protagonists and

antagonists)—to boost the accuracy of the OCC model inputs.

The Oz series of children’s books by L. Frank Baum presents

a good case study as it is in the public domain. Electronic

versions of the books are obtainable from Project Gutenberg

(http://www.gutenberg.org/) (for the text) and LibriVox (http:

//librivox.org/) (for the audio). The audiobooks to be used as

a training set are “The Wonderful Wizard of Oz”, “Ozma of

Oz”, “Dorothy and the Wizard in Oz”, “The Road to Oz”, “The

Patchwork Girl of Oz” and “Rinkitink in Oz”. The audiobook

for the test set is “The Emerald City of Oz”. The typical length

of a book is around 40k words/4 hours.

An NLP software package that is most suitable to anal-

yse the audiobook text on a discourse level is Stanford

CoreNLP (http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/corenlp.shtml). The

accuracies of its most important components are state of the

art—POS tagging [13] at 97.24%, constituent parsing [14] at

86.36%, dependency parsing [15] at 80.3% and coreference

resolution [16] at 58.3%.

Concerning the audiobook speech on LibriVox, there are

two North American English speakers that narrate sizeable

subsets of the Oz series. Phil Chenevert is a male with an

animated, variably toned voice who reads around 21 hours

of the training data. Judy Bieber is a female with a calmer,

evenly toned voice who reads around 12 hours of the training

data. Both read around 5 hours of the test data. When a 100

sentence gold standard test subset is singled out (explained

later), it comprises around 4 minutes for each speaker.

The phonetic transcriptions of each book are obtained using

the Carnegie Mellon University North American English Pro-

nunciation Dictionary (http://www.speech.cs.cmu.edu/cgi-bin/

cmudict). The forced alignment of the audio to the phonetic

transcriptions is done with the Hidden Markov Model Toolkit

(HTK) [17]. The TTS system Speect [18] processes the NLP

and phonetic information to produce synthesised speech with

a plugin of the HMM-Based Speech Synthesis System (HTS)

engine [19].

III. E-motif

A new model, named e-motif, will now be put forth in

an attempt to improve upon the OCC model implementation

of [11]. Its name is a three-fold word play on the important

components of this research: (e)lectronic motif, that is theme,

contributes to emotive modelling. In other words, e-motif

takes advantage of the discourse and information structure

(“theme”) in (“electronic”) audiobook text to model affect

(“emotion”) according to the OCC theory in a more flexible

way. This it does by specifying the three cognitive features

of judgment, focus and tense, and the three social features of

power, interaction and rhetoric.

A. Judgment

The OCC model neatly defines the concepts necessary for

the eliciting conditions of emotional appraisal—on the one

hand the environmental factors of events, agents and objects,

and on the other the cognitive antecedents of goals, standards

and attitudes. The former group can be inferred from text

in a straightforward manner using shallow semantic parsing

that identifies the predicate, or action (typically the verb), and

assigns roles to the arguments of the predicate. These are

predominantly an AGENT role to the entity who performs

the action, and a PATIENT role to the entity who undergoes

the action. Hence, semantic predicates map to OCC events and

semantic AGENTs and PATIENTs to OCC agents or objects.

The difficulty lies with the cognitive antecedents. It is nec-

essary to rethink the semantically-complex high-level concepts

of goals, standards and attitudes in order to come to a tractable

solution for the eliciting conditions of the OCC model. Like

[11], e-motif aggregates the OCC goals, standards and atti-

tudes into a single sense, or judgment, of right and wrong,

good and bad. However, it departs from their implementation

in that the belief system of the person is purely subjective.

Informally, e-motif appraises an emotion from how one

reacts to a good/bad person doing a good/bad deed to another

good/bad person. Formally, the model appraises a given event

in terms of the good (1) and bad (0) valences of its semantic

AGENT (A), verb predicate (v) and PATIENT (P). It is impor-

tant to note that e-motif defines an emotion anonymously based

on the interaction among the underlying semantic variables A,

v and P, and does not commit to their composition according

to a particular objective belief system. The number of possible

affective states produced by e-motif is 23 = 8, as illustrated

in Table I. The discourse context for the examples in the table

is “Policemen are good. Criminals are bad. To save someone

is good. To kill someone is bad”.

TABLE I
POSSIBLE COMBINATIONS OF VALENCED SEMANTIC STATES

A v P Gloss Example

0 0 0 bad A doing bad to bad P criminal kills criminal

0 0 1 bad A doing bad to good P criminal kills policeman

0 1 0 bad A doing good to bad P criminal saves criminal

0 1 1 bad A doing good to good P criminal saves policeman

1 0 0 good A doing bad to bad P policeman kills criminal

1 0 1 good A doing bad to good P policeman kills policeman

1 1 0 good A doing good to bad P policeman saves criminal

1 1 1 good A doing good to good P policeman saves policeman



The implementation of e-motif for discourse text involves

certain key design decisions (inter alia assumptions) to put

the theory of a person’s judgment of right and wrong into

practice successfully. Firstly, right and wrong, good and bad

are represented by the boolean values of true (1) and false (0).

The discourse is divided into clauses delimited by

verbs—the semantic predicate—that may have a semantic

AGENT and/or PATIENT. The AGENT is typically the nom-

inal subject and the PATIENT the direct object, complement

or copula.

The good or bad valence of a discourse entity (a

coreference-resolved semantic AGENT or PATIENT) repre-

sented by a noun phrase defaults to the entry of (the lemma

of) the head noun in the SentiWordNet lexicon. SentiWordNet

[20] assigns a positive or negative sentiment score to each

WordNet [21] entry. If no entry is available, a good valence

is assigned. e-motif follows the methodology of [11] to

determine the polarity of a word from SentiWordNet—namely

using the net positive sentiment count of all the senses of the

particular word found in WordNet—since no WordNet word-

sense disambiguation functionality is available in Stanford

CoreNLP.

The entity valence may be altered by the SentiWordNet

valences of (the lemmas of) modifiers to the head noun (such

as adjectives) or negated by negators (such as not). As in [11],

modification happens in a “once bad, always bad” fashion:

once a bad valence occurs in the modifier-head noun chain,

the entity valence becomes bad. Logically, this is by boolean

conjunction (AND). Negation is applied straightforwardly

after modification by boolean negation (NOT).

The good or bad valence of a discourse action (a semantic

predicate) represented by a verb phrase defaults to the Senti-

WordNet entry of (the lemma of) the head verb. If no entry is

available, a good valence is assigned.

The action valence may also be altered by the SentiWordNet

valences of (the lemmas of) modifiers to the head verb (such

as adverbs) or negated by negators (such as not). Modifica-

tion and negation follow the same principles as their entity

counterparts.

As the discourse progresses, the entities and actions can be

reassigned valences when they appear in assertive statements

as the subjects of copular verbs (for example to be). The

copula (SentiWordNet entry modified and negated) determines

the new valence.

B. Focus

It is very useful to note that, in the linguistic domain,

information structure can readily be applied to determine

whether the focus of attention in the OCC model lies on either

one of the agents and/or objects, or on the event itself. e-

motif specifies the three focus areas of the consequence for

the semantic AGENT, the action of the semantic AGENT (the

semantic verb predicate) and the consequence for the semantic

PATIENT. These areas can be distinguished indirectly based

on the interaction among the information status of the dis-

course entity represented by the AGENT (A), the discourse

action represented by the verb (v) and the discourse entity

represented by the PATIENT (P). The information status is

simplified to a given/new dichotomy, where a discourse entity

or action is given (0) in the current discourse if it is present

in the immediately preceding discourse, and new (1) if it is

not. Table II shows how the information status values can

combine to form proper theme and/or rheme phrase sequences

according to [7]. Importantly, this cognitive feature of focus in

e-motif subsumes the prosodic effects of information structure

under those of affect.

TABLE II
TRUTH TABLE FOR THE FOCUS AREAS IN E-motif

A v P Information Structure

0 0 0 [given given given]theme

0 0 1 [given given]theme [new]rheme

0 1 0 [given]theme [new]rheme [given]theme

0 1 1 [given]theme [new new]rheme

1 0 0 [new]rheme [given given]theme

1 0 1 [new]rheme [given]theme [new]rheme

1 1 0 [new new]rheme [given]theme

1 1 1 [new new new]rheme

The “current discourse” is defined as the current AvP clause

and the “immediately preceding discourse” as the previous

AvP clause. If the coreference-resolved discourse entity in the

current AGENT role is found in either one of the previous

AGENT, verb or PATIENT roles (a verb can also be an

AGENT), then it is marked as given, otherwise as new. The

same applies to the discourse action in the current verb role

and the discourse entity in the current PATIENT role.

C. Tense

As in [11], e-motif models the temporal aspects of the

emotions by noting the tense of the verbs in the clauses. The

past tense loosely indicates retrospective consequences of the

event, present tense the action of the agent and future tense

prospective consequences of the event. Negation for discon-

firmation of prospects is covered in the valence calculation of

the judgment feature. Tense is captured in the POS tags of the

verbs as output by Stanford CoreNLP.

D. Power

The social factor of power can influence the emotional

responses of two interlocutors in a conversation. This is the

power, or status, that one interlocutor can have over the other

to trigger social dynamics such as authority and submission,

for example in parent-child, teacher-student or policeman-

criminal relationships.

Now, the narrative of a novel alternates between the in-

direct speech of the narrator and the direct speech of the

characters in the story. In order to capture and make use

of this flow computationally, the discourse is grouped into

speech reports, or turns, each anchored by the direct speech

of one of the characters. Paragraph structure gives clues to

cluster successive statements by the same character, since

intermittent indirect speech narratives (usually short) may be

present. These narratives, as well as any introductory ones

(usually longer), are included in a speech report.



e-motif identifies the coreference-resolved SPEAKER (S)

and LISTENER (L) of each speech report and determines their

good (1) or bad (1) valence through the judgment feature. It

then sets up the power feature as illustrated in Table III

TABLE III
POSSIBLE COMBINATIONS OF SPEAKER-LISTENER POWER

S L Gloss Example

0 0 bad S speaking to bad L criminal said to criminal

0 1 bad S speaking to good L criminal shouted at policeman

1 0 good S speaking to bad L policeman reprimanded criminal

1 1 good S speaking to good L policeman answered policeman

An interesting by-product of the power feature is that the

subjectivity of the judgment feature is additionally refined

in case the narrator wants to appraise the emotions of the

interlocutors vicariously on their behalf. Suppose the situation

where “a bad AGENT does a bad deed to a good PATIENT”.

If it occurs in indirect speech narrative, the narrator always

appraises from his own belief system. However, if it occurs

in direct speech dialogue, the narrator has a choice. Suppose

he chooses the vicarious option. Then, if a bad SPEAKER

is talking about it (admiration/camaraderie), he should sound

different to when a good SPEAKER is talking about it (re-

proach/disassociation). The situation can similarly be extended

to differently valenced LISTENERs. All of this can now be

modelled.

All text within quotation marks are assumed to be direct

speech that forms part of a dialogue. This means that a con-

versation is always interpreted as between a single SPEAKER

and a single LISTENER, with dialogue turns between the

two until a new SPEAKER and/or LISTENER is explicitly

introduced. The SPEAKER and LISTENER are identified

using the following heuristics.

The first sentence in the indirect speech narrative imme-

diately succeeding the direct speech in a speech report is

searched for a reporting verb. A reporting verb here is a verb

that is typically used to introduce direct speech, for example

said, shout, ask and answer. If that sentence does not

contain a reporting verb, then the final sentence in the indirect

speech narrative immediately preceding the direct speech in

the speech report is searched.

The SPEAKER is set to the discourse entity that is the

subject of the reporting verb and the LISTENER to the

discourse entity that is the indirect object or object of the

prepositions to, at and of in a dependency relationship with

the reporting verb. If no SPEAKER is found for the current

speech report, look in the dialogue turn history and assign the

previous LISTENER.

If no LISTENER is found for the current speech report,

look in the indirect speech narrative for a discouse entity with

whom the SPEAKER interacts. Here, interaction is defined

as the LISTENER being the direct object, indirect object or

prepositional object of a verb of which the SPEAKER is the

subject. If still no LISTENER is found, look in the dialogue

turn history and assign the previous SPEAKER, else assume

the SPEAKER is talking to himself.

E. Interaction

This feature models the social responses of the characters

in their direct speech interaction with one another and the en-

vironment. Adaptation captures the adjustment of a character

in response to the environment—it is set for the initial direct

speech clause of a character in response to events that occurred

in the “environment” of the indirect speech narrative.

Coordination captures the reaction of one character in

response to the emotional expressions of another—it is set at

each dialogue turn, in other words, for the initial direct speech

clause of one character that follows immediately after the final

direct speech clause of another character, with no interrupting

indirect speech narrative.

Regulation captures the reaction of a character based on

his understanding of his own emotional state and relationship

with the environment—it is set for each non-initial clause in

the direct speech monologue sequence of a character in his

dialogue turn.

F. Rhetoric

The name of the feature alludes to “rhetorical question”. It is

a simple binary feature that distinguishes between statements

and questions as a form of rhetoric. The main reason for its

inclusion is its pronounced effect on sentence-final prosody,

namely an F0 downstep for statements versus an upstep for

questions.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

The following experimental investigation evaluates the ac-

curacy of e-motif in predicting the linguistic features from

text and accounting for the prosody in natural and synthesised

speech.

A. Affect Detection from Text

In order to test the accuracy of e-motif, 100 sentences are

selected from the “The Emerald City of Oz” test set. The sen-

tences are strict single AGENT-verb-PATIENT clauses spread

over the test set, in order to optimise the semantic precondi-

tions of the model. Each sentence is manually annotated with

the correct feature values, where “correct” is not restricted by

the correctness of preceding components in the NLP pipeline.

In particular, character valences are not determined by copular

induction, but assigned on a human intuitive basis according

to the protagonistic or antagonistic role of the character in the

story. Furthermore, human intuitive coreference resolution is

done to track characters in the preceding discourse up to the

point of the particular sentence when focus is assigned.

The automatically predicted feature values are compared

against the gold standard to produce the accuracies in Table IV.

The six features are indicated in normal roman script. The bold

“All” signifies all features strictly correct, “Cognitive” signifies

all cognitive features (tense, judgment and focus) strictly

correct, and “Social” signifies all social features (power,

interaction and rhetoric) strictly correct. The italicised “agent,

verb, patient, speaker, listener” signify individual role slots

within the compound features.



TABLE IV
E-motif ACCURACY

Feature Accuracy (%)

All 11

Cognitive 15
Judgment 41
- agent 56

- verb 81

- patient 73

Focus 31
- agent 48

- verb 86

- patient 71

Tense 83
Social 47
Power 51
- speaker 63

- listener 64

Interaction 89
Rhetoric 100

The rhetoric feature has a 100% accuracy since it is a direct

mapping from the text. Interaction is also a direct mapping,

but does not obtain a full score, since the gold standard

considered successive direct speech segments in some contexts

still to be coordinated, not yet regulated. Tense has a high

accuracy due to the well-performing underlying POS tagging

algorithm in Stanford CoreNLP. The features of judgment,

focus and power, however, all have much lower accuracies

because they have compound values that are furthermore

dependent on the coreference resolution performance, which

is only 58.3% (Section II). In fact, the individual agent,

speaker and listener slot accuracies reflect this region. The verb

slots score much higher because the verb predicates need not

be coreference-resolved—their lemmas are simply considered

as canon. The patient slot is in between the agent and the

verb slots because the semantic PATIENT can often be an

adjectival complement—canonised by lemma—instead of a

noun object—which needs to be coreference-resolved. The

model performs very poorly when strict correctness of the

feature subsets are required, both for the cognitive subset and

the social subset, and thus overall.

The next section investigates the acoustic effects of the e-

motif features in audiobook speech and discuss the ramifica-

tions of the low predictive ability of the model.

B. Affective Prosody in Natural Speech

[12] examine the changes in speech rate, pitch average,

pitch range and intensity when they compare emotional natural

speech to neutral natural speech. They evaluate the effects of

the six basic emotions of joy, sadness, fear, anger, disgust and

surprise. In the case of e-motif, the question is asked not about

the consequential discrete emotions, but about the antecedental

linguistic features.

The modelling adequacy of e-motif is evaluated on the

aligned natural speech in the audiobook test set, for each

speaker, by comparing the means of the distributions of the

duration, average F0 and average intensity measures, with and

without the linguistic features. The discrete linguistic features

need to be binarised in a “one versus many” fashion, resulting

in 30 binary features to be considered. For each acoustic mea-

sure, a t-test delivers a verdict on the statistical significance

of the difference between the means. The independent two-

sample t-test statistic for unequal sample sizes and unequal

variances is calculated as follows [22]:

t =
µ1 − µ2

√

σ2

1

n1

+
σ2

2

n2

(1)

where µ1, σ2
1 and n1 are the standard sample mean and

variance and number of samples in the test set for the

distribution with the binary linguistic feature deactivated.

Correspondingly, µ2, σ2
2 and n2 are for the distribution with

the binary feature activated.

To test for significance, t is compared to the appropriate t-

test table value. The traditional significance level of p < 0.05
is adjusted for non-direction (two-tailedness) and Bonferroni-

corrected for the 30 binary features to p < 0.05
2×30 ≈ 0.001.

The degrees of freedom typically approximate infinity, so the

threshold t-value is 3.090.

In addition to the t-test, a sanity check compares the

difference between the distribution means to the just noticeable

difference (JND), a threshold for perceptual discrimination.

With regard to complex signals such as speech, the JND for

duration (tempo) is 5%, for F0 it is 1Hz and for intensity it is

1dB [23], [24].

The acoustics are measured on the phonetic level and only

segments that fall under AGENT-verb-PATIENT semantics are

considered. The duration values of the segments are available

from the alignment information; the F0 and intensity values

are extracted with Praat [25].

Most of the activity takes place in the F0 domain. Table V

and Table VI list the sample distribution means of the average

F0 for each automatically calculated binary linguistic feature

when the latter is deactivated (“off”) and activated (“on”). The

difference (“diff”) between the means and its t-statistic follow.

If the difference is both statistically significant and larger than

or equal to the JND, it is highlighted in bold. If it is only

significant, it is italicised. If neither, it is normally styled.

In the Phil Chenevert speech (Table V), regarding the

judgment features, only judgment011 and judgment110 have

effects that are both statistically significant and perceptually

distinguishable, albeit the F0 differences are not much larger

than the JND. If a judicial viewpoint by the speaker can

be assumed, the two effects might indicate strong cognitive

disbelief that motivates extraordinary prosody over the un-

expected situations of a bad agent doing a good deed to

a good patient and a good agent doing a good deed to a

bad patient, respectively. The same surface emotion is not

manifested, however, since judgment011 results in a lower tone

and judgment110 in a higher tone. The features of focus011,

focus101 and focus111 are prominent (also only just), though

for no apparent reasons other than their intended function,

except that focus111 also indicates a discourse-new clause, and

seemingly by a lowering in tone.

All the tense, power, interaction and rhetoric features are

statistically and perceptually significant. The contrast between



TABLE V
t-TESTS ON THE MEANS OF THE AVERAGE F0 MEASURE FOR THE

AUTOMATIC LINGUISTIC FEATURES, FROM THE Phil Chenevert SPEECH OF

THE FULL TEST SET (128481 AvP SEGMENTS)

Linguistic Feature F0 Means (Hz)

off on diff t

judgment000 126.428 127.764 1.336 1.120
judgment001 126.584 124.640 -1.944 2.515
judgment010 126.476 126.334 -0.142 0.198
judgment011 127.081 123.121 -3.960 7.369

judgment100 126.415 128.787 2.372 1.745
judgment101 126.331 127.504 1.173 1.937
judgment110 126.218 128.334 2.116 3.558
judgment111 126.080 126.979 0.899 2.289

focus000 126.477 122.166 -4.311 1.087
focus001 126.502 125.697 -0.805 0.866
focus010 126.305 128.666 2.361 2.956
focus011 126.178 127.865 1.687 3.280
focus100 126.437 131.169 4.732 1.722
focus101 126.288 129.062 2.774 3.504
focus110 126.423 126.888 0.465 0.686
focus111 127.746 125.430 -2.316 5.937

tensepast 131.802 122.486 -9.316 23.710
tensepresent 123.462 131.183 7.721 19.275
tensefuture 126.003 138.117 12.114 12.432

power00 126.262 130.142 3.879 4.388

power01 125.621 136.993 11.372 14.713
power10 125.510 137.302 11.792 16.777

power11 124.122 136.193 12.071 23.960

powernarrative 135.777 120.218 -15.559 39.169

interactionadaptation 125.687 144.235 18.549 17.710

interactioncoordination 125.893 138.346 12.454 13.285
interactionregulation 122.900 134.269 11.368 26.958
interactionnarrative 135.777 120.218 -15.559 39.169

rhetoricstatement 141.659 126.011 -15.648 13.561
rhetoricquestion 126.011 141.659 15.648 13.561

the vocalisation of indirect and direct speech is clear in

the effects of the interaction features. The speaker uses

a lower tone for indirect speech narrative (represented by

interactionnarrative) than for direct speech dialogue of the

story characters (represented by the other interaction features).

The rhetoric features correctly model statements with a down-

step and questions with an upstep.

Confounding factors are probably present in the tense and

power features. The past tense is mostly used in indirect

speech narrative (a common writing technique), explaining

the decreasing effect on F0 of tensepast, as opposed to the

increasing effect of tensepresent and tensefuture in direct

speech dialogue. The power features exhibit the same be-

haviour, since they all occur in direct speech dialogue, except

for powernarrative.

In the Judy Bieber speech (Table VI), the cognitive

features show greater cohesion, especially judgment; focus

less so, but still more than in the Phil Chenevert speech.

Tense, power and interaction behave more or less the same

as in the Phil Chenevert case. The features of tensepast,

powernarrative and interactionnarrative decrease F0 as a result

of indirect speech narrative, whereas interactionadaptation and

interactioncoordination increase F0 to denote direct speech

dialogue turns. The features of power00, power01 and power10
behave accordingly. Once again, the rhetoric features perform

as expected.

Since the automatically calculated features have a low

accuracy (Section IV-A) that can influence the interpretation of

TABLE VI
t-TESTS ON THE MEANS OF THE AVERAGE F0 MEASURE FOR THE

AUTOMATIC LINGUISTIC FEATURES, FROM THE Judy Bieber SPEECH OF

THE FULL TEST SET (132870 AvP SEGMENTS)

Linguistic Feature F0 Means (Hz)

off on diff t

judgment000 236.175 244.876 8.701 5.182
judgment001 236.247 238.888 2.641 2.368
judgment010 236.119 239.938 3.819 3.737
judgment011 237.085 232.710 -4.375 5.924

judgment100 236.211 245.506 9.295 4.935
judgment101 236.180 238.119 1.939 2.338
judgment110 235.979 239.551 3.571 4.372
judgment111 237.830 234.518 -3.312 6.210

focus000 236.467 213.834 -22.633 4.445
focus001 237.056 222.584 -14.472 11.448

focus010 236.523 234.711 -1.812 1.749
focus011 236.056 238.096 2.039 2.924
focus100 236.457 227.606 -8.851 2.559
focus101 236.893 229.083 -7.810 7.418
focus110 236.186 238.609 2.422 2.610
focus111 234.525 237.892 3.368 6.338

tensepast 237.690 235.414 -2.275 4.264
tensepresent 236.218 236.684 0.466 0.861
tensefuture 235.937 248.252 12.314 9.419

power00 236.112 241.594 5.482 4.624

power01 235.759 244.220 8.461 8.373
power10 235.593 245.441 9.848 10.074

power11 236.165 237.347 1.182 1.784
powernarrative 240.777 233.338 -7.439 13.805

interactionadaptation 235.483 255.809 20.326 14.954

interactioncoordination 235.536 253.391 17.855 13.708
interactionregulation 236.256 236.717 0.462 0.818
interactionnarrative 240.777 233.338 -7.439 13.805

rhetoricstatement 243.336 236.163 -7.173 4.961
rhetoricquestion 236.163 243.336 7.173 4.961

the effects, the gold standard features of the 100 sentence test

subset are also evaluated. However, they generally confirm the

automatic case and do not show any other significant trends.

Despite their poor accuracy, the cognitive features of judg-

ment and focus appear to have a cohesive effect on the natural

speech of Judy Bieber, but are only able to model extreme

affective states in the Phil Chenevert speech. This is most

likely due to the predisposition of Phil Chenevert being more

animated in his speech, as compared to Judy Bieber who is

calmer. Phil Chenevert displays a type of speaker choice that

overpowers the finer prosodic nuances being modelled by e-

motif.

The social features seem to be more robust, as they fare well

across the board. However, whereas the interaction features are

explicitly defined to model the differences between indirect

speech narrative and direct speech dialogue, these speech

phenomena have a confounding effect on the tense and power

features.

The next section explores whether the e-motif features can

be used successfully in speech synthesis, despite their spurious

relationships with natural speech.

C. Affective Prosody in Synthesised Speech

[12] takes a hand-crafted rule-based approach to model

prosody explicitly in their TTS system. The consequential

discrete emotions of their model are mapped to acoustic

parameters that alter the prosodic behaviour of the system ap-

propriately. Although improvement is shown in the perception



of dichotomous sentiment, the perception of discrete emotions

in their synthesised speech do not nearly match those in natural

speech accurately enough.

e-motif attempts a different route via the HTS framework.

The antecedental linguistic features are included in the HTS

context labels and the corresponding decision tree questions

are defined, in order to model the prosodic effects of e-motif

implicitly through the data separation process. Table VII lists

the format of the HTS labels. The traditional positional and

counting features, as suggested by the HTS documentation, are

included on the syllable (P context), word (A context), phrase

(B context) and clause (C context) levels. They are a naive,

but effective way of capturing physiological factors in speech

planning—the longer the phrase is in its syllable count, the

greater the effort (breath/pitch/energy) is required to realise

it; the position of each syllable within the phrase determines

what portion of the effort that syllable will receive; et cetera.

The labels furthermore contain lexical and phrase stress infor-

mation. Finally, the e-motif cognitive and social features are

specified in their own contexts (D and E, respectively).

TABLE VII
FEATURES USED IN THE HTS CONTEXT LABELS

P context: syllable-level phonetic features

p1: left triphone context (previous phone)
p2: center triphone context (current phone)
p3: right triphone context (next phone)
p4: phone position in syllable: initial, medial, final
p5: phone count in syllable: isolated, short, medium, long

A context: word-level lexical features

a1: syllable position in word: initial, medial, final
a2: syllable count in word: isolated, short, medium, long
a3: syllable lexical function in word: primary, secondary, none

B context: phrase-level syntactic features

b1: syllable position in phrase: initial, medial, final
b2: syllable count in phrase: isolated, short, medium, long
b3: word position in phrase: initial, medial, final
b4: word count in phrase: isolated, short, medium, long
b5: word syntactic function in phrase: head, modifier

C context: clause-level semantic features

c1: syllable position in clause: initial, medial, final
c2: syllable count in clause: isolated, short, medium, long
c3: phrase position in clause: initial, medial, final
c4: phrase count in clause: isolated, short, medium, long
c5: phrase semantic function in clause: agent, verb, patient, other

D context: discourse-level cognitive/pragmatic features

d1: cognitive/individual clause tense: past, present, future
d2: cognitive/individual clause judgment: 000, 001, 010, 011,

100, 101, 110, 111
d3: cognitive/individual clause focus: 000, 001, 010, 011,

100, 101, 110, 111

E context: discourse-level social/pragmatic features

e1: social clause power: 00, 01, 10, 11, narrative
e2: social clause interaction: adaptation, coordination, regulation,

narrative
e3: social clause rhetoric: statement, question

Three distinct synthetic voices are trained on the audiobook

training set, for each speaker, with the e-motif features auto-

matically calculated. A “Baseline” version uses only the P, A,

B and C contexts in the HTS labels. A “Cognitive” version

adds the D context to the “Baseline” defaults. A “Social”

version adds the final E context to the “Cognitive” ones. The

contribution of the cognitive and social contexts are separately

evaluated because of their unique effects (or non-effects) on

natural speech noted in the previous section.

The synthetic voices are successively compared to each

other—that is “Cognitive” to “Baseline”, and “Social” to

“Cognitive”, for each speaker—by determining which voice

synthesises speech from the text in the full audiobook test

set that is closer to the original natural speech in the same.

Once again, this happens on the phonetic level and only

segments that fall under AGENT-verb-PATIENT semantics are

considered. The distances between the synthesised and natural

segments are calculated for the acoustic measures of duration,

F0 and intensity, where the distances for the latter two time-

series are represented by their dynamic time warping (DTW)

costs (Euclidean distance-based).

The statistical significance of the voice comparisons are

determined with McNemar’s test, a chi-square test for paired

sample data [22]:

χ2 =
(|n1 − n2| − 0.5)2

n1 + n2
(2)

where n1 is the number of samples in the test set accredited

to the first synthetic voice and n2 to the second synthetic voice.

χ2 has a chi-squared distribution with one degree of free-

dom (if n1+n2 is large enough, which is true for the full test

set). To test for significance, χ2 is compared to the appropriate

chi-square table value. For a significance level of p < 0.05
and one degree of freedom, the table gives a threshold value

of 3.841. If χ2 ≥ 3.841 the synthetic voice with the most

votes is significantly closer to the natural voice than the other

synthetic voice. If χ2 < 3.841 the result is insignificant and

the two synthetic voices can be said to be similar in closeness

to the natural voice.

The results of the synthetic voice comparisons are listed in

Table VIII and Table IX. Each table lists the test set sample

allocations to the different voices (or “Equal”) for the acoustic

measures “Duration”, “F0” and “Intensity”. The last column

in the table indicates the χ2-value for each comparison. If the

“Cognitive” voice is significantly closer than the “Baseline”

voice or the “Social” voice is significantly closer than the

“Cognitive” voice, the entry is highlighted in bold.

TABLE VIII
MCNEMAR COMPARISONS BETWEEN THE SYNTHETIC VOICES ON THE

FULL TEST SET, FOR THE Phil Chenevert SPEECH

Measure AvP Segments χ2

Total Baseline Cognitive Equal

Duration 128481 49632 49510 29339 0.149
F0 128481 57450 57164 13867 0.711
Intensity 128481 63921 64559 1 3.163

Measure AvP Segments χ2

Total Cognitive Social Equal

Duration 128481 48291 47421 32769 7.899
F0 128481 55841 59200 13440 98.048

Intensity 128481 63629 64851 1 11.613

The synthesised voices trained on the Phil Chenevert speech

perform as expected. The cognitive features do not contribute

significantly enough to the quality of the HTS data separa-

tion process, since the e-motif judgment and focus features

generally have no discernable effect on the Phil Chenevert

natural speech, and the tense feature effects are confounded by



TABLE IX
MCNEMAR COMPARISONS BETWEEN THE SYNTHETIC VOICES ON THE

FULL TEST SET, FOR THE Judy Bieber SPEECH

Measure AvP Segments χ2

Total Baseline Cognitive Equal

Duration 132870 46333 45598 40939 5.868
F0 132870 59704 60173 12993 1.831
Intensity 132870 67532 65299 39 37.522

Measure AvP Segments χ2

Total Cognitive Social Equal

Duration 132870 45078 44741 43051 1.261
F0 132870 60046 59649 13175 1.313
Intensity 132870 66296 66535 39 0.428

direct speech dialogue factors. The more robust social features,

which model the strong differences between indirect speech

narrative and direct speech dialogue, do improve the quality.

The Judy Bieber case is different for the worse, since the

cognitive version of the synthetic voices is not an improvement

over the baseline version, even though the cognitive features

have an effect on the natural speech. Furthermore, the social

version shows the same quality, despite the social features also

being prominent in the natural speech. The HTS framework

is most likely smoothing out the finer prosodic nuances in the

more evenly toned speech of Judy Bieber, as a consequence

of the positional and counting features in the HTS labels that

model the speech more robustly than the e-motif features

during the decision tree clustering process. The strength of

these positional and counting features has been noted in a

previous study [26].

V. CONCLUSION

The experiments reveal a few important antitheses in the

ability of e-motif to model prosodic behaviour in speech.

e-motif is able to model the prosodic differences between

indirect speech narrative and direct speech dialogue via the

indirect effects of its social features. Phil Chenevert makes

strong use of such prosody, since the effects are significant in

his natural speech and impact the HTS data separation process

well enough to produce better quality synthesised speech. On

the contrary, Judy Bieber appears to moderate her tone in

such a way that the naturally significant social features do

not influence the quality of her synthesised speech.

e-motif is able to model cognitively-based prosody in the

evenly toned natural speech of Judy Bieber, but is at a loss in

the variably toned natural speech of Phil Chenevert. However,

that same even tone is the downfall in speech synthesis, since

the computationally much simpler positional and counting

features can account for such prosody with similar quality

as the complex e-motif features do. Since the positional and

counting information might be viewed as a naive kind of

syntactic structure, the question arises of whether the cognitive

features show an effect in the natural speech because of

cognition’s sake or because of confounding structural factors.

If the latter is true, the implication is then that prosodic

phenomena can and need only be robustly explained by

superficial structure at the current grain of NLP analysis—that

is sentence-internal syntactic-like structure, and sentence-

external dialogue structure.
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Abstract—Sparse coding is a way to represent or code a signal
by using a trained, over-complete dictionary of basis functions. A
sparse code has the property that very few of the basis functions
are selected to reconstruct a signal. One of several interesting
properties of sparse coding is that the trained dictionary captures
meaningful features from the dataset. As a result, the code can be
used to classify the signal since it lists the features that are present
in the signal. There are several parameters of the sparse coding

algorithm that has to be set, such as the size of the dictionary and
the sparseness of the code. This paper investigates the influence
of some of these parameters on the code and on the features that
are learned by the dictionary.

I. INTRODUCTION

Signal processing techniques transform a signal or data
from one representation to another. Usually the new represen-
tation has some properties that we are particularly interested
in. For example: the Discrete Fourier Transform extracts the
frequency content of a signal; the root-mean-square value of
a signal is a measure of the magnitude of that signal; MP3
encoding compresses audio signals while maintaining a faithful
reproduction of the audio; a band-pass filter can reduce noise
in a signal; the Sobel-filter can detect edges in images. Each
technique has unique properties.

Sparse coding is another signal processing technique. It has
been used for:

1) Noise reduction - In one study wind noise recorded by
a microphone has been removed from a speech signal
[1]. Several papers have investigated noise reduction
in images [2]–[4].

2) Compression - Images in general can be success-
fully be compressed [5], [6]. Images of faces have
been compressed [7] such that the compression out-
performs JPEG, Principle Component Analyses and
some other state-of-the-art compression techniques.

3) Segmentation - The boundaries of objects in gray
scale images have been determined using sparse cod-
ing [8]. The results compare well with the Probability
of Boundary (Pb) algorithm which is considered
state-of-the-art.

4) Feature extraction - Sparse coding features have
been used to classify English phonemes [9]. The
results compare well with other features such as
Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC) and
Perceptual Linear Prediction (PLP) coefficients. It has
also been used in speech recognition of spoken digits
[10].

Sparse coding features are Gabor-like filters for images.
This agrees with the receptive fields of neurons in the primary

visual area (V1) [11]. The features of time-domain speech are
gamma-tone filters [12], which agrees with the receptive fields
of auditory neurons. The sparse coding features of piano music
are the individual notes [13]. Carlson, Ming and Deweese
[14] found that the sparse coding features of speech in the
frequency domain (spectrograms) are similar to the measured
spatio-temporal receptive fields in auditory neurons.

At the moment, there are many examples where sparse
coding are applied to images, but few examples of its appli-
cation in speech. Since sparse coding promises to be a useful
signal processing technique, we have decided to investigate
it further. Our research focus is on the application of sparse
coding to speech problems such as recognition, segmentation
and noise reduction. There are many issues that need to be
addressed. We only address one: how to set the parameters of
the sparse coding algorithm. In this paper we explore the effect
that the parameters have on the code and on the features that
are learned by the algorithm.

For this study our data set is a frequency representation
(spectrogram) of speech. We use a collection of single digits
from the TIDIGITS dataset [15]. This dataset is simple and it
should be easy to interpret the results.

Section II will explain how a sparse coding problem is
formulated and solved. Section III describes the details of
our implementation: how the raw signals are transformed to
spectrograms; the algorithm that we used to solve the sparse
coding problem and how the dictionary is trained. Section IV
discusses the various experiments that we conducted and also
discusses their results. We discuss our conclusions in section
V.

II. BACKGROUND

Sparse coding is similar to Principle Component Analysis
(PCA) [16] and Independent Component Analysis (ICA) [17].
It uses a linear transformation to transform the code into the
signal. The transformation is given by a Linear Generative
Model (LGM):

x̄ = Φā+ ǭ (1)

where x̄ is an N -dimensional vector that represents the
signal. Φ is an N×M transformation matrix. In sparse coding
Φ is often referred to as the dictionary. A column of Φ is
called a basis function, atom or filter. The vector ā is the code
which has M entries, one for each basis function. ǭ is an N -
dimensional vector that represents a residual or possible noise
in the signal. The term Φā can be seen as a reconstruction of
the signal.



When the dictionary is under-complete, i.e. the number of
basis functions is less than the size of the signal (M < N ), the
formulation fits that of PCA. The idea of PCA is to transform
signal x̄ into another representation ā, so that ā captures as
much of the variability in the data x̄ as possible. The columns
in Φ are now the eigenvectors and are orthogonal.

When the dictionary is complete, i.e. M = N , the formula-
tion fits that of ICA. Here the basis functions are chosen such
that the elements of the code ā are statistically as independent
as possible. The basis functions are usually not orthogonal.

When the dictionary is over-complete, i.e. M > N , the
formulation fits that of sparse coding. The basis functions
are chosen such that the elements of the code ā are sparse.
Since the code is over-complete, the basis functions cannot be
orthogonal.

A. Sparse coding

The sparse coding problem can be stated as an optimisation
problem:

min
ā,Φ

E(ā,Φ) = ||x̄−Φā||2 + λS(ā) (2)

where E is an error- or cost function. ||x̄ − Φā||2 is a
reconstruction error. It is small if the reconstruction of the
signal is similar to the signal. λS(ā) is a measure of sparseness
that is small if the code is sparse. S(ā) is the sparseness
function, while λ weighs the sparseness term relative to the
reconstruction error.

A sparse code has very few non-zero entries or spikes. To
force a sparse solution, the sparseness function should have
small values for sparse codes. The sparseness function is in its
purest form S(ā) = ||ā||0 =

∑

i 1ai 6=0. Since this formulation
is not well suited to gradient-based solvers of the optimisation
problem, other sparseness functions are used instead. Examples
of sparseness functions are S(ā) = ||ā||1 =

∑

i |ai| or S(ā) =
∑

i log(1 + a2i ).

The optimisation problem strikes a balance between recon-
struction and sparseness. A very sparse code will not be able
to reconstruct a signal well, while a good reconstruction can
only be found with a dense code. The balance is controlled
by λ, large values for λ result in sparse codes with high
reconstruction errors.

The optimisation problem in (2) allows for the dictionary to
be over-complete (M > N ), i.e. the number of basis functions
can be more than the size of the signal. This means that every
signal does not necessarily have a unique code. However, in
practice this is not normally a problem since all the codes that
are reasonable solutions to (2) tend to be similar.

B. Training the dictionary

One of the appealing properties of sparse coding is that
the dictionary can be trained unsupervised. The dictionary
discovers patterns in the data without additional information
about the data. The training process iterates over two steps:
during the first step the dictionary is fixed while the code is
updated to minimise the error function; during the next step
the code is fixed while the dictionary is updated. This works
well except that the norms of the basis functions tend to grow

without bounds. This happens because as the norms become
bigger, the spikes become smaller and as a result the sparseness
function also becomes smaller. The usual way to address the
problem is to renormalise the basis functions after each training
step [5], [12].

The optimisation problem in (2) is differentiable provided
that the sparseness function is differentiable. Gradient-based
optimisation algorithms are therefore often used to find the
sparse code and also to train the dictionary [12], [18], [19].
However, gradient-based algorithms can be computationally
expensive, especially in finding a sparse code. They are not so
expensive in training the dictionary. The sparse code is some-
times found by Basis selection algorithms such as Matching
Pursuit [12], [20], since they are much faster.

The only restriction that sparse coding places on the basis
functions is on the size of their norms. The basis functions
do not have to be orthogonal like they are in PCA. Usually
there are more basis functions than necessary to reconstruct a
code, i.e. the dictionary is over-complete. The basis functions
of a trained over-complete dictionary can capture all the
patterns in a signal. Research indicates that sparse coding is
computationally similar to the early processing stages of the
brain.

C. Shift-invariant sparse coding

The LGM in (1) works only if the signal and the basis
functions have the same length. When the lengths of the signals
are not fixed, for example in speech, the LGM can be extended
to a Temporal Linear Generative Model (TLGM) [12], [18],
[21]. The code is now a temporal one, and the reconstructed
signal (xR) is a convolution of the code with the dictionary:

xR(t) =

M
∑

m=1

Nm
∑

i

ami Φm(t− τmi ) (3)

where the mth basis function is used Nm times in the recon-
struction xR. a

m
i refers to the amplitude of the ith spike of

the mth basis function. τmi is the time at which spike the ith
spike of the mth basis function occurs.

A sparse code from a LGM is a place code: it shows which
basis functions are used and with what amplitude. A sparse
code from a TLGM is a temporal code: information about the
signal is not only contained in which basis functions are used,
but also when they are used.

D. Scale-invariant sparse coding

In speech we expect that the meaning of some sounds is
not determined by the length of the sounds. Normally several
basis functions will code the same sound at various lengths. In
some cases, for example feature extraction, we would prefer
it if just one basis function is used for that sound. It may not
matter in the case of compression or noise reduction.

It is possible that one basis function code different lengths
of the same sound, when the basis function is allowed to
stretch. Figure 1 shows an example of a basis function and
stretched versions of it. A simple way to implement stretching
of basis functions is to augment the dictionary with stretched
versions of the basis functions. [10] gives details of basis



Fig. 1. This figure shows a basis function for signals in the frequency-
domain. The top-left figure is the basic basis function, the other figures are
scaled versions of the basic basis function.

function stretching and it also explains how it affects the
training procedure.

The down-side to using stretched basis functions in this
way is that the dictionary becomes much larger. Suppose all
the basis functions have five stretched versions (as is the case
in figure 1), then the number of basis functions is six times
more than in the unscaled dictionary. Finding sparse codes will
now be computationally more expensive.

III. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS

Here we give the details of our particular implementation.
Some of the results we discuss are highly dependent on the
implementation that is used, while other results will hold even
if the implementation details are changed. We will discuss this
later on.

A. Data

Our dataset consists of all the utterances of single digits
from the training set of the TIDIGITS dataset. There are 11
utterances, ‘one’ to ‘nine’, ‘zero’ and ‘oh’, with 224 samples of
each utterance. Each speaker, an adult male or female, speaks
each digit twice.

We use a frequency representation or spectrogram of the
utterances, since there is evidence that the auditory cortex uses
such a representation.

The spectrogram is constructed by dividing the 20 kHz time
signal into 512 point segments. Each segment is windowed
with a Hanning window, segments overlap with 112 points.
The log magnitude of the Discrete Fourier Transform of each
segment is calculated and then fed to a Mel-spaced filter-
bank with eight filters. From inspection it seems that for this
particular dataset and spectrogram transform, values below
−15 dB do not carry important speech features. We therefore
add 15 dB to the spectrogram and then set all the negative
values equal to zero. This produces a spectrogram like those
shown in figure 2.

The channels (rows) in the spectrogram are normalised to
have the same variance across the dataset, we use a variance of
∼1. This gives equal weighing to each channel. The magnitude
of high frequency channels are increased by this normalisation.
Without such a normalisation the ‘s’ sound is often not
properly represented by the sparse code (results not shown
here).

B. Optimisation problem

The optimisation problem in (2) allows for the code el-
ements ai to assume any real value. Negative values would

one two three

four five six

seven eight nine

oh zero

Fig. 2. Some samples from the dataset. Each x-axis spans 1s; the y-axis
shows the 8 Mel-spaced filters with central frequencies ranging from 367Hz

at the bottom row to 7321Hz at the top row.

subtract a basis function from the representation. [22] have
made a case for non-negative sparse coding. They argue that
physiological evidence supports a part-bases representation,
which requires a non-negative sparse code. We therefore
constrain spikes to have positive coefficients, i.e. ai ≥ 0.

We have explained earlier that in some cases the code
should be scale-invariant, especially for speech data. We
therefore allow the basis functions to scale. We use six scaled
versions of each basis function (see figure 1). The basis
functions span 486ms to 742ms.

The particular algorithm that is used to find the sparse code
influences the features that are learned by the dictionary. There
are indications that gradient-based solvers are more robust
against noise than basis selection algorithms like Matching
Pursuit [23]. The mechanisms by which the two types of
solvers select elements to become non-zero are different. Basis
selection algorithms changes one element of the code at a time,
while gradient-based solvers can change all elements at a time.

We use the Subset Selection and Quadratic Programming
(SSQP) algorithm [10] which is a gradient-based solver. The
solver selects a few, in our case Nset=2000, elements that
may potentially become non-zero. It then optimises only those
elements. SSQP tries to find a balance between fast basis
selection algorithms that changes one element per iteration,
and the much slower gradient-based solvers that changes all
the elements in an iteration.

The sparseness function we use is:

S(ā) =
∑

S(ai) (4)

where

S(ai) =

{

2ai

β
−

(

ai

β

)2

if ai < β,

1 if ai ≥ β.
(5)



β sets the threshold above which the sparseness function is
constant. This sparseness function is differentiable while it
gives a constant value for code elements whose magnitude
is larger than β. It can be seen as a differentiable version of
S(ā) = ||ā||0.

C. Training and testing

It takes very long to train a dictionary that does not have
any structure to begin with. We therefore initialise the dictio-
nary to have some structure that is taken from the dataset. Each
basis function is initialised by summing 32 random segments
from the dataset. The basis function is then windowed with a
Hanning window. The bottom row of figure 3 shows samples
of basis functions that have been initialised in this way.

It is common to train a system on one dataset and then test
its performance on another dataset. Since this is a preliminary
study, we are not using a test dataset. We should get a good
idea of the effect of the various parameters by using just the
training dataset. The features that are learned by the dictionary
is only dependent on the training set.

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

With this study we are interested in how the parameters of
the sparse coding problem affect the basis functions (features)
that are learned and also how they affect the properties of
the code. The code and the basis functions are related. By
changing the basis functions the code will also change. In fact,
it is possible to determine what features are coded by the basis
functions just by studying the relationship between the signal
and the code.

There are many experiments that can be done, we do the
following:

1) The training process is prone to finding local minima.
We therefore compare the results when starting with
different random dictionaries.

2) The number of basis functions should greatly affect
the features that are learned. In the dataset there
are 11 words, 13 syllables, 21 phonemes and 32
triphones. We expect that the learned features are
dependent on the number of basis functions. For
example, it may be that the dictionary cannot learn
phonemes when the number of basis functions is less
than the number of phonemes in the dataset. However,
even if there are many more basis functions than
phonemes, the dictionary may still learn phonemes.
It will be interesting to see what types of features are
learned.

3) The features coded by the dictionary are not only
dependent on the number of basis functions, but also
on the balance between the reconstruction error and
sparseness. We perform experiments with different
values of λ to see this effect.

The first experiment that we report on serves as a base line.
The parameters are: λ = 4 andM = 32. The trained dictionary
is shown in figure 3. The basis functions are ordered so that
the ones near the top are used often while the ones near the
bottom are used seldom if at all. The basis functions in the
two bottom rows have not learned much, their shape is similar

to that of untrained basis functions. The other basis functions
have clear structure that codes complex features. Some basis
functions code only low frequencies, like the basis function
in the top-left corner while others code only high frequencies,
like the right basis function in the third row from the top.
Several basis functions code complex spatio-temporal features
that resemble entire words (compare with figure 2).

It is interesting to note that the basis functions do not have
large negative parts. The smallest value in the entire dictionary
is −0.086, while the maximum value is 0.446. This happens
because the code is constrained to be positive and the dataset
has only positive values. It will not be the case if the dataset
contains both positive and negative values; for example raw
audio signals.

Figure 4 gives the usage of basis functions in terms of
word classes. This figure reveals more information about the
features that are coded by the basis functions. Basis function 8
(left column, third row from the top in figure 3) is used almost
exclusively to code the word ‘zero’. It is not surprising then
that the shape of the basis functions is similar to that of the
spectrogram for ‘zero’. Basis function 3 is used to code ‘six’
and ‘seven’, while basis function 0 is used to code a number of
word classes. This suggests that the features are not necessarily
all the same units of speech, some features can be words while
others can be phonemes. However, this result depends on the
dataset. The results should be much different if a dataset such
as TIMIT is used. It may then be the case that almost all the
basis functions code the same unit of speech.

The fact that several basis functions are not used at all
shows that the training process found a local minimum. This is
simple to prove: the error function in (2) can be further reduced
if any of the unused basis functions simply code one sample
from the dataset. This sample will be perfectly reconstructed
by one spike. Since the training process only adapts a basis
function if it is used, unused basis functions are never adapted
and never learn any features.

There are ways to force basis functions to participate.
[24] proposed a homeostasis mechanism that ensures the
probability of selecting a basis function is uniform across the
dictionary. However this may lead to features other than units
of speech, since not all the units of speech occur equally often.
Furthermore, the solution to the sparse coding problem in (2)
is now being constrained in some way. The trained dictionary
is now not the one that minimises the error function but it is
one that minimises the error function under the constraint of
homeostasis.

If the difference between the signal and the reconstructed
signal is considered as noise, then the signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) over the training set is 10.85 dB. [9] have done ex-
periments measuring the intelligibility of speech by playing
the reconstructed signal from sparse coding back to humans.
Their dataset consisted of 5 easily confused English phonemes.
The recognition rate was just more than 80% for clean speech,
while the recognition rate was around 60% for a SNR of 10 dB.
The reconstructed signal for a sparse coding problem with
λ = 4 and M = 32 should therefore be intelligible.

There are 6948 spikes used to reconstruct the entire training
set, with an average of 2.82 spikes per utterance.



Fig. 3. The basis functions for: λ = 4 and M = 32. Each basis function is
a small spectrogram, the x-axis spans 486ms, the y-axis shows the 8 Mel-
spaced filters with central frequencies ranging from 367Hz at the bottom
row to 7321Hz at the top row. The basis functions are ordered according to
their usage: the basis function in the top-left corner is used most, the basis
function to the right of it is second most used, while the basis function in the
bottom-right corner is least used.
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Fig. 4. Here the usage per class is shown. The value for the entry in [class
‘four’, basis function 0] has the highest value of 218. This means that basis
function 0 is used 218 times in coding the word ‘four’. There are 224 samples
of each class in the dataset. The histogram shows the number of times each
basis function is used, irrespective of the scale at which it is used. There are
2464 utterances in the training set, which means that basis function 0 is used
almost 25% of the time. There are a number of basis functions that are never
used.

A. Local minima

The error function is non-convex over the code. This means
that there are local minima. We would like to know if the

TABLE I. THE RESULTS OF STARTING WITH DIFFERENT

DICTIONARIES,WITH λ = 4 AND M = 16.

Run SNR [dB] Non-zero’s
∑

E

1 11.68 7142 47400.8

2 10.99 7194 50826.0
3 11.38 7143 48706.9

Fig. 5. A trained dictionary using the following parameters: λ = 4,M = 16.
The basis functions are sorted by usage: the top-left basis function is used the
most (570 times in coding the dataset), while the bottom-right basis function
is used the least number of times (152 times in coding the dataset).

Fig. 6. This is a trained dictionary using the same parameters as in figure
5, but this time a different starting point for the dictionary has been used.
The basis functions are sorted such that their shapes are similar to the ones
in figure 5, this way it is easier to compare the two dictionaries.

trained dictionaries are similar even when they are initialised
differently. To investigate this we use the following parameters:
λ = 4 and M = 16. We conducted this experiment with three
different starting positions. Table I shows that the solutions are
similar from a coding fidelity perspective.

Figures 5 and 6 show the trained dictionaries for two
different starting positions of Φ (run 1 and 2 from table
I respectively). Some basis functions look almost alike, yet
there are some that are quite different. It appears as if the
trained dictionary is reasonably robust against different starting
positions, at least for the way we initialised the dictionary.

B. Number of basis functions

As mentioned earlier, the number of basis functions should
affect the type of features that are learned by the dictionary.
The results for a dictionary of 32 basis functions are reported
earlier (see figures 3 and 4). That dictionary had some basis
functions that were never used to code the dataset. We have
trained two more dictionaries: one with 8 basis functions, one
with 16.

Table II gives a summary of the code fidelity for the three



TABLE II. THE RESULTS OF USING DIFFERENT NUMBER OF BASIS

FUNCTIONS WITH λ = 4.

M SNR [dB] Non-zero’s
∑

E

8 5.4 5950 103664.0
16 11.68 7142 47400.8
32 10.85 6948 50551.7

Fig. 7. A trained dictionary using the following parameters: λ = 4, M = 8.
The basis functions are sorted by usage: the top-left basis function is used the
most (756 times in coding the dataset), while the bottom-right basis function
is used the least number of times (315 times in coding the dataset).
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Fig. 8. Here the usage per class is shown for the dictionary in figure 7
(λ = 4, M = 8). The basis functions are ordered according to their usage.

dictionaries. The dictionaries with 16 and 32 basis functions
perform similar. However, the dictionary with 8 basis functions
performs considerably worse. This can be expected, since
the small dictionary does not have enough basis functions to
capture all the phonemes or all the words in the dataset.

Many of the often used basis functions of the M = 32
dictionary (figure 3) are similar to those of the M = 16
dictionary (figure 5). This suggests that the basis functions
capture robust features, and that for λ = 4 the effective number
of basis functions is around 16.

A very small dictionaryM = 8 does not have enough basis
functions to capture the speech features in the dataset. Instead,
the basis functions capture general trends (figure 7). The basis
functions cannot become too specific because they have to be
used often in order to reconstruct the signal well enough. The
same basis function needs to code several features (see figure
8).
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Fig. 9. Here the usage per class is shown for the dictionary in figure 5
(λ = 4, M = 16).

TABLE III. THE RESULTS OF USING DIFFERENT VALUES FOR λ, WITH

M = 16.

λ SNR [dB] Non-zero’s
∑

E

1 13.81 16402 27909.8
1
∗ 12.13 10796 27713.9

4 10.85 6948 50551.7
16 10.07 3522 83594.8

C. Effect of λ

The balance that is set between the reconstruction error
and sparseness influences the type of features greatly. Large
values of λ will cause sparseness to be more important than
finding a good reconstruction. While small values of λ will
result in a less sparse code being selected but the signal will
be more accurately reconstructed. We have trained a dictionary
(M = 32) with three different values of λ, namely 1, 4 and
16.

Table III gives the coding fidelity of the results. The results
agree with the function of λ, small values produce good
reconstruction at the cost of a less sparse code.

The trained dictionaries for λ = 1, λ = 4 and λ = 16
are shown in figures 10, 3 and 12 respectively. These figures
should be compared while also considering the usage of the
basis functions, which for λ = 1, λ = 4 and λ = 16 are shown
in figures 11, 4 and 13 respectively.

The results are somewhat surprising. We would expect that
when reconstruction is more important than sparseness (λ is
small), that more of the basis functions will learn structure. The
results show just the opposite. Instead, fewer basis functions
learn structure, but those that have structure are used more
often.

The dictionary trained with λ = 16 and M = 32 (see
figures 12 and 13) show that the basis functions have learned
features that are unique to a specific word class. Any particular



Fig. 10. A trained dictionary using the following parameters: λ = 1, M =

32. The basis functions are sorted by usage: the top-left basis function is used
the most, while the bottom-right basis function is used the least number of
times.

basis function is almost exclusively used in coding just one
word class.

The main reason for the dictionaries not learning like we
expect, is probably the result of the training process. There is
not any reason why our choice of sparseness function or the
SSQP algorithm will cause this effect.

It appears that the training process does not allow all the
basis functions to learn enough structure early on, since after
training they still resemble basis functions initialised at the
start of the training process. These functions are never used
except during the first few training iterations and as a result
they are not trained enough.

To better understand the cause of this result, we have used
the trained dictionary from λ = 16 and calculated the sparse
codes using λ = 1. The result appears in table III with the
entry 1∗. This dictionary yields a lower value of the error
function than the dictionary with λ = 1. This indicates that
the dictionary trained with λ = 1 is not optimal and that the
training process could be improved, maybe by incorporating a
homeostasis mechanism.

V. CONCLUSION

The aim of this study was to explore the effect that the
various parameters have on the code and on the features that
are learned by the dictionary. We have conducted experiments
to investigate three aspects: 1) how robust are the solution
to different starting points, 2) how does the number of basis
functions affect the code and features learned by the dictionary
and 3) how does λ affect the code and features learned by the
dictionary.

The results indicated that the learned dictionary is the
solution at a local minimum, i.e. the learned dictionary depends
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Fig. 11. Here the usage per class is shown for the dictionary in figure 5
(λ = 1, M = 32).

Fig. 12. A trained dictionary using the following parameters: λ = 16,
M = 32. The basis functions are sorted by usage: the top-left basis function
is used the most, while the bottom-right basis function is used the least number
of times.

on the initial dictionary with which training is started. However
the solution is reasonably robust in the sense that the features
learned appear very similar and the coding fidelity is also
similar.

The number of basis functions does influence the code and
the learned features. However, the influence is only significant
when the number of basis functions is below some number,
in our experiments this was around M = 16. If more basis
functions are used then many of them simply do not learn. It
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Fig. 13. Here the usage per class is shown for the dictionary in figure 12
(λ = 16, M = 32).

would appear that the number of basis functions that do learn
will remain the same even for larger values of M . This result
could be an artefact of the particular training process. The
result may be different if a homeostasis mechanism is used.

The effect of λ on the coding fidelity is as expected. A
small value of λ results in a code with more spikes that
reconstruct the signal better.

A surprising result was that some basis functions did not
participate in the learning process when λ was small. However,
when λ was large, all the basis functions did learn features and
were used in reconstructing the dataset. We showed that this
result is probably caused by the training process. Only basis
functions that are used, are trained. Basis functions that do not
learn enough structure early in the training process is never
used or trained again. A homeostasis mechanism should force
all the basis functions to participate and therefore learn.

As mentioned, there are mechanisms that force all basis
functions to participate in reconstructing the dataset. It will
be worthwhile to implement such a mechanism and study its
affect on the training process. The mechanism can even be
removed after a few iterations of training, the training then
proceeds without the mechanism.

There are several other parameters of a sparse coding
problem that should also be investigated: the effect of scaling -
what features are learned when scaling is not being used;
the number of Mel-spaced filters - if more filters are used
the features should become much more specific, even coding
voice harmonics; the sparseness function - how does different
sparseness functions affect the features; the algorithm - a
thorough study of the effects of various algorithms on coding
fidelity and learned features will be valuable.
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Abstract—We investigate the performance of conventional 

bandwidth estimators for non-parametric kernel density 

estimation on a number of representative pattern-recognition 

tasks, to gain a better understanding of the behaviour of these 

estimators in high-dimensional spaces. We show that there are

several regularities in the relative performance of conventional 

kernel bandwidth estimators across different tasks and 

dimensionalities. In particular, we find that the Silverman rule-

of-thumb and maximal-smoothing principle estimators 

consistently perform competitively on most tasks and dimensions 

for the datasets considered.
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I. KERNEL DENSITY ESTIMATION

Kernel Density Estimators (KDEs) estimate the non-
parametric density function of a set of  D-dimensional iid data 
samples, X, as the sum of parametric functions, where the 
parametric function is known as a kernel and is centred on each 
sample. More formally, the density of a data point x, can be 
estimated as 
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where N is the number of training samples, xj is the j’th sample 
in the dataset X, K is the kernel function (typically a parametric 
density function such as the Gaussian distribution) and Hj is the 
bandwidth matrix that describes the variance of the kernel 
function centred on xj. 

KDEs thus require the selection of two design parameters, 
namely the parametric form of the kernel function and the 
bandwidth matrix. It has been shown that the efficiencies of 
kernels with respect to the Mean Squared Error (MSE) between 
the true and estimated distribution do not differ significantly, 
and that the choice of kernel function should rather be based on 
the mathematical properties of the kernel function, since the 
estimated density function inherits the smoothness properties 
of the kernel function [1]. The Gaussian kernel is therefore 
often selected in practice for its smoothness properties, such as 
continuity and differentiability. This thus leaves the estimation 
of the kernel bandwidth as the only parameter to be estimated. 

Since the introduction of KDEs in 1958 [2], several 
bandwidth estimation algorithms for kernel density estimation 
have been proposed. These bandwidth estimators were mainly 
developed in the field of statistics, and were not intended for 
density estimation in high-dimensional spaces – as are often 
encountered in pattern recognition problems. Scott, for 
example, states that density estimation beyond 6 dimensions 
with conventional approaches is often regarded as practically 
infeasible [3]. We therefore define high-dimensional data as 
data with dimensionalities of 10 and higher. 

Recent advances in pattern-recognition have shown that 
kernel density estimation for high-dimensional pattern-
recognition tasks is indeed possible [4, 5] by making use of the 
maximum-likelihood (ML) leave-one-out (LOUT) framework, 
and that these estimators outperform conventional kernel 
bandwidth estimators in practice. ML bandwidth estimators are 
however, dependent on the estimation of initial bandwidth to 
initialise the bandwidth optimisation procedure. We therefore 
investigate the performance of conventional bandwidth 
estimation algorithms on a representative set of pattern 
recognition tasks, to (1) gain a better understanding of their 
behaviour over a representative range of dimensionalities and 
number of samples, and (2) to determine if conventional 
bandwidth estimators can successfully be used to initialise the 
bandwidth optimisation procedures of the above mentioned 
ML estimators, specifically in high-dimensional spaces. 

In the next section we give a brief summary of the most 
notable conventional kernel bandwidth estimators that will be 
compared, and the pattern-recognition tasks that will be 
investigated in this study.  

II. METHODS AND DATA

A. Conventional kernel bandwidth estimators 

Conventional kernel bandwidth estimators can be broadly 

categorised into rule-of-thumb, least-squares cross-validation 

(LSCV), likelihood CV (LCV), and plugin methods. We 

briefly summarise conventional kernel bandwidth estimators 

that fall within these categories and only present the univariate 

case, since all univariate estimators can be extended to the 

multivariate case by simply estimating bandwidths for each 



variable independently – thus, assuming independence 

between variables. 

Rule of thumb estimators typically optimise the Asymptotic 

Mean Integrated Squared Error (AMISE) with respect to the 

kernel bandwidth. The expression of the root of the derivatie 

of the AMISE with respect to the bandwidth unfortunately 

relies on the unknown distribution, f(x), and therefore an 

assumptions regarding the distribution must be made. The 

Silverman rule-of-thumb estimator assumes a Gaussian 

distribution as reference distribution for f(x), and if a Gaussian 

kernel is assumed, the optimal bandwidth is derived as 
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where 
2ŝ  is the sample variance and N  is the number of 

samples

The Maximal Smoothing Principle (MSP) approach selects 

a reference distribution for f(x) that minimises the “roughness”

of the density, defined as  
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This yields the upper bound of the optimal AMISE 

bandwidth, which gives the maximal smoothing compatible 

with the scale of the density estimate [6]. It has been shown 

[7] that the beta distribution minimises the “roughness” if the 

variance is used as scale parameter, and if a Gaussian kernel is 

assumed the bandwidth that maximises the smoothing of the 

density estimate for a given scale is derived as 
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LSCV approaches attempt to minimise the Integrated 

Squared Error (ISE) of the density estimate with respect to the 

kernel bandwidth. By using a method of moments estimate, 

the LSCV objective function is estimated as 
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where )(ˆ
, xf hi-  denotes the leave-one-out kernel density 

estimate with bandwidth h for data point x, when data point xi

is left out. Optimising the bandwidth with respect to this 

objective function thus requires a numerical optimisation 

procedure. In practice the optimisation problem becomes ill 

conditioned and practically infeasible if a unique bandwidth is 

estimated for each kernel, thus an identical bandwidth is 

typically estimated for all kernels in practice.

LCV approaches attempt to maximize the LOUT ML 

criteria with respect to the kernel bandwidth. Since the 

maximisation of the ML criteria has a trivial solution at h=0,

LOUT CV is employed to prevent this degenerate solution. 

The LOUT ML objective function is defined as 
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If this objective function is optimised with respect to a single 

bandwidth, the procedure is known as Uniform LCV (ULCV).  

To estimate a unique bandwidth per kernel, the ULCV 

bandwidth can be adapted locally with the nearest-neighbour 

distance. Scaling with the nearest-neighbour distance prevents 

to optimisation of numerous bandwidths simultaneously, and 

makes the estimation of a unique bandwidth per kernel 

practically feasible. This estimator is known as the Local LCV

(LLCV) estimator. 

Plugin methods attempt to find a closed-form solution for 

the optimisation of the AMISE with respect to the bandwidth. 

Similar to rule-of-thumb approaches, calculation of the 

optimal bandwidth relies on the unknown distribution f.  

Instead of assuming a reference distribution (as for the rule-of-

thumb approaches) for the unknown density, f, a pilot estimate 

of the unknown density is calculated. The pilot density also, 

however, requires the estimate of a bandwidth, and the pilot 

bandwidth can be expressed as a function of the unknown 

density f. The HSJM estimator estimates the unknown 

functionals of f with a kernel estimator that makes use of 

normal rule-of-thumb bandwidths. Since f is estimated, the 

pilot bandwidth can be estimated, which is then used to 

estimate the pilot density. The pilot density is then substituted 

into the unknown density f, that is required in the closed-form 

solution of the HSJM bandwidth. 

 More formally, the HSJM closed-form bandwidth 

solution is then given by  
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where )(KR  is given in Eq. 2, )(×K  is the selected kernel 

function  and 
''

)(
ˆ

hgf  is the pilot kernel density estimate with 

bandwidth )(hg  given by 
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where f is estimated with a kernel estimator with a normal 

rule-of-thumb bandwidth, C(K) is a constant determined by 

the kernel, )(tK  , and is given by 
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We see in the formulation of Eq. 5 that the only variable to 

be solved is the bandwidth h and that h occurs on both sides of 

the equation since the pilot bandwidth is a function of h. To 

solve for the optimal value of h, denoted as hHSJM, the objective 

function in Eq. 5 is initialised with a value for h and the right-

hand side of the equation is calculated which will yield an 

updated value for h. The right-hand side of Eq. 5 is then solved 

again with the updated value of h, and the process is repeated 

iteratively until the bandwidth, h, converges to the optimal 

bandwidth hHSJM. 



B. Data 

We compare the performance of the above mentioned 
conventional bandwidth estimators on real-world pattern 
recognition tasks, and distinguish between two types of real-
world datasets, namely datasets with no independent test set, 
and datasets with separate train and test sets. We refer to the 
real-world datasets with no independent test sets as cross-
validation (CV) datasets, and to the datasets with separate train 
and test sets simply as real-world (RW) datasets.  

We select eight CV datasets (with no independent test sets) 
from the UCI Machine Learning Repository [8] for the purpose 
of simulation studies. These datasets are selected to cover a 
wide range of applications in pattern recognition, and to be 
representative of the samples sizes and dimensionalities of 
typical pattern recognition problems. The selected datasets are 
the Old Faithful, Balance-Scale, Iris, Diabetes, Heart (Statlog), 
Vehicle and Waveform datasets.  

The Old Faithful dataset consists of 272 observations of 
eruptions of the Old Faithful geyser in the Yellowstone 
national park. The observations consist of 2 measures, namely 
the duration since the previous eruption and the duration the 
observed eruption. There are no class labels assigned to the 
observations. 

The Balance-Scale dataset consists of 625 observations of a 
balance scale that is tipped to the left, balanced or tipped to the 
rights. The observations consist of 4 features that measure the 
left weight, distance to the left, right weight and distance to the 
right. The classification of each observation is the positioning 
of the scale, thus left, right or balanced. 

The Iris dataset consists of 150 observations of Iris flowers. 
Each observation consists of 4 measures of an Iris flower, and 
the classification of each observation is the type of Iris species 
to which the flower belongs, namely Iris Setosa, Iris 
Versicolour or Iris Virginica. 

The Diabetes dataset consists of records of 768 patient 
records obtained from the National Institute of Diabetes and 
Digestive and Kidney Diseases. Each observation consists of 8 
features that may be used to predict the onset of diabetes. The 
classification of each observation is a diagnostic of whether the 
patient shows signs of diabetes according to the World Health 
Organization criteria. 

The Heart (Statlog) dataset consists of 270 patient records 
that each consist of 13 features that may be used to predict the 
presence of heart disease. The classification of each 
observation is the absence or presence of heart disease in a 
patient. 

The Vehicle dataset consists of 946 observations of vehicle 
silhouettes. The observations consist of 18 features that 
describe the scale independent features and heuristic measures 
of a vehicle silhouette. The classification of each observation is 
the type of vehicle model, namely a bus, Chevrolet van, Saab 
9000 or Opel Mantra 400. 

The Waveform dataset consists of 5000 observations from 
waveforms generated from 2 or 3 base wave forms with added 
noise of unit variance. Each observation is sampled from one 

of three waveforms and is described by 21 features. The 
classification of each observation is the type of waveform. 

The Ionosphere dataset consists of 351 radar observations 
of the ionosphere measured at Goosebay, Labrador. The 
observations consist of 17 pairs of complex values resulting 
from the radar returns. There are thus 34 features per 
observation, and the classification of each observation is 
whether radar returns show evidence of structure in the 
ionosphere (measured by collisions with free electrons) or 
whether signals mostly passed through the ionosphere. 

We summarise the most important dataset properties in 
Table I and denote the number of classes as “C”, the 
dimensionality as “D” and the number of samples as “N”.

                     TABLE I. CV DATASET SUMMARY

Dataset C D N

Old Faithful 1 2 272

Balance-Scale 3 4 625

Iris 3 4 150

Diabetes 2 8 768

Heart (Statlog) 2 13 270

Vehicle 4 18 946

Waveform 3 21 5000

Ionosphere 2 33 351

We also select two RW datasets (with independent train and 
test sets) from the UCI Machine Learning Repository [8] for 
the purpose of simulation studies. These data sets are selected 
to have relatively high dimensionalities, since high-dimensions 
are typical of many real-world pattern recognition tasks. The 
selected datasets are the Segmentation, Landsat and Optdigits 
datasets.  

The Statlog Image Segmentation dataset consists of 2100 
train and 210 test observations, each corresponding to 3x3 pixel 
region randomly selected from 7 outdoor images. The 
observations consist of 18 features that describe various 
properties of the region, such as the position, contrast with 
neighbouring pixels, intensity and color properties of the 
region. The classification of each observation is the class of 
segment to which the center pixel of the 3x3 region belongs, 
compared to the segmentation class of hand segmentations. 
The segmentation classes are brickface, sky, foliage, cement, 
window, path and grass. 

The Landsat satellite dataset consists of 4435 train and 
2000 test observations. Digital satellite images of the same 
scene were taken at four different spectral bands, two in the 
visible region and two in the near-infrared region. Each 
observation in the dataset corresponds to measurements in the 
four spectral bands for a 3x3 pixel region, which results in 36 
features per observation. The classification of each observation 
is the class of land coverage of the centre pixel in the 3x3
region. The land coverage classes are: red soil, cotton crop, 
grey soil, damp grey soil, soil with vegetation stubble and very 
damp grey soil. 



We summarise the most important properties of the RW 
datasets in Table II and denote the number of classes as “C”,
the dimensionality as “D”, the number of training samples as 
“Ntr” and the number of test samples as “Nte”.

 TABLE II. RW DATASET SUMMARY

Dataset C D Ntr Nte

Segmentation 7 18 2100 210

Landsat 6 36 4435 2000

C. Data pre-processing 

Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is performed on all 
CV and RW datasets as a pre-processing step prior to density 
estimation. PCA is used to reduce the dimensionality of 
datasets by performing a linear transformation that re-aligns the 
feature axes to the directions of most variation, and thus 
minimizes the variance orthogonal to the projection. Features 
with smallest eigenvalues (or variance in the transformed 
feature space) may thus be disregarded. PCA also ensures that 
the features of the transformed feature space are orthogonal, 
thus ensuring the feature are decorrelated. 

The dimensionalities of all datasets are reduced with PCA 
in two ways. The first approach is to select only the 
transformed features that have eigenvalues equal or larger than 
1% of the eigenvalue of the principle component; we denote 
this dimensionality reduction approach as PCA1. The second 
approach is to select only the 5 transformed features with 
largest eigenvalues. This approach allows us to compare
estimators in this relatively low dimensional feature space, as 
opposed to the first approach where there will in some 
instances be more than 10 features selected; we denote this 
dimensionality reduction approach as PCA5.

We perform a separate class-specific transformation of each 
class within a dataset, since it has been shown [9] that this 
transformation is more effective in compressing features, than 
when all classes are transformed simultaneously.  

D. Performance evaluation 

CV datasets do not have an independent test set, and we 
therefore perform 10-fold CV for each class of a CV dataset to 
evaluate the performance. A density is estimated for each of the 
10 folds, and the respective left out test folds are used to 
calculate the likelihood scores of the test data points. The 
likelihood test scores of all samples in the class are then 
combined and used to estimate the entropy of an estimator for 
the class. 

RW datasets have independent test sets, and we therefore 
estimate for each class the density function of the training set, 
and calculate the likelihood scores of the samples belonging to 
the same class in the test set. The likelihood test scores are then 
used to estimate the entropy of an estimator for the class. 

III. EXPERIMETNAL DESIGN

In this section we describe the methodology used to perform 

comparative simulation studies of the estimators and datasets 

described in Section II. 

  

A. Experiment 1 

In Experiment 1 we compare the performance of the 
Silverman rule-of-thumb, MSP, LSCV, ULCV, LLCV, HSJM 
and ML-Gauss estimators on the Old Faithful, Balance-Scale, 
Iris, Diabetes, Heart(Statlog), Vehicle, Waveform and 
Ionosphere datasets summarised in Table I.  We make use of 
the estimator implementations in the Matlab KDE Toolbox
[10]. 

The PCA5 and PCA1 class-specific transformations are 
performed on each class and the entropy score of each 
estimator is calculated per class for both transformations. 

The LSCV, ULCV and LLCV estimators employ a golden 
section search to optimise the bandwidth for the respective 
objective functions, and the search is initialised with a 
bandwidth based on the average nearest neighbour distance. 
All implementations assume a Gaussian kernel, and the 
Silverman estimator is assumes a Gaussian reference 
distribution. 

The LSCV, ULCV and LLCV scale the features 
independently to 1 standard deviation prior to bandwidth 
estimation, and the optimal bandwidth is re-scaled per 
dimension according to the initial standard deviations after 
estimation. We denote scaling with (s) at the end of the names 
of the scaled estimators. Since PCA is performed as a pre-
processing step on all data, this is necessary to prevent the over 
smoothing of dimensions with small eigenvalues and the under 
smoothing of dimensions with large eigenvalues, when only a 
single bandwidth is estimated per dimension. 

We also implement the ML Gauss estimator, which simply 
estimates the sample mean and covariance of each class. We 
make use of a full covariance matrix estimate for 
dimensionalities between 1 and 10, and make use of a diagonal 
covariance matrix for dimensionalities higher than 10.

B. Experiment 2 

In Experiment 2 we compare the performance of the 
Silverman rule-of-thumb, MSP, LSCV, ULCV, LLCV, HSJM 
and ML-Gauss estimators on the Segmentation, Landsat, and 
Optdigits datasets summarised in Table II. Similar to 
Experiment 1, the PCA5 and PCA1 class-specific 
transformations are performed on each class and the entropy 
score of each estimator is calculated per class for both 
transformations.  

The LSCV, ULCV and LLCV estimators employ the 
golden section search and scaling of features as described in 
Experiment 1.

IV. RESULTS

In this section we present the results of the simulation 
studies for Experiments 1 and 2 as described in Section III.  



A. Experiment 1 

Tables III and IV show the comparative CV entropy results 
of the conventional estimators on the CV datasets for class-
specific PCA5 and PCA1 pre-processing respectively. Note 
that where the dimensionality of a dataset is less than 5, PCA5 
will only decorrelate the data and the dimensionality thus 
remains the same. The dataset name is indicated with “DS”, the 
class number with “C” and the dimensionality of the class after 
pre-processing with “K”. We also abbreviate the dataset names 
with two letter acronyms and the ML Gauss estimator as 
“Gauss”.

The Old Faithful dataset results in in Table III show that 
the ULCV, LLCV and HSJM estimators perform competitively 
on the 2-dimensional dataset, and that the ML Gauss estimator 
under performs.

The Balance Scale dataset results in Table III show that the 
Silverman, MSP and HSJM estimators perform competitively 
on all classes of the 4-dimensional dataset. Interestingly, the 
excellent performance of these estimators on the PCA5 dataset 
for class 2, does not hold for the PCA1 results in Table 2 -
although they still perform competitively. We observe that for 
the PCA1 dataset, class 2 only has 3-dimensions. This implies 
that the fourth dimension (that has been dropped in PCA1), 
might have contained useful information for the purpose of 
density estimation. 

The Iris dataset results in Tables III and IV show that the 
PCA5 and PCA1 transformations reduce the dataset to the 
same intrinsic dimensionality, the results are thus identical. We 
observe in these tables that the ML Gauss, MLE(init), 
Silverman and MSP estimators perform competitively on the 4-
dimensional Iris dataset. The HSJM estimator consistently 
underperforms on all three classes. 

The Diabetes dataset results in Table III show that the 
ULCV, LSCV, Silverman and MSP estimators perform 
competitively on the 5-dimensional dataset. The results in 
Table IV show that the performance of the Silverman and MSP 
estimators remains competitive on the 8 dimensional dataset 
and that the ULCV and LSC experience degradation in 
performance (relative to the other datasets). The LLCV, on the 
other hand, experiences a relative increase in performance as 
the dimensionality increases from 5 to 8. The HSJM and ML 
Gauss estimators underperform consistently on both the 5 and 
8 dimensional datasets. We also observe an increase in entropy 
between the results for PCA5 and PCA1, which is due to the 
higher dimensionality of the PCA1 dataset. 

The Heart (Statlog) dataset results in Table III show that 
the ULCV, LSCV, Silverman and MSP estimators, again, 
perform competitively on the 5-dimensional dataset. The 
results in Table IV show that the performance of the Silverman 
and MSP estimators remains competitive on the 13 
dimensional dataset and that the ULCV and LSCV again 
experience a relative degradation in performance. The LLCV 
estimator underperforms on both datasets, and also experiences 
degradation in relative performance as dimensionality 
increases. The HSJM estimator, on the other hand,  experiences 
a relative improvement in performance as dimensionality 
increases, and performs competitively on the 13 dimensional 

dataset. The relative performance of the ML Gauss estimator 
remains similar, and this estimator does not perform 
competitively on both the PCA5 and PCA1 datasets. 

The Vehicle dataset results in Tables III and IV show that 
the Silverman and MSP estimators perform competitively on 
the 5-dimensional PCA5 dataset and on the higher-dimensional 
PCA1 dataset. The HSJM estimator experiences a relative 
increase in performance as dimensionality increases, and 
performs competitively on the PCA1 dataset. The ULCV, 
LSCV and ML Gauss estimators underperform on most classes 
of the PCA5 and PCA1 datasets. 

The Waveform dataset results in Tables III and IV show 
that the ML Gauss estimator performs optimally across all 
classes on both the 5-dimensional PCA5 and 21-dimensional 
PCA1 datasets. The Silverman and MSP estimators perform 
competitively across all classes, and the HSJM estimator 
consistently underperforms on the PCA5 and PCA1 datasets. 
The ULCV, LLCV and LSCV estimators consistently 
underperform across all classes, and experience a drastic 
degradation in relative performance as the dimensionality 
increases from 5 to 21. Conversely, the relative performance of 
the ML Gauss estimator improves drastically as dimensionality 
increases.

The Ionosphere dataset results in Table III show that the 
ULCV, Silverman and MSP estimators perform competitively 
across all classes on the 5-dimensional PCA5 dataset. We see 
that the LSCV underperforms severely on class 1 of the PCA5 
dataset, and that a valid bandwidth estimate was not obtained 
for the 33-dimensional class 1 of the PCA1 dataset in Table IV.
We also note that the entropy scores of class 1 on the PCA1 
dataset are much higher than the entropy scores of class 2 on 
the PCA dataset due to the large difference in dimensionality 
(33 as opposed to 12). 

In summary, we have observed in this experiment that the 
Silverman and MSP estimators perform consistently well 
across all dimensions, and that the relative performances of 
ML-Gauss estimator improves with an increase in 
dimensionality. We also observed that the ULCV, LLCV and 
LSCV estimators generally did not perform well on 
dimensionalities of 9 and higher, and that the HSJM estimator 
significantly underperformed on the high-dimensional PCA1 
Waveform and Ionosphere datasets. 

B. Experiment 2 

The Segmentation dataset results in Tables V and VI show 

that the Silverman and MSP estimators perform competitively 

on both the 5-dimensional PCA5 dataset, and the higher-

dimensional PCA1 dataset. Again, the ULCV, LLCV and 

LSCV estimators experience a relative decrease in 

performance with an increase in dimensionality.  The ML 

Gauss estimator underperforms on both the PCA5 and PCA1 

datasets. 
The Landsat dataset results in Tables VII and VIII show 

that the ULCV estimator performs optimally on the PCA5 
dataset, and that the relative performance of the estimator 
degrades for the higher-dimensional PCA1 dataset. The LLCV 
and LSCV again experience a relative degradation in 



TABLE III. CV ENTROPYRESULTS (PCA5)

DS C K ULCV(s) LLCV(s) LSCV(s) Silverman MSP HSJM Gauss 

OF 1 2 1.5114 1.5190 1.6933 1.6418 1.7041 1.5120 2.0179 

BS 1 4 6.0706 6.4392 6.0706 5.4861 5.4534 5.4718 5.5393 

  2 4 10.9974 10.9706 10.9974 -28.7634 -28.8503 -27.7191 4.2203 

  3 4 6.0643 6.4294 6.0643 5.4947 5.4553 5.4409 5.5254 

IR 1 4 5.7345 6.7486 5.7581 5.6587 5.5549 7.1666 5.6510 

  2 4 4.9665 4.9535 4.9731 4.8840 4.7888 5.3478 4.6654 

  3 4 4.9976 5.2579 5.1485 5.0947 5.0032 5.5725 4.9727 

DB 1 5 7.2352 8.3182 7.2195 7.2378 7.2376 8.7124 7.6905 

  2 5 7.4508 7.6156 7.4624 7.4759 7.4759 8.3736 7.6592 

HS 1 5 8.1854 8.3171 8.1928 8.1676 8.1849 8.9343 8.2867 

  2 5 8.2130 8.4184 8.2571 8.3159 8.2435 9.4678 8.2640 

VC 1 5 8.5931 8.4109 8.5931 8.4350 8.5600 8.5136 8.9478 

  2 5 8.7049 8.5827 8.7313 8.3850 8.4799 8.5244 8.7638 

  3 5 7.7522 11.6123 7.8590 7.6507 7.6942 8.7665 9.5198 

  4 5 8.2437 8.3692 8.2256 8.1073 8.2510 8.2330 9.4099 

WF 1 5 8.2734 8.2803 8.4415 8.2850 8.2736 8.8006 8.2073 

  2 5 8.2186 8.2510 8.3847 8.2345 8.2189 8.6721 8.1328 

  3 5 8.1953 8.2139 8.3495 8.2147 8.1956 8.7014 8.1192 

IS 1 5 9.7017 9.8104 20.9404 10.1500 9.8599 15.9452 9.8734 

  2 5 8.9376 9.5393 9.1564 9.0250 9.1386 10.5080 10.7312 

TABLE IV. CVENTROPYRESULTS (PCA1)

DS C K ULCV(s) LLCV(s) LSCV(s) Silverman MSP HSJM Gauss 

OF 1 2 1.5114 1.5190 1.6933 1.6418 1.7041 1.5120 2.0179 

BS 1 4 6.0706 6.4392 6.0706 5.4861 5.4534 5.4718 5.5393 

  2 3 4.9890 5.1079 5.1893 4.8653 4.8488 4.8127 4.8764 

  3 4 6.0643 6.4294 6.0643 5.4947 5.4553 5.4409 5.5254 

IR 1 4 5.6716 6.7132 5.7023 5.6587 5.5549 7.1666 5.6510 

  2 4 4.9665 4.9535 4.9731 4.8840 4.7888 5.3478 4.6654 

  3 4 4.9976 5.2579 5.1485 5.0947 5.0032 5.5725 4.9727 

DB 1 8 10.4729 9.9768 10.4729 10.0000 9.9474 11.3712 10.7987 

  2 8 10.6695 10.5866 10.6695 10.5426 10.5469 11.1479 11.0914 

HS 1 13 23.7675 24.1119 23.7675 18.6033 18.4294 18.3579 18.4897 

  2 13 18.8418 21.4540 20.4495 17.7807 17.7338 17.9350 18.3348 

VC 1 9 16.1516 15.4709 16.1516 10.9220 11.0842 10.9019 11.5029 

  2 8 15.1835 14.5981 15.1835 10.2151 10.3520 10.2152 10.7001 

  3 8 12.6065 20.9062 12.6065 9.3708 9.5106 10.1298 11.8372 

  4 11 17.9895 14.8125 18.0032 12.1415 12.2843 12.2024 14.1832 

WF 1 21 47.9183 46.4132 47.9183 27.1867 26.7686 38.3311 24.9595 

  2 21 44.9225 46.4381 44.9225 29.6012 29.2137 38.9844 27.4697 

  3 21 46.9280 49.5978 46.9280 29.5804 29.1566 40.6167 27.3635 

IS 1 33 49.9981 50.0368 Inf 46.9883 44.0018 60.6990 52.1698 

  2 12 17.6331 18.4547 17.6331 18.0641 16.6253 25.3506 17.1796 



TABLE V. SEGMENTATION TESTENTROPYRESULTS (PCA5)

C K NC ULCV(s) LLCV(s) LSCV(s) Silverman MSP HSJM Gauss 

1 5 330 8.6571 9.4309 8.6400 8.6097 8.5353 10.5575 9.1783 

2 5 330 7.9876 7.7229 8.8720 7.7100 7.7971 10.6039 9.2186 

3 5 330 6.6543 8.9703 Inf 7.0207 7.0412 13.8225 9.0371 

4 5 330 8.7773 10.0652 14.5373 11.0827 10.0475 26.0267 10.0415 

5 5 330 7.7285 16.3031 28.9613 8.0964 7.7062 25.3649 8.9870 

6 5 330 8.1480 8.2896 7.9676 8.0393 8.0272 9.1536 8.6815 

7 5 330 4.8831 5.0227 4.7681 5.6182 5.9123 4.8821 7.3298 

TABLE VI. SEGMENTATION TESTENTROPYRESULTS (PCA1)

C K NC ULCV(s) LLCV(s) LSCV(s) Silverman MSP HSJM Gauss 

1 13 330 19.7828 19.7140 19.7828 15.2068 15.0066 16.0416 19.4171 

2 11 330 16.0282 19.8177 16.0282 12.9305 13.0771 15.7156 15.6992 

3 12 330 10.1055 13.9903 Inf 10.5969 10.8379 20.6875 15.7573 

4 11 330 13.8961 14.1103 13.8961 17.5817 15.9097 Inf 18.0036 

5 11 330 14.8880 28.4377 16.5385 16.4508 14.8832 56.2277 17.1998 

6 11 330 18.1200 16.0733 18.1200 11.3063 11.5558 11.2357 14.8150 

7 10 330 9.8896 11.5070 9.8896 8.5376 8.8146 11.4790 11.1225 

TABLE VI. LANDSAT TESTENTROPYRESULTS (PCA5)

C K NC ULCV(s) LLCV(s) LSCV(s) Silverman MSP HSJM Gauss 

1 5 1533 8.4065 8.5952 8.4809 8.5251 8.5239 10.8315 9.1363 

2 5 703 8.1881 8.1793 8.2670 8.5457 8.7830 9.8281 10.4275 

3 5 1358 9.4269 11.3001 9.4937 9.5859 9.4692 12.6314 10.2360 

4 5 626 8.6614 10.1450 8.7826 8.5052 8.5341 10.7932 9.9060 

5 5 707 9.5970 9.5845 9.7385 9.6460 9.7217 10.9622 10.5202 

6 5 1508 9.0323 12.6993 9.2426 9.2208 9.0951 14.0773 9.9167 

TABLE VIII. LANDSAT TESTENTROPYRESULTS (PCA1)

C K NC ULCV(s) LLCV(s) LSCV(s) Silverman MSP HSJM Gauss 

1 8 1533 11.3411 10.9108 11.3411 10.9399 10.8943 13.9897 11.8245 

2 10 703 13.3700 12.4680 13.3700 12.3249 12.5838 14.8169 14.8997 

3 14 1358 26.3911 38.3289 26.3911 17.1899 16.7990 16.8388 18.0135 

4 13 626 21.6951 34.4233 21.6951 14.7206 14.7212 14.8199 16.8540 

5 11 707 18.1305 20.7268 18.1305 14.7804 14.8053 15.6636 16.2852 

6 11 1508 16.4696 28.7230 16.4696 15.1227 14.6888 17.6072 16.0888 



performance as dimensionality increases. The Silverman and 
MSP estimators perform competitively on both the PCA5 and 
PCA1 datasets, and also experience a relative improvement in 
performance with an increase in dimensionality. The HSJM 
estimator underperforms on all classes on the PCA5 dataset, 
and experiences a relative improvement in performance in 
some classes for the PCA1 dataset. The ML Gauss estimator 
underperforms on both the PCA5 and PCA1 datasets. 

In summary, we observed for CV and RW data that the 
ULCV estimator performed very competitively on the low-
dimensional PCA5 datasets, but generally suffered severe 
performance degradation on the higher-dimensional PCA1 
datasets. The ULCV, LLCV and LSCV also experienced 
severe performance degradation on high-dimensional PCA1 
data. The performances of the Silverman and MSP estimators 
were very consistent across all dimensionalities and tasks, and 
were generally very competitive.  The ML Gauss estimator 
experienced a relative performance improvement with 
increased dimensionality, and might be favoured in very high 
dimensional settings. The performance of the HSJM estimator 
is more difficult to predict, since it performs competitively on 
some PCA5 and PCA1 tasks, and on other tasks it 
underperforms.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We have shown in this comparative study that there are
several regularities in the relative performance of conventional 
kernel bandwidth estimators across different tasks and 
dimensionalities. In particular, we found that the conventional 
ULCV, LLCV and LSCV estimators are not suitable for 
dimensionalities larger than 10, and that the Silverman and 
MSP estimators consistently performed competitively across 
all dimensions for the datasets investigated. We also noted that 
the HSJM estimator performance was more difficult to predict. 

Given the reliable performance of the Silverman rule-of-
thumb estimator, and the intuitive theoretical motivation that 
the Silverman estimator optimises the AMISE (assuming a 
Gaussian reference distribution), we conclude that the 
Silverman estimator is suitable for kernel bandwidth estimation 
and initialisation on pattern-recognition tasks, even in high-
dimensional feature spaces. We therefore recommend that this 
estimator be used as the baseline initialisation for the iterative 
methods mentioned in the introduction, and will investigate the 
efficacy of this estimator for bandwidth initialisation in future 
work.
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Abstract—Smartphones provide an efficient means for the
collection of speech data; however, the quality of the corpora
created in this fashion is not predictable. We describe an approach
that allows us to post-process and rank utterances in a prompted
speech corpus quickly and effectively. Utterance ranking makes it
possible to both select those utterances with the highest likelihood
of being correct and to evaluate the quality of the resulting corpus
from a limited sample. This approach has been applied to a
collection in the eleven official languages of South Africa, and we
show that it naturally leads to the creation of stratified corpora
from the same collection. Such corpora can be useful for different
purposes, and corpus users are provided with the tools to extract
these easily: from small, highly accurate corpora to larger corpora
that are likely to contain more errors.

Index Terms: speech corpora, automatic speech recognition,
confidence scoring

I. INTRODUCTION

The widespread availability of Internet connectivity and
smartphones has stimulated the development of novel ap-
proaches to data collection [1], [2], which use the smartphone
device both to prompt participants with text and to record
the resulting speech. This approach can lead to the rapid
and efficient collection of substantial amounts of speech,
along with the prompting text that can be viewed as baseline
transcriptions for these recorded utterances.

Experience with smartphone data collection in several
languages has shown that speech corpora collected in this
fashion are directly usable for the training of automatic speech
recognition (ASR) systems [1], [2]. Even though various fac-
tors may cause deviations between the prompted text and the
recorded speech, such differences are generally small enough
not to disrupt the training of acoustic models for ASR [2].
However, there are several reasons why it may be preferable
to create a corpus with a more controlled level of audio and
transcription quality:

• In order to evaluate the performance of ASR and other
systems, the transcriptions serve as “ground truth”,
and therefore need to be suitably reliable.

• For linguistic studies, for example on the acoustic
phonetics of the target language, reliable transcriptions
can eliminate confusion and improve the robustness of
analyses.

• As the proportion of errors increases (e.g. because of
limitations in the literacy levels of participants), we
are likely to reach a stage where ASR accuracy can

be improved by eliminating or improving inaccurate
transcriptions.

Of course, the conventional solution to this problem is to
employ human transcription in order to create an orthograph-
ically transcribed corpus with very high reliability. However,
the cost of such transcription is prohibitive for many resource-
constrained applications, and the resulting accuracy may be
excessive for the types of applications mentioned above. It
is therefore clear that a method to create quality-controlled
speech corpora from smartphone-collected data with limited
human effort would be of great practical value, especially for
application in under-resourced languages.

Below, we first summarise some of the previous research
related to this task. Section III describes the input data that was
utilised as well as the approach that we have taken. The results
obtained with eleven South African languages are summarised
in Section IV. In the concluding section we discuss some
of the implications of this work, and suggest extensions and
improvements.

II. BACKGROUND

As motivated above, the prompts that are provided to
participants during data collection cannot be used directly as
transcriptions for a high-reliability corpus, since discrepancies
between recorded audio and the corresponding prompt text
arise from factors such as reader errors or disfluencies, back-
ground noise, and issues with the recording device. Hence,
our goal was to convert this list of recordings and associated
prompts into a usable corpus by two main mechanisms:

• The elimination of those recordings that clearly do not
correspond to the prompted text.

• The addition of noise markers to the transcriptions of
recordings that contain additional sounds beyond the
prompted text.

The first task is essentially a case of confidence scoring,
which has been studied in great detail in the speech-recognition
literature. Several of these approaches are summarised in [3],
where it is also shown that this particular instance of confi-
dence scoring has somewhat unique characteristics compared
to other applications that have appeared in the literature. In [3]
an algorithm that we call phone-based dynamic programming
(PDP) is shown to be particularly well suited to the current
task.

PDP assumes that the corresponding prompt-utterance pairs
contain exactly the same phrases, and scores how accurate



the match between audio and text is. However, we often find
that the recordings differ from the prompts in predictable
ways - for example, the speaker may stutter, or repeat a
word, or background noise may intrude into the recording.
Such utterances will, correctly, be rejected by PDP in general,
since the discrepancy between text and audio is substantial.
However, these utterances contain much useful speech, and we
realised that we could recover that speech (for most speech-
processing purposes) by marking the extraneous sounds (which
could arise from speech or some other acoustic source) as
“noise”. We have developed a specialised garbage model for
this purpose, which is briefly summarised in Section III and
motivated in more detail in [4].

III. INPUT DATA AND APPROACH

Our development started with Woefzela-collected speech in
the official languages of South Africa; using a tool developed
at the Meraka Institute [2]. Speakers were prompted to read
approximately 500 short prompts each, which had been ex-
tracted from text corpora in order to maximise variability of
phonemic contexts present in the text [2]. After some initial
pre-filtering, we had a set of baseline corpora, eight of which
contained speech from exactly 210 first-language speakers
each, whereas the other three languages had somewhat fewer
speakers. The statistics of these initial corpora – referred to as
the NCHLT-baseline corpora from here onwards – are provided
in Table I. From these baseline corpora, a set of NCHLT-
clean sub-corpora are selected: the selection process aims to
select utterances that are likely to be transcribed with high
accuracy (> 95% word accuracy). (By prior agreement with
the sponsors of the corpus, we aimed for clean corpora of 50
to 60 hours of speech per language.)

TABLE I. SUMMARY OF BASELINE CORPORA (NCHLT-baseline) USED
FOR DEVELOPMENT; CORPUS DURATIONS ARE IN HOURS.

Language Speakers Males Females Duration

Afrikaans 210 107 103 100.6

English 210 100 110 87.0

isiNdebele 148 78 70 101.8

isiXhosa 210 107 103 165.0

isiZulu 210 98 112 157.2

Sepedi 210 100 110 122.6

Sesotho 210 113 97 133.5

Setswana 210 109 101 128.3

Siswati 198 96 102 139.3

Tshivenda 210 84 126 154.8

Xitsonga 200 95 105 142.6

As discussed above, we employed garbage modelling and
PDP scoring in order to insert “noise” markers and select well-
spoken utterances (relative to the prompted text), respectively.
Both of these approaches require a speech-recognition system
for their operation, and we employed the HTK toolkit [5]
to develop baseline recognisers in each of the languages,
training on a randomly selected subset of 190 speakers (but
128 for isiNdebele and 178 for Siswati) and using the other
20 speakers as development set for parameter tuning and
performance monitoring. A standard 3-state left to right HMM
architecture was used to model context-dependent triphones
in each language. As acoustic features, 39-dimensional Mel-
Frequency Cepstral Coefficients were used: 13 static coeffi-
cients with cepstral mean normalisation applied, 13 delta and
13 double delta coefficients. Triphones were tied at the state
level using decision tree clustering, and each tied-state triphone

was estimated with 8 Gaussian mixtures per state. Semi-tied
transforms were also employed throughout.

The garbage model used during alignment is based on a
background model that can be inserted between any pair of
words, as originally described in [4]. This garbage model is a
3-state global HMM, with 16 mixtures per state. Apart from the
number of mixtures, it is trained using the same parameters and
features as models of the general recogniser, but on all the data
(that is, an independent training cycle, using the same data as
the general recogniser). After initial training, this model is then
extended by adding a short pause model in parallel. This model
is implemented as an HTK tee-model (free transition from
entrance to exit state), with transitions allowed to, from and
between the 3-state global model and the fourth short pause
state. The result is a general model which can absorb large
spoken sections and/or silence, or can be skipped completely.

During corpus development, we employ our initial acous-
tic models (in each language) to perform forced alignment
between the prompted text and the recorded utterance. (The
pronunciation dictionaries used for this purpose were extended
versions of those described in [6] and related publications.)
Frames that are matched by the garbage model are marked as
such, and if the “garbage” frames correspond to at least five
phones in a standard phone-loop decode (during subsequent
PDP scoring), a noise symbol is inserted into the transcription.
Not all noise markers initially marked are therefore retained:
subsequent PDP scoring is used to flag valid instances of noise
and/or partial words, as described in more detail later in this
section.

These forced alignments, with optional noise markers, are
also used by the PDP scoring algorithm. For this step, we
perform phone recognition with an ergodic phone loop of
the same audio segment, and compare the phone strings with
the forced alignments to obtain a distance measure. We use
dynamic programming – with either a flat or a variable scoring
matrix – to map the one phone string to the other. The variable
scoring matrix allows us to penalise more probable recognition
errors less severely than differences that are more likely to
be indicative of an unmatched text/audio segment. We then
normalise the resulting dynamic programming score and use
this as confidence score. While this measure is less grounded in
the standard Bayesian theory of ASR than those that estimate a
posterior probability of the presumed transcription, it is likely
to be less fragile in environments where the acoustic models do
not match the acoustics of the target utterances very well [7]. In
detail, then, the PDP scoring process consists of the following
steps:

1) Free recognition is performed on the audio segment
using a phone-loop grammar in order to produce an
observed string.

2) An ASR-based alignment of the prompted text, with
possible inserted noise markers, produces a reference
string.

3) The phone set is simplified, and both the observed and
reference string are mapped to the simplified phone
set. Specifically, compound phones (such as affricates
or diphthongs) are split into their constituent parts,
and a few rare phones mapped to their closest coun-
terparts.



4) A standard dynamic programming algorithm (with a
pre-calculated scoring matrix - see [3] for details) is
used to align the observed and reference string with
each other. Noise symbols can be matched against any
phoneme at zero cost, since those may correspond to
arbitrary insertions.

5) The resulting score obtained from the best dynamic
programming path is normalised by the number of
phones in the alignment (ignoring noise symbols).

Related algorithms have been proposed by several authors –
possibly the earliest systematic exploration of this class of
algorithms was performed by Ng and Zue [8].

This process – training of initial acoustic models, detection
of potential discrepancies between text and audio with a
garbage model, and scoring of utterances with PDP – was
executed on each of the eleven baseline collections. Of course,
this process could be iterated: the cleaned corpus could be used
to train new acoustic models, which could be used to repeat the
subsequent segmentation and scoring steps. However, we have
found that changes after the first iteration are relatively small
if reasonable initial transcriptions are employed [4]; hence, it
is doubtful whether additional iterations would be worthwhile.

We next summarise various measurements that describe the
corpora that were developed using these methods.

IV. MEASUREMENTS OF CORPUS SIZE AND QUALITY

The PDP scoring algorithm is designed to provide a rank
ordering of recorded utterances: utterances with larger scores
are more likely to contain dictionary-expected enunciations of
the prompted text, and as scores become progressively lower,
errors are increasingly likely to occur. We have verified this
to be the case (see [3] as well as Figs. 2 and 3 below).
Hence, the duration of utterances that exceed a given PDP
score is a good indication of the amount of speech that meets
or exceeds the corresponding quality measure, where “quality”
accounts for both the acoustic quality of the utterance and
the match between the speech and the transcribed text. Fig.
1 shows this curve for each of the languages in our corpora.
All these graphs show comparable behaviours: the number of
utterances above a certain threshold increases gradually as the
threshold is decreased, and in each language there is a much
smaller “tail” of utterances with very low PDP scores (−2.5 or
less). These utterances should definitely not be included in the
corpus, as they are likely to contain one or more of the errors
described in Section III. We also see that the targeted corpus
size (50 to 60 hours of recordings) places us well outside of
the low-quality tail in each of the languages. We decided to
retain approximately 56 hours of speech in each language; that
allows us to accept only utterances with PDP scores above
approximately −1.3 in English and isiNdebele, with larger
PDP thresholds being employed in the other languages.

With this selection process complete, it remains to be deter-
mined how accurately the selected utterances were produced.
As we discuss below, the definition of “accuracy” in this
context is rather complex; we have therefore developed an eval-
uation protocol that allows us to arrive at reasonable estimates,
using a set of carefully annotated evaluation utterances.

A. Evaluation protocol

For the evaluation process, we manually validated 400
randomly selected utterances in a sampling of languages. (400
utterances were chosen as it gives reasonable statistical power,
while requiring a moderate transcriber effort. Native speakers
were used wherever possible.) Initally, 50 utterances from each
of 8 speakers were used, but additional utterances from error
prone speakers were added where necessary for DET curve
representation purposes. As the process followed was exactly
the same for all the languages (and the interim results measured
comparable) this approach provides us with an indication of
the status of the entire corpus. Six languages were used during
corpus evaluations; these are listed in Table III.

During evaluation, each utterance and all words in each
utterance were judged as “acceptable” renditions of the target
transcription or not, where acceptability depended both on
the acoustic quality and the pronunciation of each word or
utterance. Acoustic quality related to issues such as back-
ground noise (only limited noise that did not interfere with
the audibility of the utterance was deemed allowable) and
clarity of foreground speech (speech was not allowed to be
too low in volume, or otherwise muffled). Pronunciation issues
included reading errors, hesitations or otherwise non-standard
pronunciations. Where the text prompt and audio sample
matched each other, these were marked at word level as either
an exact match, or a close match, where the latter may for
example include a reader rendering “speaker speaks” where
“speaker speak” was prompted. We also annotated insertions
(e.g. partial repetitions which often occur if speakers struggle
to read a word or phrase, or background noise / speech) and
foreign words in the utterances.

Depending on the purpose of the corpus, different types
of validation may be required: either at word or utterance
level, and also at different levels of quality assurance. We
therefore evaluate the accuracy with which our scoring system
can identify problem words for three different classification
tasks, which we label as “strict”, “lenient” and “harvest”,
respectively. The different scoring strategies are summarized
in Table II [3].

TABLE II. DIFFERENT SCORING STRATEGIES USED DURING

EVALUATION.

strategy accept reject ignore

strict exact match bad audio

strange word wrong word

deleted word

close match

lenient exact match bad audio close match

wrong word strange word

deleted word

harvest exact match bad audio

close match wrong word

strange word deleted word

At word level, the “strict” scoring strategy only accepts
perfectly matched words in the target language (and requires
that all else be rejected); the “lenient” scoring strategy is
impartial with regard to all words that are not as clearly good
or bad; and the “harvest” strategy is the typical one required
when building a corpus for ASR purposes: both exact and
close matches are acceptable and foreign words should also
be included; only poor quality audio and badly pronounced
or deleted words should be rejected. At utterance level, all
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Fig. 1. The duration of the utterances in each language that exceed a given PDP score, as a function of that PDP score.

scoring strategies require that acoustic quality be acceptable
and that words should occur as transcribed, with no missing or
additional words, and no poorly pronounced words or reading
errors. In this case, the only difference between “strict” and
“harvest” scoring is that utterances containing close matches
are rejected or accepted, respectively. Insertions are deemed
acceptable if the garbage model is employed.

Corpus validation is performed by accepting all words that
exceed a selected threshold and determining to what extent
this automatic accept/reject decision matches the manually
generated accept/reject decision. As we can trade off be-
tween sensitivity and specificity by adjusting the automatic
accept/reject threshold, we evaluate the effectiveness of our
scoring technique for each threshold setting, and first use a
Detection-Error Trade-off (DET) curve [9] to plot the fraction
of correctly detected acceptable words against the percentage
of correctly rejected unacceptable words. (The closer to the top
right-hand corner the curve, the more effective the technique.)
Note that “lenient” was intentionally omitted from Figs. 2 and
3 as the “lenient” and “harvest” DET curves are very similar;
we chose to depict “harvest” as the final corpus selection was
based on this strategy.

B. Results

Figs. 2 and 3 demonstrate the performance achieved for
isiNdebele and Afrikaans. As the PDP threshold is increased,
corpus selection becomes stricter, identifying and rejecting an
increasing number of true errors. At the same time, less and
less of the correct portion of the corpus is accepted. Curves are

shown for different types of PDP scoring: using a flat matrix or
a trained matrix, and employing strict or harvest scoring. (All
curves are shown for scores extracted after phone splitting and
before the garbage model is employed - these generate fairly
similar DET curves.) We see that there is some variability
between the acceptance / rejection performance achieved in
the different languages: for example, when using strict scoring
in Afrikaans we are able to reject almost 90% of the erroneous
utterances, while still retaining about 70% of the correct
utterances, whereas a similar rejection level in isiNdebele
entails that somewhat more than 40% of the correct utterances
will be retained. Similarly, when using harvest scoring, 90% of
erroneous utterances are rejected while retaining almost 90%
of the correct utterances in Afrikaans, and 75% of the correct
utterances in isiNdebele.

TABLE III. WORD ACCURACIES OF SAMPLED UTTERANCES,
ACCORDING TO TWO DIFFERENT DEFINITIONS OF “CORRECTNESS”

Language Strict Harvest

Afrikaans 97.80 99.38

English 97.68 99.40

isiNdebele 97.30 99.56

Sepedi 98.34 99.60

Sesotho 97.76 99.47

Setswana 98.54 99.74

Fortunately, the fraction of correctly-recorded utterances
is sufficiently high for good word accuracies to result from
the levels of rejection performance that we have achieved. At
the thresholds used for corpus selection, very high accuracies
are observed: approximately 97.3%−98.5% when using strict
scoring and 99.4%−99.7% when using harvest scoring. Table
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III lists the word accuracies that were achieved for the above-
threshold utterances in our various evaluation sets.

Based on the analysis described above, the following
corpora were prepared for public release by the South African
Resource Management Agency:

1) NCHLT-clean: the eleven 56-hour corpora described
in Section III.

2) NCHLT-baseline: the full baseline corpora, also de-
scribed in Section III, with corpus statistics as in
Table I.

3) NCHLT-raw: the total set of usable data collected,
including repeated speakers and utterances.

V. CONCLUSION

We have shown that a suitable approach to confidence
scoring, combined with garbage modelling, can be used to
create corpora with well-defined transcription accuracies out

of smartphone-collected speech data. Since this approach does
not require sophisticated language modelling, it is particularly
suitable for the development of speech corpora in under-
resourced languages. Using a strict definition of accuracy,
we estimate that the word error rates in our transcriptions
range between 1.5% and 2.7%. Clearly, these values depend
on the details of the collection process, prompting materials,
participant population, and other factors. Thus, the accuracies
that will be achieved if similar methods are employed in other
circumstances will be somewhat unpredictable, and it will gen-
erally be necessary to label a small set of utterances manually
in order to estimate the accuracy achieved. However, this “gold
standard” set can be much smaller than the overall corpus –
we have employed sets of 400 utterances per language, and
these could each be scored in less than an hour.

The approach we have described is unbalanced between
insertions and deletions of speech: with the garbage model, we
are able to detect and correct for inserted speech, but deleted
segments of the prompted text are simply marked as errors.
This is reasonable in our collection, since insertion errors are
more frequent, but it should be reasonably straightforward to
increase the efficiency of harvesting without compromising
quality by detecting deleted words or even partial words.

It would be interesting to investigate the characteristics
of our approach under significantly different circumstances.
In particular, we have not seen any benefit to excluding any
utterances from ASR training, but it is clear that such benefit
will be available if the fraction of recordings containing errors
becomes large. With data collections in more challenging
environments, it should be possible to study this transition.
We also look forward to seeing how our corpora are used by
speech technologists and linguists; such usage will hopefully
give us further guidance on how to adjust our methodology.
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